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Detailed Summary of Technical Progress

\Ve are studying and modeling creative design processes. Our goals are two-fold. One is to make
intelligent, computer-based design assistants more creative (e.g., able to suggest unusual but useful
solutions and to bring up important issues that might not have been considered otherwise). The
other is to build computational models that help us understand human creativity. This will have
implications for design education and suggest ways of enhancing the creativity of human desi~?;ners.

2.1

Exploratory Study

To gain insights into the knowledge and reasoning involved in creative design. we perfo.rmcd an
exploratory study of student mechanical engineers engaged in a seven-week undergraduate de~ign
project. In this study. we observed a great deal of the design process, including ··official" as wPll
as informal team meetings (e.g .. while choosing materials at a store). This has given us insi~hts
into the processes underlying many creative design activities. particularly the following. How
designers generate alternative views of a problem through situation assessment and reformulation.
How problem constraints and evaluation criteria gradually emerge or become refined as ideas ar~
proposed and critiqued. How designers serendipitously recognize solutions to pending problems.
often seeing new functions and purposes for common design pieces in the process.

2.2

Results of Study

Our study has found that creativity is not a process that gets turned on and off but arises our of a
confluence of processes (such as problem elaboration and understanding, remembering. adapt ;:u ion.
evaluation and refinement of propo~ed solutions). each of which we all do everyday. and each of
which interacts with the other procP-...;es in complex ways. ~luch of what we talk about as creat i vit~·
arises from interesting strategic ror tr rol of these processes and their integration. Thus. under our
view. one doesn't talk about a crPflr rve person or even a creative product, but rather a creatin•
process. Those of us with more intPr· · ~ ring strategic control of our reasoning processes, including the
ability to make connections betwe*'!t r hings. tend to reason in ways that produce more interest in~
results. (Our analysis of our observat ions is summarized in [Kolodner 1993a) and [Kolodner 199:3b ~.)
Our model of the creative design process is shown in Figure 1. Creative designers often start
with an incomplete, contradictory, and underconstrained description of what needs to be designed
and transform it into something with more detail. more concrete specifications, and more clearly
defined and consistent constraints. At the same time, creative designers generate several design
alternatives, elaborating and adapting them. and often incorporating pieces of one into another.
It is the evaluation of these alternatives that is the core driving force behind these processes.
The designer continually updates the design specification as well as a pool of design ideas under
consideration. Each alternative generated is evaluated to identify its advantages and disadvantages
and to check that it satisfies the constraints in the current design specification. A key part of
evaluation is ~trying out" the alternative (e.g., through experimentation or mental simulation).
This generates a more detailed description of the alternative, including the consequences of its
operation and how environmental factors affect it.
Evaluation raises questions of legality or desirableness of features of a design alternative and it
detects contradictions and ambiguities in the specification. The resolution of these questions.
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contradictions. and ambigillties serves to refine. augment, and reformulate the design specification.
On the generative side. the critique generated during evaluation provides the basis for comparison
of alternatives, often suggesting interesting adaptations or ways of merging them.
The three processes interact opportunistically. The generative phase, guided by critiques from
the evaluation phase. watches for opportunities to merge or adapt design ideas to create new
alternatives. The design specification. is incrementally updated as ideas are tested and flaws or
desirable features become apparent.
The continual elaboration and reformulation of the problem (i.e .. the design specification) derin's
abstract connections between the current problem and similar problems in other domains. facilitating cross-contextual transfer of design ideas. Continual redescription of what the solution (i.e ..
the evolving design) looks like primes the designer to serendipitously recognize the solution if the
designer comes across it. In other words. redescription creates a "'lens" with which to assess new
situations. enabling the designer to overcome functional fixation and see alternative functions and
uses for common design pieces.

2.3

Case-Ba~ed

Computational Model

These processes rely heavily on pre\·ious design experiences and knowledge of designed artifacts. An
expert designer knows of many design experiences, accumulated from personally designing artifacts.
being given case studies of designs in school. and observing artifacts designed by others. Through
our observations and analyses we have found that reminding of these experiences is crucial to
generating design alternatives. reformulating and elaborating the problem specification or proposed
solutions. predicting the outcome of making certain design decisions, enabling visualization and
simulation of proposed designs. and rommunicating abstract ideas in concrete terms.
The experiences that are most valua hie are often highly contextualized pieces of knowledge about
these artifacts. such as how a device hPhaves in some context of use, circumstances in which it can
fail. and knowledge about situation~ r hat might come up not only in use, but in all phases of its life
cycle. Given the nature of these exp•·r:~'nces, we are using case-based representations and reasoning
techniques [Kolodner 1993bk] to rnud··l r he creative processes we have identified.
A particularly significant role that de~ign cases play is in addressing the problem of focus: How
does the designer know which detajls to pay attention to? \Vhich aspects of an ol<;i design can
suggest problem reformulations or can fill in missing details of the specification? During problem
reformulation, which constraints should be relaxed or strengthened? Which evaluative questions
and criteria should be raised to critique the proposed design options?
.·
Design cases help address these issues by providing information about the consequences of past
situations and what details were important in previous designs. Intentionally interpreting the
current situation in terms of past experiences and reinterpreting previous solutions in the current
context help to reveal and make explicit underlying assumptions. This can often lead to a useful
problem reformulation or relaxation of constraints. (Details of how cases help address focus-related
issues can be found in [Kolodner 1993b].)
We are also exploring the important role design experiences play in the theory development and
conceptual change that occur in evolving a design specification. In our study, the student designers
came to a better understanding of what the constraints of the problem were by performing many
experiments with proposed design pieces and by recalling experiences they had had with devices for
solving similar problems. These led to theories to account for the outcome of the experiments and

previous designs. Som~times an experiment or recalled case did not fit within an existing theory:
explaining this anomaious data resulted in a conceptual change which led to a new way of viewing
the problem to be solved. In general. theory development helps to refine vague. abstract problem
constraints making them more concrete and operationalized.
Conceptual change involves a fundamental change in the underlying knowledge representations in
terms of which the reasoner thinks abou.t the domain. It involves the construction of new concepts
and t_heories. and the modification and extrapolation of existing concepts and theories in novel
situations [Ram 1993). We are studying conceptual change not only in the context of specification
evolution. but also in the context of story comprehension [~loorman 1993]. Consider. for examplP.
reading a science fiction story. in which one must learn enough about an unusual world to accept it
as the background for the story. and then must understand the story itself. In general. all types of
reading -indeed. all types of comprehension- require us to learn about and modify our conceptions
and beliefs to some extent. We have found that many of the same creative processes are involved
in understanding unusual and novel situations as are involved in solving problems and designing in
these situations.

2.4

Integrated Case-Based and Model-Based Computational Models

\Ve are also studying integrated computational models that combine the use of design cases with
the use of functional models for analyzing and modeling design processes. The functional models
may be design-specific or design-independent. Design-specific models specify how the structure of
a given designed artifact results in the achievement of its functions (e.g., how the functions of the
components in an electrical circuit get composed into the functions of the circuit as a whole). while
design-independent models represent how a causal process results in a specific behavior (e.g .. how
the process of heat flow results in a change in temperature). In our earlier work we showed that
functional models can provide answers to several issues in case-based design, e.g., they provide a
vocabulary for indexing designs cases in memory (model-based indexing), an array of repair plans
for adapting a past case to meet new dPsign specifications (model- based adaptation), and a method
for evaluating a candidate design (model- based evaluation).
In our current work we are building on this theme to model the processes of creative design. A key
characteristic of creative design is the discovery of new design constraints in the process of evaluating
a candidate design. The discovered constraints lead to a reformulation of the design problem
because they introduce new design variables into the design problem space. Prabhakar and Goel
[1992] have shown how design-specific and design-independent functional models together enable
the evaluation of a candidate design. the discovery of new design constraints, the reformulation of
the design problem, a.nd the incorporation of the modified constraints into the process of case- based
design generation.
Another key characteristic of creative design is the use of innovative strategies for adapting a past
design to meet the specifications of a new problem. Cross-domain analogical transfer of knowledge
is an example of an innovative adaptation strategy. Bhatta and Goel [1993a, 1993b] have shown
how design-specific and design-independent models together enable analogical transfer of design
knowledge from one engineering domain (e.g., electrical circuits) to another (e.g., heat exchangers).
They describe how design-specific functional models enable the learning of design-independent
physical processes (e.g., the process of heat flow) and engineering mechanisms (e.g., the cascading
mechanism) from specific design experiences in one domain. and how these abstract processes and
mechanisms can be used for solving design problems in a different domain.
5
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Publications, Presentations and Reports

Invited Talks:
Kolodner. J .L. A Case- Based Approach to Creativity in Problem Solving, Distinguished Lecture
at Trinity College. Hartford, Connecticut, April 1993.

Abstract: In case-based reasoning, new problems are solved by remembering ( retrieving) previous problem situations similar to a new one and adapting retrieved solutions
to fit the new problem. Case-based reasoning is useful for design tasks. planning, diagnosis problems. and common-sense problem solving. It is an inference method people
use quite often in their day-to-day reasoning for both expert and common-sense tasks.
and it provides an alternate way of building expert systems.
If we take case-based reasoning seriously as a cognitive model of the problem solving
people do, then we can use it to begin to explain creative problem solving. A case- based
approach to creative problem solving starts with case-based processes at its core and
asks how those processes need to be augmented and/or extended and/or redefined so
that they can also be used to explain creative thought.
An informal analysis of several instances of creative problem solving has shown us that
a major activity creative problem solvers engage in is exploration and evaluation of
alternatives, often adapting and merging several possibilities to create a solution to a
new problem. I propose a process model of this activity and discuss the requirements
it puts on case representations and case-based and other reasoning methods. Some
examples from a prototype program will be shown.
Kolodner. J.L. A Case-Based View of Case-Based Reasoning, Invited talk. AAAI Case-Bastd Reasoning lVorkshop. Washington, D.C .. July. 1993.
Kolodner. J.L. Keynote Address: ..\ Case-Based Approach to Creativity in Problem Solving. First
European Workshop on Case-Bastd Rr(J.soning, University of Ka.iserslautern, Germany, Nov. 1993.
J .L. Kolodner will also be presenting in \·ited talks in Holland and Belgium during her trip to Europe
in Oct-Nov .. 1993.
Kolodner, J .L. Conceptual Foundations of Case-Based Reasoning, two invited talks at
L'niversity of Ka.iserslautern, Germany. Oct-~ov., 1993.

G~ID

and

Abstract: Case-based reasoning has matured in the past several years from a research
idea to a.n a.pproa.ch to building applications and on to providing an approach to addressing research problems that have been otherwise inaccessible. Doing a good job of
either of these tasks requires intimate knowledge of CBR 's conceptual underpinnings.
Unfortunately, the CBR community has done a poor job of articulating these. In particular, there are major misconceptions about indexing and about the role of rules and
general knowledge in reasoning. I address those issues, beginning by illustrating the
results of these misconceptions, continuing by making clear the approach CBR puts
forth as a paradigm, ending by discussing indexing and knowledge issues in some detail.
[Ram 1993]
Ram, A. Creative Conceptual Change, Proceedings of the Fifteenth Annual Conference of the
Cognitive Science Society, pp. 17-26, June 1993.
6

Abstract: Creative conceptual change involves (a) the construction of new concepts
and of coherent belief systems, or theories. relating these concepts. and (b) the modification and extrapolation of existing concepts and theories in novel situations. I disrl.l5S these and other types of conceptual r.ha.nge. and present comp 11tational rr.odelE
of constructive and extrapolative processes in creative conceptual change. The models have been implemented as computer programs in two very different task domains.
autonomous robotic navigation and fictional story understanding.
Publications:
[Kolodner l99:3bk)
Kolodner . .J.L. Case-Based Reasoning.

~forgan-Kaufman

Publishers, Inc .• San Mateo, C.\.

199:~.

~Kr)lodner

1993a]
Kolodner . .J .L. and \ViUs. L.~1. Case- Based Creative Design. AAA I Spring Symposium on A I and
Creatirity. Stanford. CA. ~1arch 1993. To be reprinted in an edited book based on the papers
presented at the Creativity Symposium and in a special Autumn edition of AISB Quarterly on AI
and Creativity. edited by Terry Dart ri<ill. (This special edition will contain a select few papers that
provide an overview of the field and that give an indication of future directions.)
Abstract: Designers across a variety of domains engage in many of the same creative
activities. Since much creativit~· stems from using old solutions in novel ways. we believe
that case- based reasoning can be used to explain many creative design processes.
[Kolodner 1993bJ
Kolodner. J.L. and Wills. L.~L Paying Attention to the Right Thing: Issues of Focus in Case-Based
Creative Design. AAAI Case-Basui !fuu•oning w·orkshop. Washington. D.C., July 1993.
Abstract: Case-based reason··~ ,·an be used to explain many creative design processes.
since much creativity stems fr. ·::i 11sin~ old solutions in novel ways. To understand the
role cases play. we conducted .1 :t P:<ploratory study of a seven-week student creative
design project. This paper di:-< l!'ises the observations we made and the issues that
arise in understanding and mod•'lin~ creative design processes. V·le found particularly
interesting the role of imagery in reminding and in evaluating design options. This
included visualization, mental simulation. gesturing, and even sound effects. An important class of issues we repeatedly encounter in our modeling efforts concerns the focus of
the designer. (For example. which problem constraints should be reformulated? Which
evaluative issues should be raised?) Cases help to address these focus issues.
[Kolodner 1993c J
Kolodner. J .L .• et al. Creativity is in the ~lind of the Creator: Review of Boden's The Creatirt
Mind. submitted to Behavioral and Brain Sciences, Princeton, NJ, 1993.
[Moorman 1993]
Moorman, K. and Ram, A. A Functional Theory of Creative Reading, submitted to Psycgrad
Journal. Oct. 1993.

I

Abstract: Reading is an area of human cognition which has been studied for decades
by psychologists. education researchers. and artificial intelligence researchers. Yet. ~here
still does not exist a theory which accurately describes the complete process. \Ve believe
that these past attempts fell short due to an incomplete ur.derstanding of the overall
task of reading; namely. the complete set of mental tasks a reasoner mm:t perform to
read and the mechanisms that carry out these tasks. \Ve present a functional theory
of the reading process and argue that it represents a coverage of the task. The theory
combines experimental results from psychology. artificial intelligence. education. and
linguistics. along with the insights we have gained from our own research. This greater
understanding of the mental tasks necessary for reading will enable new natural language understanding systems to be more flexible and more capable than earlier one5.
Furthermore. we argue that creativity is a necessary component of the reading process
and must be considered in any theory or system attempting to describe it. \\'e present
;t functi0nal theory of creative reading and a novel knowledge organization scheme that
supports the creativity rr:echanisms. The reading theory is currently being implemented
in the ISAAC (Integrated Story Analysis And Creativity) system, a computer system
which reads science fiction stor :. ·s.
[Bhatta 1993a)
Bhatta. S. and Gael. A. Discovery of Physical Principles from Design Experiences. To appear in a
Special Issue on ~lachine Learning in Design of the International Journal AI in Engineering De!5ign.
A naly.sis. and .\tfanufacturing. 1993.

Abstract: One method for making analogies is to access and instantiate abstract
domain principles. and one mE't hod for acquiring knowledge of abstract principles is to
discover them from experiencP . \\'e view generalization over experiences in the absence
of any prior knowledge of th~> 'rtrget principle as the task of hypothesis formation, a
su bt ask of discovery. Also, Wf' 'i~>\'-. the use of the hypothesized principles for analogical
design as the task of hypothes1-. rPsting, another subtask of discovery. In this paper. we
focus on discovery of physical ;HIll ci ples by generalization over design experiences in the
domain of physical devices. Sornf-' important issues in generalization from experiences
are what to generalize from an P.xperience. how far to generalize, and what methods
to use. \Ne represent a reasoner ·s comprehension of specific designs in the form of
structure-behavior-function (SBF) models. An SBF model provides a functional and
causal explanation of the working of a device. We represent domain principles as deviceindependent behavior-function ( BF) models. We show that {i) the function of a device
determines what to generalize from its SBF model, (li) the SBF model itself suggests
how far to generalize, and (iii) the typology of functions indicates what method to use.
[Bhatta 1993b]
Bhatta. S. and Gael. A. Learning Generic ~[echanisms from Experiences for Analogical Reasoning.
In the Proceedings of the Fifteenth Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society. June 18-21.
1993. Boulder, CO.

Abstract: Humans appear to often solve problems in a new domain by transferring
their expertise from a more familiar domain. However, making such cross-domain analogies is hard and often requires abstractions common to the source and target domains.
8

Recent work in case-based design suggests that generic mechanisms are one type of
abstractions used by designers. However. one important yet unexplored issue is where
these generic mechanisms come from. \Ve hypothesize that they are acquired incrementally from problem-solving experiences in familiar domains by generalization over
. p~tterns of regularity. Three important issues in generalization from experiences are
what to generalize from an experience, how far to generalize. and what methods to use.
In this paper. we show that mental models in a familiar domain provide the content.
and together with the problem-solving context in which learning occurs. also provide the
constraints for learning generic mechanisms from design experiences. In particular. we
show how the model-based learning method integrated with similarity-based learning
addresses the issues in generalization from experiences.
[Bhatta 1992)
Bhatta. S. A Model-Based Approach to Analogical Reasoning and Learning in Design. Technical
report GIT-CC-92/60, Ph.D. Proposal. ~ov . 1992.

Abstract Analogy is often believed to play an important role in the reasoning underlying innovation and creativity. The ability to make analogies between distant situations or domains (i.e .. cross-domain analogies) appears to be crucial for innovation
and creativity. However. making cross-domain analogies often involves learning shared
abstractions as well as reasonin~ mediated by the abstractions. We hypothesize that
structure- behavior- function ( S B F) models at different levels of abstraction provide the
right knowledge to facilitate analogical reasoning, ranging from within-domain to crossdomain analogies. \Ve call such analogical reasoning model-based analogy.
A mental model is characterized by the types of information it captures such as causal.
functional (teleological), and structural relations between the entities in a system or a
situation. We represent devi<-P-.;pecific models (i.e., models of specific designs) as SBF
models and device-independf'nt models (i.e., models of physical principles, processes.
and generic mechanisms) as lwhavior-function (BF) models.
An important issue concerning rnf'ntal models is their origin. One method for acquiring
knowledge of these models is to ··discover'~ them from experience. We hypothesize that
SBF models at a lower level of abstraction (e.g., device-specific models) provide both
the content and constraints for learning BF models at higher levels of abstraction (e.g ..
device-independent models) by generalization.
We propose an integrated architecture for design by model-based analogy and for learning of shared abstract models. \Ve are currently implementing the ~rchltecture in a
system ca.lled IDEAL (Integrated ""DEsign by Analogy and Learning"). We plan to
evaluate it in the context of the design of physical devices, such as heat exchangers and
electric circuits.
[Prabhaka.r 1992]
Prabhaka.r. S. and Goel, A. Integrating Case-Based and Model-Based Reasoning for Creative Design: Constraint Discovery, Model Revision, and Case Composition. In Proceedings of the Second
International Conference on Computational Models of Creative Design, Dec. 1992, Heron Island.
Australia.

Abstract: Creative Design can be defined as introducing new design variables into
the existing design problem space. ~lany devices fail to perform normally in a new
9

operating environment. This is because the environment imposes new constraints on
the device which may not be addressed in the design knowledge. \Ve present a model.
Performance-Driven Creativity (PDC). for creative design that introduces new variables
into design problem space by discovering and addressing new constraints on the design
knowledge. PDC is an extension of KRITIK (Goel. 89] which integrates model-based
reasoning and case-based reasoning to come up with creative designs. \Ve have identified three case-bases that help in .PDC: (i) Case-base of design experiences that were
.-encountered in the past. (ii) Case-base of previous experiences of failure output behaviors. and (iii) Prototypical behaviors. The knowledge in these cases is modeled using a
Structure-Behavior-Function (SBF) model. The PDC task has been decomposed into:
(i) Discovery of ~ew Constraints. (ii) Formation of Behaviors for the Constraints. and
(iii) Composition of Behaviors to arrive at the final design that satisfies all the constraints identified. In the process of creative design. different models get composed into
a single model that represents the final design knowledge. 'l'·ie illustrate our ideas in the
design of coffee-maker that can withstand cold environmental conditions.
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Transitions and DoD Interactions

Because our exploratory study involved a team of students collaborating on a design. it is of
consider;:tble interest to researchers studying human-computer collaboration. \Ve are sharing the
transcripts and data collected from our exploratory study with researchers at the DEC-Cambridge
Research Laboratory who are studying cooperation among heterogeneous agents. In addition. we
have been invited to participate in the AAAI-93 Fall Symposium on Human-Computer Collaboration_ in October.
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5

Software and Hardware Prototypes

\Ve are developing a software prototype which integrates a number of primary mechanisms. including capabilities for retrieval, evaluation\ adaptation\ elaboration (of both solution and sp~cification ).
and projection of outcomes of proposed alternatives. The prototype has a flexible, opportunistic
control structure which allows us to keep focus tactics separate, explicit. and modifiable. This will
enable us to explore various strategic control strategies that string together the primary mechanisms. causing complex a~d interesting interactions from which creative processes emerge.
This experimental system has two memory components: ( 1) a long-term episodic memory (which
includes design cases) and (2) a working memory of the evolving specifications and proposed design
alternatives. The working memory organizes the proposed solutions and solution fragments with
respect to each other, comparing them along dimensions corresponding to criteria and constraints
imposed by the current specification. This memory organization will allow us to explore ~orne
interesting working memory issues. such as how it is maintained when ~t gets large. what thin~s
tend to be accessible. what influences accessibility, and how it gets reconstructed when one lea\·es
a problem and then comes back to it .
The design specification that is being evolved by the primary mechanisms is used in two ways. One
is as a probe to flexibly retrieve rele\·ant cases. (In case-based reasoning terms, the specification
evolution process is one of situation assessment and index transformation.) The other use is as
a dynamically changing indexing vocabulary with which to interpret and organize alternatives in
working memory. Not only are intentionally proposed solutions recorded in .working memory. but
also alternatives that are observed in the external environment. This will be used to model the
serendipitous recognition of solutions to pending problems as a process of re-interpretation in the
context of the current problem.
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CASE-BASED CREATIVE DESIGN
Janet L. Kolodner and Linda M. Wills
College of Computing
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0280
jlk@cc. gatech. edu, linda @cc. gatech. edu
Abstract. Designers across a variety of domains engage in many of the same creative activities. Since much
creat~vity

stems fro~ using old solutions in novel ways, we believe that case-based rea,soning can be used to
explam many creative design processes.

1. Introduction
Designers across different domains perform many of the
same creative activities, whether they are involved in
designing artifacts or processes. These activities can be
described by contrasting them to routine design activities. In general, routine design repeats old designs in
obvious ways, adapting them by well-known and oftenapplied adaptation strategies. Routine design assumes a
completely specified problem is given and little effort is
applied to elaborating or designing a feasible specification.
The kind of design we call creative, on the other hand,
includes a process of "designing the design specification"
(Tong, 1988), going from an incomplete, contradictory,
and underconstrained description of what needs to be
designed to one with more detail, more ronrrete specifications, and more clearly defined constrainrs. Creative
design also often includes a process of gerwrfl.ting and
considering several alternatives, weighing 1 h,·ir advantages and disadvantages, and sometimes iurorporating
pieces of one into another. It involves using Wt'll-known
design pieces in unusual ways or modifying well-known
designs in unusual ways. Creative designers frequently
engage in cross-domain transfer of abstract design ideas.
They also often recognize alternative uses or functions
for common design pieces (e.g., using a styrofoam cup as
a boat).
Figure 1 gives a rough sketch of the main processes
we hypothesize to be involved in creative design and how
they interact with one another. The designer continually updates the design specification as well as a pool of
design ideas under consideration. Each alternative generated is evaluated to identify its advantages and disadvantages and to check that it satisfies the constraints in
the current design specification. A key part of evaluation is "trying out" the alternative (e.g., through experimentation or mental simulation). This generates a more
detailed description of the alternative, including the consequences of its operation and how environmental factors
affect it.
Evaluation drives both the updating of the ~~ign

specification and the modification and merging of design
alternatives. It raises questions of legality or desirableness of features 1 of a design alternative and it detects
contradictions and ambiguities in the specification . The
resolution of these questions, contradictions, and ambiguities serves to refine, augment, and reformulate the
design specification. On the generative side, evaluation
identifies advantages and disadvantages of alternatives
which often suggest interesting adaptations or ways of
merging alternatives. Also, sometimes the description of
a problem noticed during evaluation can be easily transformed to a description of how its solution would look.
The three processes interact opportunistically. The
generative phase, guided by critiques from the evaluation phase, watches for opportunities to merge or adapt
design ideas to create new alternatives. The design specification is incrementally updated as ideas are tested and
flaws or desirable features become apparent.
The continual elaboration and reformulation of the
problem (i.e., the design specification) derives abstract
connections between the current problem and similar
problems in other domains, facilitating cross-contextual
transfer of design ideas. Continual redescription of what
the solution (i.e., the evolving design) looks like primes
the designer for opportunistic recognition of alternative
functions of objects.
This paper describes the nature of these processes
and proposes ways of modeling them. Since all three
processes rely heavily on previous design experiences,
case-based reasoning (Kolodner, 1993) can play a large
role in modeling them. Research in case-based reasoning
has provided extensive knowledge of how to reuse solutions to old problems in new situations, how to build
and search case libraries (for exploration of design alternatives), and how to merge and adapt cases. Many
of the activities of creative designers can be modeled by
extending routine problem solving processes that exist
in current case-based systems.
1
The features of a design alternative are not only its structural
characteristics and physical properties, but also relations between
combinations of features .
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Figure 1: Rough sketch of creative design processes.
We give examples to illustrate these activities, which
we have collected in studying the problem solving reports and protocols of designers in a variety of design
disciplines. These include software design, meal planning, science lesson planning, architectural design, and
mechanical design. Many of the anecdotes related in this
paper come from an exploratory study we conducted of
a student mechanical engineering (ME) design project.
The design task was to build a device to quickly and
safely transport as many eggs as possible from one location to another. The device could be constructed from
any material, but had to satisfy a set of size. weight and
cost restrictions. The initial description of the problem
was vague, ambiguous, and incomplete, requiring a great
deal of elaboration and reformulation. One of us participated in the seven-week project as a member of a fourperson team. Active participation in the project allowed
us to become immersed in the issues the students were
dealing with and to openly converse with the students at
all stages of the design as a useful team member, rather
than as an outside observer. This led to many of the
insights described in this paper.

2. Specification Refinement
Design specifications are rarely well-defined. In general,
they are incomplete, leave many different ways to solve
a problem, and are often unnecessarily overconstrained.
An important part of design is redefining the design specification. This includes elaborating the constraints and
criteria the design should satisfy and extensively restructuring the problem (Goel and Pirolli, 1989).
2.1 ELABORATION

In general, a designer has goals and guidelines that are
not in the initial design specification itself but whose violation or achievement can be noticed. For example. a
meal planner might like meals to be easy to prepare, but
may not include this in every design specification. Goel
and Pirolli (1989) identify several classes of constraints
that are of this nature, including domain-specific technical constraints (such as structural soundness), legislative constraints (such as building codes), common sense,
pragmatic constraints (for example, "short construction
time" or personal safety), and self-imposed, personal
preferences (such as "not spicy").
Elaboration involves making these constraints and criteria explicit, consistent, complete, and unambiguous.
We hypothesize that this is driven in part by the process
of evaluating each alternative generated so far. Evaluation drives elaboration by satisfaction or dissatisfaction with an alternative and by an inability to evaluate.
Elaboration is also driven by an inability to generate
satisficing alternatives, and by opportunity. These are
discussed in this section.
Many design alternatives arise from remembering or
looking for solutions to old design problems. Such design
cases are, in general, similar to the new situation on important dimensions, but are more complete. Additional
aspects fuel elaboration by bringing up new constraints
or criteria to consider. They are evaluated for applicability to the current design problem. The results are used
to update the design specification: if the case is applicable, more detailed constraints are added; if the case is
rejected, constraints are added to prohibit the aspects
that were unacceptable.

For example, while designing a manufacturing research center on the Georgia Tech campus, Terry Sargent visited existing manufacturing centers and precision
engineering laboratories around the world. Examining
these options helped him decide what criteria and constraints were important and how to prioritize them. One
technical center he visited has flexible utilities which can
be tapped into at any location in the building (e.g., an
air duct can be added anywhere). On the other hand, all
of its research laboratories are internal and the building
is too dark. From his examination, Sargent formed a
wishlist of constraints for his building to satisfy, including having flexible utilities, external offices, and letting
in plenty of sun.
This illustrates two of the ways evaluation drives elaboration: by satisfaction and by dissatisfaction with an
alternative. A third way is by an inability to evaluate.
This occurs when there is a lack of information in the
specification to confirm or reject the legality and desirableness of features. It suggests new constraints and
criteria to add or existing constraints to disambiguate.
An example arose in the ME design project, where
a possible starting location of the device was from the
center of a wading pool of water. The team discussed the
idea of launching an egg-carrying device from a model
battleship. To determine whether this was legal, they
needed to know whether it was all right to leave parts
of the device behind as it operated. The answer to this
question added to the problem description.
Elaboration is also driven by an inability to generate
satisficing alternatives. In general, this results in relaxing constraints (i.e., making a compromise). In the ME
project, the students originally wanted to carry more
than than a dozen eggs, but could think of no design
ideas that would allow a large number of eggs to be carried safely, given the amount of protective cushioning
required and the space restrictions. This le~ the students to relax their preference for the device to have a
high egg-carrying capacity.
Finally, elaboration is driven by opportunity. If the
evaluation process is aware of the designer's other goals,
it can be opportunistic. For example, a meal planner
whose immediate goals were to use leftover rice for dinner remembered a breakfast dish. Since she needed to
eat breakfast too, she decided to relax the dinner goal
and use the rice for breakfast. This required reasoning
about priorities and alternative ways of doing things. If
rice is the only thing of substance available for dinner,
then using the rice for tomorrow's breakfast is a poor
idea. If, on the other hand, there are plenty of other
things available for dinner and/or the eater didn't really want to eat rice anyway, then using it for breakfast
solves two problems. So, evaluation may allow a reasoner
to opportunistically realize that a solution is good, even
though it does not fit the design specification. This can
lead to a change in the relative importance of goals and
constraints in the current problem description.

2.2 REFORMULATION
Another major activity in designing the design specification is reformulating the problem - redescribing the
problem so that the solution is easier to find . There
are several ways alternative views of a problem can be
generated.
One way stems from making a design alternative more
concrete, e.g., by mentally visualizing it or acting it out.
The more detailed description of the solution sometimes
suggests a new description of the problem. For example, in the ME design project, while considering how to
move eggs out of a pool of water, one student made an
analogy to submarines launching missiles. He acted out
the launch with his pen as he spoke. His description reminded another student that submarines launch missiles
one at a time. This led to reformulating the problem
from one of moving all eggs as a group to moving eggs
individually.
It is an open question exactly how a more detailed
description of a solution can suggest a reformulation. It
may be that the visualization of the submarine launching
is making assumptions explicit. It is challenging constraints that have been inherited from previously considered options, but which are not essential, e.g., the
constraint on how many eggs should move at once.
Another problem reformulation technique is to explore and stretch the problem constraints and exploit
any loop-holes found. For example, a designer trying
to "design a building between two buildings" (Goel and
Pirolli, 1989) might ask how close the middle building
can be to the two adjacent buildings. By taking closeness
to the limit, the designer can reformulate the problem as
"connect two buildings together."
Finally, a third way an alternative view of a problem
sometimes arises is from realizing part of a solution and
then reducing the problem to making that happen. For
example, Maier (1931) describes an experiment in which
subjects were given the problem of connecting together
two strings that hung vertically a large enough distance
apart that the person could not hold one string and reach
the other. The solutions depend on describing the problem in different ways: "how to make one string longer,"
"how to make one string stay in middle and bring the
other string to it," "how t~ extend my reach to pull one
string to the other," and "how to make one string move
to the other." Maier showed that subtly giving the hint
of making one string sway often helped the subjects come
up with the fourth reformulation (which led to the solution of tying a weight to the string, making it swing like
a pendulum toward the other string).
Turner (1991) provides an initial attempt to model the
problem reformulation process, which he implemented in
a program called MINSTREL. Turner proposes a casebased model of creative reasoning in which a given problem is transformed into a slightly different problem and
then used as a probe to a case library. A recalled solution
to the new problem is then adapted back to the original

problem (using solution adaptations that are associated
with the problem transformations). A set of "creativity
heuristics" is used to transform the problem. Examples
include generalizing a constr.aint (and perhaps suspending it altogether), and adapting a constraint to require
a related, but slightly different outcome (e.g., injuring
instead of killing).
Unfortunately, MINSTREL does not address important focus of control problems. For example, what guides
the problem reformulation? Which features or constraints should be varied? Figuring out what to change
and how seems to be a major part of recasting problems. We believe that incorporating feedback from the
evaluation of proposed alternatives can provide focus.

3. Idea Exploration
Generating design alternatives is an incremental, opportunistic process that is tightly interleaved with specification refinement and evaluation. Three primary ways
in which ideas are put on the table for consideration are
retrieval of previous design experiences, recognition of
current experiences or design pieces in the current environment as potential solutions, and modifying or combining existing options to produce new ones.
3.1 REMINDING
An expert designer knows of many design experiences,
accumulated from personally designing artifacts, being
given case studies of designs in school, and observing
artifacts designed by others. Our observations and analyses lead us to propose that reminding of these experiences is crucial to generating design alternatives. When
a design experience is recalled, it suggests a potential
solution that can be critiqued with respect to the new
problem, adapted to meet the needs of the new situation,
or merged with other proposed solutions.
Designers frequently choose an already well-known
framework (or generic case) for a problem and then fill it
in. Reusing solution structures in this way allows designers to avoid recomputing useful compositions of design
pieces. We call this process "framing a solution." The
framework provides the glue holding the pieces of the
design together. The creativity comes in filling in details and in dealing with inconsistencies when merging
alternative pieces.
Such framing occurs in domains, such as bridge design and engine design, where well-known frameworks
exist and where constraints holding the pieces of problems together are quite complex. In software engineering, frameworks exist as widely-used computational fragments, called cliches (Rich and Waters, 1990). Johnson
and Foote ( 1988) have defined a similar notion of ''frameworks" for reuse of object-oriented software. In other domains, such as architectural design, creating the framework is a primary piece of the creative process. This
involves deciding which aspects of a problem specification are most important to deal with first and inferring
structural aspects of a solution from them .

We hypothesize that unorthodox design alternatives
tend to come from non-obvious remindings. Some
are based on abstract similarities, resulting in crosscontextual remindings . Other remindings are based on
derived or computed features rather than available ones.
If reminding is so important to generating alternatives
and if it requires derived or abstract features, we must
determine which kinds of derived features tend to be
most useful for design, whether there is a set of derived
features that is common to design across domains, and
when those features get derived.
In her investigation of story writing, Dehn (1989)
stresses the importance of reusing old ideas in new ways.
Of particular importance is having processes that are
able to generate multiple alternatives for several parts of
a problem and put them together in unusual ways. This
requires processes that can search memory for things
that might be represented in a way that is different from
the representation of the current problem. Old cases
must be seen in a new light.
Recent studies of creative problem solving protocols
(Kolodner and Penberthy, 1990) suggest that anticipatory indexing is not sufficient to fully explain retrieval.
Features that were not salient at the time a case was
experienced might be important for retrieval in the current situation. Drawing new, abstract connections might
be a result of re-indexing cases in terms of what is now
relevant or important. We hypothesize that by continually updating the design specification, designers derive
abstract connections between the current problem and
similar problems (possibly in other domains) . These abstractions can be used to see previous cases differently.
Selfridge ( 1990) claims that people tell stories to reindex them under new generalizations that have been
learned since the story was first acquired . A key open
question he identified is how does a person know what
stories to tell? One possibility is that they are the ones
the person is reminded of or has experienced recently.
The person may have been reminded of them through
a different set of features than the generalized features
they are re-indexed under. While working on a design
problem, designers often perform sensitized recognition
of current design options and objects in their environment and they continually re-examine and re-index all
ideas recently brought up or experienced. This is discussed further in the next section.
Retrieval can be automatic or strategic (i.e., based
on intentional elaboration strategies that help jog a designer's memory). Strategic retrieval is promoted by
design team communication. Team members describe
abstract ideas to each other in terms of concrete examples, analogies, and metaphors. Trying to recall an
appropriate example often involves applying elaboration
strategies to an index. For example, the person might
reflect on "where have I seen something like this before?"
and "in what situations might I have seen something like
this?" This often results in identifying opportunities to

reuse existing objects or devices in the current design.
Team communication plays an additional role in idea
generation: ambiguity in communication is generative.
In general, when working together, team, ~embers try
to recognize and understand each others Ideas, plans,
and goals from their actions, words, and sk~tches. ~orne
times there is ambiguity in the interpretatiOns which often helps generate more ideas (increases fluidity of concepts) and can lead to function sharing op~im.izations.
Gael (1992) studied the generative role ambigmty plays
in informal sketching. In our informal study, we have noticed that interaction among multiple designers amplifies
its effects.
3.2 SENSITIZED RECOGNITION
As designers become deeply involved in design problems,
they start to recognize objects in their environment as
solutions to parts of the design problem. Often the objects are seen as having alternative, unusual functions or
uses.
For example, in the ME design project, the students
were considering using a spring launching device and
went to a Home Depot (a home improvement store)
to look into materials. While comparing the strengths
of several springs by compressing them, they noticed
that the springs bent. One student mentioned that if
they were to use springs, they would have to encase the
springs in collapsible tubes to prevent bending. Later, as
they walked through the bathroom section of the_ store,
they saw a display of toilet paper holders. They Immediately recognized them as collapsible tubes that could
be used to support the springs.
The key to sensitized recognition is refining the description of the solution. The process of critiquing proposed ideas often yields descriptions of what an improved
solution would look like: what properties it would have,
what function it should provide, and what criteria it satisfies. This primes the designer to opportunistically recognize possible solutions in observations of the external
world and in recently considered design options.
3.3 ADAPTATION
Previous work has looked at adapting old solutions to fit
new problems. In creative design, it sometimes makes
sense, in addition, to adapt one's goals to fit an old solution rather than changing the old solution to fit the new
problem (e.g., using rice for breakfast rather than dinner). Previous work (Hinrichs 1992) has looked at routine adaptation strategies (e.g., deletion, addition, substitution) but not at use of "off-the-cuff" ones (i.e., those
developed in response to a particular problem). Some of
these arise from examining a causal model, some from
adapting well-known adaptation strategies, and some
from applying well-known adaptation strategies i~ no.vel
ways. For example, novelty can result from subst1tut~ng
something different than the usual thing or from relaxmg
·
well-known structural constraints.

3.4 MERGING
In routine design, parts of several designs are often
merged, but in general, the parts are non-o:erlappi~g
(e.g., dessert from one meal might be used ":'Ith a mam
dish from another meal). In more novel design, several
suggestions for solving the same part of a pro?!em ~i?ht
be merged to come up with a solution (e.g., m decidmg
to have salmon fettuccine and salad for dinner, a meal
planner might have remembered three previous cases, a
meal with fish, a one-dish meal and a pasta meal, and
merged desirable features from each).
. .
Merging pieces of several solutions i~to one ~es1gn IS
relatively simple if the pieces are consistent w1th each
other. Either a previous case will suggest a way of combining them, an adaptation heuristic will know how or.
combination will be obvious. Merging is more complex
when the pieces are not obviously consistent. We have
two hypotheses about how creative merging of several.alternative solutions might work. First, some adaptatiOn
heuristics might exist that can provide general guidelines
and suggestions for non-routine merging. Second, cases
from other domains may provide guidelines and suggestions for non-routine merging. The challenges here are
to find the adaptation heuristics and to discover the descriptive vocabulary that allow cross-contextual remindings of the appropriate kinds to take place.
3.5 FUNCTION SHARING
Often function-sharing optimizations arise from merging
within the same design. This occurs when an existing
part of the design can be seen to fulfill an~t~er purpo~e.
(This is a special case of sensitized recogmt10n.) An Interesting form of this type of merging occurred in the ME
design project. The students had decided to use a cylinder to carry the eggs. One student related an episode
from the children's science TV show Beakman 's World
that had caught her eye as she was flipping through channels. The episode showed how to make a coffee can that
rolled back to you when you rolled it away. It attached
batteries as weights to rubberbands, strung through the
center of the can. The weights caused the rubberbands
to get wound up as the can rolled. As the rubberbands
unwound, they caused the can to roll back to the starting location. The students discussed whether this could
be modified for use in their design (e.g., wind the rubberbands up and let their unwinding launch the device).
They criticized the rubberband and battery part for.taking up too much space and for adding too much weight,
since the task had strict space and weight restrictions.
One student then suggested the interesting optimization
of letting the eggs themselves be used as the weights.
This alleviated both the space and the weight problem.
One aspect that was non-routine about this is that the
student looked beyond the structure of the device to its
cargo to find what to share.

4. Evaluation

Current Specification

Evaluation:

Critique

Design Alternative
Figure 2: Processes involved in evaluation.

The evaluation process checks each design option that
is generated against the current design specification. It
forms a critique, identifying how well the option satisfies the constraints or how badly it fails. It also notices
questionable features whose desirableness or legality are
unknown. In addition, it raises evaluative issues and
guidelines that are not found in the current specification,
but which are based on the designer's experience. Some
of these are always raised. For example, in algorithm design, issues of correctness, completeness, and time and
space efficiency are routinely cvnsidered. Others (e.g.,
elegance) are recalled or derived based on [Pat 11res of the
alternatives examined.
This information is used by both the ~pt>eification
refinement process (elaborate and reform11late) and
the idea exploration process (generate, Plahorate, redescribe). The issues raised point out opportunities to
augment or refine the design specification. Tlw pros and
cons that are described in the critique of a. design idea
are used by the idea exploration process to compare the
idea to other options, merge and adapt alternatives, and
improve promising ideas.
We view evaluation as consisting of two interacting
processes, as shown in Figure 2. One process critiques
the design alternative on the basis of the current specification and the evaluative issues. The features examined
in this critique are not only the structural characteristics of the design artifact, but also information about
how it behaves, the consequences of its operation, and
how environmental factors affect it. The second process
collects this information by performing simulations and
experimentation.
In the ME design project, the students often mentally
simulated proposed options and checked the results. For
example, when the idea of launching each egg individually rather than as a group was considered, the students imagined that the eggs would all land on top of

each other which could cause breakage and an unstable
target spot. Identifying this problem through mental
simulation led to an adaptation of the proposed solution
which was to rotate the launch mechanism so that the
eggs would each land in a different location.
In addition to simulating the proposed option in the
general case, designers aiso propose hypothetical situations to simulate. For example, the ME students asked,
"What if it is raining on the day of the competition?"
and "What if the terrain the device must traverse is
rough or steep?" Simulations of hypothetical situations
test the robustness of the solution. The hypothetical situations pertain to all phases of a design artifact's lifecycle, including its construction and maintenance, as well
as its use. For example, a designer might try to imagm·,·
someone trying to repair some part of thE:: design that
is vulnerable to failure and consider whether the part is
accessible for maintenance.
Concrete experimentation of design alternatives is
a valuable way of collecting data. Some aspects and
outcomes of an option only become apparent through
real-world testing . For example, during the ME design
project, the students tested the ability of potting sponge
(used in floral displays) to cushion eggs. When an egg
was placed in it and dropped, the sponge compressed to
a powder, decreasing its protective ability and reusability. This led the students to search for a material that
did not permanently compress and was reusable.
Some simulations or experiments might be proposed
by the critiquing process when it requires additional information about the design option to judge its strengths
and weaknesses. Some hypothetical situations used in
simulation might be associated with evaluative issues
raised in critiquing the design option.
4.1 EVALUATIVE ISSUES
While critiquing a given design option, a designer considers general evaluative issues that the designer's experience recommends looking into, in addition to how well
the option fits the current design specification. There are
at least three classes of evaluative issues that designers
routinely raise (Kolodner and Penberthy, 1990).
One is function-directed. For example, the purpose of
recipe creation is to create something that can be eaten,
so some questions arise from the concept of edibility.
These focus on the taste and appeal of a dish to see if it
is edible.
Another class is derivation-driven: previous solutions
provide a rich and important source of issues if the
considerations taken into account in creating them are
saved. Consider, for example, the task of trying to decide
if tofu can be substituted for cheese in tomato tart . One
way the right evaluative issues can be derived is by recalling another case where tofu was to be substituted for
cheese. Concerns in that case are likely to be concerns
in the current one, too. For example, if in the previous
case, the texture of tofu was compared with the texture

of the original ingredient, the reasoner might then ask
about texture in the current case.
Finally, some questions are outcome-related. Previous
design cases can be used to project or derive the outcome
of the current one. For example, as part of the ME design
project, a proposed launch mechanism was considered
that consisted of a plastic fish tank base and two toilet paper holders (which provided a spring mechanism).
The two holders were attached to the base via plastic
prongs protruding from one side of the base. One of the
students was concerned that the prongs were vulnerable
to breaking, particularly if the springs inside the holders
were replaced with stronger springs. She recalled similar plastic prongs had held a protective covering on her
stereo speakers, but they had broken off of one speaker
when it fell at an angle. The proposed design option was
used as a probe to memory to see if instances are already
known of it or a similar solution failing. By recalling the
stereo speaker case, the students raised the question of
whether the proposed design was vulnerable in the same
way. It also suggested a hypothetical situation in which
to simulate the proposed design: what happens if we
provide a large side-ways force to the prongs? Thinking about how this could arise led the students to think
about what would happen if stronger springs were required.
Case-based projection can bring up outcome-related
issues relevant to any phase of a design's lifecycle, besides its normal use, including its construction and maintenance phases. For instance, one of the buildings
Terry Sargent examined when designing the Georgia
Tech manufacturing research center was the Pompadeau
center, which has all of its mechanical systems showing. He wanted to borrow this idea for its symbolism,
but in talking with the managers of the center, he found
out that this feature made it difficult to maintain the
building. This led him to question whether the same
maintenance problems will come up in his design.

5. Discussion
Creative designers operate in a rich context of ideas,
some recalled from previous experiences, some recognized in the current external environment, and some generated from adapting or putting together recently considered ideas. An important part of this rich context is
concreteness. Details fuel evaluation, which is central
to elaborating and redescribing both the problem and
the solution. These come from reasoning about specific
design cases, which include many additional details besides those aspects that originally brought the case to
mind. They also come from experimentation, testing,
visualizing, and simulating the solutions.
This suggests three important ways to assist creative
design. One is by placing the designer in a rich environment containing concrete design artifacts or detailed descriptions and simulations of existing design artifacts. Another is by facilitating evaluative procedures

and proposing hypothetical situations covering the artifact's entire lifecycle. The third is by assisting the designer in reformulating and redescribing what is needed,
what constraints or criteria need to be satisfied, and
what the solution would look like.
5.1 OPEN CONTROL ISSUES
Our exploratory studies of designers have given us insights into the primary activities involved in creative design. However, many open issues remain. Most center
around the underlying control of the various processes
and their interactions.
Specification refinement. A key activity in designing the design specification is incrementally bringing
evaluation criteria and new problem constraints into focus. This is largely driven by evaluation. An open question is how does noticing a feature of a design option
that is either satisfactory, undesirable, or whose status
is unknown (due to failure to evaluate) lead to an elaboration of the current specification? One possibility is
that it can be guided by the mechanism that detected
the questionable feature. For example, one way to detect a problem in a proposed solution is by case-based
projection: recalling a failure in a similar solution. This
previous case might provide suggestions for fixing the
current problem specification. Failure to determine the
legality of a feature could point to augmentations to the
specification that would push the confirmation or rejection through to completion.
Another important question is: during problem reformulation, how is the designer's attention drawn to particular constraints to explore and stretch? There seems
to be give and take between reformulation and evaluation. Evaluation can home in on what is ambiguous or
vague in the problem specification and try to take advantage of new views that result from relaxing or pushing
the limits of the constraints. Also, when the need to
compromise arises, conflicting constraints come into focus and the designer considers how they can be varied.
On the other hand, reformulation of the specification
can provide additional or improved evaluative measures
to strengthen evaluation.
Idea exploration. The critique of proposed solutions guides idea exploration. Of several solutions under
consideration, one might be more appropriate than the
others or several might each contribute to a solution.
Evaluative procedures must be able to evaluate each individual alternative by itself as well as in light of the
others. Several open questions arise: How is relative
importance among the criteria decided? How are preferences among alternatives made? How does weighing advantages and disadvantages suggest useful adaptations
and mergings?
Recalled cases seem to be important here. They suggest solutions, frameworks, design strategies and design
philosophies, which can provide constraints with which
to evaluate a solution and the preference criteria with

which to prioritize the constraints. This also facilitates
reformulating the specification, making trade-offs, and
relaxing constraints. There may also be general and
domain-specific strategies for setting priorities that we
haven't discovered yet.
Evaluation. An important and open question is how
does the evaluation process know which aspects of a design alternative to focus on? Of all the data collected
during simulation and experimentation, which subset is
interesting? For example, which data is likely to suggest
updates to the design specification or adaptations that
lead to new ideas?
Evaluative issues that designers always raise tend to
focus on particular features. At the same time, some
features seem to draw attention to particular evaluative
issues that might not have been considered otherwise.
Some of the features are more distinctive or odd and
these seem to index directly into the set of implicit criteria held by the designer. An example arose in the ME
design project. While testing how well various types
of spongy material cushioned eggs when dropped from
two stories, a person walked by who had done a design
project which also involved protecting an egg from breaking on impact. He said he wrapped the egg in a sponge
soaked in motor oil and then stuffed it in a Pringles can
(a narrow cardboard cylinder in which potato chips are
stacked). One of the aspects that was new about this
case, compared to the ideas the students had been considering is the idea of soaking the sponge in motor oil.
Focusing on the motor oil aspect reminded the students
of their personal preference that the device be clean. The
motor oil aspect seemed to index directly into the cleanliness criterion.
Overall Control. Other open questions pertain to
how designers decide when to expend effort in one process versus another. For example, when should quick
adaptations of existing solution ideas be tried and when
should the designer step back and reformulate the problem. One observation we made in the ME student design
project was that when flaws were noticed, the students
usually preferred to redescribe the solution rather than
elaborate or reformulate the problem specification. The
students described what was needed in terms of how the
structure of the device should be modified to fix the problem (e.g., "the launch mechanism must rotate" or "the
springs should be in a collapsible tube") as opposed to
describing what function or behavior is desired (e.g., "the
eggs should each land at different target locations" or
"provide side-to-side support to springs"). The students
usually tried to adapt the offending feature, before reformulating the problem. Only when quick adaptations to
the solution were not sufficient did they step back, look
at the essential problem constraints these specific structural solutions were solving, and then reformulate the
problem or find other solutions that could also satisfy
these constraints. This is reasonable, since it is cheaper
to make small changes to an evolving design solution

than to completely reformulate the problem. We need
to look for additional types of heuristics people use to
control their reasoning processes.
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Abstract
Ca.se-ba.sed reasoning ca.n be used to explain many
creative design processes, since much creativity stems
from using old solutions in novel ways. To understand the role cases play, we conducted an exploratory
study of a seven-week student creative design project.
This paper discusses the observations we made and
the issues that arise in understanding and modeling
creative design processes. We found particularly interesting the role of imagery in reminding and in
evaluating design options. This included visualization. mental simulation, gesturing, and even sound
effects. An important class of issues we repeatedly
encounter in our modeling efforts concerns the focus
of the designer. (For example. which problem constraints should be reformulated? Which evaluative issues should be raised?) Cases help to address these
focus issues.

Introduction
Designers across different domains perform many of the
same creative activities, whether they are mvolved in
designing artifacts or processes. These acti v 1t ws can be
described by contrasting them to routine design activities. In general, routine design repeats old designs in
obvious ways, adapting them by well-known and oftenapplied adaptation strategies. Routine design assumes
a completely specified problem is given and little effort is applied to elaborating or designing a feasible
specification.
The kind of design we call creative, on the other
hand, includes a process of "designing the design specification" (Tong, 1988), going from an incomplete, contradictory, and underconstrained description of what
needs to be designed to one with more detail, more
concrete specifications, and more clearly defined constraints. Creative design also often includes a process of generating and considering several alternatives, weighing their advantages and disadvantages,
and sometimes incorporating pieces of one into another. It involves using well-known design pieces in
unusual ways or modifying well-known designs in un-

usual ways. Creative designers frequently engage in
cross-domain transfer of abstract design ideas. They
also often recognize alternative uses or functions for
common design pieces (e.g., using a styrofoam cup as
a boat).
Figure 1 gives a rough sketch of the main processes
we hypothesize to be involved in creative design and
how they interact with one another. The designer continually updates the design specification as well as a
pool of design ideas under consideration. Each alternative generated is evaluated to identify its advantages
and disadvantages and to check that it satisfies the
constraints in the current design specification. A key
part of evaluation is "trying out" the alternative (e.g ..
through experimentation or mental simulation) . This
~generates a more detailed description of the alternative, including the consequences of its operation and
how environmental factors affect it.
Evaluation drives both the updating of the design
specification and the modification and merging of design alternatives. It raises questions of legality or desirableness of features 1 of a design alternative and it
detects contradictions and ambiguities in the specification. The resolution of these questions, contradictions, and ambiguities serves to refine, augment. and
reformulate the design specification. On the generative side, evaluation identifies advantages and disadvantages of alternatives which often suggest interesting adaptations or ways of merging alternatives. Also,
sometimes the description of a problem noticed during
evaluation can be easily transformed to a description
of how its solution would look.
The three processes interact opportunistically. The
generative phase, guided by critiques from the evaluation phase, watches for opportunities to merge or
adapt design ideas to create new alternatives. The design specification is incrementally updated as ideas are
tested and flaws or desirable features become apparent.
The continual elaboration and reformulation of the
problem (i.e., the design specification) derives ab1
The features of a design alternative a.re not only its
structural characteristics and physical properties, but also
relations between combinations of features.
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Figure 1: Rough sketch of creative design processes.
stract connections between the current problem and
similar problems in other domains, facilitating crosscontextual transfer of design ideas. Continual redescription of what the solution (i.e., the evolving design) looks like primes the designer for opportunistic
recognition of alternative functions of objects.
These processes rely heavily on previous dPsign experiences and knowledge of designed artifacts. An expert
designer knows of many design experiences . rt.ccumulated from personally designing artifacts . bPi ng given
case studies of designs in school, and observing artifacts designed by others. Our observations and analyses lead us to propose that reminding of these experiences is crucial to generating design alternatives.
When a design experience is recalled, it suggests a potential solution that can be critiqued with respect to
the new problem, adapted to meet the needs of the new
situation, or merged with other proposed solutions.
We believe that case-based reasoning (Kolodner,
1993) can play a large role in modeling these processes.
Research in case-based reasoning has provided extensive knowledge of how to reuse solutions to old problems in new situations, how to build and search case
libraries (for exploration of design alternatives), and
how to merge and adapt cases. Many of the activities of creative designers can be modeled by extending
routine problem solving processes that exist in current
case-based systems.
Design cases provide a rich collection of details that
are used in several ways in addition to generating ideas,
including

• reformulating and elaborating the problem specification or proposed solutions,
• predicting the outcome of making certain design deCISions,
• enabling visualization and simulation of proposed
designs, and
• communicating abstract ideas in concrete terms.
What cases seem to do is to help the reasoner determine how to productively continue reasoning. The
question we ask is how? How does the designer know
which details to pay attention to? Which aspects of
an old design can suggest problem reformulations or
can fill in missing details of the specification? During problem reformulation, which constraints should
be relaxed or strengthened? How are evaluative questions and criteria incrementally raised to critique the
proposed design options?
We call this problem ''focus." These issues are relevant in understanding what knowledge must be captured in case libraries, the form this knowledge should
be in, and what types of indices are needed to allow retrieval of relevant cases. At the same time, cases help
address many of these focus-related issues, particularly
raising evaluation criteria and suggesting interesting.
useful problem reformulations.

Example Design Episode
We concentrate primarily on an example design
episode from an exploratory study we conducted of a
student mechanical engineering (ME) design project.

The design task was to build a device to quickly and
safely transport as many eggs as possible from one location to another. The device could be constructed from
any material, but had to satisfy a set of size, weight and
cost restrictions. The initial description of the problem was vague, ambiguous, and incomplete, requiring
a grt:at deal of elaboration and reformulation. One of
us participated in the seven-week project as a member of a four-person team, ratht:r than as an outside
observer. Active participation in the project allowed
us to become immersed in the issues the students were
dealing with and to observe a great deal of the design
process. including "official" as well as informal team
meetings (e.g., while choosing materials at a store or
whil~ attending class).
The following is a short excerpt from a discussion
early in the project concerning how to launch the eggs
from the center of a child 's wading pool. This excerpt
was chosen because it involves a reformulation of the
original problem statement. It illustrates the types of
design experiences and artifacts the ~tudents typically
recalled and the variety of ways they used these remindings . It also gives us some insight into the basis
upon which design experiences are remembered .
t 52: Think about hov heavy eggs are ....
2 54: Yeah, ve need soaething that's going to
propel this thing. I aean it's only going this
far but if you think about it, it's gotta lift up
12 inches and land over there. I've got a feeling
it's really gotta propel you knov [motor noise]
and then just go [splat noise] vith a thud.
3 51: I've got this picture in ay aind of this
really draaatic aissile. If it's in the vater,
it ... it could sink and it vould be like a missile
coaing out of a submarine. [He deaonstrates,
pretending his pen is a aissile, aakes f1zzing
noise] ... coaing out of the vater, ... splashing
vater out.
4 53: That reainds ae cause you see those
aissiles coae out one at ... What if ve d1d
soaething vhere ve sent eggs over one at a time?
5 53: So ve could have soaething over there to
catch thea like a big pillov or soaething I don't
knov, but that vay you vouldn't have to launch the
vhole set of thea. You just launch one at a tiae.
6 52: Put that down: launching individually.
[53 records idea on post-it.]
[Unrecorded conversation while flipping tape:
7 54: We can put thea each in a tennis ball.
8 54 aentioned ping-pong ball shooters.
8 St didn't know what 54 was talking about.]
8 54: Well, they're actually little springs some
of thea.
8 St: ire they?
8 54: Yeah, you knov hov when ve vere kids ve
could take those things that would shoot ping-pong
balls and pull thea back ...
8 52: I reaeaber those! I loved those!
8 54: ... and shoot thea? Yeah. You vere a
deprived child.
8 St: 'Were they guns?

8 54: Yeah.
9 54: That's actually, haas. That vould be
about the size of an egg. If ve vere to send it
over one at a tiae .
10 52: Yeah, a lot heavier, though, the eggs.
11 Later (after this aeeting), 53 visualized
hov the idea VCiuld vork and iaagineci 4;hat the eggs
vould all end up landing at the saae target spot
and saash each other. So 53 thought of rotating
the launch aechanisa so that it throvs the eggs in
all directions. S3 noted one interesting
consequence of this vas that the eggs could be
thrown all at once, each in a different direction.
12 The rotating launch reainded S3 of a recently
suggested idea: "flinging aotion vhere the device
is spun around and around and then let go." This
had been recorded externally on a post-it.
13 This vas th~n adapted (generalized) from
having a group of eggs at the end of the string to '
a single egg.
14 [Tvo days later, this idea vas discussed
further vhile the students vere going through each
idea proposed so far (recorded on post-its).]
15 S3: What I vas thinking vas that you could
just have a pole and you could have all these
strings just like a May Day dance, you tnov vhere
you have all the eggs hanging fro• strings and you
spin that and the eggs all fly out and then you
just let go and then they all fly.
16 54: lov I like ... that's actually pretty
interesting there, cause you could .. tie them all
to soaething like a softball ... lo.
17 54: Maybe soaething like ... I'• trying to
think of soaething that ... What about something
that's squishy?
18 S4: It's gotta have ... What if it has some
kind of fluid, like an orange? If you put an egg
inside a holloved out orange, half holloved out
orange, each of those little things vould squash,
you knov inside of an orange. (I just ate an
orange for lunch ... I bring real-life experiences
to this.)
19 S1: Well, that's the concept of a shock
absorber. And the vay it vorks is ... If you just
have a sealed shock. If you have ... What a sealed
shock vould be would just be a balloon. If ve had
the eggs sitting on top of this big balloon and it
vent down, whenever the balloon squashed, there'd
be pressure inside the balloon and it vould jUIII.p
bact up again, so it vould bounce.
But if you have a shock absorber that has a
little seal out, whenever it ... it's like a balloon
v/ a little tiny hole, so whenever it hits the
ground, it squashes and the air shoots out so it
doesn't recoil. And an orange, vhenever it's
squashed, the juices vould go squirting out and it
vouldn 't rebound.

During this design episode, the students recalled
many cases, most of which are devices , some in action. Two different aspects of cases seemed to get the
most attention: how a device works and what are its
results (i.e., what it accomplishes, how it might fail, its
pros and cons) . Often, what was remembered seemed

to get embellished through a sort of mental simulation,
sometimes causal (e.g., the operation of ping-pong ball
shooter 8) and sometimes imagistic (e.g., the submarine launch 3, 4).
These remindings are used in many different ways.
1. They generate design ideas that can be re-used directly, ~darted to the current situation, or m-erged
with other design pieces. For example, tennis balls
(7) and softballs ( 16) are recalled to be reused for
the new purpose of protecting eggs.
2. They predict the outcome of proposed solutions. For
example, the leaky shock absorber (19) is used to
predict that an orange would not be a resilient egg
protector. This is useful in evaluating proposed solutions.
3. They communicate ideas. For example, the May Day
dance ( 15) is used to quickly communicate the structure of a design alternative.
4. They help simulate or visualize the behavior of a proposed design alternative. This is useful in elaborating both proposed solutions and vague, incomplete
specifications. For example, 51's mental picture of
a submarine submerging and launching a missile (3)
is used to help simulate the desired behavior of the
device being designed. Simulation and visualization
are also key ways of collecting data to be used to
evaluate a proposed solution. For example. the problem with the initial proposal to launch eggs individually, like a submarine does, was detected by mentally
simulating the launch and realizing that all eggs end
up at the same spot and could break each other ( 11 ).
5. Remindings can also lead .to a completP n'formulation of the problem. For example, rememl,·rmg that
submarines launch missiles one at a tim· · ' t) led to
converting the problem from launchin~ \ ~roup of
eggs in a single launch to launching ea·· h .. ~~;g individually in multiple launches.

Focus Issues
A number of focus-related issues come up as wt> t>Xamine the design episode above. We describe t'Mh here
and discuss what seems to provide the necess.:uy focus.
In many instances, previous design cases themselves
help direct the designer's attention.

Which cases are recalled?
Of all the design experiences each student designer has
had, why are these particular ones recalled? In other
words, on what basis are the cases recalled? For example, what made Sl recall a shock absorber (19) and
use it to analyze the effectiveness of an orange as a
structure to protect an egg?
A hallmark of a creative designer is variety. Given
the same problem to solve several times, the creative
designer might come up with several qualitatively different solutions. We hypothesize that this happens because on each occasion, the designer is reminded of

different cases, knowledge, or principles for solving the
problem. Each time, the designer has different cues
available to use for retrieval, despite the fact that the
problem itself is the same. That is, the probe to memory that recalls previous designs or design knowledge
includes not only the problem specification but also aspects of the context the designer is in or has been in
recently.
In the given design episode, there are a variety of
types of features that form the basis for reminding.
Many remindings were based on a description of the
problem, i.e., the function or behavior desired. The
submarine launching a missile (3) was recalled as an
example of a device that launches from water.
The ping-pong ball shooter (8) may have been recalled by looking for a device with the desired behavior of multiple launches of individual objects. In addition to the desired behavior, prominent visual cues may
have played a role: the rounded shape and white color
of the objects to be launched could have contributed
to the memory probe if 54 visualized the desired behavior.
Structural cues describing the proposed solution, or
structural constraints the solution should have. often
remind students of an existing device that shares those
features. For example, the structure of the proposed
design that flings all eggs at once on strings reminded
53 of the maypole used for May Day dances ( 15).
Also, background cues can have an effect. 54 used
not only structural cues (squishy, containing fluid) to
recall an orange ( 18), but also cues from recent or current experiences (what 54 ate for lunch) . Background
interests provide additional cues. 51 is planning on becoming an automotive engineer and is often reminded
of designs from the automobile domain, such as the
shock absorber ( 19).
Understanding the basis for recalling design experiences is crucial to organizing a library of design cases
and choosing indices to allow access to the cases. This
is discussed further in the last section.

Which features of cases are examined?
Once a relevant design case is recalled, which aspects
are examined? Some lead to problem reformulations
or fill in missing details of the problem specification.
Some are undesirable features that suggest new constraints that should be added to the problem specification to prohibit them. Some help elaborate a proposed
solution. But how is the designer's attention drawn to
those aspects that can do these things?
For example, there are numerous facts associated
with submarines. What drew 53's attention to the fact
that they launch missiles one at a time (4), as opposed
to facts about how missiles are aimed at their target or
about the cramped, claustrophobic interior? Focusing
on this aspect led to a complete reformulation of the
problem from launching a group of eggs to launching
eggs individually.

When 51 used a mental picture of a submarine
launching missiles (3) to elaborate the desired behavior of the mechanism being designed, why did 51 focus
on sinking and then launching, but not on other aspects of the submarines operation, such as spying on
or targeting other ships using a periscope?
When 54 brought up a ping-pong shooter, first the
spring mechanism responsible for shooting was considered (8). Then the weight and size of the ping-pong
balls shot was considered and compared to eggs (9, 10).
The reasoning goal plays a significant role in focusing attention. When 51 recalled the submarine missile
launch, the team was elaborating the problem specification by describing what the mechanism should do. It
was also considering the problem of launching a heavy
object out of water.
In pursuing the problem elaboration goal, 51 was
interested in filling in details of the behavior of the
mechanism to be designed and was focused on what
aspects of the submarine's launching behavior transfer over to the egg-carrying device. So Sl was drawn
to coarse-grained, high-level behaviors of the submarine and missile perf( 1ed when launching from water
(submerging, shooting, coming out of the water). On
the other hand, 53 was viewing the submarine missile
launch case from the perspective of trying to borrow its
solution to the launching problem . So 53's attention
was drawn to the solution detail that multiple, relatively small missiles are launched one at a time. (Attention to the small nature of the missiles may have
been additionally emphasized by the hand gestures S3
made in acting out the launch .)
The ping-pong ball shooter was also considered from
two different viewpoints. The team considers how the
gun works as part of the goal of borrowing its solution
and focuses on the spring mechanism: how the spring
is loaded and released. Then 54 seemed to bt> considering whether the gun can be reused directly . The goal
of evaluating the applicability of this exist 1ng design
to the current one focused 54 and 52 on the size and
weight of the ping-pong balls shot, compared to eggs.

Which evaluative issues are raised?
The evaluation process checks each design option that
is generated against the current design specification. It
forms a critique, identifying how well the option satisfies the constraints or how badly it fails. It also notices
questionable features whose desirableness or legality
are unknown. In addition, a designer has goals and
guidelines that are not in the initial design specification itself but whose violation or achievement can be
noticed. For example, a meal planner might like meals
to be easy to prepare, but may not include this in every
design specification. Goel and Pirolli ( 1989) identify
several classes of constraints that are of this nature, including domain-specific technical constraints (such as
structural soundness), legislative constraints (such as
building codes), common sense, pragmatic constraints

(for example, "short construction time" or personal
safety), and self-imposed, personal preferences (such
as .. not spicy").
Not all of the evaluation criteria and problem constraints are explicit at the start of the design. They
gradually surface as ideas are proposed and criticized.
A key focus-related issue is: of all the evaluative issues that could be raised, why do certain ones come
to mind? In the ME design project, some issues were
always raised. For instance, the issue of egg safety was
a primary consideration, based on the initial problem
statement. Others are derived from primary goals of
the designers. For example, the team was to design
an egg-carrying device for at least two eggs, but one
student (52) strongly advocated that the device have a
high egg-carrying capacity. This meant that 52 often
brought up issues concerning how well the proposed
designs accommodated the weight and space required
for several eggs ( 1, 10).
Other evaluative issues had to be discovered as ideas
were proposed. One way this sometimes occurred is
that features of a proposed alternative seemed to draw
attention to particular issues that might not have been
considered otherwise. Some of the features are more
distinctive or odd and these seem to index directly into
the set of implicit criteria held by the designer. For
example, during the ME design project, the students
were testing how well various types of spongy material
cushioned eggs when dropped from two stories. A person walked by who had done a design project which
also involved protecting an egg from breaking on impact. He said he wrapped the egg in a sponge soaked
in motor oil and then stuffed it in a Pringles can (a
narrow cardboard cylinder in which potato chips are
stacked). One of the aspects that was new about this
case, compared to the ideas the students had been considering is the idea of soaking the sponge in motor oil.
Focusing on the motor oil aspect reminded the students
of their personal preference that the device be clean.
The motor oil aspect seemed to be directly associated
with the cleanliness criterion.
A second way evaluative issues ·are discovered is
through case-based projection. Previous design cases
can be used to project or derive the outcome of the current one. In the design episode, 51 recognized the similarity of the orange as a cushioning "device" to a shock
absorber with a leak (19) and could predict the problem of not being able to bounce back upon impact. (S 1
could also explain why, based on the causal model associated with the knowledge of shock absorbers.) This
helped raise the issue of resiliency (the cushioning device must be able to bounce back) upon which to criticize the orange idea ( 18). Navinchandra ( 1991) refers
to this as criteria emergence and he models the use of
cases to raise new criteria in CYCLOPS, a landscape
design program.

Which problem constraints are
reformulated?
During problem reformulation, how is the designer's
attention drawn to particular constraints to relax or
strengthen?
Turner ( 1991,1993) provides an initial attempt to
model the problem reformulation process, which he implemented in a program called MINSTREL. Turner proposes a case-based model of creative reasoning in which
a given problem is transformed into a slightly di·fferent
problem ~nd then used as a probe to a case library. A
recalled solution to the new problem is then adapted
back to the original problem (using solution adaptations that are associated with the problem transformations). A set of "creativity heuristics" is used to transform the problem. Examples include generalizing a
constraint (and perhaps suspending it altogether), and
adapting a constraint to require a related, but slightly
different outcome (e.g., injuring instead of killing).
However, MINSTREL does not address important focus questions, such as what guides the problem reformulation? Which features or constraints should be
adapted? We believe that incorporating feedback from
the evaluation of proposed alternatives can provide focus. Evaluation can home in on what is ambiguous
or vague in the problem specification and try to take
advantage of new views that result from relaxing or
pushing the limits of the constraints. Also. when the
need to compromise arises, conflicting constraints come
into focus and the designer considers how they can be
changed.
In the example episode, trying to understand how
a recalled design solves a pending problem (launching
a heavy projectile from the water) draws attention to
a constraint that can be relaxed. 53 realized that the
submarine doesn't launch one heavy object. but several
relatively small missiles one at a time. This revealed
a constraint in the current problem (launch all eggs at
once) that could be relaxed (launch each eg~ one at a
time).
Note that the problem of focus in reformulation is
not just how does a designer know which constraint of
several given constraints can productively be changed.
It is also one of revealing the constraint in the first
place. The students did not think of their problem in
terms of moving a group of eggs in a single launch.
They assumed the eggs would be launched all at once
as a group, but this assumption was not explicit. Contrasting problems solved by previous designs with the
current problem is an important way to make explicit
the underlying assumptions so that the designer can
decide whether the assumed constraints are essential
or can be lifted.

Which problem constraints are of primary
importance?
Of several solutions under consideration, one might be
more appropriate than the others or several might each

contribute to a solution. Evaluative procedures must
be able to evaluate each individual alternative bv itself
as well as in light of the others. Several focu; questions arise: How is relative importance among the criteria decided? How are preferences among alternatives
made?
Recalled cases seem to be important here. They suggest solutions, frameworks, design strategies and design philosophies, which can provide constraints with
which to evaluate a solution and the preference criteria with which to prioritize the constraints. This
also facilitates reformulating the specification. making
trade-offs, and relaxing constraints. There may also
be general and domain-specific strategies for setting
priorities that we haven't discovered vet.
Priorities must be set flexibly, hoV:ever. It is interesting that in the design episode, the reformulation
of the original problem to one of launching eggs individually was proposed in response to the problem of
launching a heavy object from water which would require a large launch force. However, the design at the
end of the episode (flinging all eggs at once) lost this
advantage of individual weaker launches, since it requires just as strong a launch force to launch all eggs
as a group as it does to launch them individually. but
in parallel. The designer must be able to opportunistically realize that a solution is good, even though it
might not fit the original goals or address concerns that
were primary earlier. If a positive aspect of a proposed
solution makes a new constraint or goal explicit (e.g.,
"be entertaining" or "look neat") or solves some other
pending problem, then the designer must be able to
weaken the relative importance of the conflicting goals
or constraints.

Summary: Lessons Learned and Open
Issues
Our seven-week exploratory study broadened our understanding of the role cases can play in design . Not
only are previous designs useful in generating design alternatives and in predicting the outcomes of proposed
designs. They also aid evaluation, visualization, and
simulation. These are key to performing the kinds of
complex elaborations and reformulations of both solutions and problem specifications that are characteristic
of creative design. In particular, previous design cases
help address many focus issues that permeate these
activities.
Understanding the role previous design cases play,
the aspects that designers pay attention to, and on
what basis cases are recalled helps determine a) the
content of design cases and b) how to index them.

Case Content
From our observations of creative designers, we are
starting to identify the types of information cases
should contain. These include symbolic descriptions of

a device's common functions and behaviors, its structural composition, causal descriptions of how it works ,
and the results of its operations, how it fails , and its
pros and cons. Many of these can be encoded straightforwardly in the familiar framework of typical case descriptions, which in general capture a problem, its solution, and the outcome of the solution (Kolodner, 1993).
However, there are key representational issues to be
solved. One is how to encode the imagistic information
that seems to be a prominent part of what is recalled
and reasoned about with respect to a device. Another
issue is how to capture both abstract. general knowledge about devices and more specific experiences with
particular devices . The design cases must be represented on several levels of abstraction, perhaps having
abstract device representations associated with several
more concrete cases that represent specific experiences
with the device.

Indexing
The effective use of design cases depends crucially on
being reminded of the appropriate cases at the right
time. By investigating the types of features that remindings are based on, we are beginning to understand
how to index these design cases. Useful indices include
not only the function of the associated device, its behavior, and its structure, but also prominent visual,
auditory and other sensory features.
In addition, non-obvious, cross-contextual remindings (which often lead to unorthodox design alternatives) are sometimes based on abstract similarities.
Other remindings are based on derived or computed
features rather than available ones. An important open
problem is determining which kinds of deriv~d features
tend to be most useful for design, whether there is a
set of derived features that is common to design across
domains, and when those features get derivPd.
Recent studies of creative problem solving protocols
(Kolodner and Penberthy, 1990) suggest that anticipatory indexing is not sufficient to fully explain retrieval. Features that were not salient at the time a
case was experienced might be important for retrieval
in the current situation. Drawing new, abstract connections might be a result of re-indexing cases in terms
of what is now relevant or important. We hypothesize
that by continually updating the design specification,
designers derive abstract connections between the current problem and similar problems (possibly in other
domains). These abstractions can be used to see previous cases differently.
While working on a design problem, designers often perform sensitized recognition of current design
options and objects in their environment as they reexamine and re-index ideas recent]y brought up or experienced. For example, in the ME design project, the
students were considering using a spring launching device and went to a home improvement store to choose
materials. While comparing the strengths of several

springs by compressing them, they noticed that the
springs bent. One student mentioned that if thev were
to use springs, they would have to encase the springs in
collapsible tubes to prevent bending. Later, they saw
a display of toilet paper holders in the store's bathroom section. They immediately recognized them as
collapsible tubes which could be used :o support the
sprmgs.
What is interesting is that the toilet paper holders
were not immediately retrieved by the abstract index
"collapsible tube." The holders had to be re-indexed
under this description when they were recognized. A
key to sensitized recognition is refining the description
of the solution. The process of critiquing proposed
ideas often yields descriptions of what an improved solution would look like: what properties it would have,
what function it would provide, and what criteria it
satisfies. This primes the designer to opportunistically recognize solutions in observations of the external
world and in recently considered design options .
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Abstract

Creative conceptuaJ change involves (a) the construction
of new concepts and of coherent belief systems. or theories. relating these concepts. and (b) the modification and
extrapolation of existing concepts and theories in novel
situaHons. I discuss these and other types of conceptual
change. and present computational models of constructive and extrapolative processes in creative conceptual
change. The models have been implemented as computer
programs in two very different task domains. autonomous
robotic navigation anti fictional story understanding.

Introduction
Much research in conceptual change has focussed on developmental conceptual change in children. and scientific conceptual
change in expert adults. Keil ( 1989). for example. is concerned
with the nature of children ·s concepts. their differences from
concepts that adults have. and how children ·s concepts change
through cognitive development. Such conceptual change is
qualitative; not only do children learn new concepts. the nature of the concepts themselves changes through development.
The study of scientific conceptual change is concerned with
how new conceptual structures come to replace t::w: isting conceptual structures through scientific revolutions 1 Kuhn. 1962)
or through longer-term enterprise (Gruber. 19gy L Nersessian
(1991) argues that "the problem-solving strat~g tc:s scientists
have invented and the representational practices lhl:y have developed over the course of the history of science are very sophisticated and refined outgrowths of ordinary rea-inning and
representational processes ...
The conceptual change that I am concerned with here is
the everyday kind. It involves everyday reasoning hy reasoning systems. human or machine. in situations that allow (or
require) creativity and learning. Conceptual change requires
two kinds of creative processes: the construction of new concepts from input infonnation. and the extrapolation of existing
concepts in novel and unfamiliar situations. The first kind of
process involves refonnulating low-level infonnation. such as
sensorimotor data. into higher-level abstractions. For example.
a reasoner in a strange environment may improve its ability
to act in that environment by learning about the effe{:tS of ilS
actions in that environment (for example. learning to control a
car on the highway). The actions themselves may be new and
unfamiliar; a reasoner may need to learn about its own actions
and the interactions of these actions with the environment (for
example. learning to drive a car in the first place). The reasoner
may also need to learn about the structure of the environment
itself (for example. learning the layout of the roads in a city).

All of these scenarios require creative conceptual change of a
particular kind: the construction of conceptual representations
to represent causal and predictive relationships between sensory inputs. motor actions. and the environment. I will call this
constructive conceptual change since it involves the construction of new concepts from sensorimotor experience. Although
this process is not usually thought of as ··creative," I will argue
that the process is in fact so because it results in representations
that are novel. useful. and qualitatively different from those
that the reasoner initially starts out with.
Another kind of process involved in creative conceptual
change is that commonly associated with fictional and imaginative scenarios. Reading a science fiction story. for example.
requires a temporary suspension of disbeJief and the extension
or adaptation of existing concepts to create a conceptual model
of the described situation (which may be very different from
the reasoner's real-world experience). I will call this extrapolative conceptual change since it involves extrapolation from
existing concepts to create new ones. In addition to guiding the
reasoner in the current situation. the new concepts (or systems
of concepts) may be useful in other contexts as well. As I will
argue. the mechanisms and knowledge involved in such reasoning are not unique to understanding fiction; they are really
no different from the mechanisms and knowledge involved in
reasoning in nonfictional or real-world situations. Although
models of creativity and conceptual change have traditionally
been developed separately from models from everyday reasoning.the constructive and extrapolative processes discussed here
are not viewed as being extraordinary or special; they. and the .
creative conceptual change that they result in. are an integral
pan of everyday reasoning.
Both constructive and extrapolative conceptual change have
much in common with each other. as well as with developmental and scientific conceptual change. Keil ( 1989) argues
that systematic belief systems. or ..theories." are important in
developmental conceptual change. and that causal relations are
essential and more useful in such theories than other sorts of
relations (see also Neisser. 1987). Causal belief systems are
critical in extrapolative conceptual change as well since they
guide and constrain the creative adaptations perfonned by the
reasoner. Keil views concepts as panial theories in that they
embody explanations or mental models of the relations between their constituents. of their origins. and of their relations
to other clusters of features (see also Johnson-Laird. 1983; Murphy & Medin. 1985). Similarly, the representations constructed
through extrapolative and constructive conceptual change also
embody such explanations (albeit not always ..correct" ones).
Analogy and mental modelling play a crucial role in theories
of scientific conceptual change (e.g .• Nersessian. 1991 ). and in

extrapOlative conceptual change as well. All these types of conceptual change rely both on inductive and analytical reasoning
processes. though sometimes to different extents. Typically,
analytical processes are used when appropriate theories are
available to support analysis (such as in experts). and inductive processes are used when such theories are not available
(such as in novices). In addition to the creation of individual
concepts and their gradual evolution through experience. conceptual change may also involve the reorganization of an entire
system of concepts.
The decomposition of the processes of conceptual change
into constructive and extrapolative is a functional one.· Rather
than discuss conceptual change in children and adults. in laypersons and scientists. or in physics and mathematics. I will focus
on the underlyingfwzClionsof conceptual change (the construction and evolution of concepts). on the mechanisms that achieve
these functions. and on the knmdedge that these mechanisms
rely on. Such a decomposition is methodologically useful because it allows us to study the types of knowledge and processes
that underlie conceptual change and their commonalities across
different perfonnance tasks. domains. and levels of expertise
of the reasoners. In this paper. I will discuss computational
models of constructive and extrapolative conceptual change.
focussing in particular on rwo computer programs that instantiate the models in two vc: Jifferent "everyday" task domains.
The computer programs aid in the development and evaluation of the models. and provide an experimental framework for
further exploration of theoretical ideal\. I will conclude with
a discussion of a framework for the integration of these (and
other) m\!thods of conceptual change into a single "multistrategy" system.

Case studies in creative conceptual change
The computer programs presented here serve as case studies of
constructive and extrapOlative processes in conceptual change.
The first program. called SINS (Self-Improving Navigation
System) is an autonomous robotic navigation system that learns
to navigate in an obstacle-ridden world (Ram & Santamaria.
1993 ). Autonomous robotic navigation is the task of finding a path along which a robot can physically move through
a given environment and then executing the actions to carry
out the movement in a real or simulated world. The ability to
adapt to changes in the environment. and to learn from expe. riences. is crucial to adequate perfonnance and survivability
in the real world. SINS uses fast robotic control augmented
with multiple learning methods that allow the system to adapt
to novel environments and to learn from its experiences. The
core of the system is a constructive conceptual change mechanism that autonomously and progressively constructs representational structures that encapsulate the system's experiences.
These structures comprise a higher-level representation of the
system ·s perceptual and sensorimotor interactions with its environment. and are used to aid the navigation task in two ways:
they allow the system to dynamically select the appropriate
robotic control behaviors in different situations. and they also
allow the system to adapt selected behaviors to the immediate
demands of the environment.
The second case study is based on a computer program
called ISAAC (Integrated Story Analysis And Comprehension). which is a natural language understanding system that
reads short stories from the science fiction genre (Moonnan &
Ram. 1993). Such stories require creative understanding. in

which the reader must learn enough about an alien world in a
short text in order to accept it as the background for the story.
and simultaneously must understand the story itself. ISAAC
implements a process of extrapolative conceptual change which
is based on the creative extrapolation. modification. or extension of existing concepts and theories to invent new ones. The
extrapOlation is constrained by the content of the story. by the
system's existing concepts and theories. and by the requirements of the reading and understanding task.
As the case studies will reveal. there is much in common between these two systems despite their superficial differences.
Both systems use multiple types of knowledge. and multiple
types of reasoning processes. Both rely on multiple sources of
constraints on these processes. including theories. knowledge
and knowledge organization. and actual experience. Creative
conceptual change in both systems is a process of gradual evolution of concepts to create better approximations of the observed
world. Both systems learn autonomously through experience.
The new concepts contribute significantly to the systems· abilities to carry out their respective tasks. and may be very different
from those that the systems initially started out with.
The differences between the systems are also of interest.
SINS relies directly on its experiences in the real world. whereas
ISAAC's real world is that of natural language texts which vicariously describe fictional world experiences of fictional characters. ISAAC integrates its processes using explicit arbitration
and control: thus. conceptual change in ISAAC is guided by the
particular needs and goals of the program. SINS. in contrast.
learns ..automatically" through its task perfonnance. and thus
is better characterized as having an implicit orientation or goal
to learn (Barsalou. discussed in Leake & Ram. 1993).
The two systems are discussed in more detail below.

Constructive conceptual change
Many machine learning and conceptual change systems have
traditionally been used in problem domains that can be adequately described using discrete. symbolic representations.
However. an important type of conceptual change is that which
occurs in continuous problem domains. In order to actually perfonn a task in the real world. for example. an agent (human or
robot) must be able to accept perceptual or sensory inputs from
the environment. select an appropriate action based on its goals.
the input. and the task at hand. and then carry out that action
through appropriate motor control commands to its effectors.
Perception and action are inherently continuous in three ways:
they require representations of continuous infonnation. they
require continuous perfonnance (for example. driving a car).
and they require continuous adaptation and learning.
For example. consider the 'PfOblem of spatial representation
and exploration in a real-world environment. An agent learning about its physical environment through exploration might
build a cognitive map representing topological and metrical
infonnation about the space around it. Several studies have
suggested that cognitive maps are organized into layers (e.g ..
Lynch. 1960; Piaget & Inhelder. 1967; Siegel & White. 1975).
The cognitive map contains infonnation about space. locations.
connectivity. and distance. learned gradually through interaction with and exploration of the environment. These studies
have motivated computational models of robot map-learning
as well. For example. Kuipers & Byun ( 1991) describe a simulated robot. NX. that learns a hierarchy of types of spatial
knowledge organized into sensorimotor. control. procedural.

topological. and metrical knowledge. At the lowest level. the
robot has access to raw sensory data from the environment. The
robot's representation of the space surrounding it undergoes a
series of conceptual changes as sensorimotor data (which is
continuous and numerical) is reformulated and abstracted into
successively higher-level descriptions (which are discrete and
svmbolic). This is an e~ample of what I am calling constructive
ccnceptual change in this paper.
The SINS system discussed here also learns from continuous
sensorimotor information. but addresses a somewhat different
problem in constructive conceptual change: that of learning
the appropriate concepts for dynamic and adaptive control of
action. In addition to learning about the environment around
it. an agent must also learn about the interactions of its behaviors with the environment. It must learn what effects its
actions have and when different actions are appropriate. This
problem is different from the map-learning problem because
it involves consttucting representations. not just of the environment. but of the agent's interactions with the environment.
Often. action and learning are incremental of necessity hecause
the agenfs knowledge is limited and because the environment
is unpredictable: the agent can at best e~ecute the most promising shon-term actions available to it and then re-evaluate its
progress. An agent navigating in an unfamiliar environment.
for e~ample. may not know where obstacles lie until it actually encounters them. As the problems encountered become
more varied and difficult. it becomes necessary to use available knowledge in an incremental manner to act. and to rely
on continuous feedback from the environment to adapt actions
and learn from e~periences. The problem solving and learning
process must operate continuously: there is no time to ..stop
and think:· nor a logical point in the process at which to do
so. lllrough this on-going process. the agent must construct
higher-level conceptual representations that constitute its .. understanding .. of the world and of its interactions with the world.
SINS addresses this problem by constructing conceptual
structures that encapsulate continuous sensorimotor experience. These structures are modified continuously even as they
are used to guide action. lllrough e~perience. these structures evolve into stable perception-action models ~Uld result in
improved performance on a wide range of input environments.

Technical details: The SINS system
Autonomous robotic navigation is defined as the task of finding
a path along which a robot can move safely from a source point
to a destination point in a obstacle-ridden terrain (path planning)
and e~ecuting the actions to carry out the movement in a real
or simulated world (plan e~ecution). Several methods have
been proposed for this task. ranging from high-level planning
methods to reactive methods.
High-level planning methods use extensive world knowledge and inferences about the environment they interact with
(e.g .. Fikes. Hart & Nilsson. 1972: Sacerdoti. 1975). Knowledge about available actions and their consequences is used to
fonnulate a detailed plan before the actions are actually executed in the world. These methods can successfully perform
the path-finding required by the navigation task.. but only if an
accurate and complete representation of the world. and of available actions and their effects. is available to the agent. Situated
or reactive control methods have been proposed as an alternative to high-level planning methods (e.g .. Arkin. 1989: Brooks.
1986: Kaelbling. 1986: Payton. 1986 ). In these methods. no
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Figure 1: Architecture of the self-improving robot navigation
system.

planning is perfonned: instead. a simple sensory representation
of the environment is used to select the next action that should
be perfonned. Actions are represented as simple behaviors.
which can be selected and executed rapidly. often in real-time.
These methods can cope with unknown and dynamic environmental configurations, but only those that lie within the scope
of predetennined behaviors.
In a complex and dynamic environment. an agent needs to
develop a combination of the above abilities: a fast and accurate perception process. the ability to reliably map sensory
inputs to higher-level representations of the world. the ability
to reliably predict the effects of its actions. and the ability to
respond immediately to une~pected situations. Furthennore.
to ensure adequate performance and survivability in the real
world. the agent's ability to perfonn these functions must adapt
to changes in the environment and improve through experience. In the SINS system. we have focussed on the problem
of constructing representations of the agent's interactions with
its environment. These representations model the environment
and the effects of the agent ·s actions in that environment. and
provide a basis for selecting appropriate actions in a possibly
unfamiliar environment.
SINS uses schema-based reactive control for fast performance (Arkin. 1989). augmented with multistrategy learning
methods that allow the system to adapt to novel environments and to learn from its e~periences (see figure I). The
system autonomously and progressively constructs representational structures that encapsulate its experiences into "cases ..
that are then used to aid the navigation task in two ways: they
allow the system to dynamically select the appropriate robotic
control behaviors in different situations. and they also allow the
system to adapt selected behaviors to the immediate demands
of the environment (see figure 2).
The system's cases are automatically constructed using a
hybrid case-based and reinforcement learning method without
extensive high-level reasoning. The learning and navigation
modules function in an integrated manner. The learning module is always trying to find a better model of the interaction of
the system with its environment so that it can tune the navigation module to perfonn its function better. The navigation
module provides feedback to the learning component so it can
build a better model of this interaction. The behavior of the
system is the result of an equilibrium point established by the
learning module. which is trying to refine the model. and the
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Figure 2: Typical navigational behaviors of the autonomous
robotic system. The figure on the left shows the non-learning
system with high obstacle avoidance and low goal attraction.
On the right. the learning system has lowered obstacle avoidance and incr~.sed goal attraction. allowing it to "squeeze"
through the obstacles and then take a relatively direct path to
the goal.
environment. which is complex and dynamic in namre. This
equilibrium may shift and need to be re-established if the environment changes drastically: however. the model is generic
enough at any point to be able to deal with a very wide range
of environments.
The learning methods are based on a combination of ideas
from case-based reasoning and learning. which deaJs with the
issue of using past experiences to deal with and learn from
novel situations (e.g .. Hammond. 1989), and from reinforcement learning. which deals with the issue of updating the content of system ·s knowledge baseQ on feedback from the environment (e.g .. Sutton. 1992). Each case in SINS r~:presents an
observed regularity between a panicular envirPnmental configuration and the effects of different actions. ;mJ prescribes
the values of the control parameters that are m"'' appropriate (as far as the system can determine based 11n 1h previous
experience) for that environment.
The learning module performs the following t<L'~' m a cyclic
manner: (1) perceive and represent the current L'nvtronment
(2) retrieve a case which represents an environment most similar to the current environment; (3) adapt the motor control
parameters in use by the navigation module based on the recommendations of the case; and (4) learn new ~t-;sociations
and/or adapt existing associations represented in the case toreflect any new information gained through the use of the case in
the new situation to enhance the reliability of their predictions.
Since learning is not supervised by an outside expen. one
of the issues to be addressed is how the system can determine
whether the current experience should be used to modify and
improve an existing case. or whether a new case should be
created. In SINS. this is done through an inductive procedure
that uses information about prior applications of the case. When
a case is retrieved and applied to the current siruation. a "relative
similarity measure" is used to quantify how similar the current
environment configuration is to the environment configuration
encoded by the case. relative to how similar the environment
has been in previous utilizations of the case. Intuitively. if a case
matches the current situation better than previous situations it
was used in. it is likely that the situation involves the very

regularities that the case is beginning to capture: thus. it is
worthwhile modifying the case in the direction of the current
situation. Alternatively. if the match is not quite as good. the
case should not be modified because that will take it away from
the regularity it has been converging towards. Finally. if the
current situation is a very bad fit to the case. it makes more
sense to create a new case to represent what is probably a new
class of situations.
A case in SINS represents a set of associations between sensory inputs and control parameters. Sensory inputs provide
information about the configuration of the environment. and
control parameters specify how to adapt the motor outputs of
the navigation module in the environments to which the case is
applicable. Each type of infonnation is represented as a vector
of analog values. Each analog value corresponds to a quan-.
titative variable (a sensory input or a control parameter) at a
specific time. and a vector of such values represents the trend
or recent history of the corresponding variable. This representation has three essential properties. First, the representation
is capable of capturing a wide range of possible associations
between of sensory inputs and schema parameters. Second. it
permits continuous progressive refinement of the associations.
Finally, the representation captures trends or patterns of input
and output values over time. This allows the system to detect
patterns over larger time windows rather than having to make
a decision based only on instantaneous values of perceptual
inputs.
Sets of sensory inputs and control parameters are associated
by grouping their vectors together into a single case. This
grouping induces (albeit implicitly) a set of concepts that can
be used to describe a control strategy or an environmental regularity. For example. if SINS is getting deeper into a crowded
area. the values of the sensory inputs responsible for object
detection will increase over time. A useful strategy in such
a situation might be to back out and go around the obstacles.
However. such a strategy cannot be expressed in purely perceptual terms; it requires the concepts of crowdedness. retreat. and
so on. which are qualitatively different from the sensorimotor
information that is initially available to the system.
Since learning and adaptation are based on a relative similarity measure. the overall effect of this process is to cause the
cases to converge on stable associations between environment
configurations and control parameters. Stable associations represent regularities in the world that have been identified by
the system through its experience. and provide the predictive
power necessary to navigate in future situations. The assumption behind this method is that the interaction between the
system and the environment can be characterized by a finite set
of causal patterns or associations between the sensory inputs
and the actions performed by the system. The method allows
the system to learn these causal patterns and to use them to
modify its actions by updating its motor control parameters as
appropriate.
One disadvantage of the analog representations is that they
are not easy to interpret. making it difficult for a human observer to characterize the regularities and concepts that SINS
actually learns in a given environment. To evaluate the method.
we have developed a three-dimensional interactive visualization of a robot navigating through a simulated obstacle-ridden
world. and used it to test the SINS system through extensive
empirical simulations on a wide variety of environments using several different performance metrics. The system is very

robust and can perfonn successfully in (and learn from)· novel
environments without any user intervention or supervisory input. yet it compares favorably with traditional reactive methods
in tenns of speed and perfonnance (Ram & Santamaria. 1993).
Funhennore. the system designers do not need to foresee and
represem all the possibilities that might occur since the system
develops its own .. understanding .. of the world and its actions.
SINS carries out a constructive conceptual change process in
which new conceptual representations of regularities in systemenvironment sensorimotor interactions are created through experience. The process results in a qualitative shift in the system ·s internal .. theory .. of perception and action. and results in
new concepts that are creative by virtue of being both original and useful (Koestler. 1964: Turner. 1991 ). As one might
expect. the creation of new concepts in SINS (and in other
· systems such as NX) is an incremental process and involves.
in addition to the abstraction of low-level inputs into higherlevel representations. the modification of such representations
in response to future experiences. In this sense. constructive
conceptual change involves some degree of extrapolation as
well. However. since this extrapolation does not require the
kinds of creative leaps as those needed in the ISAAC system.
the latter provides a better case study of extrapolative conceptual change and is discussed next.

Extrapolative conceptual change
In developing the SINS system. we were interested in the problem of constructing conceptual representations from continuous sensorimotor experience. Another type of conceptual
change. however. is that which occurs when conceptual representations are used to understand a new and unfamiliar domain. The more different the domain. the more radical the
change. In the ISAAC system. we are focussing on the construction of new concepts (and associated theories) through
creative theory-guided transfer of existing concepts to a new
domain. This precess is largely analytical and involves analogical and metaphorical reasoning. There are two central issues
here: what are the processes by which existin~ 1heories are
extrapolated. and what is the nature of the conslr;ums on these
processes'?
ISAAC explores these ideas in the domain of rt:ading short
stories from the science fiction literature. Consider !he following shon story. Men Are Different by Alan Bloch< 11.)63).
rm an archaeologist, and Men are my business. Just
the same. I wonder if we 'II ever find out about Men-I
mean really find out what made Man different from us
Robots-by digging around on the dead planets. You see.
I lived with a Man once. and I know it isn't as simple as
they told us back in school.
We have a few records. of course. and Robots like
me are filling in some of the gaps. but I think now that
we aren't really getting anywhere. We know, or at least
the historians say we know. that Men came from a planet
called Eanh. We know. too. that they rode out bravely
from star to star; and wherever they stopped. they left
colonies-Men. Robots, and sometimes both-against
their return. But they never came back.
Those were the shining days of the world. But are
we so old now? Men had a bright ftame--the old word
is ''divine ... I think-that ftung them far across the night
skies. and we have lost the strands of the web they wove.

Our scientists tell us that Men were very much like
us-and the skeleton of a Man is, to be sure. almost the
same as the skeleton of a Robot. except that it's made
of some calcium compound instead of titanium. Just the
same. there are other differences.
It was on my last field trip. to one of the inner planets.
that I met the Man. He must have been the last Man in this
system. and he·d forgotten how to talk-he'd been alone
so long. i planned to brir.g him back with me. Something
happened to him. though.
One day. for no reason at all. he complained of the heat.
I checked his temperature and decided that his thennostat
circuits were shot. l had a kit of field spares with me. and
he was obviously out of order. so I went to work. I pushed
the needle into his neck to operate the cut-off switch. and
he stopped moving. just like a Robot. But when I opened
him up he wasn't the same inside. And when I put him
back together I couldn't get him running again. Then he
son of weathered away-and by the time I was ready to
come home. about a year later. there was nothing left of
him but bones. Yes. Men are indeed different.
In order to understand this story. the reader must infer that the
narrator is a robot. that robots are the dominant lifefonn in the
future. that humans have practically died out. that robots are
capable of making logical errors such as the ones that the narrator made. and so on. The reader must construct an appropriate
model of this world. and interpret the story with respect to this
model even as the model evolves. The reader must also be
willing to suspend disbelief to understand concepts which do
not fit into a standard world view.
In ISAAC. new theories (and associated concepts) are constructed through extrapOlation and modification of existing theories and concepts. The extrapolation is constrained by the actual content of the story. by the system's existing theories and
concepts. and by the cognitive constraints on the reading and
understanding mechanisms that are responsible for processing
the story. No reader. machine or human. could have the time.
memory. and other resources to read every single word in a
story in-depth and to consider all the ramifications of each
word. The reader's environment (the story). knowledge (existing concepts). goals and tasks (e.g .. Ram & Hunter. 1992).
and cognitive resources available to the processing machinery
(e.g .. Just & Carpenter. 1992) interact to constrain the possible
extrapolation to a more manageable level.
The story understanding processes in ISAAC are not unique
to science fiction stories. of course. Understanding any fictional
story requires similar kinds of processing. The same is true of
nonfictional stories as well as unfamiliar real-world scenarios. although the types and degree of conceptual modifications
required may be different.

Technical details: The ISAAC system
The ISAAC system consists of six ..supertasks." each of which
is made up of several subtasks that interact with each other.
The tasks are based on research in psycholinguistics (e.g .• Holbrook, Eiselt & Mahesh. 1992: van Dijk & Kintsch. 1983 ).
reading comprehension (e.g .. Black & Seifert. 1981: Graesser.
Golding. & Long. 1991 ), story understanding (e.g .. Birnbaum.
1986; Ram. 1991: Rumelhan. 1977}, episodic memory (e.g ..
Kolodner. 1984: Schank. 1982). analogy (e.g .• Falkenhainer.
1987; Gentner. 1989). creativity (e.g .• Gruber. 1989: Schank

& Leake. 1990). and metacognition (e.g .. Gavelek & Raphael.
1985: Schneider. 1985: Weinen. 1987: Wellman, 1985). The
supe~ks and their functions are summarized below.
Language understanding is responsible for low-level text
understanding. including lexical retrieval. syntactic parsing.
pronoun reference. punctuation analysis. and tense analysis.
Story structure understanding focusses on details of the
text which relate to story structure. including character identification (protagonist. antagonist). setting identification (time.
location). plot description. and genre identification.
Episodic understanding carries out the event repres~ntation
(agent. action. state. object. location). agent modelling (agents'
goals. knowledge. and beliefs). and action modelling tasks that
are central to understanding fictional. narrative or real-world
episodes.
Explanation and reasoning is responsible for high-level
reasoning and learning tasks. including those supponing specific language understanding tasks such as unknown word definition. and general tasks such as belief management. inference.
creative analogy. interest management. and learning.
Memory management carries out memory storage and retrieval. including spontaneous reminding and case construction.
Metacontrol is responsible for integration of the other supertasks. and for focus of attention. time management. and
suspension of disbelief. Since it is unreasonable to assume that
the system would have complete metacognitive access to all
its internal processes (Nisbett & Wilson. 1977). metacontrol
and metareasoning operate on supertasks and do not access the
individual tasks directly. The supertasks in tum control the
individual tasks that they are responsible for.
We chose science fiction stories as the domain for ISAAC
because it is a panicularly good one to study what one might
call "creative understanding ... People can comprehend stories
which have no basis in fact. and which may require invention
of concepts and theories which are radically different from
those in the real world. The process of undersLanding the
un-understandable involves the extrapolative type of creative
conceptual change. A central requirement is the w 1llingness of
the reader to suspend his or her disbelief of the material being
presented or the assumptions being made about the tictional
world (Corrigan. 1979). Consider the ambigu( )us title of a
Larry Niven (1973) story. Flight of the Horse. This phrase
could refer to a fleeing horse. a horse on an airplane li ight. or to
a flying horse. If a story understanding system relied on a belief
in the validity of world knowledge. it would disambiguate the
phrase to eliminate the latter meaning since it "knows·· horses
cannot fly. This may be incorrect if the story was about a
flying horse (or a pegasus). which is perfectly reasonable in a
science fiction or mythological story. As I argued earlier. these
considerations are not unique to science fiction stories; even
factual stories (such as newspaper stories) in domains that are
not completely understood may require the system to consider
the possibility that its current understanding of the domain is
incomplete or incorrect (e.g .. Ram. 1993 ).
To understand concepts which do not fit into a standard world
view. the system attempts to modify existing concepts (Schank.
1986). This usually involves extending or adapting not just
a single concept. but systems of concepts-that is. theories.
This modification can occur in several ways. Definitional constraints may be relaxed to produce concepts with alternative
constraints. For example. relaxing the definitional constraint
that a horse's primary mode of locomotion is its legs may result
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Figure 3: Knowledge representation grid.

in a .. horse·· with wings-a pegasus. Another option is to add
new constraints or features to existing concepts. or to combine
two concepts together. Suitcases. for example. do not normally have a mode of locomotion: adding one J'l1ay result in an
independently mobile suitcase. much like the one depicted in
Terry Pratchett's (1983) story. The Colour of Magic. Creativity may also result from relaxed constraints on memory search
processes. such as in the "imaginative memory" of Turner's
(1991) MINSTREL system:
A problem with such concept manipulation is that it is difficult to specify principled constraints on this process. Could
a toaster be a good mode of horse locomotion? Up to a certain limit. constraint manipulation will result in concepts which
could be called creative. after which the resulting concepts may
be too bizarre to be useful. However. utility and interestingness
are not inherent in panicular concepts. but can only be evaluated with respect to the reasoner's knowledge. the organization
of this knowledge. the reasoner ·s goals. the task at hand. the
environment in which the reasoner is carrying out its tasks (in
the case of ISAAC. the story). and general processing heuristics
(Pinto, Shrager & Berthenthal. 1992; Ram. 1990).
In ISAAC. the knowledge organization scheme provides a
structure for the conceptual change process. ISAAC's knowledge base is organized into a semantic network. which is indexed through a multidimensional grid (see figure 3). The
rows of the grid represent "'thematic roles" for adaptation: for
concepts representing events. these include action. agent. state.
and object. The columns of the grid represent ..conceptual domains." such as physical. mental. social. emotional. and tempo- ·
ral. For example, a transfer is a generic action. Different types
of transfers can be represented as physical (e.g., the PTRANS
primitive of Schank.l972). mental (e.g .. ·M TRANS). and social
(e.g., ATRANS). The grid also allows the system to represent
emotional and temporal transfers (see also Domeshek. 1992).
Concept extrapolation is accomplished by moving around
the grid. leading to creative and metaphorical interpretations
of known concepts. Each type of movement incurs a cost to
the system. depending on the degree to which the concept has
been altered. Movement within a single cell is the easiest type
to perform, movement along a single row or a single column
is more difficult. and adaptations requiring movement across
both rows and columns are the most difficult. Although the
details of the grid are still under development. the point is
that the system tries to perfonn the least amount of adaptation
necessary. guided by the grid. such that the resulting concepts
can explain and provide a structure for the input.
For example. many temporal metaphors can be represented
as analogies between the physical and temporal columns of the
grid (Lakoff & Johnson. 1980). In a sentence such as 'lime has

passed her by.- for example. a temporal event is described in
physical terms. and an abstract object (time) is described as the
agent of the physical action. Similarly. in the second paragraph
of Men Are Different . .. we aren't really getting anywhere" is a
metaphorical use of knowledge of physical actions to describe
a mental action. Such a metaphor requires a larger creative
leap than an adaptation within the physical column alone. such
as in Schank ·s ( 1986) example in which an analogy is drawn
between a jogger and a racehorse. Continuing with the earlier
horse locomotion examples. a horse with wings involves an
adaptation in which a known mode of locomotion (wings) is
substituted for another one (legs). and is less bizarre ·than an
independently mobile suitcase with wings in which an inanimate object is viewed as an animate agent with an invented (but
plausible) mode of locomotion where none existed previously.
As before. however. utility and interestingness are not absolute:
a suitcase with wings (perhaps airplane wings rather than bird
wings) might make sense in the right context.
In Men Are Differem. robots. which in the real world are
physical objects used as tools in manufacturing. are conceptualized as independent volitional agents. The reader must adopt
this view to build an appropriate story model. Interestingly.
the irony in this story derives from the fact that the robot in the
story performs what one 'Tlight view as the reverse inference.
conceptualizing the man ;~ a physical object to be repaired in a
manner that one might use to repair a physical robotic device.
It is imponant to note that the invented concepts are ..real ..
within the context of the story. in contrast to the .. bright flame
of Men" which is metaphorical even within the fictional world.
Similarly. a sentence such as .. Winter is rapidly approaching"
uses a spatial metaphor to describe a temporal event. whereas
time travel may in fact be a .. rear concept in a story. Understanding this concept involves adapting knowledge about
actions. states. and causality from the physical column of the
grid to the temporal. Such adaptation is the hean of the extrapolative conceptual change process. Once the new concepts
and theories are built. they can be used to understand the story
within the framework of these concepts; in tum. this may result
in further modification of the concepts.
In addition to aiding in the story comprehension process. the
new concepts and theories can also provide a ba,is for future
problem solving in the real world (e.g .. Koestler. 1904 ). For example. reading about a fictitious device may prompt the reader
to develop a similar device in the real world. or may help the
reader understand a similar device when it is actually encountered ill some later point. Motorola's MicroTAC hand-held
personal cellular phone. for instance, has a strong resemblance
to the hand-held personal communicators used in the Star Trek
television series. Goodman, Waterman & Alterman's ( 1991)
SPATR system uses a similar case-based reasoning process to
understand novel devices (such as an Airphone) and natural
language instructions for using these devices based on hierarchical spatial models of known devices (such as an ATM).
Reading about a creative problem solving episode may also
allow the reader to replay the observed solution process on a
real-world problem in a manner similar to Carbonell's (1986)
derivational analogy.
Stories that are not creative can also be understood and used
in such ways. of course. The mechanisms of conceptual change
discussed here are an integral part of ordinary reasoning. Creative understanding in ISAAC is not implemented through a
separate ..creativity" process. but rather through normal pro-

cesses of reasoning and learning (Gruber. 1989). Similarly.
conceptual change in SINS also occurs through the normal
processes of perception and control of action. Everyday reasoning is robust. adaptive. and creative: no special process need
be postulated to model or explain these capabilities.

Discussion
On the surface. the models of constructive and extrapolative
conceptual change presented above appear very different. The
SINS model is inherently experiential and can be characterized
as constructive induction of representations from sensorimotor
input. whereas the ISAAC model is based on vicarious experience and can be characterized as theory-guided transfer of
concepts to a new domain. The former is mostly inductive.
whereas the latter is mostly analytical. In ISAAC. multiple
processes are integrated through (some degree ot) explicit arbitration and control; in SINS. the processes are automatic and
the integrative control mechanisms are implicit.
It is an open question how these models which are. in some
sense. at opposite ends of the spectrum of creative conceptual
change might be unified into a single framework. Quine ( 1977)
suggests that early concepts may be more perceptual. being defined inductively using an ..innate similarity notion or spacing
of qualities." and later concepts may become more ..scientifically sophisticated ... conceptual. and theory-embedded (see
also Keil. 1989). Quine was interested in the issue of development of natural kinds. but perhaps a similar idea could be used
to integrate perceptual and conceptual change in an ..adult"
reasoning system.
To facilitate integration. it is useful to look at commonalities
between the models. Although the SINS model is closer to actual perceptual features in real world and the ISAAC model is
closer to theories and mental models. both are based in real experience (whether personal or vicarious). and are constrained
by the interaction between the system and the environment.
Both are creative processes. and result not just in learning
but in conceptual change as well. In SINS. raw sensorimotor
information is encapsulated into predictive perception-action
models. and in ISAAC. existing theories are modified to provide a belief structure for new and unfamiliar concepts. Both
require inductive and analytical processes (although to different degrees). and both combine multiple methods of learning.
concept formation, and conceptual change. Both are based on
multiple types of knowledge. In both. existing knowledge provides constraints on reasoning and learning processes. Both
types of creative conceptual change model a gradual evolution
of concepts to better approximate the observed world and in
both. evolving concepts are used in the perfonnance task even
as they are modified. These points also highlight many of similarities between the models of constructive and extrapOlative
conceptual change presented here and other models of conceptual change. including models of developmental and scientific
conceptual change.
One framework for integration of these (and other) methods of conceptual change is through a multistrategy learning
model. in which various learning methods are combined into
a unified framework. Recent attention to such models is evident in machine learning (e.g .• Carbonell. Knoblock & Minton.
1991: Michalski & Tecuci. 1993) and cognitive psychology
(e.g .. Anderson. 1983; Wisniewski & Medin. 1991). Multistrategy approaches provide the Oexibility and power required
in practical. real-world domains.

There are several methods of integrating multiple learning
algorithms into a single system (see Michalski & Tecuci. 1993 ).
One such framework is that used in the Meta-AQUA and MetaTS systems (Ram & Cox.1993: Ram. Cox & Narayanan. 1992).
In this model. the reasoning sysJem actively selects and combines learning methods based on an analysis of its learning goals
which are represented explicitly in the system. Some learning
gc,al., may be low-level and always active. such as in SINS and
NX. These systems can be described as perfonning ..goal relevant"' learning. in that learning is relevant to the overall goals of
the system (Thagard) but the system only has an implicit goal
to learn (Barsalou. both discussed in Leake & Ram. 1993 ).
Other learning goals may be selected based on a higher-level
analysis of utility of knowledge and relevance to the system ·s
tasks. such as in ISAAC. Meta-AQUA. IVY (Hunter. 1990).
and PAGODA (desJardins. 1992). These systems are better described as ··goal directed .. since goals are explicitly represented
and used to drive the selection and execution of reasoning and
learning strategies (Leake & Ram. 1993: Ram & Cox. 1993:
Ram & Hunter. 1992).
Although I do not want to suggest that humans have perfect
or conscious metacognitive knowledge of. and control over.
their learning processes. such a model could be used to take an
intentional stance (Dennett. 1987) towards a computational theory of multistrategy reasoning. both as a description of human
reasoning processes and as a basis for the design of creative AI
systems. Meta-TS. for example. implements a computational
model of human operators learning to troubleshoot physical
devices (Narayanan & Ram. 1992). The model is based on
observations of human troubleshooting operators and protocol
analysis of the data gathered in the test area of an operational
electronics assembly manufacturing plant. In Meta-TS. multiple learning methods for knowledge compilation (Anderson.
1989). interactive transfer of expertise (Davis.l979). postponement (Ram. 1991. 1993), and forgetting are integrated through
metacognitive analysis. Experimental results in metacognition also suggest that such analysis can facilitate reasoning and
learning (e.g .. Alexander. 1992: Carr. 1992: S(hncider. 1985:
Weinert. 1987). An open issue in the design of such models
is the integration of ..automatic" learning strategies. such as
those used in SINS. that are goal-relevant rather than explicitly
goal-directed.
In conclusion. creative conceptual change is an everyday
process involving multiple integrated mechanisms that are constrained by existing knowledge and by the task at hand. This
process is situated in, and therefore also constrained by. the real
world. and results in original. useful and qualitatively different
representations of systems of beliefs. The process involves the
on-going construction and extrapolation of concepts and theories in the context of. in service of, and in response to a realworld perfonnance task. The constructive and extrapolative
processes are modelled computationally through specification
of functions (tasks). mechanisms and knowledge: these models are then instantiated as computer programs and evaluated
empirically. In this paper. I have used robotic navigation in
dynamic environments and comprehension of actual science
fiction short stories as the task domains in which to present two
case studies of creative conceptual change. These case studies
highlight the issues involved in conceptual change. provide a
basis for the development and evaluation of models that address
these issues. and raise several new issues for future research.
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Abstract
One method for making analogies is to access and instantiate abstract domain
principles, and one method for acquiring knowledge of abstract principles is to discover
them from experience. \Ve view generalization over experiences in the absence of any
prior knowledge of the target principle as the task of hypothesis formation, a subtask
of discovery. Also, we view the use of the hypothesized principles for analogical design
as the task of hypothesis testing. another subtask of discovery. In this paper, we focus
on discovery of physical principles by generalization over design experiences in the
domain of physical devices. Soll:e important i5sues in generalization from experiences
are what to generalize from a11 ··xperience, how far to generalize, and what methods
to use. We represent a reasorl"r·s comprehension of specific designs in the form of
structure-behavior-function (SIn· :• models. An SBF model provides a functional and
causal explanation of the workillg of a device. We represent domain principles as deviceindependent behavior-function B F) models. We show that (i) the function of a device
determines what to generalize from its SBF model, (ii) the SBF model itself suggests
how far to generalize, and (iii) the typology of functions indicates what method to use.
1.

1

Introduction

Analogy, as it is commonly accepted, plays an important role in reasoning. Making analogies,
however, is not always easy due to the difficulty of retrieving the right analog from memory
and deciding on what to transfer from the retrieved analog to the problem at hand. One
• An earlier, shorter paper appeared in the Proceedings of AID'92 workshop on "Machine Learning in
Design," June 1992, Pittsburgh, USA, and in the Proceedings of ML'92 workshop on "Machine Discovery,''
July 1992, Aberdeen, Scotland.

method of analogical transfer is to directly map the analog to the current problem [Gentner, 1983]. This method also forms the basis of much recent work in case-based reasoning
[Kolodner and Simpson, 1989: Riesbeck and Schank, 1989: Hammond, 1989; Rissland and
Ashley, 1987: Alterman, 1988]. For example, in our earlier work on case-based design, we
showed how structure-behavior-function ( SBF) models of physical devices can be used for
directly mapping the designs of those devices to new problems [Goel, 1991a]. An SBF model
of a device captures the reasoner's comprehension of how the device works, that is, how the
structure of its design results in its output behaviors. vVhile such methods can be very useful
for making analogies within a given domain, cross-domain transfer often requires higher-level
abstractions such as domain principles. Since physical principles and processes typically do
not refer to any specific device, we represent them as behavior-function (BF) models. In
this model-based method for analogical transfer, new problems are solved by accessing and
instantiating the BF models of principles and processes.
An important issue in model-based analogy is how to acquire knowledge of domain principles. One solution is to acquire them from a

teacher~

which, in fact, is a common method

for acquiring such knowledge. Another method is to incrementally discover the principles
from experiences. For example, auto mechanics apparently learn principles of automobile
engineering from their experiences

,,-j t h auto repair although they do not always start with a

deep understanding of the domain. Similarly, electronic hobbyists often learn about electrical
processes from their experiences in df'signing electronic circuits and designers of heating and
cooling equipment might acquire an understanding (i.e., a model) of how "heat exchange'' occurs and what is "heat How." By discovery, we mean learning a

~~concept"

description from

examples without knowing the target concept a priori. This is unlike most explanationbased learning systems [DeJong and ~looney, 1986; Mitchell et al., 1986] that assume some
knowledge of the target concept that needs to be learned.
The process of discovery is generally considered to have two distinct phases [Klahr and
Dunbar, 1988]: hypothesis formation and hypothesis testing. One method for hypothesis
formation is to incrementally generalize over design experiences. The use of a generalization
in analogy acts as a test for the hypothesis. Depending on the feedback from this evaluation,

2

the hypothesis may get revised (generalized further or refined).
In this paper, we focus on the formation of hypotheses about physical principles such
as the

~~zeroth

law of

thermodynamics~'

from experiences in designing physical devices and

briefly touch upon how they can be used for analogical design. This law states that when
a hot body is brought in thermal contact with a cold body, heat flows from the hot body
to the cold body [Fermi, 1937]. Vv~e show how the BF models of physical principles can be
acquired by a gradual removal of structural information from the SBF models of specific
devices. This process of generalization occurs while storing a design case for potential reuse.
Kerr and Duffy [1992] consider generalization of past designs as one way of rationalizing past
design knowledge such that it is useful in later design.
Generalization from experiences raises three important issues:
1. The issue of relevance: This is the issue of deciding what to generalize from an
expenence.

Vvrith respect to this issue, the method of pure induction over design

experiences could potentially become complex. Hence there is a need for developing
more efficient and effective learning methods that can bias the learning in design and
reduce its complexity. Vvre sho\v that the specification of the function of a new device
can help determine what to generalize from its SBF model, and thus alleviate the
problem of complexity with

s11

bsequent induction. 1

2. The issue of level of generalization: This is the issue of determining how far
to generalize a chosen aspect of the device. We show that the SBF model together
with the knowledge of design

objects~

such as components and substances, can help

determine how far to generalize.
3. The issue of method selection: This is the issue of deciding what methods to use
for generalization. We show that a typology of device functions can help to determine
what strategy to use.
Figure 1 presents the learning task we analyzed in this paper.
1

In applying induction, most existing methods in machine learning assume that the instances/examples
for induction are available in batch; in contrast. our model-based method relaxes this assumption and allows
for experiences to come in incrementally.

3

Input:

• Design Experience [consisting of design problem (i.e., function),
solution (i.e., structure), and explanation (i.e., SBF model)].
e.g., design of a sulfuric acid cooler.

Output:

• Generic principles of the domain (represented as BF models).
e.g., the zeroth law of thermodynamics.

Method:

• Model- based generalization with inductive biasing.
e.g., function of a design determines what parts of the experience to focus on.

Knowledge: • Typology of primitive functions in the domain.
e.g., ALLOW, PU~IP.
• Typology of functions in the domain (consisting of primitive functions).
e.g., substance-parameter transformation.
• Substances in the domain.
e '! .• nitric acid, water.
• t .Jmponents in the domain.
e.g., pipe, chamber.
• Past design experiences in memory.
e.g., design of a nitric acid cooler.

Figure 1: Learning task analyzed in this paper

The proposed model-based method(s) for discovering physical principles from design
experiences is implemented as a learning component of IDEAL, 2 an integrated system for
design by analogy and learning of abstract models, that designs physical devices such as
electrical circuits and heat exchangers.

2

Design Experience

IDEAL takes as input a specification of a function of the desired design and gives as output

a structure that realizes the specified function and an SBF model th'at explains how the
structure realizes that function. A design case in IDEAL specifies (i) the functions delivered
by the stored design, (ii) the structure of the design, and (iii) a pointer to the causal behaviors
of the design (SBF model). Since IDEAL solves function-to-structure design tasks, cases are
indexed by the functions that the stored designs can deliver. The design cases are organized
along multiple dimensions of generalization where the dimensions pertain to the constituents
2

1DEAL stands for Integrated "DEsign by Analogy and Learning."
4

of design functions.
The problem-solving component of IDEAL evolves from

KRITIK,

an integrated case-based

and model-based design system [Goel, 199la; Goel, 1992]. Given the functional specification
of a desired design, IDEAL retrieves the closest matching case from the case memory. Then
it uses the SBF model of the selected design to adapt the design structure so as to meet the
given functional specification. Next it revises the SBF model of the old design to incorporate
the structural modifications and generates an SBF model for the new design. IDEAL uses
repair plans for modifying a selected design. It verifies the new design by a qualitative
simulation of the new -5BF model. Finally, the new design case generated by IDEAL acts as
input to its learning component. IDEAL first learns indices to the new design case [Bhatta
and Goel, 1992] and stores the design for potential reuse. While storing design cases it notices
similarities between the SBF models of specific designs in memory and discovers principles
as described later in this article. The learned principles are intended to be evaluated and
revised by their use in cross-domain analogical design.

3

Device Models

IDEAL's functional models of specific devices are represented in the form of structurebehavior-function (SBF) models. These models are based on a component-substance ontology
[Bylander and Chandrasekaran, 198.)]. This ontology gives rise to a representation language
[Goel, 1992] for describing the SBF model of a design that is a generalization on Sembugamoorthy and Chandrasekaran's [1986] functional representation scheme. The constituents
of the SB F model are described below.

Structure: The structure of a design is expressed in terms of its constituent components and
substances and the interactions between them. Figure 2 shows the structure of a sulfuric
acid cooler (SAC) schematically.

Function: A function is represented as a schema that specifies the behavioral state the
function takes as input, the behavioral state it gives as output, and a pointer to the internal
causal behavior of the design that achieves the function. Figure 3( a) shows a function of the
SAC, namely, heating water. The input state of the function specifies that water at location

5

Heat-exchanqe

1 - - - - - - - - 1 chamber

Water-pump

Figure 2: Sulfuric Acid Cooler

p5 in the topography of the device (Figure 2) has the properties temperature and flow,
and corresponding parameters t 1 and r'. It also specifies that the water contains another
substance heat whose magnitude is q1 • Similarly, the output state specifies the properties
and the corresponding parameters of the substance at location p6.
This representation of functions gives rise to a typology of functions in the domain: transformation functions, control functions, maintenance functions, etc. In this article, we will
be focusing on transformation

functions~

which again are of several types: substance trans-

formation, substance-parameter tra11,formation, and substance-location transformation. For
example, the function of SAC is bot b a substance-parameter transformation and a substancelocation transformation because it --pt·cifies a change in the parameter of the substance tem-

perature as well as a change in the

--11

bstance location.

Behavior: The internal causal beha\·iors of a device are viewed as sequences of state transitions between behavioral states. The annotations on the state transitions express the causal,
structural, and functional context in which the transformation of state variables, such as

substance, location, properties, and parameters, can occur. The causal context provides
causal relations between the variables in preceding and succeeding states. The structural

context specifies different kinds of structural information such as substances, components,
structural relations among components and substances, and spatial locations in the device.
The functional context indicates which functions of components in the device are responsible
for the transition. Figure 3(b) shows the causal behavior that explains how water is heated
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from temperature t 1 to t 2 ' . State 6 , the preceding state of transition 6 _ 7 , describes the
state of water at location p5 and statei, the succeeding state, at location p6.
The UNDER-CO:\'DITION -ST Rr CTVRE annotation in transition 6 _ 7 specifies that the
behavior allow of H 2 S04 -pipe can allow the flow of heat only if the H 2 S04 -pipe CONTAI\S
sulfuric acid with a temperature of T1 that is greater than t 1 • The qualitative parameter
relations on the substance properties. such as those shown for temperature in Figure 3(b ).
are a crucial part of describing the causal process underlying a transition.
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A Model-Based Method for Hypothesis Formation

Consider, for example, the situation in which IDEAL finds multiple (e.g., two) cases to be
similar in their functions while it is storing a design case in the functionally organized case
memory. We will consider the designs of sulfuric acid cooler and nitric acid cooler whose
function and behavior are shown respectively in Figures 3 & 4 for the purpose of illustrating
the methods. The similarity between two functions is determined by comparing the input
state and output state in them. Furthermore, similarity between two states is determined
..,
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by compartng different slots in the schemas, such as substance, location,· and other
properties. For instance, a function F1 is more similar to another function F2 than it is to

F3 if the substance in both F1 and F2 is same while it is different in F3 • For example, the
function of a nitric acid cooler that cools nitric acid from T1 to T2 is more similar to another
nitric acid cooler that cools nitric acid from T1 to T3 than it is to a sulfuric acid cooler that
cools sulfuric acid from T1 to T2 • This is based on the heuristic that changing a substance
altogether in a design is harder than changing a property of a substance. These similarity
me~ures

are based on those used in

KRITIK

for accessing cases from memory [Goel, 1992}.

In addition to generalizing the functions of similar design cases, IDEAL can also generalize

8

the associated SBF models for use in solving problems by analogy in a different domain with
the experience gained in one domain. However, IDEAL does not know a priori what the
target "concept" will be; hence, it formulates the generalized model as a hypothesis.
As tnentioned earlier, the function of a device determines what parts of its model to
generalize.

If the function is a transformation function (e.g., substance transformation,

substance-parameter transformation, substance-location transformation) then any relations
in the different types of context annotating the transitions in the behavior that describe the
corresponding change and the transitions themselves can be generalized to form meaningful
abstractions of behaviors.

For example, since the function "heat water" of sulfuric acid

cooler is to transform the temperature of the substance water from one value to another,
the transition

f~'1.nsition 6 _ 1

in Figure 3(b) is useful to focus on.

The relations on the

parameters of temperature describing the change can be generalized along with the similar
behavior of another cooler or heater. In addition to the parametric relations, other aspects
of the context, such as conditions on substance and conditions on structural relations that
involve the parameter being transformed, also form an important part of the content to be
generalized.
After identifying what parts of the specific models to focus on, the issue is to determine
what kinds of changes along a dimension are meaningful for generalization. In other words,
the issue is what similarities between the two models (in the focused segments of the behaviors) are retained, as they are, in the generalization and what differences are generalized. The
same kind of similarity metrics as those for comparing functions are used for this purpose
as well, because a focused segment of behavior includes a sequence of states and statetransitions. · However, in addition to comparing states, the annotatioJ?S on the transitions
are also compared as guided by the functions (explained above). Since generalizations tend
to deal with more qualitative parameters than specializations, we consider positive changes
(i.e., increase) and negative changes (i.e., decrease) in the parameter of the chosen property
for generalization. The changes across different models under consideration suggest the level
of generalization. Since SBF models specify different kinds of structural information (e.g.,
locations, structural relations, components etc.), successive removal of each kind leads to the

9

formation of models at different levels of abstraction. By removal, we mean two things: (i)
substitution of specific values (e.g., low and medium) by a value from a more general class
of valu.es (e.g., qualitative-value) in a value hierarchy; and (ii) a complete deletion of specific
structural information (e.g., deleting the information that some substance moves from one
location to another). These will become clearer from the example illustrated below.
Since some functions such as that .of a sulfuric acid cooler can be classified in multiple ways, multiple subtasks of generalization can be performed-generalization over parameter changes and generalization over changes in location. Depending on which generalization is
performed on given experiences, different types of abstract models will be formed.

However~

in some cases, both might be applicable; ·in such a case of multiple subtasks, generalization occurs to multiple levels. IDEAL applies both methods, when applicable, in a specific
order, that is, it generalizes over parameter changes prior to changes in location. Models
at intermediate levels of abstraction are models of prototypical devices (similar to design
prototypes (Gero~ 1990]) such as the model of a heat exchanger that is applicable to both
coolers and heaters.

~lodels

at still higher levels of abstraction are such as the model of a

physical principle "the zeroth law of thermodynamics"' or the physical process "heat

flow.~~

Consider the design of a sulfuric acid cooler (figure 2) and its function of heating water
for the purpose of illustrating the methods.

The type of this function (i.e., substance-

parameter transformation as well as substance-location transformation) suggests two methods for generalization: (i) generalization over substance-parameter transformation (Figure 5)
and (ii) generalization over substance-location transformation (Figure 6). The transitions

transition 2 _3 in the behavior "cool acid" of NAC (Figure 4(b )) and transition 6 _ 7 in the
behavior "heat water" of SAC (Figure 3(b)) are selected for generalization because they
transform parameters of the substance temperature and the substance location.
The application of the method shown in Figure 5 to these two behaviors results in the
description of a generalized model as shown in Figure 7, which is the SBF model of a heat
exchanger (a prototypical device). Note that the structural information in the behaviors
of SAC and N AC is generalized and so are the parametric relations in the corresponding
transitions (Figure 7). For instance, the specific components H 2 S04 -pipe and H N03 -pipe
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Input:

• Eb the new design experience.
• E 2 , a design experience found to be similar to £ 1 under the same node in memory.
Output: • Generalized model from E1 and £2.
Procedur~:

if (function of £ 1 is substance-parameter-transformation)
then
begin
( 1) Get transitions, T R 1 and T R 2 , corresponding to the transformed parameter
in £ 1 and £ 2 respectively.
(2) Compare the change in parameters in T R 1 and T R 2 qualitatively.
if (direction of change is same in T R 1 and T R2)
then generalize over "range" of the parameters;
else generali-ze over the direction of change;
(3) Modify other context in T R1 and T R2 that specifies this parameter. That is,
if (any "inequalities" exist on the parameter-relations)
then generalize the inequalities to conditional inequalities;
( 4) Propagate this generalization to other dependent parameters and transitions,
and then repeat step ( 3) until all the context is generalized.
( 5) Store the generalized model from E 1 and £2.
end.

Figure 5: A model-based method for generalizing over parameter transformation

that achieve the function ''allow lwat .. are generalized to the abstract component pipe
achieving the same function, whicb

t'

prototypical of a heat exchanger.

IDEAL's knowledge of componf':;r-; that H 2 S0 4 -pipe and H N03 -pipe belong to the class
of pipes helps in doing this generali;,lt ion. Also, the parametric relations in Figure 7 cover
both possibilities, that is, increase and decrease in the substance temperature, unlike those
in the behavior of either SAC or \ :\C alone. This is essential to describing the behavior
of a heat exchanger. Further, the generalizations are propagated to the behaviors of those
substances on which the transitions depend, which is indicated by

UNDER-CONDITIO~

TRANSITION in the Figures 3(b) & -l (b). That is, in step 4 of the method (Figure 5),
for instance, the generalizations performed on the behavior segment (say, "heat water" of
sulfuric acid cooler) are propagated to the dependent transition (i.e., "cool acid" of sulfuric
acid cooler) which results in the generalized segment "cool substance" shown in Figure 7.
The application of the method shown in Figure 6 to the result of applying the first

ll

• Eb the new design experience or newly generalized experience.
• E 2 , a design experience (perhaps generalized before) found to be similar to Et,
if any, under the same node in memory.
Output: • Generalized model from Et.{&ad E2).
Procedure:
'
if (function of £ 1 is substance-location-transformation)
then
begin
( 1) Get transitions, T R 1 and T R 2 , corresponding to the location in £ 1and £ 2 respectively.
(2) Compare the causal context that involves location in T R 1 and T R 2 •
if (causal context is similar in T R 1 and T R 2 )
then generalizejvariablize locations;
else generalize over the associated structural elements;
(3) ~lodify other context that involves locations and associated structural information. That is,
if (any structural conditions exist in TR 1 and TR2 and they are similar)
then remove the structural ' Onditions;
else check for similarity at a more abstract level of components involved;
( 4) Propagate this generalization to other dependent parameters and transitions,
and then repeat step (3) until all the context is generalized.
( 5) Store the generalized model from £1 and E2.
end.

Input:

Figure 6: A model-based method for generalizing over location transformation

method, that is, to the model of the heat exchanger, leads to the formation of an even
further generalized model as shown in Figure 8. This is the generic principle that we call
the zeroth law of thermodynamics. This model is also a description, although partial, of
the process

~'heat

flow" because the process of heat flow is the behavior that the zeroth

law of thermodynamics epitomizes. 3 However, the system, conforming to the classical ~~term
problem" in learning, does not realize that this is the zeroth law of thermodynamics nor does
it realize that this is a partial description of the process "heat flow," but rather considers
it simply as an abstract model possibly applicable to a wider class of devices. Again, note
that the structural information in the behavior of heat exchanger is further generalized in
the zeroth law of thermodynamics. For instance, the component pipe that achieves the
function "allow heat" is generalized to an abstract component connector achieving the
same function.
3A

complete description should also indicate that heat continues to flow from a hot body to a cold body
only until an equilibrium temperature is reached .
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Figure 7: Behavior of a Heat Exchanger generalized from SAC and NAC

In addition to the result of generalization over structure, the generalized parametric
relations in Figure 8 that cover both increase and decrease in the substance temperature
are also crucial to representing the zeroth law of thermodynamics. These relations are
represented as conditions on substance properties indicated by the annotation UNDERCONDITION-SUBSTANCE in Figure 8 because the structural conditions (in Figure 7) are
removed by the application of step

~

in Figure 6. Again, step 4 in the method shown in

Figure 6 leads to the propagation of generalizations performed in one behavioral segment to
the dependent ones.

4.1

Learning Indices to Hypothesized Models

When a piece of knowledge is learned, its usefulness relies on the ability to also learn the
appropriate conditions under which it might be used. In other words, learning a piece of
knowledge inevitably involves learning its indices. So, when the models of the heat exchanger
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Figure 8: The Zeroth Law of Thermodynamics

and the zeroth law of thermodynamics are hypothesized, one subtask is to learn their indices.
Since these models are learned in the context of analogical design and are intended for the
design task, like design cases, they could also be indexed by different types of indicesfunctional and structural.
Storing the hypothesized models in a hierarchically organized memory implies two distinct issues in index learning: learning the indexing vocabulary and learning the right level
of generalization [Bhatta and Goel, 1992]. Deciding on the indexing vocabulary generally

requires some notion of what is important about the new knowledge and the task for which
it is likely to be reused. The level of generalization depends in part on the knowledge already
stored in memory and the inductive biases that can be generated at storage time.
We have earlier shown how the SBF model of a design, together with a specification of
the task for which the design case might be reused, provides the vocabulary for indexing
the design case in memory [Bhatta and Goel, 1992] . Further, we have also shown how the
model-based method, together with similarity-based learning (using earlier design cases in
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memory) helps to determine the level of index generalization. Insofar as the same types of
indices are used for storing the models of heat exchangers and the models of the zeroth law
of thermodynamics, the same methods as presented in [Bhatta and Goel, 1992] apply to the
task of learning indices to the hypothesized models. The only difference is that the indices
for these models will be more general than those for design cases. Hence these models will
be stored at a more general level in a hierarchical organization of memory. However, space
constraints do not permit us to describe these methods here.

5

Evaluation

The proposed model- based method can be evaluated for different things: (i) Computational
Efficiency; (ii) Domain Generality; and (iii) Performance Task.

Computational Efficiency:

The issue here is whether IDEAL requires a number of exam-

ples in order to learn a target concept such as the zeroth law of thermodynamics. Due to the
constraints that SBF models provide on the generalization process, IDEAL does not require
more than a few (e.g., 3-4) examples for learning the zeroth law of thermodynamics. From
the examples illustrated in this

paper~

it is clear that IDEAL required only two examples for

learning a reasonably complete description of the zeroth law of thermodynamics.

Domain Generality:

The question here is whether the proposed methods are applicable

in different domains? Currently, they have been tested only in the domain of heat exchangers:
that is, for learning the model of a heat exchanger and the zeroth law of thermodynamics.
However, from our experience with other tasks for which SBF models have been used, such
as case-based design [Goel, 1989; Goel, 1991a; Goel, 1991b] and index learning by modelbased generalization [Bhatta and Goel, 1992; Bhatta and Goel, 1993], in different domains, it
appears that the proposed method is also applicable in other domains of physical devices such
as electric circuits (i.e., for instance, in learning Ohm's law). This is because the main power
of the method comes from the representational framework that the SBF models provide.
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Performance Task:

The question here is whether model-based learning of principles or

processes affect some performance task. The motivation is that a target concept is best
learned if done in the context of a performance ta.sk in which it gets used. We consider
two related but different performance tasks, namely, device redesign and design of physical
devices by analogy in which learned principles are useful.

(i) Device Redesign: The device redesign task takes as input a failed design and the feedback from the environment in which the device operates, and gives as output a new modified
design. The physical principles learned by IDEAL such as the zeroth law of thermodynamics
are useful in device redesign. For instance, Prabhakar and Goel [1992] have described how
the zeroth law of thermodynamics ( s~n1ilar to the representation learned by IDEAL) is useful
in redesigning a failed coffee maker. Device redesign task in their work involves four subtasks:
formation of causal explanations of failures, discovery of new design constraints, formulation
of internal behaviors that accommodate the modified constraints, and redesign of the device
structure for realizing the modified internal behaviors. In particular, they describe how the
zeroth law of thermodynamics is useful in the formation of causal explanations of why the
device failed.
Consider, for instance, the

de~ i gn

of a simple coffee maker whose structure is shown in

Figure 9(a) in two states ((i)befor(' .tnd (ii) after coffee decoction is formed in Container-2).
Its function of making coffee is to produce coffee decoction in Container-2, given hot water
and coffee powder in Container-1. This design satisfies the function desired of the coffee
maker, but its behavior is suboptimal. That is, there are two problems: (i) coffee decoction
formed in Container-2 is only lukewarm, and (ii) it does not stay warm in Container-2.
The first subtask in redesigning this coffee maker is to form a causal explanation for the
failure. One way to accomplish this task is by instantiating an abstract principle, such as
the zeroth law of thermodynamics, in the context of the current design and its environment.
The zeroth law of thermodynamics can be accessed by using an abstraction of the failure
in the coffee maker (which is "loss of heat to the environment") as a probe into memory.
Instantiating the law in the context of the design of coffee maker results in the SBF model
for the failure behavior of coffee maker as shown in Figure 9(b ). This helps in formulat-
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1ng new design constraints and in solving the subsequent sub tasks in the redesign. The
redesigned coffee maker may have a plunger in Container-1 to pump the decoction into
Container-2 and a hot plate beneath Container-2 to keep the decoction in Container-2

warm (see [Prabhakar and Goel, 1992] for details).

(ii) Analogical Design: The hypothesized abstract models, that Is, the models of the
heat exchanger and the zeroth law of thermodynamics, can also be tested by using them for
design by analogy. In cross-domain analogical transfer, the applicability of a source analog
to a target problem is often due to sharing of some high-level (abstract) principles governing
both the source and the target domains. In IDEAL, we are currently exploring the role of
prototypical devices and physical principles in cross-domain transfer. Transfer in this scheme
involves accessing the abstractions associated with a source analog and then instantiating
them in the target domain rather than directly mapping source-specific substructures onto
the target problem. We call this method model-based analogy.

(See [Bhatta, 1992] for

details). The models of physical principles and processes are more abstract than the models
of prototypical devices. Hence, physical principles and processes are applicable to a wider
class of design problems and thus they facilitate analogical transfer between distant domains.
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Related Work

6

Learning Task: Our work is similar to JGLIANA (Shinn~ 1989) and ASIS (Roverso et al.,
1992] in learning abstractions from specific cases. But our learning task is different in the
type of abstractions learned:

JULIA~ A

forms abstract cases and ASIS forms abstractions of

structural models of specific situations while IDEAL discovers models of prototypical devices.
physical principles, and processes.

Explanations in Learning: The proposal that learning from experience is facilitafed by
explanations of specific experiences dates at least as far back as Winston [1980). \Vinston
model assumed knowledge of

"what~'

1

S

is the concept being learned and relied on information

concerning whether an example is a positive instance or negative instance of the concept.
Our approach is similar to Winston ~s later models [1982; 1986] that show that learning can
be done by analogically transferring causal links in the explanation of an example to the
target concept.
Our approach is also similar to explanation-based learning (EBL) [DeJong and

1986;

~litchell

:\looney~

et al., 1986] in. using explanations (SBF models) to constrain the learning of

"concepts." However, most EBL systems assume some knowledge of the target concept a
priori; our model-based approach

at tempts

to discover them.

Also, our model-based approach differs from EBL in the kind of explanations it uses.
First, while the explanations in EB L are purely causal, the explanations in SBF models are
functional in nature, i.e., they not only provide a causal account, they also show· how causal
processes result in the achievement of specific functions. Second, the

~xplanations

in EBL

specify how an example is an instance of a target concept while SBF models are explanations of the functioning of devices.

Besides~

models also provide functional and structural

decomposition knowledge for the devices that is useful in constraining the generalization
process. Third, the explanations in EBL are constructed at run-time from domain specific
rules whereas SBF models are formed by revising old models as part of the problem solving.
Fourth, SBF models are grounded in a well-defined component-substance ontology.

Integration of Learning Methods: In addition, our work integrates the model-based
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approach with similarity-based methods for learning abstractions. In this respect, our work
is similar to Pazzani's OCCAM (1991] which integrates similarity-based learning, EBL, and
theory-driven learning (TDL) for learning of concepts.

Learning by Discovery: Our approach can be compared to work in scientific discovery such as BACON (Langley et al., 1987], FAHRENHEIT (Zytkow, 1987], and ABACCS
[Falkenhainer and Michalski, 1986]. These systems require a large amount of data because
they use inductive approaches to discover regularities and form laws. In contrast, IDEAL is
designed to incrementally discover physical principles using models to guide the discovery
process. Hence, we expect IDEAL to require fewer examples for discovering useful principles. Most of the above systems use predesigned experiments to test their hypotheses. On
the other hand . .ur approach takes a different stance on experimentation-it views problem
solving using hypothesized "concepts" as testing the hypotheses. Thus hypothesis testing is

not planned but rather is a consequence of solving design problems in the real world.

7

Conclusions

The models of specific devices (SBF models) provide both the content and the constraints
for learning the models of physical principles (BF models) by incremental generalization over
design experiences. In particular, we showed that the function of a device determines what
to generalize from its SBF model, the SBF model suggests how far to generalize, and the
typology of functions indicates what method to use for generalization.
Without the constraints from models (or similar knowledge) the method of induction for
generalization can be potentially very complex. So the moral is that the existing machine
learning techniques can be adapted for learning design knowledge, but they may need to
be constrained by deep knowledge such as models in order to circumvent the complexity
problem. Furthermore, most existing machine learning techniques have been developed in
isolation of a performance task, but we believe that the acquisition of knowledge cannot be
separated from the problem-solving tasks in which the learned knowledge might be used.
Finally, we believe that the issue of learning abstract models such as the models of
physical principles and processes that facilitate cross-domain analogical design provides a
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great potential for machine learning in design because cross-domain analogies often play a
crucial role in non-routine design.
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Abstract
Humans appear to often solve problems in a new
domain hy transferring their exp~rtise from a
more familiar domain. However. making such
rross-domain analogies is hard anJ often requires
abst ra<"t ions C'ommon to the source and target dolllains. Rect:>nt work in case-based design suggests
that generic mechanisms are one type of abst ract ions useJ by desigrwrs . However. one important
yet unexplored issue is where these gerwric ruechanisms come from. \Ve hypothesize that they are
aC'quired innementally from problem-solving ~x
periences in familiar domains hy generalization
over patterns of regularity. Three important issues in generalization from experiences are what
to generalize from an experience . l1ow far to generalize . and what methods to use. In this paper.
we show that mental models in a familiar domain provide the rontent . and togt'ther with the
problem-solving context in whirh learning 0C'rurs.
also provide the constraints for lt~arni ng ~eneric
mechanisms from design experienct=>s.
In particular. we show how the model-based lr·C\rning
method integratt:-d with similarity-ba.st:>.J !.-:-~ rrung
addresses the issues in generalization fr· •Ill ,_.xpenences.

Introduction
Analogy is often believed to play au 111\portant role in reasoning underlying innrA~I ion
and creativity.
Analogies can be of d 1tft:'rent
types: within-prohlem. cross-problem but wtthindomain. and cross-domain. \Ve are in!l'rested
in studying cross-domain analogies. Psychological research shows that humans use abstract ions
in making cross-domain analogies (e.g .. Girk &
Holyoak. 1983; Catrambone & Holyoak. 1989).
Some of t.he issues of interest then are how reasoning is mediated by the abstractions (shared
between the source and target domains) and how
those abstractions are learned. \Ve explore the
•This work ha.s been supported by research grants
from O~R (contract ~00014-92-J-1234). ~SF (grant.
('36-688 ). ~orthern Telecom. Georgia Tech Research
Corporation. and a CER grant from ~SF (grant
CCR-86-19886), and equipment grants and donations
from IBM. Symbolics, a.nd NCR.

latter issue in the context oft he Jesign of physical
devices such as electric circuits and heat exchangers. Our goal is to build a computational model
that can account for these phenomena and 'use it
to generate testable predictions ahout desig11ers'
behavior .
Goel { 1989) has proposed models of generir
teleologit:'al mechanisms {GT~Is). such as cascading. feedback. and feed forward. as one type of ahstract. knowledge that designers use in case-based
design. GT~Is take as input the functions of a
desired design and a known design . and suggest
patterned modifications to the sr ructure of the
known design that would result in the desired design . St roulia and Goel ( l 992) have shown that
GT\Is indeed are useful in non-routine adaptive
design. But one important yet unexplored issue
is how these GT ~Is are acquired. Our hypot hesis is that they are acquired increnwntrdly fro111
problem-solving experiences in familiar doma.ms
by generalization over patterns of regularity. For
instance. a designer may acquire from examples
in the domain of electric circuits a model of cascading. and when and how to cascade a number
of similar components together {i.e .. to connect
multiple components to amplify the overall delivered function). The designer can then use that
model for designing in a different domain such as
the domain of heat exchangers.
Generalization from experiences raises three
important issues. First is the issue of relevance.
that is. the issue of deciding what to generalize
from an experience. We represent in design experiences a designer's comprehension of how devices
work (i.e .. how the structure of a design results
in its output behaviors). We represent this comprehension as structure-behavior-function (SBF)
models and represent the models of GT~Is as
behavior-function ( BF) models. We propose that
the problem-solving context in which learning occurs together with the hierarchical organization of
the SBF model of the device help determine what
to generalize from the model. Further. the SBF
models lead to a typology of behavioral patterns
over which the generalization process can result
in learning GTMs. Second, how far a chosen aspect of the device can be generalized. ~Ve show
that the similarities in the SBF models of the cur-

~-:;~ 1'1 the Proceedings of the Fifteenth Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science
Society. Boulder. CO. June 18-21. 199:3.

rPnt design and related designs in a case memory
ran hPip detPrmine how far to generalize. Third.
what met hods can be used for generalization . \\"e
show that a typology of the patterns of regularity in SBF modt=-ls can help to determine what
str::\tPgy to liSP.
Th~ systPm I DE.-\ L 1 implf>ments the proposed
IParning rHPthod .
\\"P PvaluatP the learning
IJWt hod hv ... lwwing how t ht-> GT\fs kariwd in
on..,_ domai-n ran fariTit alP designing in another doIll a 111
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The Learning Task
The Proble1u-Solving Context: IDEAL takes
::t~

input a specification of the functional and
structural constraints on a desired design. and
gives a.-s output a structure that realizes the specified function and satisfies the structural const r::tints: it also givPs an SBF model that explains
how thP structure rPalizes that function. A design
rase in IDEAL spPrifif>s ( i) the functions delivered
hy t hf> storPd df'>sign ( ii) t hP st rurt ure of the design. and (iii) a p• .r.er to the rausal bt>haviors
of the design (the SBF modPl). IDEAL indexes
its design ra.o;Ps hot.h hy functions that the storPd
dPsigns deliver and by the st rurt ural constraints
thev sat isfv .
iDE.-\L ·~ learning task takes as input a design experience and forms the BF model of a
GT~f. The input knowledge structure for the
learning task is the rase-specific SBF model of the
given design experience and the output knowlPdge st ruct urf'> is the rase-indepf'>ndent B F model
of a GT~I . The IParned GT\1 is -such that it is
an ahstraction ovPr certain patterns of rPl!;ularity
(explaiw'd later) obsen·pJ in the strucr llrt' and
ht=-havior oft hP given SBF model and 1 ht-> 111oJel
oft he most similar experienrf'> in case lll! 'lllory.

Electric Circuit (EC1 .5)

. STIMULUS:

e lumen•

Force on Switch

BY-BEHAVIOR:

aaenter to the behavior
r.Produce Light"

(b) Function "Produce Ught" of EC1.5

"GIVEN" atata of Function of EC1 .5
BY-BEHAVIOR:
pointer to the behavior "Deliver 1.5 volta"
USING-FUNCTION ALLOW electricity of Swftch
UNDEA..coNDITION-STATE
etate2 of llehavtor-C~ch
AS-PEA-OOIIAIN-PRtNCIPLE

Klrchotf'e Law

ELECTRICITY
loc: Bulb
voltage: 1.5 volte

r············- ............................................................... ,
• fUSING-FUNCTION

ji. -.. .

CAEA TE light of Bulb

l

~~-'-~-·-~~:::.L. . . . . . .. . . . . . l

.1...

AS-PEA-DOMAIN-PRINCIPLE
lntaneHy • EHiciency • Cu~ • Current • R•l8tance

Case-Specific SBF Models
IDEAL ·s models of specific devices are rPpresented in the form of structure-behavior-function
(SBF) models . These models are based on a
compo,unt-.sub.{jfance ontology {By lander. l Y9 1) .
In this ontolo~y. the structure of a dPvire is
viewed as constituted of components and sub.slrwce.s. Substances have locations in rPference
to the components in the device. They also have
beharwral properties. such as voltage of eltctnclflJ. and corresponding parameters. such as 1. 5
rolts . .] rolts. etc. This ontology gives rise to a
behat'ioral representation language (Goel, 1989)
for describing the SBF model of a design that.
is a generalization on functional representation
scheme (Sembugamoorthy & Chandrasekaran.
1986: Chandra.sekaran. Goel. &: Iwasaki. 1993).
The constituents of the SBF model are described
below.
Structure: The structure of a design is expressed in terms of its constituent components
and substances and the interactions between

(c) BeMvtor "Produce Light" of EC1.5
··········--····---··-·····-····-······--···-·-······-···-~·-·-········-······· ·

, . - - - - , I ELECTRICITY

loc: T3
voltage: 0 volte

,

USING-FUNCTION PUMP electricity of Bettery

ELECTRICITY
loc:T2
vottege: 1 .I vott8
(d) Behavior "Deliver 1 .I vOfta" of Bettery

Note: Alllocadofta an""'" ref'erenn &o ~ ..
In lhll d ....a. AU 1. . . . ror ~&a&• and
lranstllou are.._ local to

tiUI...,._

Fi~ure 1: Design of A 1.5-volt Electric CirCUit (EC1.5)

1
IDEAL stands for Integrated "DEsign by Analogy and Learning."

2

a. ... ED DE.IQN:

them . Figure 1(a) shows the structure of a
1. 5-vol t electric cir~uit ( EC 1.5) schematicallv.
Fun-ction: A function is represented as a schema
that specifies the behavioral state the function
takes as input. the behavioral state it gives as output. and a pointer to the internal causal behavior oft he JPsign that achi~ves the function. Figure l(h) shows thP function ··Produce Light" of
EC 1.:) Both the input state and the output state
arP rP!;rPsP.nted as "ubstanre srhe mas . The input
state specifies that elPct ricit.y ilt location Battery in the topography of the dPvice (figure l(a))
has the propPrt'y voltage and the corresponding
parametPr 1. 5 volts. Tl1e output state specifies the property intensity and the corresponding parameter 6 lumens of a different substance.
light. at location Bulb. In addition. the slot bybehanor acts as an index into the causal behavior
that achievP.s the function of producing light.
Behavior: The internal causal behaviors of a devicP are viewPd as sequences of state transitions
betweP.n beharzoral .<;/ates. The annotations on
the state transitions express the causal. ~truc
tural. and functional rontert in which the transformation of state variables. such as substance.
location. properties. and parameters. can occur.
FigurP. 1(c) shows the causal behavior that explains how electricity in Batt.ery is transformed
into light in Bulb. State'2 is the precPding state of
transitio"'2-3 and state 3 is its succeeding statP.
State 1 dP.scri hes the state of electricitv at location Batt.f'rv and so does slnlh at location Bulb .
State3 how~ver Jescribes the st~tP of light ;H location Bulh. The annotation l"SI\G-Fl'\CTIO~
in transition'2-J indicates that the transition occurs due to the primitive function "create light ..
of Bulb .
The causal behaviors can be specified at different levels of detail. For instance. stair 1 is an
aggregation of a sequence of several states and
state transitions at a different level as shown in
Figure l(d).
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Figure 2: BF Model of the Cascading Mechanism
tion (i.e .. the replication should be functionaiiiJ
additive). More precisely, the condition is that
the smaller parametric transformation delivered
by each replicated device should sum up to provide the desired larger transformation.
The BF model representation of a GT~f encapsulates two types of knowledge: knowledge
about the difference between the functions of a
known design and a desired design that the GTM
can help reduce; and knowledge about modifications to the internal causal behaviors of the
known design that are necessary to reduce this
difference. For example. Figures 2( a) & 2( b) respectively show these two types of knowledge for
the cascading mechanism. The model of cascading indicates that a behavior can be replicated as
much as possible t.o achieve a desired function and
finally a goal be formed to find a component that
can deliver the residual function. This additional
component is needed when the desired function
is not an integral multiple of the function of each
replicated device.

Case-Independent BF Models
Generic Tel.e ological Mechanisms (GTMs) are one
type of knowledge that designers use in adaptive
design, that is, in modifying an old design by insertion of specific patterns of components (or substructur~) (Stroulia & Goel, 1992). Examples
of GTMs are cascading, feedback, and feedforward. GTl\fs are teleological because they result
in specific functions and are generic because they
are case independent. For example, the cascading mechanism takes as input the desired function
and the function (with a lesser range) delivered by
an available device. and suggests a structural pattern (i.e .. the replication) of the available device
that delivers the desired function. Further. the
cascading mechanism can be instantiated in any
specific device that satisfies its applicability conditions. For instance, one applicability condition
is that the functions delivered by each replicated
device should add up to give the desired func-

The Learning Method
Suppose. for instance, IDEAL's case memory has
the design of EC 1.5 shown in Figure 1. Let us

3

8attery1

• II
Tl

1..5 V

Battary2

Bulb

~2 1..5II-'V-------··--,
Tc

(a) 3-Yolt Electric Circuit (EC3)

Nota: The behavior "Produce Light" of EC3 at
toptevel ia aimilar to that Of EC1.5
except for the pan~metar valuea of
volt.ge and intlanaity. Aleo. the alot
BY-BEHAVIOR in at.te1 ~inta to the
behavior "Deliver 3 volta · of Bat•ry
ahown in Figurw (b).
~~-.,1

ELECTRICITY
loc: T3
voltage: 0 volta

USING-FUNCTION

PUMP electricity of Battary2

ELECTRICITY
loc:T2
voltage: 1.5 volta
USING-FUNCTION

PUMP electricity of Battary1

,.........L....--., 1 ELECTRICITY

loc:T2
voltage: 3.0 volta

(b) Behavior "Deliv.r 3 volta" of Battlary

Figure :l : Design of A 3-volt Electric Circuit

(EC3)
now ronsider the scPnario where I DE.--\ L is presented with a prohl~m of designing a :3-volt eiPctric circuit (EC':l) that Jelivers the functton ··produce light of intensity 12 lumens in the h1dh when
the switch is closed. given that there is t>l•···t ricity
with a voltage of :3 volts in the battery .. and satisfies the structural constraint "the design r an not
have a single 3-volt battery.'' IDEAL rt>t rieves
the design case EC1.5 because the gin·n functional specification is similar to the function of
EC'l.5. However. IDEAL may know only how to
replace a component in a past. design to solve the
current problem. The component-replacement
plan specifies how to replace the component that
is responsihle for the functional difference by a
new component that reduces the functional difference and thus enables the overall device to deliver the desired function. In such cases, IDEAL
fails to solve the current problem due to the
structural constraint specified. Then, if an oracle presents the correct solution that both delivers the desirf"d function and satisfies the structural constraint (the s<'hematic of the structure of
the new dP.vice is shown in Figure 3(a)). IDEAL
learns how t.he new device behavE'S (a segment is
shown in Figure 3( b)) by revising the behavior
of EC' l.:>. This problem-solving context enables
IDEAL t.o focus on the substructure that delivers
the required voltage for comparing with the corresponding substructure in the old case ~Cl.5. By
generalizing over the structural pattern (in this
substructure) and the corresponding behavioral

st>gments. ir learns the cascading mechanism . \Vf>
will now focus on rhe learning of the cascading
mechanism.
. The learning met hod is model-based in that
the SBF models of the design cases provide the
content for generalizing over the patterns of regularitv in the device structure and device behavior.
The ·representation vocabulary of the SBF models further leads to several classPs of regularity. a
ft>w of which that are relevant to learning cascading mechanism are : ( i) repetition of behavioral
s~gm~nts. that is . a SPq_Uf>ncf> of statf"-transttions
repeats ~vPral (say. n) times in the overall Jevir~
behavior: since a b~havior typically corresponds
to a structural part (i.e .. a component). the corrP.sponding structural rP.gularity is the repetition
of the structural part: (ii) repetition of a range
of input-out put transformation. that is . the same
amount of parameter transformation repeats several (say. n) times in the device behavior . The
two variables of interest. for generalization t hf>n
are the range of fran-"formation ( r) and number
of repdtfwn.s of .same .structure ( n) . Given the
task of learning from two design cases and that
there are two variables. four different situations
are possible as shown in Table 1. In this paper
we will focus on situation 2 only.
The learning method first traverses each focused behavior in the given two designs to notice
the above types of regularities, in particular. to
identifv the values for n and r. Then it compares the values for the two variables in both the
designs and generalizes over them if any similarity exists . The first step of the learning method
can be facilitated hy indexing from the component into the behavioral segments in which some
function of the componf"nt plays a role.
In the abovf" problem-solving scenario. the
problem-solving context indicates that the behavioral segments to focus on for learning are those
that correspond to the function of Battery in
the two designs. EC }..) and EC3 . Applying the
above learning method. it is easy to identify that
the learning situation here is 2 shown in Table 1.
Generalizing over the number of repetitions and
variablizing t.he range of parameter transformation. IDEAL hypothesizes a GT\1 that would help
in a problem-solving context similar to the current one. The model of the learned (more precisely, hypothes1:ed) cascading mechanism and its
index are shown in Figure 2 (representations in
(a) and the shaded region of (b)); the functional
difference that the cascading mechanism reduces
is the index for the mechanism. 2
IDEAL can revise the hypothesized model into
a more complete one when it solves a new design problem whose solution has a structural pattern that is an instance of the complete cascading
mechanism. Thus acquiring a complete model of
the cascading mechanism may involve solving a
number of design problems incrementally.
2
A new piece of knowledge learned is futile unless its applicability conditions (or indice6 as we call
them) are also learned.

Table l: Situations of Regularity Between
Similar Components in Two Designs
l·"'ituat1on

I
I

lI

Range of Input-Output

I Transformation in both
I

'\umber of Repetitions
in hoth designs. n

\\'hat can b~ Learned?

I rlesigns. r

Pqual

equal

\one due to lack of variation.

2.

equal

not equal

Generalization over n.
(e.g .. the cascading mechanism)

.3.

not e4ual

e4ual

-t .

not equal

not equal

Generalization over r .
(e .g .. prototypical device models)
~one due to lack of regularity.

1.

I

Evaluation
One nwr hod for Pvaluat ing t hP lf>arning is to show
how the learned mechanisms can affect IDEAL's
performance task of designing physical devices.
In part irular. does it enable IDEAL to transfer
design knowledge from one domain (say . "'!Petrie
rircuits) to a not hPr domain (say. heat 1:':-.. ·hangers)?
·
\\"e havf> tt>sted IDEAL with several designs
from the domain of Plect ric circuits and fH'at exchangPrs . In one experimPnt, we gave I DE.-\ L designs of t'lectric circuits such as those illustrated
in this paper. IDEAL learned the mechanism of
cascading. indexed it by the applicability conditions of the mechanism. and stored it in its memory. Then we gave IDEAL a design problem in
the domain of heat exchangers . This problem ,
relative to IDEAL ·s know!edge. was surh r hat in
order to solve it IDEAL wouid need to •·\· •kt-> the
rasrading P-wchanism. \rVe observed t h.1.1 l DEAL
noticed the difference between the de:o-1r· ·1 fllnction and the funrt ion of an available d· \ ,...... It
then used the functional difference as a 1•r t ..... 1nto
its mPmory. retrieved the cascading m• · •, llllsm.
and solved the new problem by instant,.t,lllll, the
retrieved mechanism. ~lore specifically. ~~~tHe -t
illustrates how IDEAL instantiated the ca........ ~Jrng
mechanism learned from the two designs . EC 1.5
and EC3. in th~ water pumps in designing a nitric
acid cooler that provides a higher range of ··ooling
(i.e .. T 1-T·/). (Stroulia & Goel, 1992) provides
more details of the adaptation process.
Together. these experiments indicate t hP ut ility and effectiveness of our model-based met hod
for learning GTMs: the SBF models enable !Parning of GT\Is in one domain and the learned Bf
models of GTMs facilitate designing in anoth~r .
\\'e are currently testing IDEAL with design problems from other domains such as reaction wheel
assemblies. and for other mechanisms such as
feedback and feedforward.

(al Nllric Ac~ Cooler tMI ooola
from T1to T2

(~)Nitric ~

Coelef thai coolo
from T1 to T2
Ta)

CTi ••

Figure 4: Designs of Nitric Acid Cooler
IDEAL evolves from KRITIK2 (Stroulia et a/.,
1992).
Learning Task: Few computational models of
analogical reasoning have addressed learning of
high-level abstractions. Birnbaum and Collins
( 1988) discuss the need for acquisition of abstract strategies that enable transfer of expertise
from one domain to another. Their work uses
explanation-based learning (EBL) techniques in
failure-driven learning of abstract strategies for
game playing (e.g., chess). GTMs in our work are
similar to their abstract strategies in that G TMs
also act as abstract plans for solving designadaptation problems. However, Birnbaum and
Collins view the abstract strategies to be useful
only in accessing a relevant experience. that is.
they view cases to be indexed by these abstract
concepts. In contrast. in our theory, abstract
models are useful in both the access and transfer stages of analogical reasoning. Moreover. in

Related Work
This work on IDEAL evolves from our earlier work
on KRITIK (Goel. 1989). IDEAL's componentsubstance ontology, SBF models. and behavioral
representation language all are borrowed from
KRITIK. The problem-solving component of

.)
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Conclusions
\\·e have presented a computational model of how
generic mechanisms can be learned from problemsolving experiP.nces. \Ve have dt>monst r;:u ··d in r he
context oft he design of physical devic•'" r l1at the
generic mechanisms can he acquired ,,,.·r..,nH'ntally from df"sign t>Xperiences hy gen· ·nl1z.1.tion.
\lent al models of solutions t.o proble!ll .. ' ' ·· . how
a given solution is a solution to the g, ·, ··ll problem) provide the content for learning t !J ... rnodcls
of generic mechanisms. The internal l)rganization of mental models (e.g .. functional, structural.
and behavioral decomposition) together w1t h the
problem-solving context provides the con"t raints
for learning by generalization. Further. stmilarities between regularities in experiences dt>termine
how abstract. a learned generic mechanism can be.
Elsewhere we show how our com put atlonal
model also accounts for the acquisition of other
types of ··abstract concepts," such as mental models of physical principles, physical processes. and
device prototypes (Bhatta & Goel, 1992) .
Finally. from the computational model we can
predict that if they have the models of specific devices. human designers can easily learn the models of generic mechanisms from their design experiences and use the learned mechanisms for making cross-domain analogies.
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Productivity Measures

Refereed papers submitted but not yet published: 5
Refereed papers published: 6
Unrefereed reports and articles: 2
Books or parts thereof submitted but not yet published: 1
Books or parts thereof published: 1
Patents filed but not yet granted: 0
Patents granted: 0
Invited presentations: 8
Contributed presentations: 4
Honors received: 4
Kolodner has been appointed steering committee chair for the Cognitive Science Conference to be held in Atlanta, GAin August 1994. She has also been acting as EduTech
Institute interim director and has been selected to be a member of the steering committee for the proposed Engineering Research Center.
Goel has been appointed a Vice-Chair of the third International AI in Design Conference
to be held in Zurich, Switzerland in August 1994.
Prizes or awards received (Nobel, Japan, Turing, etc.): 0
Promotions obtained: 0
Graduate students supported
Post-docs supported

~

~

25% of full time: 3

25% of full time: 1

Minorities supported: 3
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Detailed Summary of Technical .Progress

We are studying and modeling creative design processes. Our goals are two-fold. One is to make
intelligent, computer-based design assistants more creative (e.g., able to suggest unusual but useful
solutions and to bring up important issues that might not have been considered otherwise). The
other is to build computational models that help us understand human creativity. This will have
implications for design education and suggest ways of enhancing the creativity of human designers.

2.1

Exploratory Study

To gain insights into the knowledge and reasoning involved in creative design, we performed an
exploratory study of student mechanical engineers engaged in a seven-week undergraduate design
project. In this study, we observed a great deal of the design process, including informal team
meetings (e.g., while choosing materials at a store) as well as "official" meetings. This has given
us insights into the processes underlying many creative design activities, particularly the following.
How designers generate multiple alternative views of a problem through situation assessment and
reformulation. How problem constraints, evaluation criteria, and preferences gradually emerge
or become refined as ideas are proposed and critiqued. How designers serendipitously recognize
solutions to pending problems, often seeing new functions and purposes for common design pieces
in the process.

2.2

Results of Study

Our study has found that creativity is not a process that gets turned on and off but arises out of a
confluence of processes (such as problem elaboration and understanding, remembering, adaptation,
evaluation and refinement of proposed solutions), each of which we all do everyday, and each of
which interacts with the other processes in complex ways. Much of what we talk about as creativity
arises from interesting strategic control of these processes and their integration. Thus, under our
view, one doesn't talk about a creative person or even a creative product, but rather a creative
process. Those of us with more interesting strategic control of our reasoning processes, including the
ability to make connections between things, tend to reason in ways that produce more interesting
results. (Our analysis of our observations is summarized in [Kolodner 1993a] and [Kolodner 1993b].)
Our model of the creative design process is shown in Figure ?? . Creative designers often start
with an incomplete, contradictory, and underconstrained description of what needs to be designed
and transform it into something with more detail, more concrete specifications, and more clearly
defined and consistent constraints. At the same time, creative designers generate several design
alternatives, elaborating and adapting them, and often incorporating pieces of one into another.
It is the evaluation of these alternatives that is the core driving force behind these processes.
The designer continually updates the design specification as well as a pool of design ideas under
consideration. Each alternative generated is evaluated to identify its advantages and disadvantages
and to check that it satisfies the constraints in the current design specification. A key part of
evaluation is "trying out" the alternative (e.g., through experimentation or mental simulation).
This generates a more detailed description of the alternative, including the consequences of its
operation and how environmental factors affect it.

Evaluation raises questions of legality or desirableness of features of a design alternative and it
detects contradictions and ambiguities in the specification. The resolution of these questions,
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contradictions, and ambiguities serves to refine, augment, and reformulate the design specification.
On the generative side, the critique generated during evaluation provides the basis for comparison
of alternatives, often suggesting interesting adaptations or ways of merging them.
The three processes interact opportunistically. The generative phase, guided by critiques from
the evaluation phase, watches for opportunities to merge or adapt design ideas to create new
alternatives. The design specification is incrementally updated as ideas are tested and flaws or
desirable features become apparent.
The continual elaboration and reformulation of the problem (i.e., the design specification) derives
abstract connections between the current problem and similar problems in other domains, facilitating cross-contextual transfer of design ideas. Continual redescription of what the solution (i.e.,
the evolving design) looks like primes the designer to serendipitously recognize the solution if the
designer comes across it. In other words, redescription creates a "lens" with which to assess new
situations, enabling the designer to overcome functional fixation and see alternative functions and
uses for common design pieces [Wills and Kolodner 1994b].

2.3

Case-Based Computational Model

These processes rely heavily on previous design experiences and knowledge of designed artifacts. An
expert designer knows of many design experiences, accumulated from personally designing artifacts,
being given case studies of designs in school, and observing artifacts designed by others. Through
our observations and analyses we have found that reminding of these experiences is crucial to
generating design alternatives, reformulating and elaborating the problem specification or proposed
solutions, predicting the outcome of making certain design decisions, enabling visualization and
simulation of proposed designs, and communicating abstract ideas in concrete terms.
The experiences that are most valuable are often highly contextualized pieces of knowledge about
these artifacts, such as how a device behaves in some context of use, circumstances in which it can
fail, and knowledge about situations that might come up not only in use, but in all phases of its life
cycle. Given the nature of these experiences, we are using case- based representations and reasoning
techniques [Kolodner 1993bk] to model the creative processes we have identified.
A particularly significant role that design cases play is in addressing the problem of focus: How
does the designer know which details to pay attention to? Which aspects of an old design can
suggest problem reformulations or can fill in missing details of the specification? During problem
reformulation, which constraints should be relaxed or strengthened? Which evaluative questions
and criteria should be raised to critique the proposed design options?
Design cases help address these issues by providing information about the consequences of past
situations and what details were important in previous designs. Intentionally interpreting the
current situation in terms of past experiences and reinterpreting previous solutions in the current
context help to reveal and make explicit underlying assumptions. This can often lead to a useful
problem reformulation or relaxation of constraints. (Details of how cases help address focus-related
issues can be found in [Kolodner 1993b].)
We are also exploring the important role design experiences play in the theory development and
conceptual change that occur in evolving a design specification [Griffith, et al. 1994]. In our study,
the student designers came to a better understanding of what the constraints of the problem were
by performing many experiments with proposed design pieces and by recalling experiences they had
had with devices for solving similar problems. These led to theories to account for the outcome of
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the experiments and previous designs. Sometimes an experiment or recalled case did not fit within
an existing theory; explaining this anomalous data resulted in a conceptual change which led to a
new way of viewing the problem to be solved. In general, theory development helps to refine vague,
abstract problem constraints making them more concrete and operationalized.
Conceptual change involves a fundamental change in the underlying knowledge representations in
terms of which the reasoner thinks abo~t the domain. It involves the construction of new concepts
and theories, and the modification and extrapolation of existing concepts and theories in novel
situations [Ram 1993a]. We are studying conceptual change not only in the context of specification
evolution, but also in the context of story comprehension [Moorman 1994]. Consider, for example,
reading a science fiction story, in which one must learn enough about an unusual world to accept it
as the background for the story, and then must understand the story itself. In general, all types of
reading -indeed, all types of comprehension - require us to learn about and modify our conceptions
and beliefs to sorne extent. \Ve have found that many of the same creative processes are involved
in understanding unusual and novel situations as are involved in solving problems and designing in
these situations.
Research in case-based reasoning (CBR) has provided extensive knowledge of how to reuse solutions
to old problems in new situations, how to build and search case libraries (for exploration of design
alternatives), and how to merge and adapt cases. It has developed powerful techniques for partial
rr..atching and the formation of analogical maps between seemingly disparate situations [Kolodner
1993bk] -exactly the kinds of phenomena that are central to creativity.
In applying case-based representations and reasoning techniques to modeling creative design, we
are finding ways of improving existing case-based reasoning systems. Many existing CBR systems
are not living up to their potential. They tend to adapt and reuse old solutions in routine ways,
producing robust but uninspired results. They do not attempt to extend their exploration by
deriving constraints and preferences that improve or go beyond those stated in the original problem.
We have found that case- based reasoning systems can be improved by focusing more research
attention on the kinds of situation assessment, evaluation, and assimilation processes that facilitate
the exploration of ideas and the elaboration and redefinition of problems that are crucial to creative
design. Also, to facilitate the kinds of opportunism inherent in creative reasoning, we are developing
a CBR system that does not have a rigid control structure, allowing more flexible interleaving
and communication among processes. We are concentrating on identifying and capturing explicit
strategic control mechanisms that guide a creative designer in deciding what to do next. [Wills
and Kolodner 1994a] describes the types of creative behavior we believe case-based design systems
should have and shows how the standard case- based reasoning framework can be extended to
achieve these desired behaviors. It describes an architecture we are developing to experiment with
these ideas.

2.4

Integrated Case-Based and Model-Based Computational Models

We are also studying integrated computational models that combine the use of design cases with
the use of functional models for analyzing and modeling design processes. The functional models
may be design-specific or design-independent. Design-specific models specify how the structure of
a given designed artifact results in the achievement of its functions (e.g., how the functions of the
components in an electrical circuit get composed into the functions of the circuit as a whole), while
design-independent models represent how a causal process results in a specific behavior (e.g., how
the process of heat flow results in a change in temperature). In our earlier work we showed that
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functional models can provide answers to several issues in case- based design, e.g., they provide a
vocabulary for indexing designs cases in memory (model-based indexing), an array of repair plans
for adapting a past case to meet new design specifications (model- based adaptation), and a method
for evaluating a candidate design (model- based evaluation).
In our current work we are building on this theme to model the processes of creative design. A key
characteristic of creative design is the discovery of new design constraints in the process of evaluating
a candidate design. The discovered constraints lead to a reformulation of the design problem
because they introduce new design variables into the design problem space. Prabhakar and Goel
[1992] have shown how design-specific and design-independent functional models together enable
the evaluation of a candidate design, the discovery of new design constraints, the reformulation of
the design problem, and the incorporation of the modified constraints into the process of case-based
design generation.
Another key characteristic of creative design is the use of innovative strategies for adapting a past
design to meet the specifications of a new problem. Cross-domain analogical transfer of knowledge
is an example of an innovative adaptation strategy. Bhatta and Goel [1993a, 1993b) have shown
how design-specific and design-independent models together enable analogical transfer of design
knowledge from one engineering domain (e.g., electrical circuits) to another (e.g., heat exchangers).
They describe how design-specific functional models enable the learning of design-independent
physical processes (e.g., the process of heat flow) and engineering mechanisms (e.g., the cascading
mechanism) from specific design experiences in one domain, and how these abstract processes and
mechanisrns can be used for solving design problems in a different domain.
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Publications, Presentations and Reports

This section lists the products of our research. We would like to highlight the following.
• Kolodner's book Case-Based Reasoning was published in November, 1993.
• Kolodner has given several invited talks at workshops and universities in the U.S., Germany,
Holland, and Belgium, including a keynote address at the European Workshop on Case-Based
Reasoning, and a distinguished lecture at Trinity College.
• Kolodner has also been acting as interim director of the EduTech Institute, which supports
design education-related research and innovation at Georgia Tech. EduTech provides both
financial support (from the Woodruff Foundation) and technical expertise, particularly in the
cognition of design, education, and learning.
• Kolodner and Wills' paper "Case-Based Creative Design," which was presented at the AAAI93 Spring Symposium on AI and Creativity, appeared as an invited reprint in the Autumn
1993 edition of AISB Quarterly. This special edition contains a selection of papers that
provide an overview of the field and that give an indication of future directions.
• Georgia Tech has been selected to host the Sixteenth Annual Conference of the Cognitive
Science Society in August, 1994. Kurt Eiselt and Ashwin Ram are conference chairs. Janet
Kolodner has been appointed steering committee chair.
• Since summer 1993, several students and faculty members in AI, psychology, and philosophy
of science have been meeting weekly to discuss creativity. This allows us to identify interesting new research issues and directions (e.g., in mental imagery and visualization), exchange
information about our research, explore possibilities for collaboration, and discuss related
research. Two tangible products of our regular discussions so far have been the reviews of
Boden's book The Creative Mind which we prepared for the journals Behavioral and Brain
Sciences and Artificial Intelligence.

In vi ted Talks
Kolodner, J .L. A Case-Based Approach to Creativity in Problem Solving, Distinguished Lecture
at Trinity College, Hartford, Connecticut, April 1993.

Abstract: In case-based reasoning, new problems are solved by remembering (retrieving) previous problem situations similar to a new one and adapting retrieved solutions
to fit the new problem. Case-based reasoning is useful for design tasks, planning, diagnosis problems, and common-sense problem solving. It is an inference method people
use quite often in their day-to-day reasoning for both expert and common-sense tasks,
and it provides an alternate way of building expert systems.
If we take case- based reasoning seriously as a cognitive model of the problem solving
people do, then we can use it to begin to explain creative problem solving. A case-based
approach to creative problem solving starts with case-based processes at its core and
,u.KS how those processes need to be augmented and/ or extended and/ or redefined so
that they can also be used to explain creative thought.
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An informal analysis of several instances of creative problem solving has shown us that
a major activity creative problem solvers engage in is exploration and evaluation of
alternatives, often adapting and merging several possibilities to create a solution to a
new problem. I propose a process model of this activity and discuss the requirements
it puts on case representations and case-based and other reasoning methods. Some
examples from a prototype program will be shown.
Kolodner, J .1. A Case-Based View of Case-Based Reasoning, Invited talk, AAAI Case-Based Reasoning Workshop. Washington, D.C., July, 1993.
Kolodner, J .1. Keynote Address: Understanding Creativity: A Case-Based Approach, First European Workshop on Case-Based Reasoning, University of Kaiserslautern, Germany, Nov. 1993. J.L.
Kolodner will also presented invited talks in Holland and Belgium during her trip to Europe in
Oct-Nov., 1993.
Abstract: Case- based reasoning has a great deal to offer in modelling creativity, especially the key processes of problem framing and idea exploration and evaluation.
We hypothesize that creativity derives from brainstorming procedures involving enumeration of ideas (through memory search), redescription and elaboration of problem
specifications (facilitating enumeration and memory search), and evaluation of proposed
solutions that went beyond the stated constraints on a solution. This talk describes our
research in understanding the processes of creating interesting solutions, investigating
the role of cases and case-based reasoning processes in this kind of problem solving, and
constructing a framework that supports more creative case-based reasoning.

Kolodner, J .1. Conceptual Foundations of Case-Based Reasoning, two invited talks at GMD and
University of Kaiserslautern, Germany, Oct-Nov., 1993.
Abstract: Case-based reasoning has matured in the past several years from a research
idea to an approach to building applications and on to providing an approach to addressing research problems that have been otherwise inaccessible. Doing a good job of
either of these tasks requires intimate knowledge of CBR's conceptual underpinnings.
Unfortunately, the CBR community has done a poor job of articulating these. In particular, there are major misconceptions about indexing and about the role of rules and
general knowledge in reasoning. I address those issues, beginning by illustrating the
results of these misconceptions, continuing by making clear the approach CBR puts
forth as a paradigm, ending by discussing indexing and knowledge issues in some detail.

[Ram 1993a]
Ram, A. Creative Conceptual Change, Proceedings of the Fifteenth Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society, pp. 17-26, June 1993.
Abstract: Creative con~eptual change involves (a) the construction of new concepts
and of coherent belief systems, or theories, relating these concepts, and (b) the modification and extrapolation of existing concepts and theories in novel situations. I discuss these and other types of conceptual change, and present computational models
of constructive and extrapolative processes in creative conceptual change. The models have been implemented as computer programs in two very different task domains,
autonomous robotic navigation and fictional story understanding.
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Publications
[Bhatta 1993a]
Bhatta, S. and Goel, A. Discovery of Physical Principles from Design Experiences. To appear in a
Special Issue on Machine Learning in Design of the International Journal AI in Engineering Design,
Analysis, and Manufacturing, 1993.

Abstract: One method for making analogies is to access and instantiate abstract
domain principles, and one method for acquiring knowledge of abstract principles is to
discover them from experience. We view generalization over experiences in the absence
of any prior knowledge of the target principle as the task of hypothesis formation, a
subtask of discovery. Also, we view the use of the hypothesized principles for analogical
design as the task of hypothesis testing, another subtask of discovery. In this paper, we
focus on discovery of physical principles by generalization over design experiences in the
domain of physical devices. Some important issues in generalization from experiences
are what to generalize from an experience, how far to generalize, and what methods
to use. We represent a reasoner's comprehension of specific designs in the form of
structure-behavior-function (SBF) models. An SBF model provides a functional and
causal explanation of the working of a device. We represent domain principles as deviceindependent behavior-function (BF) models. We show that (i) the function of a device
determines what to generalize from its SBF model, (ii) the SBF model itself suggests
how far to generalize, and (iii) the typology of functions indicates what method to use.
[Bhatta 1993b)
Bhatt a, S. and Goel, A. Learning Generic Mechanisms from Experiences for Analogical Reasoning.
In the Proceedings of the Fifteenth Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society, June 18-21,
1993, Boulder, CO.

Abstract: Humans appear to often solve problems in a new domain by transferring
their expertise from a more familiar domain. However, making such cross-domain analogies is hard and often requires abstractions common to the source and target domains.
Recent work in case-based design suggests that generic mechanisms are one type of
abstractions used by designers. However, one important yet unexplored issue is where
these generic mechanisms come from. We hypothesize that they are acquired incrementally from problem-solving experier.ces in familiar domains by generalization over
patterns of regularity. Three important issues in generalization from experiences are
what to generalize from an experience, how far to generalize, and what methods to use.
In this paper, we show that mental models in a familiar domain provide the content,
and together with the problem-solving context in which learning occurs, also provide the
constraints for learning generic mechanisms from design experiences. In particular, we
show how the model- based learning method integrated with similarity- based learning
addresses the issues in generalization from experiences.
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[Bhatta 1992)
Bhatta, S. A Model-Based Approach to Analogical Reasoning and Learning in Design: Technical
report GIT-CC-92/60, Ph.D . Proposal, Nov. 1992.

Abstract: Analogy is often believed to play an important role in the reasoning underlying innovation and creativity. The ability to make analogies between distant situations or domains (i.e., cross-domain analogies) appears to be crucial for innovation
and creativity. However, making cross-domain analogies often involves learning shared
abstractions as well as reasoning mediated by the abstractions. We hypothesize that
structure-behavior-function (SBF) models at different levels of abstraction provide the
right knowledge to facilitate analogical reasoning, ranging from within-domain to crossdomain analogies. We call such analogical reasoning model-based analogy.
A mental model is characterized by the types of information it captures such as causal,
functional (teleological), and structural relations between the entities in a system or a
situation. We represent device-specific models (i.e., models of specific designs) as SBF
models and device-independent models (i.e., models of physical principles, processes,
and generic mechanisms) as behavior-function (BF) models.
An important issue concerning mental models is their origin. One method for acquiring
knowledge of these models is to "discover" them from experience. We hypothesize that
SBF models at a lower level of abstraction (e.g., device-specific models) provide both
the content and constraints for learning BF models at higher levels of abstraction (e.g.,
device-independent models) by generalization.
We propose an integrated architecture for design by model- based analogy and for learning of shared abstract models. We are currently implementing the architecture in a
system called IDEAL (Integrated "DEsign by Analogy and Learning"). We plan to
evaluate it in the context of the design of physical devices, such as heat exchangers and
electric circuits.
[Griffith, et al. 1994]
Griffith, T ., Wills, L., Ram, A., Nersessian, N. Theory Based Representation: A Framework for
Modeling Conceptual Change, submitted to The Sixteenth Annual Conference of the Cognitive
Science Society.

Abstract: This paper develops a knowledge representation system that provides a
framework for modeling conceptual change. We view conceptual change as a kind of
theory change. We present a theory-based representation for modeling theory changes,
and show how the constituents of theory-based representation capture the processes of
theory change. We argue that a representation for theories is adequate for representing
concepts and objects as well. In the presented research, we examine conversation protocols taken from an engineering design project and use theory- based representation to
model the results in an effort to uncover the representations that facilitate the theory
changes evidenced in the protocols.
[Kolodner 1993bk]
Kolodner, J .L. Case-Based Reasoning. Morgan-Kaufman Publishers, Inc., San Mateo, CA, 1993.
[Kolodner 1993a)
Kolodner, J.L. and Wills, L.M. Case-Based Creative Design, AAAI Spring Symposium on AI and
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Creativity. Stanford, CA. March 1993. Reprinted in a special Autumn 1993 issue (no. 85) of AISB
Quarterly on AI and Creativity, edited by Terry Dartnall. Also to be reprinted in an edited book
based on the papers presented at the Spring Symposium.

Abstract: Designers across a variety of domains engage in many of the same creative
a,ctivities. Since much creativity stems from using old solutions in novel ways, we believe
that case- based reasoning can be used to explain many creative design processes.
[Kolodner 1993b]
Kolodner, J .L. and Wills, L.M. Paying Attention to the Right Thing: Issues of Focus in Case- Based
Creative Design, AAAI Case-Based Reasoning Workshop. Washington, D.C., July 1993.

Abstract: Case-based reasoning can be used to explain many creative design processes,
since much creativity stems from using old solutions in novel ways. To understand the
role cases play, we conducted an exploratory study of a seven-week student creative
design project. This paper discusses the observations we made and the issues that
arise in understanding and modeling creative design processes. We found particularly
interesting the role of imagery in reminding and in evaluating design options. This
included visualization, mental simulation, gesturing, and even sound effects. An important class of issues we repeatedly encounter in our modeling efforts concerns the focus of
the designer. (For example, which problem constraints should be reformulated? Which
evaluative issues should be raised?) Cases help to address these focus issues.
[Moorman 1994]
Moorman, K. and Ram, A. A Functional Theory of Creative Reading, Technical report GIT-CC94/01. Also to appear in Psychgrad Elec. Journal.

Abstract: Reading is an area of human cognition which has been studied for decades
by psychologists, education researchers, and artificial intelligence researchers. Yet, there
still does not exist a theory which accurately describes the complete process. We believe
that these past attempts fell short due to an incomplete understanding of the overall
task of reading; namely, the complete set of mental tasks a reasoner must perform to
read and the mechanisms that carry out these tasks. We present a functional theory
of the reading process and argue that it represents a coverage of the task. The theory
combines experimental results from psychology, artificial intelligence, education, and
linguistics, along with the insights we have gained from our own research. This greater
understanding of the mental tasks necessary for reading will enable new natural language understanding systems to be more flexible and more capable than earlier ones.
Furthermore, we argue that creativity is a necessary component of the reading process
and must be considered in any theory or system attempting to describe it. We present
a functional theory of creative reading and a novel knowledge organization scheme that
supports the creativity mechanisms. The reading theory is currently being implemented
in the ISAAC (Integrated Story Analysis And Creativity) system, a computer system
which reads science fiction stories.
[Prabhakar 1992]
Prabhakar, S. and Goel, A. Performance-Driven Creativity in Design: Constraint Discovery, Model
Revision, and Case Composition. In Proceedings of the Second International Conference on Computational Models of Creative Design, Dec. 1992, Heron Island, Australia.
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Abstract: Creative Design can be defined as introducing new design variables into
the existing design problem space. Many devices fail to perform normally in a new
operating environment. This is because the environment imposes new constraints on
the device which may not be addressed in the design knowledge. We present a model,
Performance-Driven Creativity (PDC), for creative design that introduces new variables
into design problem space by discovering and addressing new constraints on the design
knowledge. PDC is an extension of KRITIK [Gael, 89] which integrates model-based
reasoning and case-based reasoning to come up with creative designs. We have identified three case-bases that help in PDC: (i) Case-base of design experiences that were
encountered in the past, (ii) Case-base of previous experiences of failure output behaviors, and (iii) Prototypical behaviors. The knowledge in these cases is modeled using a
Structure-Behavior-Function (SBF) model. The PDC task has been decomposed into:
(i) Discovery of New Constraints, (ii) Formation of Behaviors for the Constraints, and
(iii) Composition of Behaviors to arrive at the final design that satisfies all the constraints identified. In the process of creative design, different models get composed into
a single model that represents the final design knowledge. We illustrate our ideas in the
design of coffee-maker that can withstand cold environmental conditions.

[Ram, et al. 1993b]
Ram, A., Domeshek, E., Wills, L., Nersessian, N. and Kolodner, J. Creativity is in the Mind of the
Creator: Review of Boden's The Creative Mind. Accepted for publication in Behavioral and Brain
Sciences, Princeton, NJ.
[Ram, et al. 1994]
Ram, A., Domeshek, E., Wills, L., Nersessian, N., and Kolodner, J. Creativity is in the Mind of
the Creator. Accepted for publication with revisions in Artificial Intelligence. This is a review of
Boden's book The Creative Mind, which is longer and more detailed than our BBS review.
[Wills and Kolodner 1994a]
Wills, L. and Kolodner, J. Towards More Creative Case-Based Design Systems, Twelfth National
Conference on Artificial Intelligence ( AAAI-94), Seattle, Washington.
Abstract: Case-based reasoning has a great deal to offer in supporting creative design,
particularly processes that rely heavily on previous design experience, such as framing
the problem and exploring and evaluating design alternatives. However, most existing
case-based reasoning systems are not living up to their potential. They tend to adapt
and reuse old solutions in routine ways, producing robust but uninspired results. Little
research effort has been directed towards the kinds of situation assessment, evaluation,
and assimilation processes that facilitate the exploration of ideas and the elaboration
and redefinition of problems that are crucial to creative design. Also, their typically
rigid control structures do not facilitate the kinds of strategic control and opportunism
inherent in creative reasoning. In this paper, we describe the types of behavior we
would like case-based design systems to have, based on a study of designers working
on a mechanical engineering problem. We show how the standard case-based reasoning
framework can be extended to achieve the desired behaviors. We also describe an
architecture we are developing to experiment with these ideas.
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[Wills and Kolodner 1994b]
Wills, L. and Kolodner, J. Explaining Serendipitous Recognition in Design, submitted to The
Sixteenth Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society.
Abstract: Creative designers often see solutions to pending design problems in the
everyday objects surrounding them. This can often lead to innovation and insight,
often revealing new functions and purposes for common design pieces in the process. We
are interested in modeling serendipitous recognition of solutions to pending problems
in the context of creative mechanical design. This paper characterizes this ability,
analyzing observations we have made of it, and placing it in the context of other forms
of recognition. We propose a computational model to capture and explore serendipitous
recognition which is based on ideas from reconstructive dynamic memory and situation
assessment in case- based reasoning.
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Transitions and DoD Interactions

Because our exploratory study involved a team of students collaborating on a design, it is of
considerable interest to researchers studying human-computer collaboration. We are sharing the
transcripts and data collected from our exploratory study with researchers at the DEC-Cambridge
Research Laboratory who are studying cooperation among heterogeneous agents. In addition, we
were invited to participate in the AAAI-93 Fall Symposium on Human-Computer Collaboration
last October.
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Software and Hardware Prototypes

-we are developing an experimental case-based system that emphasizes the processes of situation
assessment, evaluation, and assimilation, integrating them with the usual CBR processes of retrieval, elaboration (case man.ipulation, adaptation, merging, prediction), and learning. It has a
flexible, opportunistic control structure .which allows us to keep focus tactics separate, explicit, and
modifiable. With this system, we plan to experiment with a variety of control strategies, causing
complex and interesting interactions among the basic mechan.isms from which creative processes
emerge. This will allow us to test our hypotheses about the cognition of creativity.
The processes within our system are not applied in a strictly linear succession. Rather, the system
has a blackboard-style architecture. The processes are centered around and 2-ct upon data structures that represent the evolving problem specification and the set of design alternatives under
consideration.
Situation assessment procedures act on the problem specification to evolve it along multiple directions. Evaluation examines design alternatives, checking them against the current specification,
which may reveal inconsistencies, ambiguities, and incompletenesses in the specification that suggest new redescriptions. Evaluation also brings up new evaluative issues, criteria, and constraints
which are incorporated into the problem specification.
The design specification that is being evolved by the primary mechanisms is used in two ways.
One is as a probe to flexibly retrieve relevant design cases. The other use is as a dynamically
changing indexing vocabulary with which to interpret and organ.ize the pool of alternatives under
consideration. Not only are intentionally proposed solutions accumulated and assimilated (i.e.,
those that are recalled and elaborated), but alternatives observed in the external environment are
as well. This will be used to model the serendipitous recognition of solutions to pending problems
as a process of re-interpretation in the context of the current problem.
The coordination of the various processes is controlled by explicit strategic control mechanisms.
There are a set of monitoring procedures, called "noticers," associated with each of the processes,
which watch for opportunities for some task to be performed. The opportunities noticed are placed
on an "opportunity agenda." Opportunities are chosen and pulled from the agenda by strategic
control heuristics. For example, a noticer associated with the assimilation process watches for an
alternative to be added that is much better than any other alternative proposed so far, along some
desired criterion. This yields an opportunity to change t 1e problem description by increasing the
priority of that criterion and/or by relaxing constraints that are not met by that proposal. This
simulates the behavior of changing the relative importance among criteria to accommodate an
unexpectedly good solution that is stumbled upon. An example strategic control heuristic would
be to pursue elaboration opportunities for alternatives that satisfy a desired criteria extremely well
before pursuing evaluative processes that would negatively critique the alternatives. This simulates
the behavior of optimistically pursuing an idea, suspending all but constructive criticism.
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Photographs, Vugrafs or Videotapes
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Figure 1: Our model of the creative design process.
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July 9, 1996
Dr. Michael 0. Shneier
Chief of Navel Research
Ballston Centre Tower I, Room 607
800 North Quincy Street
Arlington, VA 22217-5660

_ __

Georgia Institute of Technology
Atbnu. Georgia 30332-02HO
CSA
-i04•H94 • 3152
-i04•853•9378 FA.X

Dear Dr. Shneier,
This letter and the attached documents wi1l serve as my final report on project NOOO 14-92J-1234, "A Case-Based Approach to Creative Design". Our goals were to explore and gain
a better understanding of creativity in design so as to be ~ble to create more interesting and
creative automated design and problem solving systems and so as to be able to create
interactive systems to aid human design and problem solving. Our work has therefore
addressed several threads: (1) what constitutes interesting or creative design, (2)
designing and testing a variety of software models of processes such as these, and (3)
based on these explorations, proposing and implementing tools to aid human designers.
What follows wi1l be a summary and bibliography of each area. The papers will flesh that
out. If you'd like a longer, more compact report than this, please let me know, and I will
work on it during the fall.
'

1. What constitutes interesting or creative design? We began by observing
students in a design class to understand what allowed them to be creative. While they are
surely not experts at design, our belief was that by watching them we would learn much
about what experts do as well. We believe our observations bear us out. The students, we
found, engaged in an iterative cycle that includes three kinds of processes: interpretation or
analysis processes, in which the design problem is elaborated and fleshed out and its
constraints better defined; generation processes, in which ideas and alternative solutions are
generated and refined, and evaluation processes, in which problem descriptions and ideas
are critiqued for consistency, completeness, and fulfillment of constraints. Out of this
critiquing process, which often includes mental simulation, new constraints are generated
and passed on to interpretation processes, and problems are discovered, providing
guidance to generation processes on their next cycle. Each type of process might be carried
out in several different ways, and we identified several of these. For example, evaluation
is sometimes a check of constraints, sometimes carried out by projecting effects using
cases, sometimes carried out through mental simulation, and so on. The major differences
between novices and experts in addressing problems in a creative way, we believe, are the
( 1) the tactics available for carrying out each type of process. (2) the available knowledge
that the tactics use, and (3) control strategies for deciding which of many possible
directions should be followed.
Our case-based approach led us to investigate, in particular, the role that memory and
previous experience (whether one's own or that of others) play in interesting design. In
our observations, we noticed cases being used by all three types of processes. We also
noticed that the process of attempting to recall something from memory sets up cues for
recognizing items in the world that might address reasoning needs. For example, the
process of trying to remember devices with collapsible tubes as parts led the students we
observed to construct in their minds a description of what one of these things might look
like if they had ever encountered one. While the devices they were able to recall from their
memories were all inappropriate as exemplars for the new design. the description allowed
them to easily recognize a toilet-paper holder as one of these when they encountered it in
the environment (in this case, a hardware store they were perusing) .
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Papers:
Kolodner, J.L. and Wills, L.M. (In Press). "Case-Based
(Ed.), Creativity and Computation, AAAIJMIT Press.

Creativ~

Design". In Dartnall, T.

Kolodner, J. L. & Wills, L. M. ( 1993) Paying Attention to the Right Thing: Issues of
Focus in Case-Based Creative Design. AAA/-93 Case Based Reasoning Workshop. July
1993, Washington, D.C. pp. 347-353.

2. What cognitive computational models have we derived from these and
other observations? Based on these observations and other observations of experts
done outside of this grant, we have developed several cognitive computation models of
creativity in design.
In IMPROVISOR, we focused on deriving a computational model that would explain the
behavior we saw in the students we observed and that would, at the same time, be
consistent with other extant models of memory and problem solving. The model has longterm and working memories that reasoning processes interact with. Its major reasoning
processes are the three listed above: interpretation processes, solution generation
processes, and evaluation processes. There are several of each kind. Opportunistic and
strategic control modules help the system decide what to do next. Each of these modules
and their integration is described in the enclosed papers. Perhaps most interesting about
the model is that it has allowed us to propose an integrated and parsimonious set of
processes that explain how a designer or problem solver can (I) hold some problematic
subgoals in abeyance until they can be fruitfully addressed, (2) notice when each of the
sub goals has potential to be fruitfully addressed, and (3) notice unexpected opportunities
for moving forward both in the results of its reasoning and in the environment. This is
accomplished through a combination of a working memory processes that keep track of
both active and suspended subgoals along with conditions under which suspended
subgoals might become active and perceptual processes that notice when those conditions
are met. The processes for noticing opportunities in the environment are interesting in they
that build on and use the representations produced by the very processes that allow problem
solving and design to proceed, i.e., those that propose what to look for in long-term
memory to solve a problem and those that keep track of active, pending, and suspended
subgoals. We do not have to propose a new set of processes for noticing the environment;
rather, in our model, perceptual processes are informed by memory and reasoning
processes already at work. With a model such as this, scheduling goals and tasks
associated with unexpected opportunities, whether they are opportunities generated by
remembering something, by having some outcome arise from reasoning, or from noticing
something in the world, is done by the same scheduler that schedules planned goals and
tasks.
The second computer program we have been developing to explore issues in creative
design is IDEAL. While IMPROVISOR focused on the architecture that would allow
multiple processes to communicate with each other to effect creativity in design, IDEAL
focuses in particular on analogical and case-based reasoning processes, with an emphasis
on creativity accomplished through non-local modifications to previous designs, crossdomain transfer of design knowledge, and reformulation of problem specifications. Nonlocal modifications are changes in the arrangement of elements in a design. They are
difficult and require ingenuity because in some domains the design elements interact
strongly, making changes in their arrangement seem undoable. In cross-domain transfer,
experience gained in solving design problems in one domain (e.g., electrical circuits) is

used to solve problems in another (e.g., heat exchangers). Necessary to such crossdomain reasoning is knowledge representations that point out the functional components of
designs in the old domain, allowing for recognition of how the components in one domain
might match to components in the other. The combination of these processes has been
referred to as "constructive analogy." IDEAL proposes such constructs. Problem
reformulation means revisions to problem specifications. IDEAL solves these problems
through interacting representations and processes. First, it defines the kinds of high-level
abstractions, or design patterns, that are useful in facilitating these kinds of reasoning. In
particular, it proposes two such patterns as useful: generic physical processes, which
capture relationships between design elements, and generic teleological processes, which
capture functional relationships. Second, it defines ways in which such abstractions can be
learned as part of the cycle of solving a design problem ..
These two pieces of work are being followed up in a third computational model called
ALEC. In this part of the project, we are loo)<.ing at the uses of constructive analogy and at
the interactions between memory stores and processes and reasoning processes over the
course of a long-term design experience. We take as our model Alexander Graham Bell
and his invention of the multiple telegraph. As he was inventing this device, he was also
engaged in work on several other devices with both acoustic and electrical capabilities. His
reasoning moved back and forth between projects, and he was able to use what he learned
in working on one project to address the issues in the others. This is a brand new project
deriving from our ONR grant and is not specifically funded by it. We include preliminary
papers on it because we have come to believe that in order to really understand creativity in
design we must look at design as it is happening over a long period of time, and that that
requires an understanding of the interactions between the designer and his/her/its world.
While neither of these computer programs is a fully-automated creative designer, each
suggests processes, control mechanisms, and memory stores needed in such an automated
system. We have published and are about to publish our work in several venues read by
those who engage in the design of such systems.
Papers:
Kolodner, J.L. (1994). Understanding Creativity: A Case-Based Approach. InS. Wess,
K.D. Althoff and M.M. Richter (eds.), Topics in Case-Based Reasoning, selected papers
from the First European Workshop on Case-Based Reasoning. Kaiserslautem, Germany.
Springer-Verlag, 1994. Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence, pp. 3-20.
Wills, L. M., Kolodner, J. L. (1994). Explaining Serendipitous Recognition in Design.
Proceedings of the Sixteenth Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society ,
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Hillsdale, NJ, pp. 940-945.
Wills, L.M. & Kolodner, J .L. (1994 ). Towards More Creative Case-Based Design
Systems. In Proceedings of the Twelfth National Conference on Artificial Intelligence
(AAA/-94), Seattle, Washington, pp. 50-55, August.
Ram, A., Wills, L., Domeshek, E. A., Nersessian, N. & Kolodner, J.L. ( 1995).
Understanding the Creative Mind. Artificial Intelligence, Volume 79, Number 1, pp. 111128, November 1995.
Kolodner, J.L. & Wills, L.M. (submitted). Powers of Observation in Creative Design.
Submitted to Design Studies, Special Issue on Design Cognition and Computation, Rivka
Oxman (Ed.).

Griffith, T.W., Nersessian, N.J., Goel, A. (1996) The Role of Generic Modeling in
Conceptual Change. Submitted to the 18th Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science
Society, San Diego, CA, 1996.
Nersessian, N.J., Griffith, T.W., Goel, A., ( 1995). Constructive Modeling in Scientific
Discovery. Submitted to AI Journal special issue on Scientific Discovery, Dec. 1995.
Simina, M.D. & Kolodner, J.L. (1995). Opportunistic Reasoning: A Design Perspective.
In Proceedings of the Seventeenth Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society.
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates (pp. 78--83).
Simina, M. & Kolodner, J.L. (1996). Cases, Reasoning and Bell's Telephone. Submitted
to the Eighteenth Annual Conference of Cognitive Science Society, La Jolla, CA, July,
1996.
Bhatta, S.R., (1995). Model-Based Analogy in Innovative Device Design. Georgia
Institute of Technology Technical Report No. GIT -CC-96/14.
Goel, A.K., Bhatta, S.R., Stroulia, E. ( 1996). KRITIK: An Early Case-Based Design
System, to appear in Issues in Case-Based Design, Maher and Pu (Eds)., MIT Press,
1996.
Peterson, J., Mahesh, K., and Goel, A., (1994) International Journal of HumanComputer Studies, Vol. 41, pp. 881-913.

3. Based on these studies, what kinds of tools should we be building to
aid human designers? We answer this question based on observations of expert
designers (done outside of the context of this grant), observations of student designers, and
what we have learned about design processes from the model development and software
development we have been doing. First and foremost, creative design requires insight into
the ways in which some targeted function has been carried out previously, both successes
and failures. This suggests making available to designers libraries of design cases. Each
design case should include, as much as possible, the special issues it addressed, how it
solved each of those problems, why it did it that way, what else was considered, and what
resulted. But we notice that creative use of old designs is different than rote use of them.
So it is necessary as well to teach users how to use old designs creatively and to provide
"scaffolding," or help, in the software to push them towards using old designs well. Older
work suggests that a computer system that can carry out adaptations would be useful.
Work on this grant adds to that. IDEAL suggests that we need to help designers develop
strategies for rearranging design elements in novel ways, strategies for extracting useful
kinds of abstractions from their design experiences, ·and strategies for mapping design
elements in one domain to those in another. IDEAL, IMPROVISOR, and ALEC suggest
that case libraries we make available to designers should be broader than just cases in the
domain designers are wo.r king in. IMPROVISOR and ALEC go farther in suggesting that
we should help human designers articulate what their subgoals are, what is holding them
up with achieving each, and the circumstances in which each might be revisited profitably.
We are carrying this out in a series of case libraries that we have built and a set of case
library authoring tools. DesignMuse was created as an authoring tool before we received
the ONR grant. It has been used to implement several case libraries, originally for expert
use, in architectural design and airplane design. We discovered. based on research on

creative design, that DesignMuse was insufficient as both a case library and an authoring
tool in some ways, especially for design novices. We have therefore designed a new case
library tool for design novices. To date, it goes beyond DesignMuse in helping designers
understand the relationships between the functions they are trying to achieve in their
designs and the ways in which they can be carried out. It stil1 needs to be augmented in the
other areas mentioned above. We are trying it in middle school classrooms, and under a
current contract, continuing with its development. Canah-Chab concentrates on helping
novice designers keep track of the design strategies and problem solving methods they have
used and that are potentially available. It is in preliminary form, and its implications are
being integrated into the new case library tools. we are developing.
Second, our research suggests that designers would profit from aid in keeping track of al1
of the alternative problem formulations and solutions -derived along the way and the
different possibilities for moving forward. To that end, we have created a software
environment called McBAGEL (soon to be changed to PABLO due to licensing issues),
which we have tried in several middle school classrooms, our first attempt at creating such
an environment. McBAGEL helps designers keep track of the relevant facts of a situation,
ideas for moving forward in solving the design problem, what they still need to learn to
move forward, and an action plan.
Under a current contract, we are working on
augmentations of this piece of software that help them to articulate the pros and cons of
different ideas they come up with, play them off against each other, and gain feedback on
trying things in several different ways.
Papers:
Narayanan, N.H ., Hmelo, C.E ., Petrushin, V., Newstetter, W.C., Guzdial, M .,
Kolodner, J.L. ( 1995). Computational Support for CoJlaborative Learning through
Generative Problem Solving, CSCL Proceedings, 95, ACM Press, pp. 247-254.
Hmelo, C.E., Narayanan, N.H., Newstetter, W. & Kolodner, J.L. (1995). A MultipleCase-Based Approach To Generative Environments For Learning. Presented at the 2nd
Annual Symposium on Cognition and Education, Varanasi, India, December, 1995.
Narayanan, N. H. & Kolodner, J.L. (1995). Case Libraries in Support of Design
Education: The DesignMuse Experience. In Proceedings FI£'95 (Frontiers in Education),
American Society for Engineering Education (ASEE), Atlanta, GA, November, 1995, pp.
2b2.1.2, IEEE Press.
Goel, Ashok, K., de Silva Garza, A. G., Grue, N, Recker, M.M., Govindaraj, T, ( 1995).
Beyond Domain Knowledge: Towards a Computing Environment for the Learning of
Design Strategies and Skills, Cognitive Science Technology Technical Report (Georgia
Institute of Technology) No. GIT -COGSCI-95/02.

In addition to work on design creativity over the long term, my newer work concentrates in
the areas of education and educational technology, especially helping students learn from
design experience. Ashok Goel's newer work concentrates on constructive analogy and
scientific discovery. We continue to build on what we've learned from work on our ONR

grant in alJ of these projects, and I think you would be pleased to see how our work on
creative design is influencing and contributing to those investigations. We receive inquiries
from around the world on our creativity work; there is much interest in it. We will be
happy to have you visit us to see the creative software we've designed and to discuss our
latest work.
Sincerely,
....----...
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CASE-BASED CREATIVE DESIGN
Janet L. Kolodner and Linda M. Wills
College of Computing
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0280
jlk@cc. gatech. edu, linda@cc. gatech. edu

Abs~r~ct. Designers across a variety of domains eng~g~ in many of the same creative activities. Since much
creativity stems from using old solutions in novel ways, we believe that case-based reasoning can be used to
explain many creative design processes.
-

1. Introduction
Designers across different domains perform many of the
same creative activities, whether they are involved in
designing artifacts or processes. These activities can be
described by contrasting them to routine design activities. In general, routine design repeats old designs in
obvious ways, adapting them by well-known and oftenapplied adaptation strategies. Routine design assumes a
completely specified problem is given and little effort is
applied to elaborating or designing a feasible specification.
. The kind of design we call creative, on the other hand,
mcludes a process of "designing the design specification"
(Tong, 1988), going from an incomplete, contradictory,
and underconstrained description of what needs to be
designed to one with more detail, more concrete specifications, and more clearly defined constraints. Creative
design also often includes a process of generating and
considering several alternatives, weighing their advantages and disadvantages, and sometimes incorporating
pieces of one into another. It involves using well-known
design pieces in unusual ways or modifying .well-known
designs in unusual ways. Creative designers frequently
engage in cross-domain transfer of abstract design ideas.
They also qften recognize alternative uses or functions
for commori design pieces (e.g., using a styrofoam cup as
a boat).
Figure 1 gives a rough sketch of the main processes
we hypothesize to be involved in creative design and how
they interact with one another. The designer continually updates the design specification as well as a pool of
design ideas under consideration. Each alternative generated is evaluated to identify its advantages and disadvantages and to check that it satisfies the constraints in
the current design specification. A key part of evaluation is "trying out" the alternative (e.g., through experimentation or mental simulation). This generates a more
detailed description of the alternative, including the consequences of its operation and how environmental factors
affect it.
Evaluation drives both the updating of the design

specification and the modification and merging of design
alternatives. It raises questions of legality or desirableness of features 1 of a design alternative and it detects
contradictions and ambiguities in the specification. The
resolution of these questions, contradictions, and ambiguities serves to refine, augment, .and reformulate the
design specification. On the generative side, evaluation
identifies advantages and disadvantages of alternatives
which often suggest interesting adaptations or ways of
merging alternatives. Also, sometimes the description of
a problem noticed during evaluation can be easily transformed to a description of how its solution would look.
The three processes interact opportunistically. The
generative phase, guided by critiques from the evaluation phase, watches for opportunities to merge or adapt
design ideas to create new alternatives. The design specification is incrementally updated as ideas are tested and
flaws or desirable features become apparent.
The continual elaboration and reformulation of the
problem (i.e., the design specification) derives abstract
connections between the current problem and similar
problems in other domains, facilitating cross-contextual
transfer of design ideas. Continual redescription of what
the solution (i.e., the evolving design) looks like primes
the designer for opportunistic recognition of alternative
functions of objects.
This paper describes the nature of these processes
and proposes ways of modeling them. Since all three
processes rely heavily on previous design experiences,
case-based reasoning (Kolodner, 1993) can play a large
role in modeling them. Research in case-based reasoning
has provided extensive knowledge of how to reuse solutions to old problems in new situations, how to build
and search case libraries (for exploration of design alternatives), and how to merge and adapt cases. Manv
of the activities of creative designers can be modeled b~·
extending routine problem solving processes that exi;t
in current case-based systems .
1
The features of a design alternative are not only its structural
char act crist ics and physical properties, but also relations between
combinations of feat urcs.
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Figure 1: Rough sketch of creative design processes.
We give examples to illustrate these activities, which
we have collected in studying the problem solving reports and protocols of designers in a variety of design
disciplines. These include software design, meal planning, science lesson planning, architectural design, and
mechanical design. Many of the anecdotes related in this
paper come from an exploratory study we conducted of
a student mechanical engineering (ME) design project.
The design task was to build a device to quickly and
safely transport as many eggs as possible from one location to another. The device could be constructed from
any material, but had to satisfy a set of size, weight and
cost restrictions. The initial description of the problem
was vague, ambiguous, and incomplete, requiring a great
deal of elaboration and reformulation. One of us participated in the seven-week project as a member of a fourperson tean:;J.. Active participation in the project allowed
us to become immersed in the issues the students were
dealing with and to openly converse with the students at
all stages of the design as a useful team member, rather
than as an outside observer. This led to many of the
insights described in this paper.

2. Specification Refinement
Design specifications are rarely well-defined. In general,
they are incomplete, leave many different ways to solve
a problem, and are often unnecessarily overconstrained.
An important part of design is redefining the design specification. This includes elaborating the constraints and
criteria the design should satisfy and extensively restructuring the problem (Goel and Pirolli, 1989).
2.1 ELABORATION

In general, a designer has goals and guidelines that are
not in the initial design specification itself but whose violation or achievement can be noticed. For example, a
meal planner might like meals to be easy to prepare, but
may not include this in every design specification. Goel
and Pirolli ( 1989) identify several classes of constraints
that are of this nature, including domain-specific technical constraints (such as structural soundness), legislative constraints (such as building codes), common sense,
pragmatic constraints (for example, "short construction
time" or personal safety), and self-imposed, personal
preferences (such as "not spicy").
Elaboration involves making these constraints and criteria explicit, consistent, complete, and unambiguous.
We hypothesize that this is driven in part by the process
of evaluating each alternative generated so far. Evaluation drives elaboration by satisfaction or dissatisf;:tction with an alternative and by an inability to evaluate.
Elaboration is also driven by an inability to generate
satisficing alternatives, and by opportunity. These are
discussed in this section.
Many design alternatives arise from remembering or
looking for solutions to old design problems. Such design
cases are, in general, similar to the new situation on important dimensions, but are more complete. Additional
aspects fuel elaboration by bringing up new constraints
or criteria to consider. They are evaluated for applicability to the current design problem. The results are used
to update the design specification: if the case is applicable, more detailed constraints are added; if the case is
rejected. constraints are added to prohibit the aspects
that were unacceptable.

For example, while designing a manufacturing research center on the Georgia Tech campus, Terry Sargent visited existing manufacturing centers and precision
engineering laboratories around the world. Examining
these options helped him decide what criteria and constraints were important and how to prioritize them. One
technical center he visited has flexible utilities which can
be tapped into at any location in the building (e.g., an
air duct can be added anywhere). On the other hand, all
of its research laboratories are internal and the building
is too dark. From his examination, Sargent formed a .
wishlist of constraints for his building to satisfy, including having flexible utilities, external offices, and letting
in plenty of sun.
This illustrates two of the ways evaluation drives elaboration: by satisfaction and by dissatisfaction with an
alternative. A third way is by an inability to evaluate.
This occurs when there is a lack of information in the
specification to confirm or reject the legality and desirableness of features. It suggests new constraints and
criteria to add or existing constraints to disambiguate.
An example arose in the ME design project, where
a possible starting location of the device was from the
center of a wading pool of water. The team discussed the
idea of launching an egg-carrying device from a model
battleship. To determine whether this was legal, they
needed to know whether it was all right to leave parts
of the device behind as it operated. The answer to this
question added to the problem description.
Elaboration is also driven by an inability to generate
satisficing alternatives. In general, this results in relaxing constraints (i.e., making a compromise). In the ME
project, the students originally wanted to carry more
than than a dozen eggs, but could think of no design
ideas that would allow a large number of eggs to be carried safely, given the amount of protective cushioning
required and the space restrictions. This led the students to relax their preference for the device to have a
high egg-carrying capacity.
Finally, elaboration is driven by opportunity. If the
evaluation process is aware of the designer's other goals,
it can be opportunistic. For example, a meal planner
whose immediate goals were to use leftover rice for dinner remembered a breakfast dish. Since she needed to
eat breakfast too, she decided to relax the dinner goal
and use the rice for breakfast. This required reasoning
about priorities and alternative ways of doing things. If
rice is the only thing of substance available for dinner,
then using the rice for tomorrow's breakfast is a poor
idea. If, on the other hand, there are plenty of other
things available for dinner and/or the eater didn't really want to eat rice anyway, then using it for breakfast
solves two problems. So, evaluation may allow a reasoner
to opportunistically realize that a solution is good, even
though it does not fit the design specification. This can
lead to a change in the relative importance of goals and
constraints in the current problem description.

2.2 REFORMULATION
Another major activity in designing the design specification is reformulating the problem - redescribing the
problem so that the solution is easier to find. There
are several ways alternative views of a problem can be
generated.
One way stems from making a design alternative more
concrete, e.g., by mentally visualizing it or acting it out.
The more detailed description of the solution sometimes
suggests a new description of the problem. For example, in the ME design project, while considering how to
move eggs out of a pool of water, one student made an
analogy to submarines launching missiles. He acted out
the launch with his pen as he spoke. His description reminded another student that submarines launch missiles
one at a time. This led to reformulating the problem
from one of moving all eggs as a group to moving eggs
individually.
It is an open question exactly how a more detailed
description of a solution can suggest a reformulation. It
may be that the visualization of the submarine launching
is making assumptions explicit. ft is challenging constraints that have been inherited from previously considered options, but which are not essential, e.g., the
constraint on how many eggs should move at once.
Another problem reformulation technique is to explore and stretch the problem constraints and exploit
any loop-holes found. For example, a designer trying
to "design a building between two buildings" (Goel and
Pirolli, 1989) might ask how close the middle building
can be to the two adjacent buildings. By taking closeness
to the limit, the designer can reformulate the problem as
"connect two buildings together."
Finally, a third way an alternative view of a problem
sometimes arises is from realizing part of a solution and
then reducing the problem to making that happen. For
example, ~laier (1931) describes an experiment in which
subjects were given the problem of connecting together
two strings that hung vertically a large enough distance
apart that the person could not hold one string and reach
the other. The solutions depend on describing the problem in different ways: "how to make one string longer,"
"how to make one string stay in middle and bring the
other string to it," "how to extend my reach to pull one
string to the other," and "how to make one string move
to the other." ~laier showed that subtly giving the hint
of making one string sway often helped the subjects come
up with the fourth reformulation (which led to the solution of tying a weight to the string, making it swing like
a pendulum toward the other string).
Turner ( 1991) provides an initial attempt to model the
problem reformulation process, ,.,,hich he implemented in
a program called MINSTREL. Turner proposes a casebased model of creative reasoning in which a given problem is transformed into a slightly different problem and
then used as a probe to a case library. A recalled solution
to t.he new problem is then adapted back to the original

problem (using solution adaptations that are associated
with the problem transformations). A set of "creativity
heuristics" is used to transform the problem. Examples
include generalizing a constraint (and perhaps suspending it altogether), and adapting a constraint to require
a related, but slightly different outcome (e.g., injuring
instead of killing).
Unfortunately, MINSTREL does not address important focus of control problems. For example, what guides
the problem reformulation? Which features or constraints should be varied? Figuring out what to change
and how seems to be a major part of recasting problems. We believe that incorporating feedback from the
evaluation of proposed alternatives can provide focus.

3. Idea Exploration
Generating design alternatives is an incremental, opportunistic process that is tightly interleaved with specification refinement and evaluation. Three primary ways
in which ideas are put on the table for consideration are
retrieval of previous design experiences, recognition of
current experiences or design pieces in the current environment as potential solutions, and modifying or combining existing options to produce new ones.
3.1 REMINDING
An expert designer knows of many design experiences,
accumulated from personally designing artifacts, being
given case studies of designs in school, and observing
artifacts designed by others. Our observations and analyses lead us to propose that reminding of these experiences is crucial to generating design alternatives. When
a design experience is recalled, it suggests a potential
solution that can be critiqued with respect to the new
problem, adapted to meet the needs of the new situation,
or merged with other proposed solutions .
Designers frequently choose an already well-known
framework (or generic case) for a problem and then fill it
in. Reusing solution structures in this way allows designers to avoid recomputing useful compositions of design
pieces. We call this process "framing a solution." The
framework provides the glue holding the pieces of the
design together. The creativity comes in filling in details and in dealing with inconsistencies when merging
alternative pieces.
Such framing occurs in domains, such as bridge design and engine design, where well-known frameworks
exist and where constraints holding the pieces of problems together are quite complex. In software engineering, frameworks exist as widely-used computational fragments, called cliches (Rich and Waters, 1990). Johnson
and Foote ( 1988) have defined a similar notion of "frameworks" for reuse of object-oriented software. In other domains, such as architectural design, creating the framework is a primary piece of the creative process. This
involves deciding which aspects of a problem specification are most important to deal with first and inferring
structural aspects of a solution from them.

We hypothesize that unorthodox design alternatives
Some
tend to come from non-obvious remindings.
are based on abstract similarities, resulting in crosscontextual remindings. Other remindings are based on
derived or computed features rather than available ones.
If reminding is so important to generating alternatives
and if it requires derived or abstract f~atures, we must
determine which kinds of derived features tend to be
most useful for design, whether there is a set of derived
features that is common to design across domains, and
when those features get derived.
In her investigation of story writing, Dehn (1989)
stresses the importance of reusing old ideas in new ways.
Of particular importance is having processes that are
able to generate multiple alternatives for several parts of
a problem and put them together in unusual ways. This
requires processes that can search memory for things
that- might be represented in a way that is different from
the representation of the current problem. Old cases
must be seen in a new light.
Recent studies of creative problem solving protocols
(Kolodner and Penberthy, 1990) suggest that anticipatory indexing is not sufficient to fully explain retrieval.
Features that were not salient at the time a case was
experienced might be important for retrieval in the current situation. Drawing new, abstract connections might
be a result of re-indexing cases in terms of what is now
relevant or important. \Ve hypothesize that by continually updating the design specification, designers derive
abstract connections between the current problem and
similar problems (possibly in other domains). These abstractions can be used to see previous cases differently.
Selfridge (1990) claims that people tell stories to reindex them under new generalizations that have been
learned since the story was first acquired. A key open
question he identified is how does a person know what
stories to tell? One possibility is that they are the ones
the person is reminded of or has experienced recently.
The person may have been reminded of them through
a different set of features than the generalized features
they are re-indexed under. While working on a design
problem, designers often perform sensitized recognition
of current design options and objects in their environment and they continually re-examine and re-index all
ideas recently brought up or experienced. This is discussed further in the next section.
Retrieval can be automatic or strategic (i.e., based
on intentional elaboration strategies that help jog a designer's memory). Strategic retrieval is promoted by
design team communication . Team members describe
abstract ideas to each other in terms of concrete examples, analogies, and metaphors. Trying to recall an
appropriate example often in\'olves applying elaboration
strategies to an index. For example, the person might
reflect on '·where ha\'e I seen something like this before?"
and "in what situations might I haw seen something like
this?" This often results in identifying opportunities to

reuse existing objects or devices in the current design.
3.4 MERGING
Team communication plays an additional role in idea
In routine design, parts of several designs are often
generation: ambiguity in communication is generative.
merged, but in general, the parts are non-overlapping
In genera~, when working together, team members try
(e.g., dessert from one meal might be used with a main
to recogmze and understand each others' ideas plans
dish from another meal). In more novel design, several
and goals from their actions, words, and sketches.' Som~
suggestions for solving the same part of a problem might
times there is ambiguity in the interpretations which ofbe merged to come up with a solution {e.g., in deciding
ten helps generate more ideas (increases fluidity of conto have salmon fettuccine and salad for _d inner, a meal
cepts) and can lead to function sharing optimizations.
planner might have remembered three previous cases a
?~el {1992) studied the generative role ambiguity plays
meal with fish, a one-dish meal and a pasta meal, a~d
I~ mformal sketching. In our informal study, we have no..
merged
desir~ble features from each).
~Iced that interaction among multiple designers amplifies
Merging
pieces of several solutions into one design is
Its effects.
relatively· simple if the pieces are consistent with each
3.2 SENSITIZED RECOGNITION
other. Either a previous case will suggest a way of combining them, an adaptation heuristic will know how or
As designers become_ deeply involved in design problems,
combination will be obvio_us. Merging is more complex
they start to recogmze objects in their environment as
when the pieces are not obviously consistent. We have
solutions to parts of the design problem. Often the obtwo hypotheses about how creative merging of several aljects are seen as having alternative, unusual functions or
ternative solutions might work. First, some adaptation
uses.
heuristics might exist that can provide general guidelines
For example, in the ME design project, the students
and suggestions for non-routine merging. Second, cases
were considering using a spring launching device and
f~om other domains may provide guidelines· and suggeswent to_ a Home Depot (a home improvement store)
tiOns for non-routine merging. The challenges here are
to look mto materials. While comparing the strengths
to find the adaptation heuristics and to discover the deof several springs by compressing them, they noticed
scriptive vocabulary that allow cross-contextual remindthat the springs bent. One student mentioned that if
ings of the appropriate kinds to take place.
they were to use springs, they would have to encase the
springs in collapsible tubes to prevent bending. Later, as
3.5 FUNCTION SHARING
they walked through the bathroom section of the store
t~ey saw a dis_play. of toilet paper holders. They imme~ O~te~ function-sharing optimizations arise from merging
Withm the same design. This occurs when an existing
diately recogmzed them as collapsible tubes that could
part of the design can be seen to fulfill another purpose.
be used to support the springs.
(This is a special case of sensitized recognition.) An in!h~ key to sensitized recognition is refining the deteresting form of this type of merging occurred in the ME
scnpti?n of the solution. The process of critiquing prodesign project. The students had decided to use a cylinpose~ Ideas often yields descriptions of what an improved
der to carry the eggs. One student related an episode
solution would look like: what properties it would have
from
the children's science TV show Beakman's World
what function it should provide, and what criteria it sat~
that had caught her eye as she was flipping through chanisfie_s. This primes the designer to opportunistically recnels. The episode showed how to make a coffee can that
ogmze possible solutions in observations of the external
rolled back to you when you rolled it away. It attached
world and in recently considered design options.
batteries as weights to rubberbands, strung through the
3.3 ADAPTATION
center of the can. The weights caused the rubberbands
to get wound up as the can rolled. As the rubberbands
Previous work has looked at adapting old solutions to fit
unwound, they caused the can to roll back to the startnew problems. In creative design, it sometimes makes
ing location. The students discussed whether this could
sense, in addition, to adapt one's goals to fit an old solube modified for use in their design (e.g., wind the rubtion rather than changing the old solution to fit the new
ber bands up and let their unwinding launch the device).
problem (e.g., using rice for breakfast rather than din!hey criticized the rubberband and battery part for takner). Previous work {Hinrichs 1992) has looked at rouI~g up too much space and for adding too much weight,
tine adaptation strategies (e.g., deletion, addition subsmce the task had strict space and weight restrictions.
stitution) but not at use of "off-the-cuff" ones (i.e., 'those
One student then suggested the interesting optimization
developed in response to a particular problem). Some of
of letting the eggs themselves be used as the weights.
these arise from examining a causal model, some from
This alleviated both the space and the weight problem.
adapting well-known adaptation strategies, and some
One aspect that was non-routine about this is that the
from applying well-known adaptation strategies in novel
student looked beyond the structure of the device to its
ways. ~or e~ample, novelty can result from substituting
cargo to find what to share.
somethmg different than the usual thing or from relaxing
4. Evaluation
well-known structural constraints.
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Figure 2: Processes involved in evaluation.

The evaluation process checks each design option that
is generated against the current design specification. It
forms a critique, identifying how well the option satisfies the constraints or how badly it fails. It also notices
questionable features whose desirableness or legality are
unknown. In addition, it raises evaluative issues and
guidelines that are not found in the current specification,
but which are based on the designer's experience. Some
of these are always raised. For example, in algorithm design, issues of correctness, completeness, and time and
space efficiency are routinely considered. Others (e.g.,
elegance) are recalled or derived based on features of the
alternatives examined.
This information is used by both the specification
refinement process (elaborate and reformulate) and
the idea exploration process (generate, elaborate, redescribe). The issues raised point out opportunities to
augment or refine the design specification. The pros and
cons that are described in the critique of a design idea
are used by the idea exploration process to compare the
idea to othe! options, merge and adapt alternatives, and
improve promising ideas.
We view evaluation as consisting of two interacting
processes, as shown in Figure 2. One process critiques
the design alternative on the basis of the current specification and the evaluative issues. The features examined
in this critique are not only the structural characteristics of the design artifact, but also information about
how it behaves, the consequences of its operation, and
how environmental factors affect it. The second process
collects this information by performing simulations and
experimentation.
In the ME design project, the students often mentally
simulated proposed options and checked the results. For
example, when the idea of launching each egg individually rather than as a group was considered, the students imagined that the eggs would all land on top of

each other which could cause breakage and an unstable
target spot. Identifying this problem through mental
simulation led to an adaptation of the proposed solution
which was to rotate the launch mechanism so that the
eggs would each land in a different location.
In addition to simulating the proposed option in the
general case, designers also propose hypothetical situations to simulate. For example, the ME students asked,
"What if it is raining on the day of the ·competition?"
and "What if the terrain the device must traverse is
rough or steep?" Simulations of hypothetical situations
. test the robustness ·of the solution. The hypothetical situations pertain to all phases of a design artifact's lifecycle, including its construction and maintenance, as well
as its use·. For example, a designer might try to imagine
someone trying .to repair some part of the design that
is vulnerable to failure and consider whether the part is
accessible for maintenance.
Concrete experimentation of design alternatives is
a valuable way of collecting data. Some aspects and
outcomes of an option only become apparent through
real-world testing. For example, during the ME design
project, the students tested the ability of potting sponge
(used in floral displays) to cushion eggs. When an egg
was placed in it and dropped, the sponge compressed to
a powder, decreasing its protective ability and reusability. This led the students to search for a material that
did not permanently compress and was reusable.
Some simulations or experiments might be proposed
by the critiquing process when it requires additional information about the design option to judge its strengths
and weaknesses. Some hypothetical situations used in
simulation might be associated with evaluative issues
raised in critiquing the design option.
4.1 EVALUATIVE ISSUES

a

While critiquing a given design option, designer considers general evaluative issues that the designer's experience recommends looking into, in addition to how well
the option fits the current design specification. There are
at least three classes of evaluative issues that designers
routinely raise (Kolodner and Penberthy, 1990).
One is function-directed. For example, the purpose of
recipe creation is to create something that can be eaten,
so some questions arise from the concept of edibility.
These focus on the taste and appeal of a dish to see if it
is edible.
Another class is derivation-driven: previous solutions
provide a rich and important source of issues if the
considerations taken into account in creating them are
saved. Consider, for example, the task of trying to decide
if tofu can be substituted for cheese in tomato tart. One
way the right evaluative issues can be derived is by recalling another case where tofu was to be su bst.it.uted for
cheese. Concerns in that case are likely to be concerns
in the current one, too. For example. if in the previous
case, the texture of tofu was compared with t.hr texture

and proposing hypothetical situations covering the artiof the original ingredient, the reasoner might then ask
fact's entire lifecycle. The third is by assisting the deabout texture in the current case.
signer in reformulating and redescribing what is needed,
Finally, some questions are outcome-related. Previous
what constraints or criteria need to be satisfied, and
design cases can be used to project or derive the outcome
what the solution would look like.
of the current one. For example, as part of the ME design
project, a proposed launch mechanism was considered
5.1 OPEN CONTROL ISSUES
that consisted of a plastic fish tank base and two toilet paper holders (which provided a spring mechanism).
Our exploratory studies of designers have given us inThe two holders were attached to the base via plastic
sights into the primary activities involved-in creative deprongs protruding from one side of the base. One of the
sign. However; many open issues remain. Most center
students was concerned that the prongs were vulnerable . around the underlying control of the various processes
to breaking, particularly if the springs inside the holders .· ·and their interactions.
were replaced with stronger springs. She recalled simiSpecification refinement. A key activity in delar plastic prongs had held a protective covering on her
signing the design specification is incrementally bringing
stereo speakers, but they had broken off of one speaker
evaluation criteria and new problem constraints into fowhen it fell at an angle. The proposed design option was
cus. This is largely driven by evaluation. An open quesused as a probe to memory to see if instances are already
tion is how does noticing· a feature of a design option
known of it or a similar solution failing. By recalling the
that is either satisfactory, undesirable, or whose status
stereo speaker case, the students raised the question of
is unknown (due to failure to evaluate) lead to an elabwhether the proposed design was vulnerable in the same
oration of the current specification? One possibility is
way. It also suggested a hypothetical situation in which
that it can be guided by the mechanism that detected
to simulate the proposed design: what happens if we
the questionable feature. For example, one- way to deprovide a large side-ways force to the prongs? Thinktect a problem in a proposed solution is by case-based
ing about how this could arise led the students to think
projection: recalling a failure in a similar solution. This
about what would happen if stronger springs were reprevious case might provide suggestions for fixing the
quired.
current problem specification. Failure to determine the
Case-based projection can bring up outcome-related
legality of a feature could point to augmentations to the
issues relevant to any phase of a design's lifecycle, bespecification that would push the confirmation or rejecsides its normal use, including its construction and maintion through to completion.
tenance phases. For instance, one of the buildings
Another important question is: during problem reforTerry Sargent examined when designing the Georgia
mulation, how is the designer's attention drawn to parTech manufacturing research center was the Pompadeau
ticular constraints to explore and stretch? There seems
center, which has all of its mechanical systems showto be give and take between reformulation and evaluaing. He wanted to borrow this idea for its symbolism,
tion. Evaluation can home in on what is ambiguous or
but in talking with the managers of the center, he found
vague in the problem specification and try to take advanout that this feature made it difficult to maintain the
tage of new views that result from relaxing or pushing
building. This led him to question whether the same
the limits of the constraints. Also, when the need to
maintenance problems will come up in his design.
compromise arises, conflicting constraints come into focus and the designer considers how they can be varied.
5. Discussion
On the other hand, reformulation of the specification
can provide additional or improved evaluative measures
Creative designers operate in a rich context of ideas,
to strengthen evaluation.
some recalled from previous experiences, some recognized in the current external environment, and some genIdea exploration. The critique of proposed soluerated from adapting or putting together recently contions guides idea exploration. Of several solutions under
consideration, one might be more appropriate than the
sidered ideas. An important part of this rich context is
concreteness. Details fuel evaluation, which is central
others or several might each contribute to a solution.
to elaborating and redescribing both the problem and
Evaluative procedures must be able to evaluate each inthe solution. These come from reasoning about specific
dividual alternative by itself as well as in light of the
design cases, which include many additional details beothers. Several open questions arise: How is relative
sides those aspects that originally brought the case to
importance among the criteria decided? How are prefermind. They also come from experimentation, testing,
ences among alternatives made? How does weighing advisualizing, and simulating the solutions.
vantages and disadvantages suggest. useful adaptations
and mergings?
This suggests three important ways to assist creative
Recalled cases seem to be important here. They sugdesign. One is by placing the designer in a rich engest. solutions, frameworks, design strategies and design
vironment containing concrete design artifacts or dephilosophies, which can provide constraints with which
tailed descriptions and simulations of existing design arto evaluate a. solution and the preference criteria with
tifacts. Another is by facilitating evaluative procedures

""
than to completely reformulate the problem. We need
which to prioritize the constraints. This also facilitates
to look for additional types of heuristics people use to
reformulating the specification, making trade-offs, and
control their reasoning processes.
relaxing constraints. There may also be general and
domain-specific strategies for setting priorities that we
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Abstract
Case- based reasoning can be used to explain many
creative design processes, since much creativity stems
from using old solutions in novel ways. To understand the role cases play, we conducted an exploratory
study of a seven-week student creative design project.
This paper discusses the observations we made and
the issues that arise in understanding and modeling
creative design processes. We found particularly interesting the role of imagery in reminding and in
evaluating design options. This included visualization, mental simulation, gesturing, and even sound
effects. An important class of issues we repeatedly
encounter in our modeling efforts concerns the focus
of the designer. (For example, which problem constraints should be reformulated? Which evaluative issues should be raised?) Cases help to address these
focus issues.

Introduction
Designers across different domains perform many of the
same creative activities, whether they are involved in
designing artifacts or processes. These activities can be
described by contrasting them to routine design activities. In general, routine design repeats old designs in
obvious ways, adapting them by well-known and oftenapplied adaptation strategies. Routine design assumes
a completely specified problem is given and little effort is applied to elaborating or designing a feasible
specification.
The kind of design we call creative, on the other
hand, includes a process of "designing the design specification" (Tong, 1988), going from an incomplete, contradictory, and underconstrained description of what
needs to be designed to one with more detail, more
concrete specifications, and more clearly defined constraints. Creative design also often includes a process of generating and considering several alternatives, weighing their advantages and disadvantages,
and sometimes incorporating pieces of one into another . It involves using well-known design pieces in
unusual ways or modifying well-known designs in un-

usual ways. Creative designers frequently engage in
cross-domain transfer of abstract design ideas. They
also often recognize alternative uses or functions for
common design pieces (e.g·., using a styrofoam cup as
a boat).
Figure 1 gives a rough sketch of the main processes
we hypothesize to be involved in creative design and
how they interact with one another. The designer continually updates the design specifiaation as well as a
pool of design ideas under consideration. Each alternative generated is evaluated to identify its advantages
and disadvantages and to check that it satisfies the
constraints in the current design specification. A key
part of evaluation is "trying out" the alternative (e.g.,
through experimentation or mental simulation). This
generates a more detailed description of the alternative, including the consequences of its operation and
how environmental factors affect it .
Evaluation drives both the updating of the design
specification and the modification and merging of design alternatives. It raises questions of legality or desirableness of features 1 of a design alternative and it
detects contradictions and ambiguities in the specification. The resolution of these questions, contradictions, and ambiguities serves to refine, a~gment, and
reformulate the design specification. On the generative side, evaluation identifies advantages and disadvantages of alternatives which often suggest interesting adaptations or ways of merging alternatives. Also,
sometimes the description of a problem noticed during
evaluation can be easily transformed to a description
of how its solution would look.
The three processes interact opportunistically. The
generative phase, guided by critiques from the evaluation phase, watches for opportunities to merge or
adapt design ideas to create new alternatives. The design specification is incrementally updated as ideas are
tested and flaws or desirable features become apparent.
The continual elaboration and reformulation of the
problem (i.e., the design specification) derives ab1
The features of a design alternative are not only its
structural characteristics and physical properties, but also
relations between combinations of features.
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Figure 1: Rough sketch of creative design processes.
stract connections between the current problem and
similar problems in other domains, facilitating crosscontextual transfer of design ideas. Continual redescription of what the solution (i.e., the evolving design) looks like primes the designer for opportunistic
recognition of alternative functions of objects.
These processes rely heavily on previous design experiences and knowledge of designed artifacts . An expert
designer knows of many design experiences, accumulated from personally designing artifacts, being given
case studies of designs in school, and observing artifacts designed by others. Our observations and analyses lead us to propose that reminding of these experiences is crucial to generating design alternatives.
When a design experience is recalled, it suggests a potential solution that can be critiqued with respect to
the new problem, adapted to meet the needs of the new
situation, or .merged with other proposed solutions.
We believe that case-based reasoning (Kolodner,
1993) can play a large role in modeling these processes.
Research in case-based reasoning has provided extensive knowledge of how to reuse solutions to old problems in new situations, how to build and search case
libraries (for exploration of design alternatives), and
how to merge and adapt cases. Many of the activities of creative designers can be modeled by extending
routine problem solving processes that exist in current
case-based systems.
Design cases provide a rich collection of details that
are used in several ways in addition to generating ideas,
including

• reformulating and elaborating the problem specification or proposed solutions,
• predicting the outcome of making certain design deClSlons,
• enabling visualization and simulation of proposed
designs, and
• communicating abstract ideas in concrete terms.
What cases seem to do is to help the reasoner determine how to productively continue reasoning. The
question we ask is how? How does the designer know
which details to pay attention to? Which aspects of
an old design can suggest problem reformulations or
can fill in missing details of the specification? During problem reformulation, which constraints should
be relaxed or strengthened? How are evaluative questions and criteria incrementally raised to critique the
proposed design options?
We call this problem "focus." These issues are relevant in understanding what knowledge must be captured in case libraries, the form this knowledge should
be in, arid what types of indices are needed to allow retrieval of relevant cases. At the same time, cases help
address many of these focus-related issues, particularly
raising evaluation criteria and suggesting interesting,
useful problem reformulations.

Example Design Episode
\Ve concentrate primarily on an example design
episode from an exploratory study we conducted of a
student mechanical engineering (ME) design project .

The design task was to build a device to quickly and
safely transport as many eggs as possible from one location to another. The device could be constructed from
any material, but had to satisfy a set of size, weight and
cost restrictions. The initial description of the problem was vague, ambiguous, and incomplete, requiring
a great deal of elaboration and reformulation. One of
us participated in the seven-week project as a member of a four-person team, rather than as an outside
observer. Active participation in the project allowed
us to become immersed in the issues the students were
dealing with and to observe a great deal of the design
process, including "official" as well as informal team
meetings (e.g., while choosing materials at a store or
while attending class).
The following is a short excerpt from a discussion
early in the project concerning how to launch the eggs
from the center of a child's wading pool. This excerpt
was chosen because it involves a reformulation of the
original problem statement. It illustrates the types of
design experiences and artifacts the students typically
recalled and the variety of ways they used these remindings. It also gives us some insight into the basis
upon which design experiences are remembered.
1 52: Think about hov heavy eggs are ....
2 54: Yeah, ve need something that's going to
propel this thing. I mean it's only going this
far but if you think about it, it's gotta lift up
12 inches and land over there. I've got a feeling
it's really gotta propel you knov [motor noise]
and then just go [splat noise] vith a thud.
3 Sl: I've got this picture in my mind of this
really dramatic missile. If it's in the vater,
it ... it could sink and it vould be like a missile
coming out of a submarine. [He demonstrates,
pretending his pen is a missile, makes fizzing
noise] ... coming out of the vater, ... splashing
vater out.
4 53: That reminds me cause you see those
missiles come out one at ... What if ve did
something vhere ve sent eggs over one at a time?
5 53: So ve could have something over there to
catch them like a big pillov or something I don't
knov, but that vay you vouldn't have to launch the
vhole set of them. You just launch one at a time.
6 52: Put _that dovn: launching individually.
[53 records idea on post-it.]
[Unrecorded conversation vhile flipping tape:
7 54: We can put them each in a tennis ball.
8 54 mentioned ping-pong ball shooters.
8 51 didn't knov vhat 54 vas talking about.]
8 54: Well, they're actually little springs some
of them.
8 Sl: Are they?
8 54: Yeah, you knov hov vhen ve vere kids ve
could take those things that vould shoot ping-pong
balls and pull them back ...
8 52: I remember those! I loved those!
8 54: ... and shoot them? Yeah. You vere a
deprived child.
8 Sl: Were they guns?

8 54: Yeah.
9 54: That's actually, hmmm. That vould be
about the size of an egg. If ve vere to send it
over one at a time.
10 52: Yeah, a lot heavier, though, the eggs.
11 Later (after this meeting), 53 visualized
hov the idea vould vork and imagined that the eggs
vould all end up landing at the same target spot
and saash each other. So 53 thought of rotating
the launch aechanism so that it throvs the eggs in
all directions. 53 noted one interesting
consequence of this vas that the eggs could be
. thrown all at once, each in a different direction.
12 The rota:Ung launch reminded 53 of a recently
suggested idea: "flinging aotion vhere the device
is spun around and around and then let go. " This
had been ~ecorded externally on a post-it.
13 This vas then adapted (generalized) from
having a group of eggs at the end of the string to
a single egg.
14 [Tvo days later, this idea vas discussed
further vhile the students vere going through each
idea proposed so far (recorded on post-its).]
15 53: What I vas thinking vas that you could
just have a pole and you could have all these
strings just like a May Day dance, you knov vhere
you have all the eggs hanging from strings and you
spin that and the eggs all fly out and then you
just let go and then they all fly.
16 54: Nov I like ... that's actually pretty
interesting there, cause you could .. tie them all
to soaething like a softball ... No.
17 54: Maybe something like ... I'm trying to
think of something that ... What about something
that's squishy?
18 54: It's gotta have ... What if it has some
kind of fluid, like an orange? If you put an egg
inside a holloved out orange, half holloved out
orange, each of those little things vould squash,
you knov inside of an orange. (I just ate an
orange for lunch ... I bring real-life experiences
to this.)
19 51: Well, that's the concept of a shock
absorber. And the vay it vorks is ... If you just
have a sealed shock. If you have ... What a sealed
shock vould be vould just be a balloon. If ve had
the eggs sitting on top of this big balloon and it
vent dovn, vhenever the balloon squashed, there'd
be pressure inside the balloon and it vould jump
back up again, so it vould bounce.
But if you have a shock absorber that has a
little seal out, vhenever it ... it's like a balloon
v/ a little tiny hole, so vhenever it hits the
ground,.it squashes and the air shoots out so it
doesn't recoil. And an orange, vhenever it's
squashed, the juices vould go squirting out and it
vouldn't rebound.

During this design episode, the students recalled
many cases, most of which are devices, some in action. Two different aspects of cases seemed to get the
most attention: how a device works and what are its
results (i.e., what it accomplishes. how it might fail, its
pros and cons). Often, what was remembered seemed

to get embellished through a sort of mental simulation,
sometimes causal (e.g., the operation of ping-pong ball
shooter 8) and sometimes imagistic (e.g., the submarine launch 3, 4).
These remindings are used in many different ways.
1. They generate design ideas that can be re-used directly, adapted to the current situation, or merged
with other design pieces. For example, tennis balls
(7) and softballs ( 16) are recalled to be reused for
the new purpose of protecting eggs.
2. They predict the outcome of proposed solutions. For
example, the leaky shock absorber (19) is used to
predict that an orange would not be a resilient egg
protector. This is useful in evaluating proposed solutions.
3. They communicate ideas. For example, the May Day
dance (15) is used to quickly communicate the structure of a design alternative.
4. They help simulate or visualize the behavior of a proposed design alternative. This is useful in elaborating both proposed solutions and vague, incomplete
specifications. For example, S1 's mental picture of
a submarine submerging and launching a missile (3)
is used to help simulate the desired behavior of the
device being designed. Simulation and visualization
are also key ways of collecting data to be used to
evaluate a proposed solution. For example, the problem with the initial proposal to launch eggs individually, like a submarine does, was detected by mentally
simulating the launch and realizing that all eggs end
up at the same spot and could break each other ( 11).
5. Remindings can also lead to a complete reformu/a.
tion of the problem. For example, remembering that
submarines launch missiles one at a time ( 4) led to
converting the problem from launching a group of
eggs in a single launch to launching each egg individually in multiple launches.

Focus Issues
A number of focus-related issues come up as we examine the design episode above. We describe each here
and discuss what seems to provide the necessary focus.
In many instances, previous design cases themselves
help direct the designer's attention.

Which cases are recalled?
Of all the design experiences each student designer has
had, why are these particular ones recalled? In other
words, on what basis are the cases recalled? For example, what made S1 recall a shock absorber (19) and
use it to analyze the effectiveness of an orange as a
structure to protect an egg?
A hallmark of a creative designer is variety. Given
the same problem to solve several times, the creative
designer might come up with several qualitatively different solutions. We hypothesize that this happens because on each occasion, the designer is reminded of

different cases, knowledge, or principles for solving the
problem. Each time, the designer has different cues
available to use for retrieval, despite the fact that the
problem itself is the same. That is, the probe to memory that recalls previous designs or design knowledge
includes not only the problem specification but also aspects of the context the designer is in or has been in
recently.
In the given design episode, there are a variety of
types of features that form the basis for reminding.
Many remindings were based on a description of the
problem, i.e., the function or behavior desired. The
. submarine launching a missile (3) was recalled as an
example of a device that launches from water.
The ping·pong ball shooter (8) may have been recalled by looking for a device with the desired behavior of multiple launches of individual objects. In addition to the desired behavior, prominent visual cues may
have played a role: the rounded shape and white color
of the objects to be launched could have contributed
to the memory probe if S4 visualized the desired behavior.
Structural cues describing the proposed solution, or
structural constraints the solution should have, often
remind students of an existing device that shares those
features. For example, the structure of the proposed
design that flings all eggs at once on strings reminded
S3 of the maypole used for May Day dances (15).
Also, background cues can have an effect. S4 used
not only structural cues (squishy, containing fluid) to
recall an orange (18), but also cues from recent or current experiences (what S4 ate for lunch). Background
interests provide additional cues. S1 is planning on becoming an automotive engineer and is often reminded
of designs from the automobile domain, such as thr:
shock absorber (19).
Understanding the basis for recalling design experiences is crucial to organizing a library of design case~
and choosing indices to allow access to the cases. This
is discussed further in the last section.

Which features of cases are examined?
Once a relevant design case is recalled, which aspects
are examined? Some lead to problem reformulations
or fill in missing details of the problem specification
Some are undesirable features that suggest new constraints that should be added to the problem specification to prohibit them. Some help elaborate a proposed
solution. But how is the designer's attention drawn to
those aspects that can do these things?
For example, there are numerous facts associated
with submarines. What drew S3's attention to the fact
that they launch missiles one at a time (4), as opposed
to facts about how missiles are aimed at their target or
about the cramped, claustrophobic interior? Focusing
on this aspect led to a complete reformulation of the
problem from launching a group of eggs to launching
eggs individually.

-

When S 1 used a mental picture of a submarine
launching missiles (3) to elaborate the desired behavior of the mechanism being designed, why did S1 focus
on sinking and then launching, but not on other aspects of the submarines operation, such as spying on
or targeting other ships using a periscope?
When S4 brought up a ping-pong shooter, first the
spring mechanism responsible for shooting was considered (8). Then the weight and size of the ping-pong
balls shot was considered and compared to eggs (9,10).
The reasoning goal plays a significant role in focusing attention. When S1 recalled the submarine missile
launch, the team was elaborating the problem specification by describing what the mechanism should do. It
was also considering the problem of launching a heavy
object out of water.
In pursuing the problem elaboration goal, S1 was
interested in filling in details of the behavior of the
mechanism to be designed and was focused on what
aspects of the submarine's launching behavior transfer over to the egg-carrying device. So S 1 was drawn
to coarse-grained, high-level behaviors of the submarine and missile performed when launching from water
(submerging, shooting, coming out of the water). On
the other hand, S3 was viewing the submarine missile
launch case from the perspective of trying to borrow its
solution to the launching problem. So S3's attention
was drawn to the solution detail that multiple, relatively small missiles are launched one at a time. (Attention to the small nature of the missiles may have
been additionally emphasized by the hand gestures S3
made in acting out the launch.)
The ping-pong ball shooter was also considered from
two different viewpoints. The team considers how the
gun works as part of the goal of borrowing its solution
and focuses on the spring mechanism: how the spring
is loaded and released. Then S4 seemed to be considering whether the gun can be reused directly. The goal
of evaluating the applicability of this existing design
to the current one focused S4 and S2 on the size and
weight of the ping-pong balls shot, compared to eggs.

Which evaluative issues are raised?
The evaluation process checks each design option that
is generated against the current design specification. It
forms a critique, identifying how well the option satisfies the constraints or how badly it fails. It also notices
questionable features whose desirableness or legality
are unknown. In addition, a designer has goals and
guidelines that are not in the initial design specification itself but whose violation or achievement can be
noticed. For example, a meal planner might like meals
to be easy to prepare, but may not include this in every
design specification. Goel and Pirolli (1989) identify
several classes of constraints that are of this nature, including domain-specific technical constraints (such as
structural soundness), legislative constraints (such as
building codes), common sense, pragmatic constraints

....
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(for example, "short construction time" or personal
safety), and self-imposed, personal preferences (such
as "not spicy").
Not all of the evaluation criteria and problem constraints are explicit at the start of the design. They
gradually surface as ideas are proposed and criticized.
A key focus-related issue is: of all the _evaluative issues that could be raised, why do certain ones come
to mind? In the ME design project, some- issues were
always raised. For instance, the issue of egg safety was
. a primary consideration, based on the initial problem
. statement. Others are derived from primary goals of
- the designers. For example, the team was to design
an egg-carrying device for at least two eggs, but one
student (S2) strongly advocated that the device have a
high egg-carrying capacity. This meant that S2 often
brought up issues concerning how well the proposed
designs accommodated the- weight and space required
for several eggs (1, 10).
Other evaluative issues had to be discovered as ideas
were proposed. One way this sometimes occurred is
that features of a proposed alternat~ve seemed to draw
attention to particular issues that might not have been
considered otherwise. Some of the features are more
distinctive or odd and these seem to index directly into
the set of implicit criteria held by the designer. For
example, during the ME design project, the students
were testing how well various types of spongy material
cushioned eggs when dropped from two stories. A person walked by who had done a design project which
also involved protecting an egg from breaking on impact. He said he wrapped the egg in a sponge soaked
in motor oil and then stuffed it in a Pringles can (a
narrow cardboard cylinder in which potato chips are
stacked). One of the aspects that was new about this
case, compared to the ideas the students had been considering is the idea of soaking the sponge in motor oil.
Focusing on the motor oil aspect reminded the students
of their personal preference that the device be clean.
The motor oil aspect seemed to be directly associated
with the cleanliness criterion.
A second way evaluative issues are discovered is
through case-based projection. Previous design cases
can be used to project or derive the outcome of the current one. In the design episode, S1 recognized the similarity of the orange as a cushioning "device" to a shock
absorber with a leak (19) and could predict the problem of not being able to bounce back upon impact. (S1
could also explain why, based on the causal model associated with the knowledge of shock absorbers.) This
helped raise the issue of resiliency (the cushioning device must be able to bounce back) upon which to criticize the orange idea (18). Navinchandra (1991) refers
to this as criteria emergence and he models the use of
cases to raise new criteria in CYCLOPS, a landscape
design program.
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Which problem constraints are
reformulated?
During problem reformulation, how is the designer's
attention drawn to particular constraints to relax or
strengthen?
Thrner (1991,1993) provides an initial attempt to
model the problem reformulation process, which he implemented in a program called MINSTREL. 'furner proposes a case-based model of creative reasoning in which
a given problem is transformed into a slightly different
problem and then used as a probe to a case library. A
recalled solution to the new problem is then adapted
back to the original problem (using solution adaptations that are associated with the problem transformations). A set of "creativity heuristics" is used to transform the problem. Examples indude generalizing a
constraint (and perhaps suspending it altogether), and
a?apting a constraint to require a related, but slightly
different outcome (e.g., injuring instead of killing).
However, MINSTREL does not address important focus questions, such as what guides the problem reformulation? Which features or constraints should be
adapted? We believe that incorporating feedback from
the evaluation of proposed alternatives can provide focus. Evaluation can home in on what is ambiguous
or vague in the problem specification and try to take
advantage of new views that result from relaxing or
pushing the limits of the constraints. Also, when the
need to compromise arises, conflicting constraints come
into focus and the designer considers how they can be
changed.
In the example episode, trying to understand how
a recalled design solves a pending problem (launching
a heavy projectile from the water) draws attention to
a constraint that can be relaxed. S3 realized that the
submarine doesn't launch one heavy object, but several
relatively small missiles one at a time. This revealed
a constraint in the current problem (launch all eggs at
once) that could be relaxed (launch each egg one at a
time).
Note that the problem of focus in reformulation is
not just how does a designer know which constraint of
several given constraints can productively be changed.
It is also one of revealing the constraint in the first
place. The students did not think of their problem in
terms of moving a group of eggs in a single launch.
They assumed the eggs would be launched all at once
as a group, but this assumption was not explicit. Contrasting problems solved by previous designs with the
current problem is an important way to make explicit
the underlying assumptions so that the designer can
decide whether the assumed constraints are essential
or can be lifted.
Which problem constraints are of primary
importance?
Of several solutions under consideration, one might be
more appropriate than the others or several might each

contribute to a solution. Evaluative procedures must
be able to evaluate each individual alternative by itself
as well as in light of the others. Several focus questions arise: How is relative importance among the criteria decided?•How are preferences among alternatives
made?
Recalled cases seem to be important here. They suggest solutions, frameworks, design strategies and design philosophies, which can provide constraints with
which to evaluate a solution and the pr~ference criteria with which to prioritize the constraints. This
· also facilitates reformulating the specification, making
.· trade-offs, and relaxing constraints. There may also
be general and domain-specific strategies for setting
priorities that we haven't discovered yet.
Priorities must be set flexibly, however. It is interesting that in the design episode, the reformulation
of the original problem to one of launching eggs individually was proposed in response to the problem of
launching a heavy object from water which would require a large launch force. However, the design at the
end of the episode (flinging all eggs at once) lost this
advantage of individual weaker launches, since it requires just as strong a launch force· to launch all eggs
as a group as it does to launch them individually, but
in parallel. The designer must be able to opportunistically realize that a solution is good, even though it
might not fit the original goals or address concerns that
were primary earlier. If a positive aspect of a proposed
solution makes a new constraint or goal explicit (e.g. ~
"be entertaining" or "look neat") or solves some other
pending problem, then the designer must be able to
weaken the relative importance of the conflicting goals
or constraints.

Summary: Lessons Learned and Open
Issues
Our seven-week exploratory study broadened our understanding of the role cases can play in. design. Not
only are previous designs useful in generating design alternatives and in predicting the outcomes of proposed
designs. They also aid evaluation, visualization, and
simulation. These are key to performing the kinds of
complex elaborations and reformulations of both solutions and problem specifications that are characteristic
of creative design. In particular, previous design cases
help address many focus issues that permeate these
activities.
Understanding the role previous design cases play,
the aspects that designers pay attention to, and on
what basis cases are recalled helps determine a) the
content of design cases and b) how to index them.

Case Content
From our observations of creative designers, we are
starting to identify the types of information cases
should contain. These include symbolic descriptions of

a device's common functions and behaviors, its structural composition, causal descriptions of how it works,
and the results of its operations, how it fails, and its
pros and cons. Many of these can be encoded straightforwardly in the familiar framework of typical case descriptions, which in general capture a problem, its solution, and the outcome of the solution (Kolodner, 1993).
However, there are key representational issues to be
solved. One is how to encode the imagistic information
that seems to be a prominent part of what is recalled
and reasoned about with respect to a device. Another
issue is how to capture both abstract, general knowledge about devices and more specific experiences with
particular devices. The design cases must be represented on several levels of abstraction, perhaps having
abstract device representations associated with several
more concrete cases that represent specific experiences
with the device.

Indexing
The effective use of design cases depends crucially on
being reminded of the appropriate cases at the right
time. By investigating the types of features that remindings are based on, we are beginning to understand
how to index these design cases. Useful indices include
not only the function of the associated device, its behavior, and its structure, but also prominent visual,
auditory and other sensory features.
In addition, non-obvious, cross-contextual remindings (which often lead to unorthodox design alternatives) are sometimes based on abstract similarities.
Other remindings are based on derived or computed
features rather than available ones. An important open
problem is determining which kinds of derived features
tend to be most useful for design, whether there is a
set of derived features that is common to design across
domains, and when those features get derived.
Recent studies of creative problem solving protocols
(Kolodner and Penberthy, 1990) suggest that anticipatory indexing is not sufficient to fully explain retrieval. Features that were not salient at the time a
case was experienced might be important for retrieval
in the current situation. Drawing new, abstract connections might be a result of re-indexing cases in terms
of what is now relevant or important. We hypothesize
that by continually updating the design specification,
designers derive abstract connections between the current problem and similar problems (possibly in other
domains) . These abstractions can be used to see previous cases differently.
\\'hile working on a design problem, designers often perform sensitized recognition of current design
options and objects in their environment as they reexamine and re-index ideas recently brought up or experienced. For example, in the ME design project, the
students were considering using a spring launching device and went to a home improvement store to choose
materials . \Vhile comparing the strengths of several

springs by compressing them, they· noticed that the
springs bent. One student mentioned that if they were
to use springs, they would have to encase the springs in
collapsible tubes to prevent bending. Later, they saw
a display of toilet paper holders in the store's bathroom section . They immediately recognized them as
collapsible tubes which could be used to ~upport the
sprmgs.
-·
What is interesting is that the toilet pap~r holders
were not immediately retrieved by the ab6tract index
"collapsible tube." The holders had to be re-indexed
. under this description when they were recognized. A
.key to sensitized recognition is refining the description
· of the solution . . The process of critiquing proposed
ideas ofte~·yields descriptions of what an improved solution would look like: what properties it would have, .
what function it would provide, and what criteria it
satisfies. This primes th~ designer to opportunistically recognize solutions in 6bservations of the external
world and in recently considered design options.
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1

Background

Several years ago, one of my students, Hong Shinn, wrote a program called
JULIANA that planned meals for institutions, such as nursing homes and schools
[8]. JULIANA, like any standard case-based program of its time, solved problems
by remembering an old case and adapting it to fit the new situation. One of
.JULIANA's solutions got me thinking about creativity in a way I hadn't thought
about it up to then.
· ..
When asked to plan a breakfast for a nurs.ing-home patient with no teeth, JULIANA proposed serving orange juice, scrambled eggs (left runny), toast (ground
in the blender), milk and coffee.
My reaction: Yuk. Surely, I thought, our case-based programs could do better
than this.
He told me that's the way dieticians in a nursing home do it. They must plan
meals for patients with a wide variety of nutritional, physical, and medical needs.
For each meal, they devise a general-purpose menu and adapt it in routine and
easy-to-handle ways to make it fit each specialized diet. A standard breakfast,
for example, always has fruit, milk, a protein food, a carbohydrate, and a hot ,
drink . Patients on a normal diet receive orange juice, scrambled eggs, toast and
butter, milk, and coffee. A patient on a low-fat diet gets skim milk instead of
milk and jelly instead of butter. A patient with no teeth gets a wetter portion
of scrambled eggs and ground-up toast.
JULIANA matched what dieticians do. But I still wasn't satisfied. Not only
was the program not interesting enough, but the solutions of human dieticians
were also disappointing. This made me want to analyze both dieticians and our
programs. What is each doing to come up with solutions? What do I like and not
like about their solutions? What, if any, deficiencies in their reasoning generate
mundane solutions rather than interesting ones? Could that be alleviated? How?
How would I like them to solve the problem? One thing I was sure of was that
I wanted them to evaluate whether a planned meal was sufficiently appetizing
and to continue trying to come up with a bet.t.er solution if it wasn't.
1.1

An Introspective Analysis

I began trying to answer these questions by looking at my own solution to the
problem, and I attempted to analyze my own reasoning. My solution began
by evaluating JULIANA's solution and considering alternatives based on that
evaluation.
Evaluate:

runny eggs and ground toast is boring, has lousy
texture, and tastes bad.
Question: vhat can someone without teeth eat . that tastes better?
Elaborate specifications: perhaps something liquid.

Based on this, I thought of serving "Instant Breakfast," a flavored powder
with vitamins and nutrients that one mixes with milk and eats instead of breakfast. Perhaps I thought of this because it is made in the blender (as is the ground
toast) and is liquid. I evaluated this suggestion.

Evaluate:

easy to make, texture right, but taste is uninteresting;
also, nutrition is wrong-- it should come from real
foods rather than being artificially created.
Elaborate specifications: use real foods.

I now thought of serving yogurt milkshakes, made of real food, nutritious,
and made in the blender. 1 drank them as nutritional supplements when I was
pregnant. I evaluated again.
·
Evaluate:

easy to make, texture is good: in addition to being
liquid, there's a slight crunch; nutrition might still
be insufficient, aight need more iron or protein for
older people.
Elaborate specifications: be nutritious.

The need for extra nutrition made me think of a. friend who was a health nut.
He used to add brewer's yeast for extra protein and vitamins to everything he
ate. I also thought of the way I added extra nutrients to these milkshakes when
I was pregnant - by adding a raw egg. I evaluated again.
Evaluate:

can't use raw eggs because of the possibility of
salmonella poisoning; brewer's yeast is easily
available.
Elaborate specifications: no rav eggs.

I adapted the yogurt milkshake recipe by adding brewer's yeast and evaluated
again.
Evaluate:

easy to prepare, liquid texture vith slight crunch,
flavorful taste, good nutrition.

I had a solution. I was finished.
There were several differences I noticed between the reasoning JULIANA did
and what I did to solve this problem.
I considered many cases and proposed many solutions, and solutions were
often made up of combinations of features from several cases.
Evaluation of proposed solutions was a primary process in my reasoning.
Problem solving was incremental; problem solutions as well as descriptions
were updated based on evaluations.
During evaluation, I was willing to consider odd proposals for what they
might contribute rather than disregarding them outright because they wouldn't
work.
In short, there were two important processes I was carrying out that J ULIANA did not:
1. evaluation of possibilities (leading to additional adaptation sometimes) be-

yond just checking to make sure given constraints were fulfilled and

2. intentional search for alternative solutions by a combination of elaborating
and fleshing out a framework for a solution and searching to find something
with that specification.
JULIANA was content with whatever it could come up with that fulfilled given
constraints (so were the dieticians), but I was aiming toward a kind of quality or
interestingness (whatever that is) that required going beyond given specifications
and discovering and adding in additional ones· that seemed relevant.

1.2 Creative JULIA - our earliest cmnputer n1odel of creative
proble1u solving
Based on the analysis above and observations and analysis of several other people solving simple problems, one of my students built a computer program called
Creative JULIA [3] that exhibited the reasoning outlined above. Creative JULIA focused on three major processes: memory search and retrieval, evaluation .
of alternatives, and updating a problem specification. Its task was another meal
planning task- to come up with a dish that satisfied a given specification. It did
this by iteratively elaborating and refining its initial specification as it recalled
and evaluated possible dishes. For example, given the goal (an initial problem
specification) of coming up with a dinner dish to use up some leftover white rice,
it considered fried rice, decided that it didn't want Chinese food, and updated
its problem specification to rule out Chinese cuisine. \\'hen it thought of making
yeasted rice bread, it decided that was too time-consuming and added to its
specification that the dish be easy to make. When it thought of macaroni and
cheese, which it deemed appropriate if rice could be substituted for macaroni, it
updated its solution specification with the framework for macaroni and cheese
and substituted rice into the recipe. Since it still had rice leftover, it continued looking for something else it could use. When it thought of rice frittata, a
breakfast dish, it decided that its goal of using the rice for dinner wasn't all that
important, deleted that goal from its specification, and added rice frittata to its
solution. Creative JULIA's reasoning framework is listed below.
Retrieve a set of cases (initially, use the original problem specification as a
guide)
For each case:
• Evaluate the solution proposed by the case for its applicability to the
new problem
• Evaluate the solution proposed by the case for its adaptability to the
new problem
• Based on evaluations, update the problem solution and
• update the proble1n specification appropriately
Repeat until a satisfactory solution is created or found
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Back to real-world dieticians

Let me return again to the breakfast for the man with no teeth. Remember
that I wanted to feed him a yogurt milkshake. Creative JULIA implemented the
process I used to come up with this solution. But I want to return to this example
he.canse there's an issue I left out - some readers will say I cheated in coming
up with my solution. I wasn't adhering to the same constraints a dietician in a
nursing home adheres t.o - that th~. variety of meals it has to make be similar
enough to each other that the kitchen staff can efficiently make all the variations.
I was only trying to come up with one interesting meal.
I've addressed that problem too, and I've· came up with several different
methods for coming up with more interesting solutions, each of which would
result in something different than the standard solution, but would adhere to
efficiency constraints of the kitchen staff.
Instead of 5 separate meal parts, use a different meal structure that combines
parts. Sample result: french toast, yogurt with fruit and granola, milk and
coffee.
Use a different design plan - create a dish appropriate for nearly everyone
and augment it for those it can't satisfy. Sample result: Yogurt milkshake
with wheat germ in it is low-fat, low-calorie, balanced, and includes all of the
food groups; it can be eaten by everyone except those allergic to particular
ingredients; it can be augmented for those on a high-calorie diet with some
additional dish.
- Attempt different adaptations- instead of replacing foods that violate some
constraint with a "typical" substitute (e.g., milk with skim milk), use a more
novel substitute (e.g., replace milk with low fat yogurt); instead of changing
the texture of a food for someone who cannot cope with the normal texture
(grinding the toast), substitute something of the right texture (oatmeal) or
delete that part of the meal, or come up with a new dish that is of the right.
texture (e.g., yogurt milk shake with wheat germ instead of ground solids).
There are several things to notice:
1. There are many different ways to go about solving the problem in interesting
ways - focusing on the individual problem and then making sure it fulfills
broader constraints, focusing on constraints and seeing how they can be
stretched and adapted, focusing on the framework from which the constraints
are derived and seeing if it can be changed, and so on.
2. There are many different qualities of answer. We don't all agree on which
answers are better than others. All might fulfill stated constraints, but which
ones we believe are better depends on our own individual preferences, unstated constraints, and other things we know.
Several people, in fact, have told me that they thought grinding the toast in
the blender was quite creative and that yogurt milkshakes, available everywhere now (in the US), were rather mundane. And for these people, who are
not experienced in the kitchen and who have no experience planning meals

for the disabled, the original solution might indeed seem creative, while the
yogurt milkshake solution, created before there were frozen yogurt stores on
every corner, might seem more mundane. Quality of solution is in the eyes
of the beholder. It depends very much on what one already knows and what
techniques are routinely used.
3. Simple methods of solving a problem can yield interesting solutions, e.g.,
making non-standard substitutions. It is not necessary for the process to be
complex in order to come up with interesting solutions .~
1.4

What we've learned from these early investigations

This all happened in 1989 and 1990. JULIANA got me thinking about two things:
the deficiencies in our current. case-based reasoning methods and the processes
involvPo in creative problem solving. Creative JULIA was a first attempt at
dealing with those issues.
Creativity, we hypothesized, often derived from brainstorming procedures
involving enumeration of the realm of possibilities (through memory search), redescription and elaboration of problem specifications (facilitating enumeration
and memory search), and evaluation of proposed solutions that went beyond
the stated constraints on a solution. Deriving evaluation criteria was part of the
evaluation process. In addition, we identified several attitudes that seem to be
taken when people are solving problems creatively: an intent to provide novelty
and go beyond the usual, and comfort with and consideration of risk taking.
These attitudes led to carrying out adaptation in more interesting ways - making non-standard substitutions, applying adaptation strategies in circumstances
other than the ones they were meant for, and attempting to merge pieces of
solutions with each other.
While case retrieval and adaptation, the primary processes of case-based
reasoning were still playing a large role in the derivation of solutions, it became
clear that we still didn't know everything about the framework that supports
those processes and the real power they could wield.
So there were three problems I set for myself:
1. to understand better the processes of creating interesting solutions, where
an interesting solution is one that goes beyond the obvious and is generated
in interesting (non-obvious) ways;
2. to investigate the role of cases and case-based reasoning processes in this
kind of interesting problem solving;
3. to find out more about the framework that supports this more interesting
kind of case-based reasoning.

2 Standard Case-Based Reasoning and Creative Problem
Solving: Similarities and Differences
The standard CBR framework has several parts [2]. First comes situation assessinent, the process of understanding a situation well enough to begin to solve
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a problem. In most of our problem solving CBR programs, we forget about this
st.ep completely, assuming that the representation we have is sufficient for solving
a problem. But this is one of the places identified as an important component
of creative reasoning. Respecification and elaboration of problem specifications,
as Creative JULIA does, is a kind of situation assessment. In this step, we derive previously unspecified features, both concrete and abstract, and we make
hypotheses about what a solution might look like.
Retrieval happens in a second -step. What we found in looking at the protocols we collected as we were building Creative JULIA was that people tended
to take more risks in t.his step when trying tO be creative - their preferences
seemed to change - when given a choice of several cases to use, they preferred
to use the one that aimed them toward a more unusual solution.
Case manipulation and adaptation, which comes next, seems to be more
interesting when people are aiming toward novelty. Non-standard substitution,
discussed earlier, is one more novel way of adapting an old solution to fit a
new situation. Using an adaptation strategy in a non-standard way is another.
Consider, for example, how the architect Frank Lloyd \Vright might have t,hought
of including the waterfall and boulder in the design of the house Falling Water.
Perhaps he applied the adaptation strategy, "incorporate obstacles," used widely
in engineering design, to architecture .
These steps are followed by taking action and getting results, evaluation
of results, and learning. I don't want to spend time on these steps. But I
do want to point out that although we give lip service to evaluation, it doesn't
show up very well in the standard process. It has been seen as part of case
manipulation, before a solution is executed in the world, and has been littl e
addressed.
Recall, however, that we found that evaluation was a key in creative problem
solving. Issues for evaluation are derived in the course of evaluating. One does
not merely depend on constraints that have already been specified.
There are two big lessons to take from this, I think. One is that creative
problem solving seems to require reflection in a way that more mundane problem solving doesn't. Second is that these processes play against each other an-d
interact in very interesting ways. Retrieval depends on the specification of the
problem, and can therefore be only as good as situation assessment allows it to
be. Situation assessment depends on guidance from evaluation procedures about
what might be changed in a specification. It can only be as good as evaluation
allows it to be. And evaluation depends on being able to derive interesting evaluation criteria. We'll see later what that depends on. And, of course, retrieval
can only be as good as the experiences that are stored in the case library.
In other words, a combination of processes, including problem elaboration,
construction of alternative solutions, solution evaluation, and remembering all
work in conjunction with each other to produce interesting solutions, and a set
of control processes control their application. Our programs, taking the standard
approach, stuck to known solutions and routine ways of adapting old solutions
to come up with new ones, neglecting exploration of alterna.tive.s if something

good enough was found. This results in robust, but usually uninspired, solutions
-not just in JULIANA, but in nearly every existing CBR program at that time
( 1989) and today.

3

An Exploratory Study of Mechanical Engineers

Our introspective studies and modeling atte~pts with Creative JULIA provided
us with a general framework for creative problem solving, but we needed more
specifics. To glean insights into how to flesh out our framewo-rk, my associate,
Linda Wills, and I began carrying out another investigation . In Fall, 1992, we
observed a seven-week mechanical engineering design project at Georgia Tech
[4, 5] . Each team of four students designed an airline emergency egress &:·stem.
As an analogy to aircraft evacuation, they had to design and build a device that
quickly and safely transported as many eggs as possible as far away as possible
from the aircraft, which was stuck in a pool of water. They were allowed to
spend up to $100, and the device could be constructed of any material but had
to satisfy a set of constraints on weight and size. Linda was an active participant ,
in one of the teams, audio-recording all of their conversations and keeping copies
of their drawings.
3.1

The Protocols

The following is a short excerpt from a discussion early in the project about
mechanisms for propelling the eggs away from their stranded vehicle. This excerpt includes a redescription of the original problem statement, it illustrates
the types of design experiences and artifacts the students typically recalled and
the variety of ways they used these remindings, and it provides some insight into
the basis for remembering design experiences.
In this excerpt, the students were discussing how to launch their device from
the water.
1 S2: Think about how heavy eggs are ....
2 S4: Yeah, we need something that's going to propel this thing.
I mean it's only going this far but if you think about it, it's gotta
lift up 12 inches and land over there. I've got a feeling it's
really gotta propel you know [motor noise] and then just go
[splat noise] with a thud.

Notice that S4 actually acted out with his pen and with sound effects how
the device would behave .
3 Sl: I've got this picture in my mind of this really dramatic
missile. If it's in the water, it ... it could sink and it would be
like a missile coming out of a submarine. [He demonstrates,
pretending his pen is a missile, makes fizzing noise] ... coming
out of the water, ... splashing water out.
4 S3: That reminds me cause you see those missiles come out

one at ... What if we did something where we sent eggs over one
at a time?
5 S3: So we could have soaething over there to catch them
like a big pillow or something I don't know, but that way you
wouldn't have to launch the whole set of them. You just launch
one at a time.
6 S2: Put that down: launching individually .
[S3 records idea on post-it.] '

Several things should be noticed here. First, the students seem to be doing a
mental simulation of egg launching. How? They begin by simulating a device they
are familiar with (a suhmarine missile launcher) that performs the function they
need to design for (launching out of water). The desired behavior is elaborated
by visualizing the recalled device in action. This allows one student to notice
that missiles are launched one at a time from a submarine. It allows another to
imagine the landing, to realize that a hard landing would break the eggs, and to
suggest a pillow to catch them.
The results of this simulation should also be noticed. The mental simulation
of the submarine draws attention to a constraint that was not explicit' in the
original specification- that t.he eggs must be launched as a group. The simulation
also points out that this constraint can be lifted, resulting in a reformulation of
the problem to one of launching the eggs individually.
[Unrecorded conversation while flipping tape:
7 S4: We can put them each in a tennis ball.
8 S4 mentioned ping-pong ball shooters.
8 Sl didn't know what S4 vas talking about.]
8 S4: Well, they're actually little springs some of them.
8 S1: Are they?
8 S4: Yeah, you know how when we were kids we could take
those things that would shoot ping-pong balls and pull them
back ...
8 S2: I remember those!
I loved those!
8 S4: ... and shoot them? Yeah. You were a deprived child.
8 S1: Were they guns?
8 S4: Yeah.
9 S4: That's actually, hmmm. That would be about the size of
an egg. If we were to send it over one at a time.
10 S2: Yeah, a lot heavier, though, the eggs.

Once the idea of catching the eggs in a big pillow was suggested, focus shifted
to the problem of protecting the eggs. Someone suggested putting them each in
a tennis balL But then attention shifted back to multiple individual egg launches
and a ping-pong ball shooter was suggested. Ping-pong balls, like eggs, are white
and round. We think ping-pong ball shooters were recalled, at least partially, on
the basis of this visual cue. Next, ping-pong balls and eggs were compared,
leading to the realization that eggs are heavy. The need to deal with the weight
of the eggs is added to the problem specification .

Later (after this meeting), S3 visualized how one-at-a-time launch would work
and imagined that the eggs would all end up landing at the same target spot
and smash each other. So S3 thought of rotating the launch mechanism so that
it throws the eggs in all directions. S3 noted one interesting consequence of this
was that the eggs could be thrown all at once, each in a different direction. The
rotating launch reminded S3 of a recently suggested idea: "flinging motion where
the device is spun around and around and then let go." This had been recorded
externally on a post-it. This was then adapted (generalized) from having a group
of eggs at the end of the string to a single egg.
Two days later, this idea was discussed further while the students were reviewing the ideas proposed so far (recorded on post-itsj. In communicating the
structure of the idea to the rest of the team, S3 referred to the May Day dance.
15 S3: What I vas thinking vas that you could just have a pole
and you could have all these strings just like a Kay Day dance,
you knov where you have all the eggs hanging from strings and
you spin that and the eggs all fly out and then you just let go
and then they all fly.
16 S4: Nov I like ... that's actually pretty interesting there,
cause you could .. tie them all to something like a softball ... No.
17 S4: Maybe something like ... I'm trying to think of something
that ... What about something that's squishy?
18 S4: It's gotta have ... What if it has some kind of fluid, like
an orange? If you put an egg inside a hollowed out orange, half
hollowed out orange, each of those little things would squash,
you know inside of an orange. (I just ate an orange for lunch ... I
bring real-life experiences to this.)

Once they considered flinging the eggs separately, the issue of cushioning
came up again, this time focusing on cushioning each egg separately. The same
person who had earlier suggested using a tennis ball to protect the eggs (S4)
this time suggested putting each egg in a softball and tying the strings to the
softball-protected eggs. He elaborated what he wanted for egg protection material, drawing on recent experiences - this time the orange he ate for lunch.
It is interesting to note that the students' priorities changed flexibly as they
made tentative design decisions, backed out of them, and recognized good or
bad features of the proposed designs. For example, an idea like throwing the
eggs in parallel might be pursued because it is "different" or "looks cool" even
though it doesn't satisfy the original goal that the launch force be small. The
students seemed to opportunistically decide when a solution had the potential
to be good, even though it didn't fit the original goals or address concerns that
were primary earlier. If a positive aspect of a propqsed solution made a new
constraint or goal explicit (e.g., "be entertaining" or "look cool") or solved some
other pending problem, they were willing to weaken the relative importance of
the conflicting goals or constraints.
19 S1: Well, that's the concept of a shock absorber. And · the
way it works is ... If you just have a sealed shock. If you have ...

What a sealed shock would be would just be a balloon. If ve
had the eggs sitting on top of this big balloon and it vent dovn,
whenever the balloon squashed, there'd be pressure inside the
balloon and it would juap back up again, so it would bounce.
But if you have a shock absorber that has a little seal out,
whenever it ... it's like a balloon v/ a little tiny hole, so
whenever it hits the ground, it squashes and the air shoots out
so it doesn't recoil. And an orange, whenever it's squashed, the
juices would go squirting out and·"{t wouldn't r~bound.

One student knew automobiles well, and h~ seemed to be groping at this
point for an explanation of whether the hollow·ed-out orange would cushion an
egg well or not. A car's shock absorbers are used for cushioning, and he used his
knowledge of shock absorbers to understand and predict how the orange would
behave as a cushioning device. This analysis also allowed the students to refine
the original constraint that their device provide effective cushioning. They now
know that an answer to this question requires asking whether the egg protector
has rebound and whether or not it loses its cushioning medium on impact.
3.2

The Issues

This excerpt brings up several interesting issues.
1. What are the cases? Our subjects remembered experiences, certainly, but
they also recalled examples of devices, some in action. How are devices indexed (made accessible)? \Vhat content do device descriptions have?
2. The role of visualization . Sometimes visualization allows reminding. Other
times it plays a role in simulation . \Vhat do cases need to have in their
representations to allow them to guide visualization? What would such a
representation look like?
3. Gradual discovery of evaluative issues. Our subjects discovered evaluative
issues as they went along. The full set of evaluative issues was not known
at the beginning. What is this emergence based on? Here, evaluative issues
arise from comparing and contrasting proposed solutions with previous solutions and from envisioning solutions (especially how they work) and noticing
problems. How else does emergence happen?
4. The varied roles of cases. Cases play several significant roles, not only for
suggesting solutions, but also for communicating (explaining), providing a
basis for simulation, predicting the outcome of proposed solutions , and elaborating vague, incomplete specifications.
5. Control. So many things that could be reasoned about next; how is one
chosen?
6. The role of serendipity. What one is able to do depends so much on what
one is able to remember, and that depends as much on what else is available
in the environment as it does on what one is actually working on .

I want to spend time on two big issues - first, the role of cases and casebased reasoning in creative problem solving, and second, what we now know
about creativity.

4
4.1

The role of cases and CBR In creative problem solving
Roles Cases Play

We already know that cases play a major role in generating ideas that are re-used
d i r('c.tly, adapted to the current situation, or merged with other design pieces (2].
ror example, in our excerpt, tennis balls (7) and softballs ( 16) are recalled to be
reused for the new purpose of protecting egg~ .. We also know that cases are useful
in pre.dicling outcomes of proposed solutions. For example, the shock absorber
(19) is used to predict the behavior of an orange used as an egg protector. This
is useful in evaluating proposed solutions.
This study shows us that, in addition, cases facilitate the communication of
ideas. For example, the May Day dance ( 15) is used to quickly communicate the
structure of a design proposal.
They also aid visualization and provide the basis for simulation. This is useful
in elaborating both proposed solutions and vague, incomplete specifications. For
example, Sl 's mental picture of a submarine submerging and launching a missile
(3) is used to help simulate the desired behavior of the device being designed. .
This also led to a reformulation of the problem: from launching a group of
eggs in a single launch to launching each egg individually in multiple launches .
Simulation and visualization are also key ways of collecting data to be used to
evaluate a proposed solution. For example, the problem with the initial proposal
to launch eggs individually, like a submarine does, was detected by mentally
simulating the launch and realizing that all eggs end up at the same spot and
could break each other (11).
4.2

What are the Cases?

This brings us to another interesting question: what are the cases anyway? In
the design situations we are investigating, there are several kinds of cases. Some
are experiences with designs in the same domain (e.g., earlier high school egg
drop competitions in which egg protection mechanisms were designed and tested
against each other). Some are experiences in experimenting with proposed designs
(e.g., mock-ups or prototypes of partial designs). Other cases are experiences
with a common device, usually in some phase of its lifecycle, focusing on some
slice of behavior or functionality - how it behaves in certain situations, what
. it accomplishes, how it fails (e.g., the ping-pong ball shooter). Sometimes the
behavior or functionality considered is not its primary one. For example, in an
excerpt not shown here, a yo-yo was suggested as a means of slowly lowering
an object (the egg carrier) by converting potential energy to angular (versus
linear) kinetic energy. Another time a rubber raft was suggested as something
that could have a hole punched into it so that it could move something and
provide cushioning. The raft with a hole in it and eggs riding in its dimples was
suggested as a launch and transport device.
But specific experiences with devices are not all that is remembered. Sometimes, common objects and devices are recalled and reused directly, often for

a new purpose. For example, the tennis ball, softball, and orange fall into this
cat.egory in our exr.erpt.
4.3

Case Content

Our studies of creative problem solving have also helped identify additional types
of information cases should contain·. We already kn~w from previous CBR work
that cases should contain symbolic physical and causal descriptions of a problem,
its solution or response, and the outcome of the _.solution [2]. For example, design
cases should encode symbolic descriptions of a: device's common functions and
behaviors, its structural composition, causal descriptions of how it works, and
the results of its operations, how it fails, and its pros and cons ..
We also know now the importance of the visual component of cases. In this
study, imagistic information seemed to be a prominent part of what was recalled
and reasoned about. The visual component embellishes physical descriptions
and enhances a reasoner's ability to simulate. Some reasoning observed in our
design study could not have been done easily without visual representations
being available.
4.4

Access to Cases and Other Knowledge

Access to cases and other knowledge is also something we learned about. V\'e
already knew some of the influences on retrieval and accessibility:
the closeness of the problem being addressed to other problems experienced
by the reasoner,
the variety of experiences a reasoner has had and the ability to notice connections between them,
the reasoner's depth of knowledge of a domain (this effects the ability to
index accurately), and
recent reasoning context.
We've now discovered others. Cues available at retrieval time and contributing to reminding also come from recent experiences, environmental cues, and
personal interests.
For example, in the example excerpt, S4 used not only structural cues (squishy,
containing fluid) to recall an orange (18), but also cues from recent or current
experiences (what S4 ate for lunch). Sl is planning on becoming an automotive
engineer and knows that domain well. He was often reminded of designs from
the automobile domain, such as the shock absorber (19).
Our subjects cued on perceptual properties - static ones (e.g ., color and
shape), as well as dynamic ones (e.g., motion trajectories). By themselves, these
cues aren't sufficient for retrieval, but in conjunction with the more primary cues
(those describing the problem situation), they help focus the retrieval process,
determining preferences for what is retrieved.

4.5

Evaluation

\Ve also learned about evaluation. Evaluation cfTect.s both the solution in progress

<lnd the problem specification. The issues raised point out opportunities to augment. or refine the design specification. The pros and cons that are described in
the critique of a design idea are used by the idea exploration process to compare
the idea to other options, merge and adapt alternatives, and improve promising
ideas.
.
Our work on Creative JULIA had already allowed us to discover four classes
of evaluative questions that designers routinely ·raise. Constraint-related questions ask how well an alternative solution fits the current design specification.
Fun.dion-direcled questions evaluate how well the required function is achieved .
For example, the purpose of recipe creation is to create something that .can be
eaten, so evaluative questions arise from the concept of edibility, focusing on the
taste and appeal of a dish to see if it is edible. Some evaluation questions are
derivation-driven. Previous solutions provide a rich and important source of issues if the considerations taken into account in creating them are saved. Finally,
some questions are outcome-related. Previous design cases can be used to project .
or derive the outcome of the current one.
This new study gave us a better understanding of the ways in which these
issues are incrementally raised or "revealed" as the evaluation proceeds . Navinchandra [6] calls this criteria emergence and shows an example of how it can
arise from case-based projection. In addition to criteria or evaluative issues,
constraints [7], preferences, and relative priorities among them also gradually
emerge. This type of evaluation is a key driving force within creative design,
feeding back to situation assessment as well as guiding case manipulation. Ca..q :,
play a major role in evaluation and incrementally raising new issues.

5

The nature of creativity: What have we learned?

So far, this paper has discussed what we have found out about interesting problem solving and about what we've learned about CBR processes. \Ve're at a point
now where we can begin to answer some important questions about creativity
itself.
1. The problem of control: what step comes next? How can creative exploration
be guided?
2. What is the nature of insight? How are opportunities recognize?
3. Where do ideas come from?
5.1

Control

The designers we observed did not follow a rigid, methodical plan detailing what
to do next. Rather, they moved fluidly between various problem pieces and
design processes (idea generation, adaptation, critiquing, problem refinement,
elaboration, redefinition, etc.) in a flexible and highly opportunistic manner .

Sequential composition of the basic CBR processes seems far too restrictive.
Rather, these processes seem to be highly intertwined and to interact in interesting ways [9]. For example, problem elaboration and redescription tactics specify
contexts for search that retrieval processes use, while evaluation of recalled or
adapted alternatives feeds information back to these situation assessment tactics, re_sulting in even better contexts for search. In some cases, what suggests
a particular problem refinement or·redescription results from trying to confirm
the legality of a proposed solution during evaluation, and finding a loophole or
ambiguity in the current problem specification. In addition, comparing and contrasting a proposed solution with other propos~ls during assimilation can bring
new evaluative issues into focus.
CBR systems need to break out of their typically rigid control structure and
allow more interaction and opportunism among processes. This requires making
strategic control mechanisms explicit, so they can be easily modified, reasoned
about, extended, and learned. More research needs to be directed at identifying
and capturing the types of strategic control heuristics designers use.
Our study has revealed several. For example, in strategically trying to.choose
which piece of a problem to work on next, designers concentrate on parts of a
problem that are still open after a previous solution is retrieved and partially
reused. They make tentative hypothetical commitments for open design decisions
to simplify the problem or make it more contextualized. They follow opportunities, dynamically changing their priority structure among constraints if very
interesting or unexpectedly good solutions are stumbled upon. They put problems on the back burner when an impasse is reached or if the problem involves
issues that are too detailed for the current stage of design. The serendipitous
appearance of a solution may bring the problem back up.
Our designers employed a variety of strategic control heuristics, some of which
are opportunistic. For example, when an alternative was proposed that satisfied
some desired criteria extremely well compared to the other alternatives, they directed their efforts toward elaborating that alternative, optimistically suspending
criticism or discounting the importance of criteria or constraints that were not
satisfied as well. Sometimes this led to reformulation of the problem as constraints were relaxed or placed at a lower priority.
A key part of being able to take advantage of such opportunities was being
able to judge whether progress was being made along a certain line of attack
and to choose which ideas were more promising than others or more likely to
lead to something unusual and novel.
Some strategic control heuristics were more deliberate, based on reflection.
For example, one heuristic our designers used was to try quick, easy adaptations of a proposed solution first before stepping back and reformulating the
problem or relaxing constraints. Other deliberate heuristics attempted to make
non-standard substitutions, apply adaptation strategies in circumstances other
than the ones they were meant for, and merge pieces of separate solutions with
each other in non-obvious ways.
In many cases, the processes that are composed together leading to a novel
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redescribe a new problem in a way that. is similar to something that we've seen
before.
5.3

Where Do Ideas Come Frmn?

Finally, I want to deal with where ideas come from- the big creativity question.
Case-based reasoning itself gives us a variety of answers:
remembering
adapting known ideas
reinterpreting an idea
specializing an abstract idea (making it concrete)
elaborating known ideas
merging pieces of ideas with each other
explaining
evaluating
We might call these tactics for creating ideas. Our investigation shows that
the intent (or strategy) of going after novelty provides novel ways of c~rrying
out tactics. When remembering, novel solutions are preferred. When adapting
known ideas, non-standard substitutions and out-of-context use of adaptation
heuristics are common. Ideas are reinterpreted by relaxing constraints, decom posing differently than usual, and redescribing from a different point of view
Redescribing may be based on the reasoner's personal interests or areas of expertise. Ideas are elaborated by visualizing the details. Ideas are made concre1 1'
or specialized, through non-standard substitution and visualizing the abstr<L
Evaluation is carried out after novel bases for evaluation have been derived.
Another strategy in play at the same time also helps with going after th e
novel: Don't evaluate too much too soon.
What is particularly interesting about this explanation of where ideas cornr
from is that it shows the complex interactions between these various strategi c<:
and tactics- the same interactions we've pointed out earlier. The strategies and
tactics work in conjunction with each other - elaboration and reinterpretation
tactics specifying contexts for search that retrieval processes use. Evaluatio.n
feeds its results back to these situation assessment tactics, which in turn derive
even better contexts for search.

6

Methodological Coda and Conclusions

Before ending, I want to go back to another pet issue of mine, a bit removed
from what has been discussed so far- methodology. Most people view case-based
reasoning as an approach to building intelligen( systems; some people see it as
an approach to building human-machine systems that interact with people in
natural ways. But few people see case-based reasoning as a research paradigm
for addressing new problems, as providing tools for investigation that go beyond
what other research paradigms can provide.

Maggie Boden [1] wrote a wonderful book about creativity, which I heartily
recommend. She shows far better than I do how creativity emerges from the
complex interactions of processes. She gives wonderful examples of the experiences of creative people and of computer programs that begin to show creativity,
analyzing where the creativity comes from. She presents marvelous analogies to
introouce and help readers understand topics.
But as good as she is at analysis, Boden does not have the paradigmatic tools
for finding detailed computational answers t6 ·how the different processes work.
Her paradigm can analyze and critique, discovering that one's experiences and
what one knows play a large role in creative thought piocesses. It can explain
some processes in terms of rules and heuristics. But. more important than rules
in addressing creativity are the ways in which experiences are used: how they
are remembered and what makes them memorable; how they are manipulated,
adapted, merged together; and how they help with evaluating proposed solutions,
and so on.
Case-based reasoning provides tools for investigating the role cases play in
problem solving. What we knew already helped us to address these issues; what
we found out in this investigation is helping ns understand case-related processes
and issues more deeply than we've been able to before.
\Vhat is creativity? Certainly in this short paper I haven't been able to
tell you all about how all its processes work and are interconnected. But by
taking a case-based approach to studying these processes, their control, and the
representations that underlie them, we can now specify them in ways that nobody
has been able to do before. We can discuss the input, output, and processing
of elaboration, evaluation, merging, adaptation, remembering, simulating, and
more, and we can at least conjecture about the heuristics that . control their
application. We still have more work to do, clearly, in fully defining our theory.
But through case-based reasoning, we've been able to get a handle on what needs
to be addressed, and through addressing these issues. we're beginning to have a
far more sophisticated notion of the power of case-based reasoning.
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Abstract
Creative designers often see solutions to pending design problems in the everyday objects surrounding them. This can often
lead to innovation and insight, sometimes revealing new functions and purposes for common design pieces in the process.
We are interested in modeling serendipitous recognition of solutions to pending problems in the context of creative mechanical design. This paper characterizes this ability, analyzing
observations we have made of it, and placing it in the context
of other forms of recognition. We propose a computational
model to capture and explore serendipitous recognition which
is based on ideas from reconstructive dynamic memory and
situation assessment in case-based reasoning.

Introduction
When creative designers have been deeply engaged in a problem, they are often able to recognize solutions to it in their
environment, even if they are not actively working on the
problem at the time. The solutions recognized may be objects, behaviors, processes, techniques - anything that they
observe or examine. .This can often lead to key insights,
sometimes revealing new functions or purposes for common
design pieces. This paper takes a step toward understanding
this ability by focusing on the serendipitous recognition of objects as solutions to pending (possibly suspended) problems
during creative mechanical design.
Serendipity often plays a significant role in creativity. Its
accidental nature may seem to put it out of reach for creating
computer-based design systems that can take advantage of
serendipity, or for supporting people in serendipitous discovery of solutions. However, we believe that being in the right
place at the right time is not the difficult part; we can put a designer (human or·computer-based) into a rich environment of
stimuli where "accidents" will happen. The creativity comes
in the preparation that allows recognition of a solution when
it is present (Seifert, et al., 1994). This requires becoming
immersed in the problem, redescribing it and viewing it from
multiple perspectives, considering, comparing, and critiquing
several options, so that when a relevant solution is spotted,
the way it fits into the problem can be immediately discerned.
The following are typical examples of serendipitous recognition . They occurred during a mechanical engineering (ME)
design project we observed in which a team of four students
were to design and build a device to quickly and safely transport as many eggs as possible from one location to another.
(The first author participated as a member of the team in order
to become immersed in the design issues and observe as much
of the design process as possible in a natural setting.)

Our first example ("bending springs") occurred while our
designers were considering using a spring launching device
and went to a home improvement store to look into materials.
While comparing the strengths of several springs by compressing them, they noticed that the springs tended to bend.
One designer wrapped a hand around the spring to hold it
straight as it was compressed and said the springs would each
need to be enclosed in a tube to keep them from bending.
Another added that the tube would need to be collapsible (to
compress with the spring). The designers could. not think of
an existing collapsible tube and did not want to build one due
to time pressure. They gave up on the springs and started
thinking about egg protection. During their search for protection material, they walked through the bathroom section
of the store, where they saw a display of toilet paper holders.
They immediately recognized them as collapsible tubes which
could be used to support the springs.
The second example ("weighted rubberbands") occurred
later in the design, after the designers had decided to use a
cylindrical egg carrier with a spring launch device. They
were working on a homework assignment which involved
formalizing the tradeoffs between egg capacity, weight, and
launch force as a multi-goal optimization problem to help
them make the best choice for these variables. They were
having trouble and were easily distracted from the problem.
One distraction came from a designer who described a trick
involving a moving cylinder (coffee can) she had seen the
night before on a children's science 1V show (Beakman's
World). The episode showed how to make a coffee can that
rolled back to you when you rolled it away. Batteries were
taped as weights to rubberbands, strung through the center
of the can. The weights caused the rubberbands to become
wound up as the can rolled. As the rubberbands unwound ,
they caused the can to roll back to the starting location. The
designers discussed whether this could be modified for use
in their design (e.g., wind the rubberbands up and let their
unwinding launch the device). However, they rejected the
design for adding too much weight, since the design task
had strict weight restrictions. Then they went back to their
homework. Suddenly, one designer suggested using the eggs
as weights on the rubberbands. This alleviated the weight
problem because the weight of the eggs did not count into the
restricted weight constraint.
There are three intriguing characteristics of this type of
recognition. First, designers are able to recognize solutions
to problems that have already been suspended. We call this
serelldipiwus recognition.

Second, they are often able to recognize objects as solutions, even though this requires the object to play a role or
provide a function different from its usual role or function.
In our bending springs example, the toilet paper holder is not
used to hold a paper roll, but to keep a spring from bending
upon compression. In the weighted rubberbands example, the
eggs not only play their usual role of being cargo/passengers
in the egg carrier, but also are used in a nonstandard way
to provide weight to make the device move. This type of
recognition requires overcoming functional fixedness (Maier,
1931, 1970; Duncker, 1945).
Third, the solutions recognized are not always standard solutions to the problem. In the bending springs example, the
problem was new to the designers and did not have standard
solutions. In the weighted rubberbands example, the designers recognize a solution that is different from the existing
standard solutions to the problem. In general, if a problem
has standard solutions (or ones that are apparently applicable),
fixation on these standard solutions must be overcome.
These three characteristics make this type of recognition
more difficult to model than types previously studied. Since
the solutions are nonstandard, it is not addressed by object
recognition work (e.g., (Grimson, 1990)) which typically
searches a scene for particular models of existing standard
solutions to problems. The type of recognition we are interested in requires models of objects to be constructed on the fly.
Jordan and Shrager (1991) model how people select objects
for a nonstandard use, based on which object's physical properties relate best to the desired function. However, they do not
address how the salient properties are derived or determined.
The opportunistic nature of serendipitous recognition
makes research on predictive encoding (Patalano, Seifert,
& Hammond, 1993) and opportunism (Hammond, 1989;
Mueller, 1990) relevant to our research. However, they address opportunism in planning situations in which there are
standard solutions to the problems at hand. The opportunities
detected are those to fulfill suspended goals by recognizing
that a standard plan for them can now be resumed. Our recognition involves recognizing objects that are not the standard
solutions to the pending problems.
Some important issues serendipitous recognition raises are:
To what extent does problem and solution need to be described
and elaborated for the recognition to take place? How is this
description created? How is the opportunity to solve a suspended problem noticed? What allows the relevant problem
context to be recalled when its solution is seen?
This paper presents our analysis of the processes involved
in serendipitous recognition of nonstandard solutions. Our
hypothesis is that recognition arises from interactions between two processes: problem evolution and assimilation of
proposed ideas into memory. We propose a computational
model of serendipitous recognition based on this hypothesis. Our model draws on and extends ideas from reconstructive dynamic memory (Schank, 1982; Kolodner, 1983) and
case-based reasoning (Kolodner, 1993), particularly situation
assessment and evaluation processes.

Evolution and Assimilation
A key activity of designers is to understand, refine, elaborate,
and re-define the problem. They view the problem from multi-

pie perspectives and redescribe it in more familiar terms. This
process, which we call problem evolution, reveals constraints,
features, and properties to look for in proposed solutions. As
design alternatives are proposed and explored, they are assimilated into memory; they are compared and organized, based
on the criteria and features the designer has ~orne attuned to
through problem evolution. Some serendipitous recognition
may arise from assimilation activities.
Problem evolution is driven primarily by the evaluation of
proposed ideas, which, in addition to revealing flaws in the
· specification (su~h as contradictions and ambiguities), gener."cites new criteria, constraints, and preferences that go beyond
those given in the original statement of the problem. Assimilation itself.can play a significant role in evaluation by drawing
attention to features of proposed ideas that are unusual or particularly good or bad compared to other proposed ideas. This
in tum can trigger a complete · problem reformulation. So,
while problem evolution can "set up" the reasoner to recognize solutions when they are stumbled upon, the recognition
itself can sometimes actually trigger a problem redescription.
This occurred in the weighted rubberbands example, which
we analyze in depth in the next section~
These interacting processes fit well into a model of dynamic
memory and case-based reasoning. A key idea underlying dynamic memory is that remembering, understanding, and learning are all inextricably intertwined. The ability to determine
where something fits in with what we already know (understanding) is a key part of being able to assimilate objects in
our environment into our problem solving. This may involve
a useful reinterpretation of something already in memory and
can result in a new way of indexing it in memory.
The process of elaborating and redescribing the problem
specification corresponds closely to the process of situation
assessment in case-based reasoning: redescribing a problem
situation in the vocabulary of problems solved in the past (i.e.,
the indexing vocabulary of the reasoner's memory). These
processes facilitate retrieval in compensating for the fact that
we may not be able to anticipate how we might want to use
some piece of knowledge when we enter it in memory. Situation assessment aligns the vocabularies of the current situation
with that of previous problems we have encountered. Also,
by providing several different ways of describing a problem
and what would count as a solution, it allows entities to be reinterpreted in the context of the problem and serendipitously
recognized as relevant to solving it.
Research into situation assessment and problem reformulation (e,g., in CASEY (Katon, 1988), CYRUS (Kolodner, 1983), MINSTREL (Turner, 1994), BRAINSTORMER
(Jones, 1992), and STRATA (Lowry, 1987)), show different
ways this can be done. Also, Sycara and Navinchandra ( 1989)
have identified several index transformation techniques relevant to case-based design. We are building on and extending
these ideas, exploring in particular how they can be synergistically integrated with evaluation, retrieval, adaptation, and
assimilation processes.

Analysis of Examples
Bending Springs
For the designers to recognize the toilet paper holder as a solution to the problem of bending springs, they needed to create a

description of what solutions to this problem would look like.
This description evolved as they thought about the problem,
proposed solutions to it, and critiqued these solutions. Here
is a closer look at how this description evolved.
As the designers were comparing the strengths of various
springs, one designer compressed the springs between a thumb
and forefinger and noticed that the spring bent, imposed lateral forces at the endpoints, and a variable longitudinal force.
This was judged to be a problem. We hypothesize that this
judgment was made based on a violation of the designers' expectations about how the spring would behave and reasoning
about the consequences of the actual behavior in the context
of their proposed design.
One designer wrapped a hand around the spring to hold
it straight as it was compressed and said the springs would
each need to be enclosed in a tube to keep them from bending.
Wrapping a hand around something to make its shape conform
to what you want is a standard technique. The subsequent
tube proposal can be the result of a memory retrieval based
on structural shape similarity.
Another designer added that the tube would need to be
collapsible (to compress with the spring). This adaptation
may have been suggested as a result of noticing that the hand
wrapped around the spring hindered the compression of the
spring because it was too longitudinally rigid. This could be
fixed by making the tube longitudinally flexible (collapsible).

Weighting Rubberbands
In the bending springs example, the designers derived a concrete description of what they needed, which primed them to
recognize it when they saw it. In our second example (the
problem of weighting the rubberbands inside the cylindrical
egg carrier), the description of what was needed did not fully
evolve before the recognition (of eggs as weights) occurred.
Rather, the recognition itself helped to redescribe the problem.
The original design, in which batteries were used as
weights, was rejected because the batteries would add weight
to the device. Their problem description- "find something to
act as a weight without adding weight"- was overconstrained.
So the problem was abandoned.
They went back to the optimization problem they were
given for homework, which involved thinking about the tradeoff between launch force and egg capacity (the more eggs,
the more force required because the eggs would increase the
weight). Considering the eggs as providing weight prompted
one designer to suggest the clever idea of using the eggs as
weights on the rubberbands.
Our hypothesis is that the designer saw the relevance of
the eggs to the weighting rubberbands problem due to its
weight property, which they were focusing on in the homework. The eggs were different than the previously proposed
solution (batteries) with respect to the weight property, since
egg weight does not count into the total weight limit of the device. (The problem statement explicitly restricted the "weight
of the device (not inc1uding the eggs).") This difference was
noticed and seen to be a key advantage. It generated a refinement of the problem description. Instead of "provide weight,
without adding weight," it became "provide weight, without
adding weight that counts toward the weight limit." It is only
by bringing the eggs into focus and re-interpreting them from

the point of view of their weight that this other problem description was created. If the designers had redescribed the
problem in this way to begin with, they might have immediately recalled eggs as a solution to this problem. However, the
redescription seems to have been the result of the recognition
rather than a prerequisite of it.

Modeling Implications
A number of interesting issues arise in considering how to
model the problem evolution and assimilation occurring in
these two examples.
· . 1. Experimentation plays an important role in problem evolution. Its results are used in evaluating proposed designs and
in suggesti-ng solutions and adaptations (e.g., wrapping hand
led to tube suggestion; compression hindered by wrapped
hand led to the "collapsible" adaptation). Simulating or actually performing this type of experimentation (e.g., with a
robot) is, of course, outside the scope of our modeling efforts.
But we can provide the results of experimentation as input to
our computational model.
2. As proposed solutions are generated and explored (e.g.,
by collecting experimental data about them), an evaluation
process notices their problems (e.g., constraint or expectation
violations) or good features. New evaluative issues emerge
that go beyond the stated constraints on the problem. Navinchandra (1991) calls this criteria emergence. In addition,
constraints in general (Bhatta, Goel, & Prabhakar, 1994) and
relative priorities among them, also gradually emerge. This
emergence is a major part of problem evolution.
3. The designers in our examples generated descriptions
that allowed immediate recognition of satisficing solutions to
the pending problems. They were concrete enough to be easily recognizable (for minimum inference at recognition-time)
but abstract enough to be satisfied by a variety of different
objects. They referred to both structural (cylindrical shape,
length, radius, or weight) and behavioral (length varies) properties of objects. Matching these properties against objects
under consideration sometimes requires drawing on knowledge about the object (e.g., what configurations or shapes it
can take, whether it can stand on end, or whether its length
can vary). This in turn requires that the object being viewed
has been recognized as its usual identity (e.g., toilet paper
roll holder) so that the associated structural, behavioral, and
functional knowledge of the object can be matched against
the evolved description of what is needed. In our computational model, the input from the environment is augmented
by the equivalent of results of standard object recognition
techniques, so that an object under view has both its current
imagistic features and standard knowledge about its assumed
structure, behavior, and function.

Computational Model
Based on our analysis of these examples and others from our
exploratory study of the ME design project, we are constructing a computational model of serendipitous recognition. We
are implementing this model in a system called IMPROVISER
(Invention Modeled by Problem Redescription. Observation ,
and evaluation. Interacting SERendipitously).
IMPROVISER's proposed architecture has a problem evolution component which is modeled using situation assessment

procedures co-routined with evaluation techniques. The output of this component (i.e., the evolving s~ificati~n) f~s
into memory retrieval and update processes. Retneval Interfaces with a library of design cases which models, in part,
long-term memory. The specification is used as a probe to
recall relevant design cases (for evaluation, elaboration, etc.).
Memory update is the complement of retrieval. It accumulates design alternatives proposed (i.e., those retrieved, elaborated, or viewed directly in the external environment) into a
pool of design alternatives under consideration. It organizes
and compares the alternatives with respect to each other, along
the dimensions relevant to the problem specification. This is
used to model the assimilation process. Recognition of a solution results when an alternative is stored that is a close match
to the desired solution.
The data structure holding the set of design alternatives
forms an extension of the long-term memory. We call this
extension the problem context. It contains the set of explored
design alternatives and the relevant set of descriptors from
the specification. As the problem specification evolves, the
focus changes on the relevant descriptors to be used for organizing alternatives in the memory (e.g., shape, construction
cost, personal safety). For complex problems, with many
subproblems, there are several subproblem contexts, which
might overlap, depending on interactions between subproblems. When an alternative is entered into memory, it is interpreted with respect to the descriptors in the subproblem
contexts to find the best place(s) to store the alternative.
The various subproblem contexts can be seen as dynamically constructed models of desired solutions, built during
problem evolution. Recognition of instances of these mo~els
occurs as alternatives are entered into the most appropnate
contexts through standard memory update techniques.
A key part of this assimilation process is noticing "interesting" similarities or differences between alternatives being
added to some context. For instance, in the weighted rubberbands example, eggs were noticed to be different than previous proposals to the moving cylinder problem with respect to
the weight property - one of the descriptors in the problem
contexts for both the homework assignment and the moving
cylinder problem. Knowing that the weight of eggs is exempt from the weight restriction makes the noticed difference
interesting; it is directly related to the conflicting weight constraint, suggesting that this constraint should be re-evaluated
with the eggs acting as weights. The success of this evaluation
subsequently causes the weight constraint to be refined.
A set of monitoring procedures are associated with each
process and watch for opportunities for further processing to
occur. The opportunities noticed are placed on an agenda,
maintained and accessed by strategic control heuristics.

of the problem (launching, moving, stopping, and protecting
the eggs). The launch subproblem specification contains a
partial specification for a spring launch mechanism. (In ~he
following, "?!' denotes incompletenesses due to pendmg
decisions; " ..." denotes parts of the specification not shown.)
<Spec:
Subproblem: Launch
Parts: Spring, Base
Attached(Spring, Base, <position>)
Spring:
k : ? ? ; ; force constant
x: ? ? · ; ; spring displacement

Launch-Force:

(- ( * k

x))

;;

Hooke's law

Subproblem: Protect-Eggs . ..
Subproblem: Transport
Subproblem: Stop . ..
... >

This section gives a scenario of how IMPROVISER will
model our bending springs example, once fuiJy implemented.
IMPROVISER starts with a partial specification which includes
specifications for each subproblem in the current partitioning

This specifies that the launch mechanism should consist of
two parts, attached to each other in a particular configuration
(given in <position>). There is a pending decision as to
the choice of spring strength (k) and how much it should be
compressed (x) to achieve a certain launch force. (Th~re are
several other constraints involving the launch force wh1ch are
not shown, such as constraints relating striking distance and
launch force or relating the type and amount of egg protection
material with the launch force it must cushion.)
IMPROVISER chooses to work on the pending decision concerning spring strength. 2 It asks an oracle to perform a trialand-error experiment for it to help choose a spring from a set of
springs. The oracle compares several springs ~d feeds back
experimental data to IMPROVISER. The data 1s augmented
with causal information about how the data resulted from the
properties of the partial design. The oracle repor:s that the
spring bends, which causes it to exert a weak, vartable ~orce
in the direction of its axis and additional forces of var1able
magnitude and direction.
In general, there may be many results reported by the oracle.
An important issue we are dealing with is how IMPROVISER
directs its focus of attention to particular pieces of experimental data. In this case, the focus was on the launch mechanism
and its force, so it is natural that IMPROVISER would attend
to facts related to forces from the spring.
IMPROVISER notices that these results are not what is expected. It derives their consequences based on causal connections between constraints in the specification. The force
along the spring's axis is weaker than the ideal launch force
(F = -kX), which will make the device move slower and not
as far as desired. The additional forces in various directions
may cause an inconsistent, unpredictable motion.
.
IMPROVISER's evaluation monitors detect the negative
consequences and update the specification to prohibit t~eir
causes, specifying that the spring in the launch mechamsm
must stay straight. In general, discovering the constraints to
add to the specification which will require or prohibit some
observed feature of a device involves reasoning based on a
causal model of the device (Bhatta, Goel, & Prabhakar, 1994).

1
This section sketches only the main data flow relationships between these processes . IMPROVISER has a flexible, opportunistic
blackboard-style architecture which is guided by explicit strategic
control mechanisms .

2
How this decision is chosen. and. in general. how IMPROVISER· s
sequence of steps is controlled is an interesting modeling issue .
However, it is not the subject of this paper. but see (Kolodner &
Wills, 1993; Wills & Kolodncr. 1994).

A Proposed Scenario

A standard method of forcing a small object to maintain a
desired shape is by holding it in that shape with your hand.
IMPROVISER asks the oracle to do this and the oracle reports
that this causes the spring to stay straight.
IMPROVISER evaluates the results, judges the spring staying straight as positive, and updates the specification with
the characteristics of the wrapped hand that are responsible.
This specification is used to retrieve a standard design object
(RIGID-TUBE) to provide those characteristics.
<Spec:
Subproblem: Launch
Parts: Spring, Base, RIGID-TUBE
Attached(Spring, Base, <position>)
ENCLOSED(SPRING, RIGID-TUBE)
Rigid-Tube:
SOLIDITY: HOLLOW
RADIUS: (+ RADIUS(SPRING) DELTA)
LENGTH: (- LENGTH(SPRING) SM-DELTA)
SHAPE: CYLINDRICAL
LENGTH-VARIABILITY: CONSTANT
RADIUS-VARIABILITY: CONSTANT
... >

Further experimental data from the oracle reveals that the
rigid tube hinders compression of the spring, causing the
spring displacement limit to be much smaller than expected.
ORACLE:
Length-Variability: Constant
Causing
;; spring displacement is limited by tube length
Actual-x(Spring) <= Rest-Length(Spring)
- Length(Rigid-Tube)
Causing
; ; ... much Less than ideal displacement
Actual-x(Spring) << Max-x(Spring)
IMPROVISER detects the undesirable limit on spring displacement and derives the consequences that the launch force
will be weaker than is ideal (F = -kx), which will affect
device speed and striking distance.
IMPROVISER reasons about the causes of the hindrance and
updates the specification to require the tube to be collapsible
(i.e., allow its length to vary). In other words, IMPROVISER
refines the rigidity criterion to what is really needed - the
radius to remain constant (lateral-rigidity) and the length to
vary (longitudinal flexibility). This requires getting more
detailed causal knowledge (not shown) from the oracle about
what causes the spring to stay straight, to make sure it won't
hurt to vary the length.
<Spec:
Subproblem: Launch
Parts: Spring, Base, Rigid-Tube
Rigid-Tube:
LENGTH-VARIABILITY: VARIES
Radius-Variability: Constant
... >

Using this specification as a probe to memory, IMPROVISER
tries to recall a device that satisfies this specification. The
retrieval fails.
Since no viable options are found, IMPROVISER suspends
work on the launch subproblem and switches to a different
subproblem: how to protect the eggs.

<Spec:
Subproblem: Protect-Eggs
Parts: Cushioning-Material
Cushioning-Material:
Pressure-Resistance: Soft
... >

While looking for objects that satisfied this description, a
toilet paper holder is observed through an oracle. The observation is a mix of image features and knowledge about the
holder, once it has been identified through object recognition.
EXTERNAL OBSERVATION: TPH
Structural properties:
Par·ts: Cylinders Cl and C2, Spring S
Associated-Part: Wall-Fixture
Fits-Inside(Cl, C2)
Cl: Solidity: Hollow
Length: 1/2(Rest-Length(S)) ...
C2: Solidity: Hollow
Length: 1/2(Rest-Length(S)) ...
Composition of Cylinders (ClC2)
Solidity: Hollow
Length: Length(S) + Delta3
Shape: Cylindrical .. t
s: Rest-Length >··width (Wall-Fixture) ...
Enclosed(S, C1C2)
Behavioral properties:
States: Steady, Squeeze, Rest.
Steady: ;; btwn sides of wall fixture
Length(S) < Rest-Length(S)
x(S) = Length(S) - Rest-Length(S)
Force-Btwn-Endpts: (- (* k(S) x(S)))
Length(C1C2) = Width(Wall-Fixture) ...
Squeeze: ;; being compressed
Length(C1C2) < Width(Wall-Fixture)
Length(ClC2) >= Max(Length(Cl),
Length (C2)) ...
Rest : ; ; outside wall fixture
Length(ClC2) > Width(Wall-Fixture)
Length(S) = Rest-Length(S) ...
Functional properties:
Use: Hold paper roll

The most relevant problem context is retrieved, indexed by
descriptors that are relevant to solving its pending problem
(e.g., size and cylindrical shape of tube, spring enclosed in
tube). The context contains the descriptors given in the specification for the problem, the options that have been proposed,
and the degree to which each matches the descriptors. In
this case, the problem context associated with the launch subproblem is retrieved and the paper holder is assimilated into
it, based on the structural, imagistic properties of the paper
holder and the knowledge associated with it. During this assimilation, IMPROVISER must check whether the tube length
can vary by referring to the behavioral knowledge associated
with the paper holder to see if the length of the composition
of cylinders (C I C2) changes over the states.
A monitor of the assimilation process notices that the paper holder fits the subproblem specification better than any
previous option, particularly with respect to variable length.
The results of this process are I) a problem specification that
has been elaborated (with the constraint that the spring must
be enclosed in a tube) and refined (with finer-grain constraints
on the rigidity properties of the tube), and 2) new knowledge
learned about the functions of a common object (i.e., a toilet
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paper holder has a new, additional function of keeping its
internal spring straight).

Status and Open Issues
Our system currently contains implemented procedures for assimilation of alternatives into a single problem context, evaluation based on specification constraints, and standard memory
indexing and retrieval, as well as data structures representing
the case library, problem contexts, the evolving problem specification, and the opportunity agenda. Simple monitors surrounding ·the assimilation process have been implemented, but
more are needed for this and the other processes. We currently
do not have a general model for what makes some difference
or similarity that is noticed "interesting." We are intrigued by
the fact that objects can be noticed as being interesting and
relevant to a pending problem before their relevance to the
problem is fully understood.
As we extend IMPROVISER to handle multiple problem
contexts, we need to deal with issues about how to maintain
them. For example, how do they decay? What influences
which ones are active (e.g., recency, interaction between the
problems)? How do they change as related problems are
worked on? How does knowledge of functional properties of
an object inhibit the retrieval of a relevant problem context in
which the object can be used in a new way. (1bis is important
in modeling functional fixedness.)
More work is also needed to identify and define situation
assessment procedures, elaboration techniques, and strategic
control heuristics. We are also starting to understand how criteria, constraints, preferences, etc., emerge during evaluation,
but more effort is needed in modeling this emergence.
Our intention in building IMPROVISER is not to automate
design, but to test our hypotheses about the cognition of creative design. As we increase our understanding of creative
processes, we will be better able to answer the question how
best to assist human designers. This may include 1) aiding
the formalization, reformulation, and refinement of specifications (Reubenstein & Waters, 1991; Johnson, Benner, &
Harris, 1993), 2) bringing up evaluative issues (Domeshek &
Kolodner, 1993 ), 3) retrieving pending problem contexts to
help recognize the applicability of solutions, or 4) proposing
new control strategies.
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Abstract
Case-based reasoning (CBR) has a great deal to
offer in supporting creative design, particularly
processes that rely heavily on previous design experience, such as framing the problem and evaluating design alternatives. However, most existing
CBR systems are not living up to their potential.
They tend to adapt and reuse old solutions in
routine ways, producing robust but uninspired
results. Little research effort has been directed
towards the kinds of situation assessment, evaluation, and assimilation processes that facilitate
the exploration of ideas and the elaboration and
redefinition of problems that are crucial to creative design. Also, their typically rigid control
structures do not facilitate the kinds of strategic control and opportunism inherent in creative
reasoning. In this paper, we describe the types of
behavior we would like case-based design systems
to support, based on a study of designers working
on a mechanical engineering problem. We show
how the standard CBR framework should be extended and we describe an architecture we are
developing to experiment with these ideas. 1

Introduction
Creativity in design derives from enumerating several solution alternatives, redescribing and elaborating
problem specifications, and evaluating proposed solutions, based on criteria and constraints that go beyond the stated constraints on a solution. It arises
out of a confluence of processes (including problem
redescription, remembering, assimilation, and evaluation), which interact with each other in complex ways.
Often creativity arises from interesting strategic control of these processes, which in themselves may be
quite mundane (Boden 1990, Chandrasekaran 1990,
Gero & Maher 1993, Navinchandra 1992).
These processes rely heavily on previous design experiences and knowledge of designed artifacts (Goel &
Chandrasekaran 1992, Hinrichs 1992, Kolodner & Penberthy 1990, Kolodner & \Vilis 1993). An expert de1
This research was funded in part by NSF Grant No.
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signer knows of many design experiences, accumulated
from personally designing artifacts, being given case
studies of designs in school, and observing artifacts
designed by others. The designer draws on these experiences to perform such activities as generating design
alternatives, reformulating and elaborating the problem specification or proposed solutions, and predicting
the outcome of making certain design decisions. The
experiences that are most valuable e.re often those that
are highly contextualized pieces of knowledge about artifacts, such as how a device behaves in some context
of use, circumstances in which it can fail, and knowledge about situations that might come up not only in
use, but in all phases of its life cycle.
Given the nature of these experiences, we believe
case-based representations and reasoning techniques
lend themselves to supporting creative design. Research in case-based reasoning (CBR) has provided extensive knowledge of how to reuse solutions to old problems in new situations , how to build and search case
libraries (for exploration of design alternatives), ana
how to merge and adapt cases. It has developed powerful techniques for partial matching and the formation
of analogical maps between seemingly disparate situations (Kolodner 1993).
However, most existing CBR systems are not living
up to their potential. They tend to adapt and reuse
old solutions in routine ways, producing robust but
uninspired results. They do not attempt to extend
their exploration by deriving constraints and preferences that improve or go beyond those stated in the
original problem. (See (Kolodner 1993, appendix) for
a recen~ survey.)
Some of this potential is buried in processes that
have been downplayed or even missing in most standard CBR systems. In particular, little research effort
has been directed towards the kinds of situation assessment, evaluation, and assimilation processes that
facilitate the exploration of ideas and the elaboration
and redefinition of problems that are crucial to creative design. Also , to facilitate the kinds of opportunism inherent in creative reasoning, CBR systems
need to break out of their typically rigid control struc-
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ture to allow flexible interleaving and communication
among processes. In addition, more research attention
must be payed to the strategic control mechanisms that
guide a creative designer in deciding what to do next.
In this paper, we describe the types of behavior we
would like case-based design systems to support, based
on an exploratory study of designers working on a mechanical engineering problem. We show how the standard CBR framework should be extended and we describe an architecture we are developing to experiment
with these ideas. We end with a set of open issues.

What Do Creative Designers Do?
To gain insights into the knowledge and reasoning involved in creative design, we observed a four-person
team engaged in a seven-week undergraduate mechanical engineering (ME) design project. The task was to
design and build a device to quickly and safely transport several eggs from one location to another. The
device could be constructed from any material, but its
size, weight, and cost were restricted.
After exploring several schemes for launching, moving, stopping, and protecting the eggs, the team decided to use a cylindrical egg carrier (of radius 7 em.,
length 22.5 em.), with the eggs wrapped in pipe insulation to protect them inside the carrier. The carrier
was dropped down (0 .8 m.) from a starting platform
and would roll into a target zone (within a 5 m. radius
of the starting platform). The team had two possible
launch mechanisms up until the final design demonstration day: a spring mechanism and a simple ramp
(the spring launch base could be inverted to become
a ramp, which was the final choice). In both cases, a
string, with one end attached to the launch base, was
wrapped around the device, so that as the cylinder
dropped, it spun down the string , hit the ground, and
rolled into the target zone. The wrapped string gave
the carrier momentum and it also prevented it from
rolling beyond the target zone.
One of us participated as a member of the team,
allowing us to become immersed in the issues and to
observe the design process in a natural setting, in both
informal and "official" team meetings. We recorded
the group's conversations on audiotapes and collected
copies of all their design documents and drawings.
We are particularly intrigued by a set of three processes we observed underlying many creative design activities: 1) generation of multiple descriptions or views
of a problem, 2) gradual emergence of evaluative issues , constraints and preferences, and 3) serendipitous
recognition of solutions to pending problems, sometimes seeing new functions and purposes for common
design pieces in the process. We are not claiming that
this is a complete set. (For example, our design study
has revealed a variety of influences on creativity from
collaborative activity.) Rather, we are interested in
these processes because they are key processes in design that current case-based systems neglect.

Problem Redescription. The initial problem
statement given to our designers was ambiguous, incomplete, contradictory, and underconstrained. They
spent a great deal of effort to turn it into something
with more detail, more concrete specifications, and
more clearly defined and consistent constraints. An
important part of this process involved attempting to
understand the problem, view it from multiple perspectives, and redescribe it in terms familiar to the designers. They had to refine and operatiorialize several
vague or abstract constraints, while sometimes having
. to abstract constraints that were too specific.
For example, many of the ideas of one designer, who
had a keen interest in automobiles, came from recalling devices and concepts from the car domain, such as
shock absorbers, unit-body vs. single-frame construction, and air-bags. Being able to recall these required
viewing the problem of protecting the eggs as one of
absorbing shock or transfe-rring energy and as a problem of protecting passengers in general, not just eggs.
Our designers also explored the given constraints,
deliberately stretching or strengthening them to see
what ideas became possible. For example, the initial
problem statement was ambiguous about whether or
not the device could land (i.e., touch down) short of
the target zone and then move into it. The designers considered the extreme possibility of landing as far
short of this zone as possible, in which case the device
would not fly at all, but would be pushed off or lowered to the ground, where it would then move itself
into the safety zone. Visualizing this possibility reminded them of devices, such as elevators and yo-yo's,
that could implement parts of this behavior.
This continual elaboration and redescription of the
problem helped the designers derive connections between the current problem and similar problems in
other domains, facilitating cross-contextual transfer
of design ideas. It also primed them to serendipitously recognize relevant objects in the environment
that might be reused for a new purpose ..
Evaluation. One of the key forces driving evolution
of the problem specification is the evaluation of proposed design alternatives. Evaluative issues emerge in
the course of evaluating. Designers do not merely depend on constraints that have already been specified.
Rather, they bring up additional constraints and criteria as proposals are examined. Proposed solutions
often remind them of issues to consider. The problem
and solution "co-evolve" (Fischer 1993).
One interesting criteria that emerged in the course
of the ME design project was versatility - the ability
of the device to apply in more than one situation. This
criteria was not mentioned or required in the original
statement of the problem . It arose in response to ambiguity in the initial problem statement, which described
three similar problems but did not specify which one
would be assigned. Each problem differed only in the
device's starting position (from either the center of a

child's wading pool or from a platform of one of two
heights) and in its target destination distance. (This is
similar in the real world to situations in which the engineers are designing for multiple potential customers
with different needs). To deal with the uncertainty
and reduce the complexity this variability introduced,
the designers began searching for solutions that could
be used to solve all three problems or could be easily
adapted to apply to each. That is, they began to evaluate proposals on the basis of versatility in addition to
the other criteria already in the problem specification.
Being able to do this is central to creative design.
Assimilation. Problem redescription provides not
only a means for recalling relevant solution alternatives, but also a vocabulary for describing and, in many
cases, reinterpreting objects in the designer's environment. This often leads to a new way of viewing the
function of some object and facilitates the recognition
of potential solutions to pending problems in the external environment.
For example, our designers went to a home improvement store for materials for a spring launch mechanism. \Vhile comparing the strengths of several springs
by compressing them, they noticed that the springs
tended to bend. One designer wrapped a hand around
the spring to hold it straight as it was compressed and
said the springs would each need to be enclosed in a
tube to keep them from bending. Another added that
the tube would need to be collapsible (to compress with
the spring). The designers could not think of an existing collapsible tube and did not want to build one
due to time pressure. They gave up on the springs and
started thinking about egg protection. During their
search for protection material, they walked through
the bathroom section of the store, where they saw a
display of toilet paper holders. They immediately recognized them as collapsible tubes which could be used
to support the springs.
By playing with the springs, noticing problems and
suggesting fixes, the designers formed a specific, concrete, and operationalized description of what a solution would look like to the bending-springs problem.
However, the toilet-paper holder was not recalled on
the basis of this description. Instead, the description
was used to·reinterpret the toilet paper holder when
it was encountered in the external environment and to
recognize its additional function of preventing springs
from bending upon compression. The designers were
able to interpret objects seen in the environment, or
recalled from memory, from a new viewpoint. This
viewpoint was based on descriptions and feature dimensions that had been revealed to be important in
attempts to solve recent and pending problems.
We refer to this process as assimilating the objects
into a problem context. It not only involves reinterpreting solution alternatives under consideration, but
also comparing and contrasting alternatives with one
another, along the dimensions relevant to the problem

context. This helps reveal those that are not really
new ideas, so that they can be ignored. It can also
cause new evaluative issues to emerge as new dimensions or criteria are generated to distinguish seemingly
identical ideas.
Strategic Control. The designers we observed did
not follow a rigid, methodical plan detailing what to
do next. Rather, they moved fluidly between various
problem pieces and design processes (e.g.J idea generation, adaptation, critiquing, problem refinement, elaboration, and redefinition) in a flexible and highly op. portunistic manner.
Our designers employed a variety of strategic control
heuristics; some of which are opportunistic. For example, when an alternative was proposed that satisfied
some desired criteria extremely well compared to the
other alternatives, they directed their efforts toward
elaborating that alternatiVe, optimistically suspending
criticism or discounting the importance of criteria or
constraints that were not satisfied as well. Sometimes
this led to reformulation of the problem as constraints
were relaxed or placed at a lower priority.
Being able to take advantage of.such opportunities
requires being able to judge whether progress was being made along a certain line of attack and to choose
which ideas are more promising or more likely to lead
to something unusual and novel.
Some strategic control heuristics are more deliberate, based on reflection. For example, one heuristic our
designers used was to try quick, easy adaptations of a
proposed solution first before stepping back and reformulating the problem or relaxing constraints. Other
deliberate heuristics attempted to make non-standard
substitutions, apply adaptation strategies in circumstances other than the ones they were meant for, and
merge pieces of separate solutions with each other in
nonobvious ways.
In many cases, the processes that are composed together leading to a novel idea are not in themselves
novel and may be quite mundane. The trick is knowing when to do them.

How CBR Systems Can Do Better
Most current CBR systems tend to stick to well-known
interpretations of problems and routine ways of adapting old solutions, neglecting exploration of alternatives
if something good enough has been found. We believe
the CBR paradigm can be extended to support more
creative problem solving.
Problem Redescription. Problem redescription
corresponds closely to the process of situation assessment- redescribing a problem in the vocabulary of the
indexing system. In most CBR systems, situation assessment is skipped; the assumption is made that the
initial representation of the problem is sufficient for
solving the problem. But, as our observations show, investigating a problem in depth makes available a large

set of relevant cues for retrieval. Generating multiple
ways of describing a problem provides several different contexts for specifying what would be relevant, if
remembered.
Research on indexing has found that it is the combination of setting up a context for retrieval and having
already interpreted something in memory in a similar
way that allows retrieval. When some case or piece
of knowledge is entered into memory, it is not always
possible to anticipate how it might be used. Situation
assessment processes aim to bridge that gap by helping
to redescribe a new problem in a way that is similar to
something seen before.
Research into situation assessment and problem reformulation (e.g., in CASEY (Koton 1988), CYRUS
(Kolodner 1983), MINSTREL (Turner 1994), BRAINSTORMER (Jones 1992), and STRATA (Lowry 1987)),
show different ways it can be done. However, these
techniques have not yet made it into widespread use
in practical CBR systems. They should certainly be
included in any system aimed at reuse of experience
across domains.
Evaluation. CBR systems currently evaluate solutions by checking a set of constraints that have been
given to the system. Evaluative procedures are typically buried within case manipulation to predict or
test whether a modified case satisfies the specified
constraints. Observations of our designers suggests
that evaluation should play a more prominent role in
case-based design systems, allowing evaluative issues
to emerge in the course of evaluating. Navinchandra
(1991) calls this criteria emergence and shows an example of how it can arise from case-based projection.
In addition to criteria, constraints in general (Prabhakar & Goel 1992) and relative priorities among them
also gradually emerge. This type of evaluation is a key
driving force within creative design, feeding back to
situation assessment and guiding case manipulation.
Assimilation. A key idea underlying dynamic memory (Schank 1982), one of the principle foundations
of case-based reasoning, is that remembering, understanding, and learning are all inextricably intertwined.
The ability to determine where something fits in with
what we already know (understanding) is a key part
of being able to assimilate objects in our environment
into our problem solving. This environment includes
not only external objects, but also cases that have been
retrieved, elaborated and adapted. Understanding how
these fit into a problem context may involve a useful
reinterpretation of something already in memory, suggesting in a new way of indexing it.
Strategic Control. Our exploratory study suggests
that a linear, sequential composition of CBR processes
is much too simple. In reality, these processes are
highly intertwined and interact in interesting ways. For
example, problem elaboration and redescription tac-

tics specify contexts for search that retrieval processes
use, while evaluation of recalled or adapted alternatives
feeds information back to these situation assessment
tactics, resulting in even better contexts for search. In
some cases, what suggests a particular problem refinement or redescription results from trying to confirm the
legality of a proposed solution during evaluation and
finding a loophole or ambiguity in the current problem
specification. In addition, comparing and contrasting
a proposed solution with other proposals-during assimilation can bring_ new evaluative issues into focus.
CBR systems need to break out of their typically
rigid control -structure and allow more interaction and
opportunism among processes. This requires making strategic control mechanisms explicit, so they can
be easily modified, reasoned about, extended, and
learned. More research needs to be directed at identifying and capturing the typ~s of strategic control heuristics designers use.

Proposed Architecture
We are developing an experimental case-based system
that emphasizes the processes of situation assessment,
evaluation, and assimilation, integrating them with
the usual CBR processes of retrieval, elaboration (case
manipulation, adaptation, merging, prediction), and
learning. It has a flexible, opportunistic control structure which allows us to keep control tactics separate,
explicit, and modifiable.
The processes within our system are not applied in
a strictly linear succession. Rather, the system has a
blackboard-style architecture. The processes are centered around and act upon data structures that represent the evolving problem specification and the set of
design alternatives under consideration.
Situation assessment procedures act on the problem specification to evolve it along multiple directions. Evaluation examines design alternatives, checking them against the current specification, to reveal inconsistencies, ambiguities, and incompletenesses in the
specification that suggest new redescriptions. Evaluation also brings up new criteria, and constraints which
are incorporated into the problem specification.
Elaboration procedures transform alternatives under
consideration into new alternatives by applying a variety of adaptation and merging strategies. These strategies are typically suggested by the critique formed by
an evaluation of some alternative. Elaboration procedures also augment alternatives with information derived about their consequences and expected behavior.
These "data collection" elaborations are currently accomplished by manual augmentations of alternatives
with experimental data, but in general can be achieved
by case-based projection, simulation, actual experimentation, or visualization.
The evolving problem description is also used by
both the retrieval and the assimilation processes. Retrieval interfaces with a library of cases which models,

in part, long-term memory. The problem description
is used as a probe into memory to pull relevant design
cases into consideration (for evaluation, elaboration,
etc.). The assimilation process is the dual of retrieval.
It accumulates design alternatives proposed (i.e., those
retrieved, elaborated, or viewed directly in the external environment) into the pool of design alternatives
under consideration, organizing the alternatives with
respect to each other.
The data structure holding the set of design alternatives forms an extension of the long-term memory. We
call this extension the "problem context." The evolving problem description determines the focal vocabulary of the current problem context. As the specification evolves, the focus changes on the relevant vocabulary to be used for organizing alternatives in the memory (e.g., shape, construction cost, personal safety).
In a sense, the problem context is providing a point of
view with respect to which objects in the environment
and cases recalled can be interpreted and organized by
the assimilation process.
The coordination of the various processes is controlled by explicit strategic control mechanisms. There
are a set of monitoring procedures, associated with
each of the processes, which watch for opportunities for
some task to be performed. The opportunities noticed
are placed on an "opportunity agenda." Opportunities are chosen and pulled from the agenda by strategic
control heuristics. For example, a monitor associated
with the assimilation process watches for an alternative to be added that is much better than any other
alternative proposed so far, with respect to some desired criterion. This yields an opportunity to change
the problem description by increasing the priority of
that criterion and/or by relaxing constraints that are
not met by that proposal. This simulates the behavior of changing the relative importance among criteria
to accommodate an unexpectedly good solution that is
stumbled upon. An example strategic control heuristic
would be to pursue elaboration opportunities for alternatives that satisfy a desired criteria extremely well
before pursuing evaluative processes that would negatively critique the alternatives. This simulates the behavior of optimistically pursuing an idea, suspending
all but constructive criticism.

Status, Limitations and Open Issues
Our system currently has implemented procedures for
evaluation, assimilation, and retrieval, as well as data
structures representing the case library, pool of design
alternatives, evolving problem specification, and the
opportunity agenda data structure. We have standard
agenda management routines. However, these routines
currently do not model the ephemeral nature of opportunities (which can either expire or be forgotten).
Several monitors surrounding the assimilation process
have been implemented, but we still need to define and
capture those relevant to the other processes.

Much more work is needed to identify and define
strategic control heuristics, situation assessment procedures, and elaboration techniques. Also, not all strategic control mechanisms are triggered by noticing an opportunity. Some may become applicable due to some
complex condition that must be inferred through reflection. (For example, realizing that you are reasoning in circles might cause you to make an effort to try
a brand new technique.) More research needs to focus
on how to represent and infer these kinds-of conditions
and also how the application of these more reflective
strategic control mechanisms can be interleaved with
.the triggering-of opportunistic ones.
We are starting to understand how criteria, constraints, ·preferences, etc., emerge during evaluation,
but more·effort is needed in modeling this emergence.
There are a number of interesting open issues concerning how assimilation i!5 managed when the design
problem is complex, having several interacting subproblems, each of which have different sets of alternatives and requirements. Assimilation must find the
appropriate problem context for interpreting and evaluating a given design alternative. The ability to do this
facilitates the serendipitous recognition of S<?lutions to
pending problems, as we saw in the bending-springs
problem. (See also (Seifert et al. 1994).)
Another open issue is that the designers we studied
were not expert mechanical engineers. An interesting
empirical question is: would experts, having knowledge
of "design principles," behave differently? It may not
be the expert vs. novice distinction, but how openended the problem is, that is important. After all, the
students were familiar with and experienced in solving
everyday mechanical problems using objects in their
world. We believe that for open-ended, nonroutine
problems, expert designers are likely to display the
same sorts of behaviors as do our students.
Finally, there are some aspects of creative design
that we have not yet explored. In particular, we \'muld
like to analyze more carefully the influences collaboration had on creativity in the design project. Our
agenda-based model of opportunity management lends
itself to simulating the exploration of several opportunities in parallel, and employing multiple control
strategies at once. This will allow us to simulate these
aspects of collaborative activity and use computational
experiments to explore hypotheses about the role of
collaboration in creative design.

Conclusion
Our intention in building our system is not to automate design, but to test our hypotheses about the cognition of creative design. We are trying to understand
creative processes better, using a case-based cognitive
model. As we increase our understanding (and in the
process, push CBR technology), we will be able to answer the question how best to assist human designers.
This may include 1) aiding the formalization, reformu-

lation, and refinement of specifications (Reubenstein
& Waters 1991, Johnson, Benner, & Harris 1993), 2)
bringing up evaluative issues (Domeshek & Kolodner
1993), 3) retrieving pending problem contexts to help
recognize the applicability of solutions, or 4) proposing
new control strategies.
We are taking a case-based approach to understanding creative design for two reasons. One is that many
creative design activities are highly memory-intensive
and rely on past design experiences, so case-based reasoning has much to offer in this study. The other is
that we hope to make case-based systems themselves
more creative. By using the paradigmatic tools CBR
provides, we are starting to find computational models of the behaviors and processes we observed in our
exploratory study. At the same time, our modeling attempts have deepened our understanding of case-based
processes and memory issues and have suggested extensions that will yield more creative design systems
in the future.
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Abstract
We review Margaret Boden's book The Creative Mind, an excellent survey and synthesis of current computational theories of creativity. Boden's stated goal is to explain
how creativity (as a psychological phenomenon) is possible, where an explanation of
possibility is taken to be a computational process. Although Boden does not deliver a
full-fledged computational explanation and leaves most details of the underlying processes unexplicated, she provides a strong argument that such an explanation is possible.
As part of our critique, we sketch our preferred (case-based) framework for modeling creativity, in which much of mental life depends on the retrieval and manipulation
of past experiences. We focus on five major influences on cognition (and thus on creativity): inference, knowledge, task, situation, and strategic control. We also highlight
"constructive modeling" which integrates analogical reasoning with visual reasoning and
thought experimentation.
Our framework, while broadly compatible with Boden's, is more specific in its suggestions for integrating multiple types of interacting and interactive processes. We.
emp~asize issues of control and the role of experience. By focusing on how mental activity is directed towards a task in some situation, we ensure that the resulting theory
addresses pragmatic issues in thinking and control of thinking.

'M ttpperu Tn Artificial Intelligence journal. In addition, a shorter review of Boden's book
by the same authors wtH appeaf;n the journal Behavioral and Brain Sciences.
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Computational Creativity

Margaret Boden, a master at bringing ideas from artificial intelligence and cognitive science
to the masses, has done it again. In The Creative Mind (Boden, 1990), she has produced
a well-written, well-argued review and synthesis of current computational theories relevant
to creativity. This book seems appropriately pitched for students in survey courses and
for the intelligent lay public. And if ever there were a topic suitable for bridging the gap
between the researchers and the layperson, this is surely it: What is creativity, and how is
it possible? Or, in computational terms (the te~~s that Boden argues ought to be applied):
what are the processes of creativity?
.
Boden's stated goal is to explain how creativity is possible, where creativity is taken
to be a psychological phenomenon, and an explanation of possibility is taken to be a computational process. As computationalists with active interests in creativity, we find this
perspective congenial. But while offering many examples of creativity and surveying many
approaches to creativity, the book leaves most details of the processes of creativity and their
interactions unexplicated. Nevertheless, although Boden does not deliver a full-fledged computational explanation of the phenomenon, she does provide a strong argument that such
an explanation is possible.
The early motivational sections of the book enthusiastically play up the notion that
creativity, as opposed to "mere novelty," is somehow paradoxical. The middle section
offers broad but shallow coverage of existing computational models with some emphasis on
connectionist approaches. The exposition is studded with excellent examples of creativity
drawn from the worlds of high culture and epochal science. Major chapters are devoted
to "Unromantic Artists" and "Computer Scientists" - that is, to computer programs that
have been built to simulate artistic and scientific creation and interpretation (e.g. AARON,
BORIS, TAIL-SPIN, ARCS, DENDRAL, BACON, AM, and so on). The final section dwells
on a grab- bag of ancillary issues such as the relationship of randomness to creativity, the
degree to which creativity is reasonably conceived as a special gift limited to the chosen few,
and the nature of computational theories and explanations of phenomena such as creativity
(including a round in Searle's Chinese Room).
Our interest is primarily in the examples, implementations, and theories that comprise
the middle section of the book, but it is important to spend a bit of time understanding the
problem as Boden has laid it out. As noted, Boden's goal is a computational account of the
psychological phenomenon of creativity. Her achievement is to make the possibility of such a
theory seem more probable (or, perhaps, at least conceivable). Both goal and achievement ,
however, must be contrasted with other possible ends. Boden designates the object of her
study as "P-creativity" (or psychological creativity), distinguishing it from at least two other
related concepts: "mere novelty" and "H-creativity" (or historical creativity).
P-creativity is a cognitive notion. By asking how some individual came up with an
idea that seems beyond what they ought to be able to think, one concerns oneself with
thought processes, and can deploy all the tools of computational modeling to understand
these processes. In contrast, H-creativity refers to judgments that are made by a culture
about the novelty and worth of ideas. Boden down plays the value of this standard, arguing
convincingly that H-creativity is overly restrictive, and that P-creativity is the more significant in that H-creativity typically results from it. Boden chooses many H-creative ideas a s
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glamorous examples, but the assumption remains that most instances of H-creativity must
in the end be explained in terms of some individual's P-creative act. We agree that the
important scientific question is how P-creativity could happen and that the right kind of
answer to this question is a computational one. After all, no one has much of a handle on a
computational model of culture. The key distinction between P-creativity and H-creativity
is Boden's position that creativity is an attribute of mental processes rather than mental
products. Although there is consensus that historically significant innovations are creative,
Boden holds that what is creative when thought by one individual may not be so when
thought by another. As computationalists, we lik~ this ~mpha.sis on process over product
in defining creativity.
.
Furthermore, we believe that a creative outcome is not the outcome of extraordinary
mental processes, but of mechanisms that are on a continuum with those used in ordinary
thinking. In our view (and Boden's), extraordinary outcomes arise from the application of
ordinary mechanisms, enhanced and applied with conscious (strategic) control. For example, later in this review we describe Maxwell's use of analogy in deriving the electromagnetic
field equations. In doing so, Maxwell constructed a hybrid analogical source model for electromagnetism that draws physical and mathematical constraints from two mechanical sou;rce
domains: continuum mechanics and machine mechanics. It is not ordinary to construct a
hybrid hypothetical analogy as Maxwell did, but analogy is an ordinary mechanism. To
understand creativity, we need to understand what is different about the employment of
ordinary mechanisms in creative problem solving. The focus on the outcome, for example,
as in historical creativity, may provide criteria for what counts as a creative idea, but not an
understanding of what is a creative reasoning process. (We will return to this point later.)
Boden's distinction between psychological and historical creativity is important (in fact,
indispensable) in establishing the book's focus. Opposing P-creativity to mere novelty is also
important. It serves to rule out easy, boring cases of new ideas that are not interestingly new.
How Boden makes this distinction, however, strikes us as somewhat problematic. Boden
argues that true creativity (as opposed to mere novelty) occurs when a person thinks a
thought that is outside the space of thoughts that are even conceivable to that person outside, as it were, their knowledge level (Newell, 1982). To clarify this idea, she invokes
representations, rules, and search spaces, noting that fixing these constructs limits what
can be generated by the thought processes of the reasoner. Creativity, then, requires the
modification of these structures in order to expand their generative capacity.
,Notice, however, that these clarifications have the effect of building aspects of a particular computational account of mental life into the definition of creativity. The effect
is to limit the range of computational explanations up for consideration to those that are
expressible within the particular computational paradigm chosen to model the mind. We
believe the choice of constructs playing a role in mentation (and thus up for modification)
are subject to debate; as will be elaborated below, we would invoke constructs such as cases,
indexing structures, adaptation rules, and control strategies.
The balance of this review is organized as follows. In the next section we offer an
initial critique of Boden's approach to characterizing creativity, and raise a set of questions
we believe must ultimately be addressed (though we certainly do not claim to be able to
answer all of them). In Section 3. we lay out our preferred framework for thinking about and
modeling creativity - a framework in which much of menta.l life depends on the retrieval
3

and manipulation of past experiences. Within this case-based reasoning framework, we
focus on five major influences on cognition (and thus on the potential for creativity); each
of these five influences is illustrated using examples of mechanical design, the first of three
different domains we have studied, and is related to some of Boden's observations. Section
4 takes up some of the issues raised in our early critique of Boden's model, using exa~ples
of everyday creative interpretation (our second domain) to argue against the notion of
special creative processes. Section 5 focuses on "constructive modeling," which integrates
analogical reasoning with visual reasoning and. _thought experimentation. The value of this
process and how it fits into our framework is illustrated by an example of historically (and
psychologically) important scientific creativity (our th~rd and final domain). Section 6
concludes this review by summarizing our approach to modeling creativity and relating it
to Boden's position.

2

Characterizing the "Thinkable"

Although we disagree with Boden's choice of constructs, one needs some char<l;cterization
of the space of thoughts that are ordinarily thinkable by the computational model, and
the set of modifications to the thought-generating elements in the model that modify this
space in an interesting manner. Ideally, what counts as an interesting modification should
be specified in a manner independent of the particular computational modeling paradigm,
although the modification mechanisms themselves can, of course, only be specified in the
chosen formalism. In other words, the issue is: whatever the constructs involved in mentation, be they cases, rules, or search spaces, what counts as the "ordinarily thinkable," and
what counts as a "creative" (as opposed to mundane) modification of the space of ordinarily
thinkable thoughts?
We agree with Boden in that she refrains from defining the thinkable in terms of what is
derivable through deduction from the reasoner's knowledge (as, for example, is often done in
formalizations of "knowledge levels" (Dietterich, 1986; Newell, 1982)). Instead, the search
space includes everything derivable from all the available reasoning operators (which could,
and usually do, go beyond deduction). However, this leads to the paradox that, in 'some
sense, every thought must be part of the set of thoughts that could be generated through
available reasoning operators; if one comes to think a thought, it must have been thinkable.
Boden's answer to this is that some operators carry out conceptual change (Carey, 1985;
Nersessian, 1992; Ram, 1993; Thagard, 1992) and thus fundamentally modify the search
space.
This account falls short in two ways: first, conceptual change is as elusive a notion as creativity itself (Nersessian, 1992), and second, it is not obvious why the search space generated
by application of conceptual change operators is not considered part of the thinkable. An
independent (and operationalized) characterization of what makes these conceptual change
operators different from all the other more ordinary inferential operations is needed.
In particular, consider Boden's formulation of thought as a search over a given search
space defined by a set of constraints, operators, and representations. Boden implies that
creative search involves changing or extending the constraints, operators, or representation,
using an additional set of operators (with associated constraints and representations) whose
job it is to modify the first set. Thus, ordinary thought is a search over an ordinary (albeit
4

non-deductive) search space, whereas creative thought is a meta-search using a separate set
of operators. While such an account, in principle, is perfectly acceptable, it is unclear what
theoretical principles would license the placement of a given operator (or piece of knowledge)
into one or the other of the search or meta-search categories. As we will elaborate-below,
we do not believe there are special meta-search operators that are different from ordinary
inferential mechanisms.
Furthermore, we are skeptical that those individuals noted for producing many interesting ideas undergo radical conceptual change h.1. order to produce each idea. Although this
may be true of many historically significant ideas, we would prefer a model of long-term conceptual development in which the individual evolves a se~rch space, that, when explored by
normal thought processes, still includes many thoughts that would be considered creative.
These objections notwithstanding, we are fully sympathetic with ~oden's goal of explaining creativity by appeal to computational processes. We were, therefore, most interested in the particular set of processes suggested: heuristic search (as in BACON), multiple
levels of representation (as in BORIS), fuzzy matching (using an unspecified connectionist
implementation), and most notable, conceptual change (unimplemented).
We agree with the idea of creativity emerging through multiple interacting process.es,
but we think that Boden's account leaves open several questions. First, the discussion of
the mechanisms, though suggestive, is more descriptive than computational. Second, it
is unclear what the overall process model is: How do all these mechanisms fit together?
How do they interact? Do they operate on the same representations? If not, how do
they communicate, and what do they communicate about? A third set of issues relates to
Boden's suggestion that these processes are not unique to specially endowed individuals.
It is never quite clear whether these processes are unique to creative thought, or, if not,
what distinguishes those thoughts that are creative from those that are not, within a single
individual.

3

Five Aspects of Thought

Parallel to and independent of Boden's analysis, we have been studying creative reas·oning
in several different domains, with a similar goal of producing computational process models
of creativity. Much of what we have found concurs with Boden's observations and proposals,
but we are seeking more specifics and more coherence in our models. We believe that in
order to analyze creative reasoning, one needs a theoretical computational framework in
which to model thinking. To this end, we propose using a computational approach rooted
in case- based reasoning (Kolodner, 1993). This paradigm is fundamentally concerned with
memory issues, such as remindings from partial matches at varying levels of representation
and the formation of analogical maps between seemingly disparate situations - exactly the
kinds of phenomena that researchers up to, and including, Boden have highlighted as central
to creativity.
Accordingly, we see creative thought, like all thought, as involving processes of problem
interpretation and problem reformulation, case and model retrieval, elaboration and adaptation, and ultimately, evaluation. Interpretation and reformulation are part of situation
assessment- the process of redescribing a problem in the vocabulary of a memory's indexing
scheme. Elaboration and adaptation include standard analogical processes as well as the
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more general process of constructive modeling, discussed at length in Section 5. Evaluation
includes outcome determination, be it by simulation or by case-based precliction. All of
these processes follow from our enriched case-based reasoning model (Kolodner, 1994), and
fit together into a coherent whole within that framework. Research in case-based reason.ing
has provided extensive knowledge of how to analyze and reformulate problems, how to _reuse
solutions to old problems in new situations, how to build and search libraries of experience,
how to merge and adapt experiences, and ho'Y to evaluate candidate solutions.
Our examples of creativity are drawn fro:qi. ·three disparate domains: We are studying
creativity in the everyday activities of average people by studying the design of mechanical
devices (Kolodner & Wills, 1993a; Wills & Kolodner, 19.94a, 1994b) and by looking at the
processes involved in reading and understanding science fiction stories (Moorman & Ram,
1994a, 1994b; Ram, 1993). At the same time, we are examining and ij.nalyzing what led
to the significant scientific discoveries of Maxwell and Faraday (Nersessian, 1984, 1992,
1993). Examples drawn from these studies, as well as Boden's own examples, will be used
to illustrate our points.
Our research suggests that creativity is not a process in itself that can be turned on
or off; rather, it arises from the confluence and complex interaction of inferences using
multiple kinds of knowledge in the context of a task or problem and in the context of a
specific situation. Much of what we think of as creativity arises from interesting stmtegic
control of these inferences and their integration in the context of a task and situation. These
five aspects -inferences, knowledge, task, situation and control- are not special or unique
to creativity but are part of normal everyday thinking. They determine the thinkable, the
thoughts that the reasoner might normally have when addressing a problem or performing
a task.
To give a taste of what we mean by each of these five aspects, the next five sections give
examples of each aspect in the context of design. Design is a pervasive form of thinking
which most people do every day, not just in specific engineering contexts. All five aspects of
thought are involved in design reasoning along the entire continuum from routine to creative
design. The goal of this section is to give examples of the five aspects that determine the
thinkable. The next section discusses what it means to go beyond the thinkable with respect
to these five aspects.

3.1

Inferential Mechanisms

We have performed an exploratory study in which we observed a four-person team engaged
in a seven-week undergraduate mechanical engineering (ME) design project (Kolodner &
Wills, 1993a; Wills & Kolodner, 1994a). The task was to design and build a device to
quickly and safely transport several eggs from one location to another. In this study, we
observed that designers move fluidly between a variety of inferential methods. Typical ones
include problem understanding, decomposition, elaboration, and redescription, as well as
remembering, adapting, and merging design artifacts previously seen.
For example, while trying to think of ways of launching a heavy transport device, carrying several eggs from a pool of water, our ME designers recalled the behavior of a submarine
submerging and launching a missile. This helped them to visualize the desired behavior of
the device being designed and to elaborate the problem specification. While visualizing and
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acting out the missile launch, the students noticed that submarines launch missiles one at a
time. This led to a redescription of the problem from launching a group of eggs in a single
launch to launching each egg individually in multiple launches. The students went on to
merge this idea with other ideas they had earlier, such as enclosing each egg in a tennis ball
for protection (an adaptation of an earlier idea to enclose several eggs in a NERF foot ball).
Such inferences are driven and guided by the evaluation of proposed design ideas through
critical analysis, as well as by experimentation and mental simulation. The generative
mechanisms, guided by critiques, respond to ·Qpportunities to create new alternatives by
merging or adapting proposed ideas. The design specific~tion is incrementally updated as
ideas are tested and flaws or desirable features become apparent.
The types of inferential methods we observed (e.g., problem elaboration and redescription, solution remembering, adapting, and merging) were applied throughout the design
process to produce routine (thinkable) as well as innovative ideas. They were applied in
a flexible and highly opportunistic manner, with their application heavily influenced by
the other four aspects of thought. Computational models of several inferential mechanisms
exist, which exemplify the inferential aspect of thought. These include:
• reinterpretation of an idea in terms of a different but familiar idea (e.g., Jones (1992)
shows how this can lead to useful problem reformulations which facilitate the operationalization of abstract advice (in the form of proverbs) during planning situations),
• visualization, mental simulation, and thought experimentation, which we have seen to
be useful in evaluating and elaborating ideas, and in reformulating problems in design
(Kolodner & Wills, 1993b) and scientific reasoning (Nersessian, 1992, 1993),
• constraint relaxation and substitution, which is useful in problem reformulation and
elaboration (e.g., Moorman & Ram (1994a) show how new concepts can be formed
or understood, while reading science fiction stories, by systematically tweaking constraints on known, familiar objects),
• relaxing constraints during memory search, which facilitates problem reformulation
and retrieval (e.g., Turner (1994) calls this imaginative retrieval and shows how i't can
be used to retrieve ideas for writing short stories),
• relevance assessment, which is useful, for example, in retrieval and evaluation (Ram
& Leake, 1991), and
• explanation of anomalies, which is also useful in retrieval and evaluation (e.g., (Ram,
1994; Schank, 1986)).

3.2

Knowledge Sources

Our second aspect of thought is knowledge. Designers draw on a variety of knowledge
sources, particularly previous design experiences, accumulated from personally designing
artifacts, studying case studies of designs in school, and observing artifacts designed by
others. Designers typically work within a "design culture" (Navinchandra, 1992) of common
engineering practices, design styles, techniques, and technologies. Innovation often arises
when ideas from one culture are applied in another. In our ME design study, one designer
7

drew much inspiration from automotive engineering, a design culture in which he is intensely
interested. Many of his ideas came from recalling devices and concepts from the car domain,
such as shock absorbers, unit-body versus single-frame construction, and air-bags.
A crucial part of what makes this transfer possible involves understanding, elaborating,
and redefining the given problem specification to make connections to domains with ~hich
they are familiar. Designers often build on their knowledge of previous, similar problems
(and their solutions) to derive new constraints and priority structures that improve or go
beyond those stated in the original problem description. For example, our ME designers
redefined their launch problem, based on recalling how submarines launch missiles. They
derived evaluative issues and new criteria and constraint_s, based on their experiences with
devices such as cars, toys and sports equipment, as well as designs for previous high-school
egg-drop projects.
Many of the aspects of constraint exploration we observed in ou; designers can be
experienced by Boden's reader when, in Chapter 4, she encourages the reader to play a
game of necklace building within a set of rules. As Boden points out, the construction and
exploration of conceptual spaces is often facilitated by drawing analogies to familiar concepts
so that knowledge and reasoning techniques can be transferred to the current problem. As
we will show later, the same sorts of redescription and construction of conceptual structures
occur in the other two areas we have studied- science fiction reading (in which new concepts
must be invented to understand the stories) and scientific discovery (in which new hybrid
models are designed by merging pieces of knowledge from multiple source domains). We call
this process constructive modeling (Clement, 1989; Moorman & Ram, 1994h; Nersessian,
1992, 1993, in . press; Nersessian & Greeno, in process). Other existing mechanisms for
accessing and manipulating knowledge sources include redescription and abstraction, such as
reinterpretation of data at a higher level (for example, symbolic interpretation of numerical
data (Ram, 1993; Kuipers & Byun, 1991)), and cross-contextual analogy (e.g., (Ram, 1993;
Schank, 1982) ).
Transferring knowledge from one design culture (or domain, in general) to another is not
necessarily P-creative. However, identifying a domain as relevant~ figuring out which pieces
of knowledge or which strategies can be transferred to a new problem, and how to adapt
and combine them to solve the new problem can be a creative process. These are important
questions of focus which Boden does not address, but which are central to understanding
what guides exploration within a generative system. (Boden is concerned more with how
creativity is possible than with what guidance can make it more probable.) We believe
many of the answers to these focus-related questions come from the task at hand and the
situational context.

3.3

Tasks

A third aspect influencing what is thinkable is the task. Design is a complex task, involving
several subtasks, such as brainstorming, critiquing, gathering information about and elaborating ideas, and finding, constructing, and integrating design pieces. Which aspects of
a remembered design experience or a proposed design alternatiYe the designer focuses on
depend on what is relevant to the task at hand. This can greatly influence the strategic
control of the design process, as well as which new constraints or criteria. are added to the
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design specification and which elaborations or adaptations of ideas are suggested.
For example, there are numerous facts associated with submarines, but our designers
were drawn to the fact that they launch missiles one at a time, as opposed to, for example,
facts about how missiles are aimed at their target or about the cramped, claustrophobic
interior. They were viewing the submarine missile launch from the perspective of trying to
borrow its solution to the problem of initiating a powerful launch from water; thus, -what
was relevant was the detail that multiple, relatively small missiles are launched one at a
time. This focus on individual launches helped..s.uggest a new ~way of looking at the problem
·
(Kolodner & Wills, 1993b ).

3.4

Situation

Situation is our fourth aspect of thought. Design does not typically occur in a vacuum.
Rather, designers usually try to experiment with their design (e.g., a mock-up, simulation,
prototype, or partial construction) in a real-world situation (e.g., the typical operating environment, a potential maintenance situation, a worst-case scenario). This provides concrete
feedback that can refine the problem specification to require any positive features noticed
and to prohibit any flaws that were detected. At the same time, the evolving specification
can be used to reinterpret entities in the environment and realize their relevance to the
problem at hand .
Designers operate in a rich context of ideas, which are not only recalled and adapted
from previous experiences, but also recognized in the current external environment. (That
is, the environment can be a source of inspiration, in addition to knowledge and experiences
recalled.) The continual elaboration and reformulation of the problem and desired solution primes the designer to recognize good ideas when they are stumbled upon . Problem
redescription often enables the designer to overcome functional fixedness and notice new,
alternative functions and uses for common design pieces. This leads to insights into new
ways of solving pending problems (thus facilitating serendipity).
For example, at one point in the ME design project, the students were considering using
a spring launch device, but had the problem that the springs bent when compressed. After
generating, simulating, and critiquing a few proposals, they augmented their specification
to require that each spring be enclosed in a collapsible tube. However, they could not
immediately think of anything that could serve as a collapsible tube, so they temporarily
gave up on designing the launch mechanism. Later, as they were looking for protective egg
cushioning material, they came across toilet paper holders and immediately recognized them
as the collapsible tubes they needed to keep springs straight (Wills & Kolodner, 1994b). By
playing with the springs, noticing problems, and sugg.e sting fixes, the designers formed a
specific, concrete description of what they needed. This description was used to reinterpret
the paper holder when it was seen and to recognize its additional function of preventing
springs from bending upon compression.
Being situated facilitated the designers' discovery by bringing to their attention objects
that could solve their problem without requiring the objects to be recalled as relevant
solutions. Playing with the springs in a concrete situation also provided feedback to help
the designers elaborate and refine their description of what they needed. The designers
became immersed in the problem - redescribing it and viewing it from multiple perspectives,
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considering, comparing, and critiquing several options - so that when a relevant solution
was spotted, the way it fit into the problem was immediately discerned.
The importance of becoming immersed in the problem situation is implicitly acknowledged by Boden when she interrupts Chapter 4 to encourage the reader to temporarily stop
reading and to play the necklace- building game. She suggests that the reader practice building necklaces (with pencil and paper), play around with the rules, record any interesting
things that are noticed, etc. Although Boden does not analyze why this is so important,
constructing specific necklace-building situati.ons does provide feedback that can help the
reader understand the problem constraints, their implications, and ways of modifying them.

3.5

Strategic Control

Finally, the fifth aspect of thought is the strategic control of inferences. Designers must
make many decisions over the course of a design: which idea to elaborate or adapt next,
which constraint to relax, how to set priorities. They also move between various tasks,
subproblems, and design processes in a flexible and highly opportunistic manner.
We observed a variety of strategic control heuristics used by our ME desiguers. Some
were opportunistic. An example is letting extremes distract. When an alternative was proposed that satisfied some desired criteria extremely well compared to the other alternatives,
our designers directed their efforts toward elaborating that alternative (Wills & Kolodner,
1994b ). They optimistically suspended criticism or discounted the importance of criteria
or constraints that were not satisfied as well. Suspending criticism during brainstorming
is a common strategic ideation technique which involves taking a cognitive risk. A simHar
mechanism is seen in creative interpretation, in which the reader must suspend disbelief
in unfamiliar aspects of a story in order to understand it (see below). Sometimes, as constraints are relaxed or placed at a lower priority, an opportunity to reformulate the problem
is revealed (Kolodner & Wills, 1993b ). Noticing invariants (Kaplan & Simon, 1990), as well
as anomalies, can also aid in understanding a problem and reveal ways of redescribing it.
Some strategic control heuristics are more deliberate, based on reflection. For example,
one heuristic our designers used was to try quick, easy adaptations of a proposed so~ution
first before stepping back and reformulating the problem or relaxing constraints (\,Vilis &
Kolodner, 1993a, 1994a). Other deliberate heuristics include making non-standard substitutions (Kolodner, 1994; Kolodner & Penberthy, 1990), applying adaptation strategies ill
circumstances other than the ones they were meant for (Kolodner, 1994; Navinchandra,
1992), merging pieces of separate solutions with each other in nonobvious ways (Kolodner,
1994; Kolodner & Penberthy, 1990), and goal-directed inferential control (Nersessian, in
press; Ram, 1991; Ram & Hunter, 1992).
Often, creativity arises when a set of "normal" strategies are applied to a situation in
which a run-of-the-mill solution is not immediately forthcoming and the control heuristics
allow the reasoner to devote more resources to the problem, looking further and further
afield for possible knowledge and strategies until something results in a creative solution.
Examples include a problem reformulation that takes several steps; an analogy to a far-off
case or model; an analogy from a hybrid analog constructed incrementally from more than
one source; a strategy imported from a different problem-solving culture; an unexpected
and novel opportunity afforded to the reasoner by virtue of an unusual task context. .i\1an~·
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of these could happen during "ordinary thought," but most thought does not allow enough
leeway to look that far or to play with ideas for that long or it does not occur in a context
that affords such an opportunity.

4

Beyond the Thinkable

Based on this view of creative thought, we offer a very pragmatic definition of the normal
search space. It is not the deductive (or other) closure of everything that is known - an
inherently uncomputable concept. Rather it is the space ·of the thoughts one would usually
explore in a pragmatic context. There may be cases where important possibilities are outside the space of theoretically conceivable thoughts. (Perhaps rings of carbon atoms could
never arise within the chemical theory prevailing at the time Kekule tackled benzene.) But,
in other cases, thoughts that are within the theoretical space are nevertheless pragmatically
inconceivable (e.g., the discoveries made by Swanson's (1990) program which are nevertheless H-creative). In creative individuals, even the usual search space may be interestingly
different or expanded so as to provide the basis for creative thought using the very same
mechanisms that on other occasions would produce more mundane thoughts. ·
Consider, for example, the problem of reading a science fiction story. Although creativity
is usually thought of in the context of problem-solving or inventive tasks, we believe that
creativity is an essential and ubiquitous component of other kinds of reasoning tasks as well,
including explanatory and comprehension tasks. In point of fact, all these tasks involve
understanding. Reading science fiction stories requires what we call creative understanding,
in which the reader must learn enough about an alien world in. a short text in order to
accept it as the background for the story and simultaneously must understand the story
itself. Creative understanding requires the extrapolation, modification, or extension of
existing concepts and theories to invent new ones (Moorman & Ram, 1994a, 1994b; Ram,
1993). The extrapolation is constrained by the content of the story, by the system's existing
concepts and theories, and by the requirements of the reading and understanding task.
As an example, consider the following short story, Men Are Different by Alan Bloch
(1963).
I'm an archaeologist, and Men are my business. Just the same, I wonder if
we'll ever find out about Men -I mean really find out what made Man different
from us Robots - by digging around on the dead planets. You see, I lived with
a Man once, and I know it isn't as simple as they told us back in school.
We have a few records, of course, and Robots like me are filling in some of
the gaps, but I think now that we aren't really getting anywhere. We know, or
at least the historians say we know, that Men came from a planet called Earth.
We know, too, that they rode out bravely from star to star; and wherever they
stopped, they left colonies - Men, Robots, and sometimes both - against their
return. But they never came back.
Those were the shining days of the world. But are we so old now? Men had
a bright flame - the old word is "divine," I think - that flung them far across
the night skies, and we have lost the strands of the web they wove.
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Our scientists tell us that Men were very much like us - and the skeleton of
a Man is, to be sure, almost the same as the skeleton of a Robot, except that
it's made of some calcium compound instead of titanium. Just the same, there
are other differences.
It was on my last field trip, to one of the inner planets, that I met the Man.
He must have been the last Man in this system, and he'd forgotten how to talk- he'd been alone so long. I planned to bring him back with me. Something
happened to him, though.
·
One day, for no reason at all, he complained of the heat. I checked his
temperature and decided that his thermostat circuits were shot. I had a kit of
field spares with me, and he was obviously out of order, so I went to work. I
pushed the needle into his neck to operate the cut-off switch, and he stopped
moving, just like a Robot. But when I opened him up he wasn't the same inside.
And when I put him back together I couldn't get him running again. Then he
sort of weathered away - and by the time I was ready to come home, about
a year later, there was nothing left of him but bones. Yes, Men are indeed
different.
In order to understand this story, the reader must infer that the narrator is a robot,
that robots are the dominant lifeform in the future, that humans have practically died out,
that robots are capable of making factual errors such as the ones that the narrator made,
and so on. The reader must construct an appropriate model of this world, and interpret
the story with respect to this model even as the model evolves. The reader must also be
willing to suspend disbelief (Corrigan, 1979) to understand concepts which do not fit into a
standard world view. This is another example of a strategic control mechanism that requires
a willingness to take a cognitive risk.
In Men Are Different, robots, which in the real world are physical objects used as tools
in manufacturing, are conceptualized as independent volitional agents. The new concepts
are constructed by merging and extending the existing concepts representing human agents
and robotic artifacts, resulting in a novel view of the situation at hand (Moorman & Ram,
1994a). The reader must adopt this view to build an appropriate story model. Interestingly,
the irony in this story derives from the fact that the robot in the story performs what one
might view as the reverse inference: conceptualizing the man as a physical object to be
repaired in a manner that one might use to repair a physical robotic device (Moorman &
Ram, 1994b ).
It would, of course, be unreasonable to assume a special purpose "meta-search space"
generator for science fiction story understanding. The creative understanding processes required to read Men Are Different are not unique to sCience fiction stories; understanding
any fictional story requires similar kinds of processing. The same is true of nonfictional stories as well as unfamiliar real-world scenarios, although the types and degree of conceptual
modifications required may be different.
Thus, reading a science fiction story is presumably accomplished within the same type
of search space and using the same set of reading and comprehension operators as reading
a mundane narrative. The example illustrates that these ordinary operators and processes
can take the reasoner out of the space that would usually be explored. In fact, situations
like this show just how fluid the movement is from the usual to the unusual.
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The question, of course, is how the search space comes to be expanded to facilitate
creative thought using ordinary mechanisms. If normal traversal of a search space depends
on knowledge, inferential methods, and control methods, then interesting paths may result
from modifying any of these three components. Most obviously, transformations of basic
knowledge (e.g., conceptual change) can yield new results. But application of new inferential methods can also produce novelty; for example, adopting a heuristic from a different
task context, such as an architect adopting the engineer's heuristic of "incorporate the obstacle." Finally, differences in control methods. will produce differences in results; consider
methodological differences between scientists, such as the :willingness to take cognitive risks,
the willingness to explore a "silly" idea, the ability to evaluate and prune unlikely candidates. For example, we would rate AM+Lenat as a creative combination even though AM
by itself was not. Analysis of the task and situation influences the knowledge, inferential
methods, and control strategies that are available.
-

5

Constructive Modeling

Reading and understanding Men are Different requires the invention of a system of concepts
and theories that represent a sentient, humanoid robot, through the extension of one's prior
understanding of multiple concepts, such as volitional agents, men, and industrial robots
(Moorman & Ram, 1994a). In creative design, too, new conceptual structures are formed
from multiple sources. Problem descriptions are incrementally elaborated and reformulated,
typically by analogy to pieces of several similar problems. New design ideas are generated by
combining several ideas from experiences with existing devices. The behavior of a proposed
design is predicted, simulated, and visualized based on multiple pieces of knowledge of how
related devices or design pieces work.
These are everyday instances of the constructive modeling process we have found to
be central in significant scientific discoveries throughout the history of the sciences. For
example, it figures centrally in the development of the field representation of electromagnetic forces by Michael Faraday and James Clerk Maxwell. Here we will illustrate our
points by looking briefly at Maxwell's derivation of the electromagnetic field equations
(Maxwell 1890). The Maxwell case reinforces Boden's contention that even in instances of
H-creativity, explaining the episode demands an analysis of P-creativity.
This case shows constructive modeling to be a dynamic process involving analogical and
visual modeling as well as thought experimentation (mental simulation) to create sources
where no direct analogy exists (Clement, 1989; Nersessian 1992, 1993, in press; Nersessian
& Greeno, in process). What distinguishes this process from the computational models of
analogical reasoning Boden discusses is that they employ cases where the analogical base is
ready to hand. Further, although Boden does note the importance of visual representation in
some instances of analogy, neither she nor the computational models she discusses attempt
to integrate it into their accounts. Indeed, we believe the constructive modeling processes
identified in the Maxwell case show the need for an integrated account of analogy, visual
representation, and mental modeling for understanding creative thinking.
Finally, this case points to something missing entirely from Boden's analysis. The social
context is crucial to understanding a creative episode in science - and we presume in more
ordinary cases, too. Maxwell's location in Cambridge led to his training as a mathematical
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physicist. This determined the nature of the theoretical, experimental, and mathematical
knowledge and the methodological practices with which he formulated the problem and
approached its solution. The work of Faraday and William Thomson (later, Lord Kelvin)
contributed to these as well. Continental physicists working on electromagnetism . at the
same time employed quite different practices and drew from fundamentally different mathematical and physical representational structures. These kinds of social factors can be figured
into the account without our being required to produce a computational model of culture.
Maxwell's constructive modeling process· provides a good example of an instance in
which all five of the aspects of creative thinking w~ have been discussing are employed. He
used multiple knowledge domains and informational fo~mats, in the context of solving a
complex problem within specific cognitive and social situation. Maxwell exercised strategic
control continually to evaluate the models and the inferences he drew from them, and to
integrate the solutions to the sub-problems into a consistent mathematical representation.
The modeling process involved adjusting multiple constraints drawn from
• the physics of elastic fluids,
• experimental data on electricity and magnetism,
• Faraday's hypotheses about the lines of force that form when iron filings are sprinkled
around magnets and charged matter (Faraday, 1835-55),
• Faraday's visual lines of force model (shown in Figures 1a and 1b ), accounting for
continuous transmission and interconversion of forces (Maxwell, 1890, val. 1, pp.
155-229),
• Faraday's interlocking curves model (shown in Figures 2a and 2b ), representing the
dynamical balance between electricity and magnetism (Maxwell, 1890, p. 194n), and
• William Thomson's hypothesis of rotational motion of magnetism and his analogies,
and mathematical equations (Lamar, 1937).
Maxwell's goal (Maxwell, 1890, val. 1, pp. 451-513) was to provide a unified representation of the continuous transmission of electric and magnetic forces that he hoped would
encompass optical phenomena as well. The full model is an imaginary hybrid construction
that integrates physical and mathematical constraints from two analogical source domains continuum mechanics (fluids, elastic media, etc.) and machlne mechanics - with constructs
from magnetism and electricity. Unlike the cases customarily considered in the literature on
analogy, where an existing problem solution in the source domain is transferred to the target
domain, in this case, the source and target domains interact to create and modify a series of
constructed models that become the objects with which Maxwell reasoned (Nersessian, in
press; Nersessian & Greeno, in process). Further, reasoning with the models demands that
they provide simulations and thus be animated in a manner similar to thought experiments
(Nersessian 1993). In the text itself, Maxwell provided an extensive set of instructions for
how the reader should visualize and animate the models.
Maxwell's model construction proceeded as follows. Maxwell first constructed a primitive model (Figure 3a) consistent with the constraints discussed above: a fluid medium
composed of elastic vortices and under stress. With this form of the model he was able
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to provide a mathematical representation for several magnetic phenomena. Analyzing the
relationships between current and magnetism required alteration of the model. We can see
in Figure 3a that all the vortices are rotating in the same direction, which means that since
they touch, friction is produced and they will eventually stop. Mechanical consistency, thus,
requires the introduction of "idle wheels" (as in machine gears) surrounding the vortices,
and Maxwell argued that their translational motion could be used to represent electricity. Figure 3b shows a cross section of the hybrid model. For the purposes of calculation,
Maxwell now had to make the elastic vortice's. into rigid pseudospheres. We can see how
the imaginary system provides a mechanical interpretation for electromagnetism: motion
of the particles creates motion of the vortices and vice v~rsa. In this model, as was known
experimentally, electric current produces magnetic effects and changes in magnetic effects
produce current. Using the model, he derived mathematical equations to represent these
relationships.
It then took Maxwell nine months to figure out how to represent the final - and most
critical - piece of the problem: electrostatic actions. He found that if he made the vortices
elastic and identified electrostatic polarization with elastic displacement, he could calculate
the wave of distortion produced by polarization. That is, adding elasticity to·the model
enabled him to show that electromagnetic actions are propagated with a time delay, i.e.,
they are field actions and not Newtonian actions at a distance. At this point, we have a
fully mathematized representation of the electromagnetic field. There are significant sign
"errors" in this part of Maxwell's analysis, but Nersessian (1984, in press) has argued that
all but one (a minor substitution error) can be seen not to be errors when we view him as
reasoning via the constructed model.
This case study illustrates that it was through a process of embodying physical and
mathematical constraints in a series of constructed models and reasoning about and with
these that Maxwell generated the field equations for electromagnetism - an historically and
individually creative process.

6

Summary and Conclusions

Inference and the control of inference, knowledge representation and representational change:
these are the main interrelated pieces of the creativity puzzle. Each relies heavily on episodic
and semantic memory. Together, they fit into a model of reasoning that is recognizable as
(but looser than) case-based reasoning. A creative individual is one in whom these factors combine to form a search space - a repertoire of thoughts - that is different from the
usual and contains many creative ideas waiting to be constructed. Of course, the search
space can only be explored in the context of a task or problem and a specific situation;
thus, the repertoire is defined pragmatically, and serendipity (as Boden points out) plays
an important role.
In a specific individual, more creative thoughts will likely result when these pieces come
together in a novel way to yield an unexplored and unexpected path through the search
space. Creativity, as Boden points out, is not an ali-or-none phenomenon. Every new
thought is creative to some extent. Every new thought results from those same processes
that, on occasion, produce results we value as creative. The more the search space is varied
in a given context (through representational change, novel inferential methods, or strategic
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control heuristics), the more creative the resulting thoughts are likely to be. Over time,
an individual may become more expert as he or she acquires (or reformulates) knowledge,
reasoning strategies, and methodologies that change the search space or how it is explored.
The framework we have sketched here is broadly compatible with Boden's, but is more
specific in its suggestions for integrating multiple types of interacting and interactive processes in a task context. In accounting for creativity, we emphasize issues of control and
the role of experience (or cases). By focusin& on how mental activity is directed towards
a task in some situation, we ensure that the resulting theory- addresses pragmatic issues in
thinking and control of thinking. As Boden would_requir~, our approach is computational.
We believe, in fact, that the greatest contribution of The_ Creative Mind is the clear case it
presents for the legitimacy of computational theories of creativity. Boden leads the reader
to an understanding of that goal, and, having framed the question, suggests how research
might proceed towards a meaningful answer.
-
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Abstract. Being perceptive is a trait highly valued in scientific and engineering professions.
What a scientist or engineer notices while considering a problem, evaluating alternatives,
or interpreting data has a profound impact on how a problem is viewed and solved.

This paper focuses on the processes we believe underlie being perceptive: (1) preparation - becoming attuned to salient or important features; (2) assimilation - detection
and exploration of patterns (invariants) as well as anomalies; and (3) strategic controlheuristic strategies for exploring and pursuing the implications of what has been observed.
It shows that these processes help to explain important issues of focus in creative design
and play an integral role in characteristic activities within creative design . These include
problem refonnulation, the emergence of properties and constraints on the solution. and
the ability to incorporate into the design experimental feedback from the environment and
from experiences with prototypes and previous designs. The paper presents a computational model incorporating these ideas, which we have implemented in a system called
Improviser.
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1. Introduction
Being perceptive - noticing the relevance of features observed to a current or
pending problem of interest- is a trait highly valued in scientific and engineering
professions. What a scientist or engineer notices while considering a problem,
evaluating alternatives, or interpreting data has a profound impact on how a problem is viewed and solved. We consider three aspec~ of creative design in which
perceptive observation plays an essential role: problem refonnulation, augmenting
the teleology of design pieces, and criteria emergence.
These aspects are illustrated with examples we collected during an exploratory
study in which we observed a team of four designers in a seven-week mechanical
engineering (ME) design project (Kolodner and Wi11s, 1994, 1993a, 1993b). The
design task was to build a device to quickly and safely transport as many eggs as
possible from one location to another. The device could be constructed from any
set of materials, as long as it satisfied a set of size, weight, and cost restrictions.
Our analysis suggests that three key processes underlie being perceptive:
preparation, assimilation, and strategic control. Based on these ideas, we have
developed and implemented a computational model that uses case-based reasoning
(Kolodner, 1993) as a theoretical framework.
To better understand the phenomena we are interested in, consider how perceptive observation plays a role in the following three characteristic activities of
creative design.
PROBLEM REFORMULATION: NOTICING IWLICIT ASSillvfPTIONS

In design, there are often default assumptions about the constraints of the problem.
These come from previous solutions that have been applied to the problem or
similar problems. In effect, the solutions provide implicit constraints on what is
held constant in the space of solutions that can be considered. What is needed
to break out of this rut is for the designer to realize that a feature that happens
to be constant across previous solutions can actually vary. That is, a new design
variable (Gero, 1990; Gero and Maher, 1993) is added to the problem.
One way that we have observed this happening is for designers to notice that a
proposed solution violates a default assumption (or implicit problem constraint).
This can dramatically change the problem description, as in the following example.
In the ME design project, the designers were thinking of various ways of
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Figure I. Toilet paper holder recognized as collapsible tube for supporting a spring.

launching a device containing all the eggs that needed to be transported. At one
point, the designers were considering launch mechanisms for moving the eggs out
of a child's wading pool filled with water (one of the possible-launch locations).
One designer said that the eggs would need to be launched like a missile from a
submarine and acted out the launch with a pen. This reminded another designer
that submarines launch multiple, relatively small missiles one at a time. Up until

this point, all the solutions proposed treated the eggs as a single group that was
moved all at once.
Noticing this difference led to reformulating the problem from one of moving
all eggs as a group to moving eggs individually. In essence, what was assumed to
be a constant across all solutions (launch one group of all eggs) became a design
variable whose assignment could be explicitly decided upon (some nwnber of
launches each launch some number of eggs).
SERENDIPITOUS RECOGNITION: AUGMENTING TELEOLOGY

What is noticed as being relevant not only influences what new design variables
emerge, but it can also determine how an object is used and what functional
properties are assigned to it. Creative designs often make use of design pieces in
novel ways, overcoming fixation on their usual purpose or functional role.
An example of this type of creative reuse occurred in the :ME design project.
Our designers were considering using a spring launching device and went to a
home improvement store to look into materials. While comparing the strengths
of several springs by compressing them, they noticed that the springs tended
to bend. One designer wrapped a hand around the spring to hold it straight as
it was compressed and said the springs would each need to be enclosed in a
tube to keep them from bending. Another added that the tube would need to
be collapsible (to compress with the spring). The designers could not think of
an existing collapsible tube and did not want to build one due to time pressure.
They gave up on the springs and started thinking about egg protection. During
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their search for protection material, they walked through the bathroom section of
the store, where they saw a display of toilet paper holders (see Figure 1). They
immediately recognized them as collapsible tubes which could be used to support
the springs.
How the toilet paper holder was perceived and what properties were seen in
it aiJowed it to be seen as being ahle to provide a function besides holding a roll
of paper. It is assigned an additional function of laterally supporting the internal
spring, while flexibly allowing it to compress and expand 1ongitudina.tly.
We call this process serendipitous recognition: seeing so1utions to pending
design problems in objects in the surrounding environment (Wills and KoJodner,
1994a). It often involves noticing that ordinary design pieces have new functions
or purposes in addition to their ordinary ones.
CRITERIA AND CONS1RAINTS EMERGENCE: NOTICING ANOMALIES

Noticing anomalies in experimental data is well-recognized as a powerful impetus
of conceptual change in scientific discovery, where a new model or representation
can result from the reinterpretation of data (Nersessian, 1992; Vosniadou, eta/.,
1992). In design, too, noticing unexpected properties or behaviors in experimental
prototypes is a key impetus for emerging evaluation criteria and constraints.
In the bending spring example described above, for instance, the designers

refined and elaborated the specification of their spring launch mechanism. This
evolution was driven by quickly simulating partial. experimental prototypes, such
as compressing a spring between a thumb and forefinger and wrapping a hand
around the spring being compressed. As unexpected consequences occurred, such
as the spring bending, additional constraints were added to the specification.
This gradual emergence of evaluative criteria (Navinchandra, 1991), constraints in general (Prabhakar and Goel, 1992), and the relative priorities among
them is a key characteristic of creative design. Creative design involves deriving
new ·constraints and priority structures that improve or go beyond those stated in
the original problem description.
PROCESSES UNDERLYING PERCEPTIVE OBSERVATION

This paper focuses on the processes we believe underlie being perceptive.
I. preparation -becoming attuned to salient or important features;
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2. assimilation - detecting patterns or anomalies and exploring them; being
attracted to or intrigued by invariants or anomalies that are noticed.
3. strategic control - heuristic strategies for exploring and pursuing the implications of what has been observed. This includes being distracted by
incongruities, extremes, and unexpected similarities.
We first describe the two complementary processes: preparation and assimilation. We then discuss what guides and focuses these processes arid the strategic
control that is involved. Throughout this discussion, we pointout computational
mechanisms that are relevant to modcJ ing these processes. We then present an
implemented system, called IMPROVISER, that brings these mechanisms together
within a framework rooted in case-based reasoning (CBR) (Kolodner, 1993). The
architecture of this system is first described and then a detailed scenario is given
to demonstrate how it models perceptive observation in the context of a creative
design situation.
2. Preparation
To notice that an object has properties or behaviors that make it useful for a
new purpose or that an unexpected behavior of an experimental prototype is
interesting, a reasoner must learn what features to pay attention to in the problem
solving environment. 1 The designer needs to learn what to focus on and what is
relevant.
Researchers studying insight (e.g., (Wallas, 1926) and (Seifert, eta/., 1995))
refer to this learning process as preparation. It involves becoming immersed (Goel
and Pirolli, 1989) in the problem, redescribing it and viewing it from multiple
perspectives, redescribing it in familiar tenns, and considering, comparing, and
critiquing several solution options.
During preparation, the specification of the problem evolves. It typically starts
out ambiguous, incomplete, contradictory, and underconstrained. Through a confluence of interacting processes, a new problem specification emerges which is
more detailed and concrete. It has more clearly defined and consistent constraints.
Constraints that initially were vague and abstract are refined. to more operationalized conditions that are concrete, specific, and efficiently recognizable. At the
1

By "environment" we mean not only the external surroundings of the designer, but also the
internal context of memories recalled and ideas, data, etc., about which the designer is currently
reasoning .
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same time, constraints that arc too specific are generalized and made more abstract. New constraints and criteria emerge.
What are the interacting processes? There is not a single specification evolution
mechanism, but several evolutionary mechanisms that interact. Some examples of
deliberate evolution mechanisms are the following:
- reinterpretation of an idea in terms of a different but familiar idea (e.g.,
(Jones, 1992) shows how this can lead to useful problem reformulations
which facilitate the operationalization of abstract advice (in the form of
proverbs) during planning situations);
- visualization, mental simulation, and thought experimentation, which are
useful in evaluating and elaborating ideas, and in reformulating problems
in design (Kolodner and Wills, 1993b) and scientific rea~oning (Nersessian,
1992; Nersessian, 1993);
- constraint relaxation and substitution, which are useful in problem reformulation and elaboration (e.g., (Moonnan and Ram, 1994a) show how new
concepts can be fonned or understood, while reading science fiction stories,
by systematically tweaking constraints on known, familiar objects);
relaxing constraints during memory search, which facilitates problem reformulation and retrieval (e.g., (Turner, 1994) calls this imaginative retrieval
and shows how it can be used to retrieve ideas for writing short stories).
Specification evolution is not autonomous or independent. Evolutionary processes are interleaved with and interact closely with the processes of recalling
potential solutions or similar past problems and evaluating proposed solutions.
As proposals are considered, evaluation detects contradictions and ambiguities in
the specification that prevent a proposed solution from being definitively accepted
or rejected. The resolution of these questions, contradictions, and ambiguities
serves to refine, augment, and reformulate the design specification. Reasoning
about the causes of negative or positive design features that are identified ~uring
evaluation leads to the addition of constraints to the specification that prohibit or
require these features (Bhatta, et al., 1994). In addition, proposed solutions often
directly remind designers of issues to consider (Domeshek and Kolodner, 1993).
The problem and solution co-evolve (Fischer, 1993).
The evolutionary processes involved in preparation depend heavily on the
retrieval and manipulation of past experiences. It is not surprising that several of the
computational models that have been developed and studied within the theoretical
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framework of case-based reasoning are relevant to modeling preparation in creative
design.
In particular, evaluation includes outcome detennination, which may be achieved
by simulation or by case-based prediction (Kolodner and Penberthy, 1990; Navinchandra, 1991 ).
Also, problem interpretation and refonnulati?n correspond ~losely with the
CBR process of situation assessment- redescribing a. proble~ in the vocabulary
of a memory's indexing scheme. Investigating a problem in d~pth makes available
a large set of relevant cues for retrieval. Generating multiple ways of describing a
problem provides several different contexts for specifying what would he reJevant,
if remembered. Research on indexing has found that it is the comhinationofsetting
up a context for retrieval and having already interpreted something in memory in a
similar way that allows retrieval. When some case or piece of knowledge is entered
into memory, it is not always possible to anticipate how it might be used. Situation
assessment processes aim to bridge that gap by helping to redescribe a new
problem in a way that is similar to something seen before. Research into situation
assessment and problem refonnulation (e.g., in CASEY (Koton, 1988), CYRUS
(Kolodner, 1983), MINSTREL (Thmer, 1994), and BRAINSTORMER (Jones,
1992)) show various ways it can be done. In addition, Sycara and Navinchandra
(N avinchandra, 1992; Sycara and Navinchandra, 1989) summarizes several related
index transformation and elaboration techniques that have been developed.
Research on predictive encoding (Patalano, eta/., 1993; Hammond. 1989) is
also relevant. The key idea is that when a reasoner (in this case, a plarmer) reaches
an impasse (e.g., a resource needed for executing a plan is not available), the
reasoner suspends the task (or plan), saving away an encoding of what would be
needed to allow the task to resume. These encodings are in the fonn of memory
indexing structures. They associate the suspended task goal with features that
would be in the environment if it were favorable to achieving the goal. For example,
suppose a planner were in the middle of making breakfast and found out that there
was no orange juice. The planner wouid suspend the goal of having orange juice
and index it with features that would exist in an environme~t in which obtaining
orange juice were possible (e.g., the planner's location is a grocery store).
This work is a step toward explaining preparatory processes. However, it is
studied in the context of opportunistic planning situations in which there are stan-

dard solutions to the problems at hand. Therefore, the choice of what features to
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pay attention to (i.e., what features are used in the predictive encoding) is relatively straightforward. In creative design, on the other hand, suspended problems
typically have unanticipated, nonstandard solutions. The choice of features to pay
attention to that would signify an opportunity to resume and solve a pending
problem must be dynamically derived. This occurs primarily during specification
evolution as a description gradually emerges of ~hat a potential solution to the
problem would look like.
Throughout the process of specification evolution, 1he designer gradually becomes attuned to what is needed to solve pending subproblems and what evaluative
criteria are relevant. The result is that when a relevant solution to the proble~ is
spotted, the features that are necessary for achieving some new function or purp()se
are immediately discerned. Similarly, when experimental feedback is available,
the designer knows which observations and data to focus on and which criteria to
use to evaluate them.

3. Assimilation
As the designers in our ME study considered each proposed solution, they compared and contrasted it to previous solutions that had been proposed. They classified each and organized them according to differentiating properties, such as
which subproblem it addressed (e.g., launch, transport, landing, protection), what
energy source was involved (e.g., hydraulic, electric, combustion), and the shape of
motion trajectory it took. The dimensions of comparison were usually the criteria
and features the designers had become attuned to during preparation. The organization of ideas was continually expanded, shrunk, and restructured throughout
the design.
In the process, distinctions between proposed solutions were pointed out and
patterns of invariants across solutions were noticed. This was essential in deciding
whether a proposed idea was novel or could be ignored. This often caused new
eval~ative issues to emerge as new criteria or dimensions of comparison were
generated to distinguish seemingly identical ideas. Attention was drawn to features

that were unusual or extremely good or bad compared to the properties of other
proposed ideas (e.g., pine straw as cushioning material was "dirt cheap" and bottle
rockets as launch devices were extremely dangerous and of questionable legality).
A kind of "relative" evaluation was perlonned: each proposal is judged on how
well it satisfies the specification constraints, compared to the other alternatives.
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We refer to tllis process of organizing and detecting distinguishing features
as assimilation. It includes "making sense of' not only proposed solutions, but
also data and observations coming from the design environment, such as feedback
from experiments with prototypes. As our ME designers tried out prototypes
such as small-scale spring launch mechanisms and various materials for egg
protection, they had sets of expectations about ho\Y these prototypes would work.
As feedback from real-world experimentation was.collected, it was compared to
these expectations and to feedback from earlier experiments or recalled design
cases. In the process, generalized patterns of behavior were learned and anomalies
were detected.
A type of assimilation was also observed by (Kaplan and Simon, 1990) in an
experiment to study insight problem solving. They observed that people working
on the "mutilated checkerboard" prohlem 2 detected invariants across specific
instances of the problem while trying various ways of solving it. This led to a new
way of describing the problem that made it easy to solve.
A particularly useful model for studying assimilation is the dynamic memory
model (Schank, 1982; Kolodner, 1983; Ram, 1994), which is one of the principle
foundations of case-based reasoning. The key idea underlying dynamic memory
is that remembering, understanding, and learning are all inextricably intertwined.
The ability to determine where something fits in which what we already know
(understanding) is a key part of being able to assimilate ideas and observations
into our problem solving. This may involve a useful reinterpretation of something
already in memory and can result in a new way of indexing it in memory.
A critical issue in modeling assimilation is where does the organizational structure, including initial expectations, come from that is used to compare, contrast,
and categorize ideas and observations? There are several sources.
1. The problem framework provides one source of structure. This is the skeleton of the problem which holds its hierarchical decomposition into subproblems and the interactions among the problems. For example, the ME design
project had four main subproblems (launch, transport, land, protect) each
with several subproblems of their own. There were relationships between
the subproblems, such as decision dependencies (e.g., the form of trajectory
2
This is a famous insight problem in which two opposite comers of a checkerboard are removed
and the problem is to either show that a set of dominoes, each covering two adjacent squares, can
cover all the remaining squares of the checkerboard or prove that a complete covering is impossible.
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initiated by the launch mechanism constrained the type of landing mechanism that was required). Designers frequently choose an already well-known
framework (or generic case) for a problem and then fill it in. Reusing solution structures in this way allows designers to avoid recomputing useful
compositions of design pieces. We call this process "framing a solution." The
framework provides the glue holding the piec;es of the design together. The
creativity comes in filling in details and in dealing with inconsistencies when
merging alternative pieces. Such framing occurs in domains, such as bridge
design and engine design, where well-known frameworks exist and where
constraints holding the pieces of the problem together are quick complex.
In other domains, such as architectural design, creating the framework is· a
primary piece of the creative process. The problem framework is likely to be
dramatically restructured as solutions are proposed and structural aspects are
inferred from them.
2. The problem specification provides constraint~ and criteria that are a primary
source of dimensions along which to compare and relatively evaluate solution
alternatives. The constraint'\ also provide a description of what behavior is
expected of the solution.
3. While the specification explicitly defines what dimensions are rerevant, the
_solutions proposed so far implicitly determine what is expected. They implicitly form a baseline for comparison. The submarine missile launch example presented earlier is an instance of this. In this case, the dimensions of
comparison emerge or become explicit only when an idea is considered that
"breaks out of the mold" by being significantly different from the rest.
4. Prototype predictions are another source of expectations used in comparison. When an experimental prototype is constructed and tried out, the designer usually has certain expectations about how it will behave. Or the
designer might have questions about which of several possible behaviors it
will exhibit. These expected behaviors form the basis for comparison when
'the prototype is actually run or simulated and the outcome is examined.
The process of assimilation involves four main subtasks._One is setting up the
organizational structure, based on the sources described above. Another ~~placing
an entity in the structure- finding out where it fits. A third is doing the compare
and contrast to detect significant differences and expectation violations. (This task
is straightforward for all the sources of expectations except for those implicit in
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the solutions proposed so far (number 3 above). which remains an open issue.)
The fourth task is to resolve the interesting anomalies. perhaps by reformulating
or refining the problem resulting in a change to the organizational structure. This
fourth task is guided by strategic control heuristics that explore the implications
of the detected anomalies, as described in the next section.
The preparation and assimilation processes a{e complementary and feed on
each other. Preparation helps determine what is expected. Resolving conflict during assimilation often changes the specification or view of the problem.

4. Control
Designers must make many decisions over the course of a design: which idea to
elaborate or adapt next. which constraint to relax, how to set priorities. They also
move between various tasks, subproblems, and design processes in a flexible and
highly opportunistic manner. What a designer has noticed (e.g., incongruities, extremes, unexpected similarities) can have a profound impact on what the designer
can and should do next.
We have identified several strategic control heuristics that guide a creative
designer in deciding what to do next. Some strategic control heuristics are deliberate. based on reflection. For example, one heuristic our designers used was to
try quick, easy adaptations of a proposed solution first before stepping back and
refonnulating the problem or relaxing constraints (Wills and Kolodner, 1994b).
Other deliberate heuristics include making non-standard substitutions, applying
adaptation strategies in circumstances other than the ones they were meant for,
and merging pieces of separate solutions with each other in nonobvious ways
(Kolodner, 1994). (See (Ram, et at., 1995) for others.)
An example opportunistic control strategy is to let extremes distract. In the

ME project, when an alternative was proposed that satisfied some desired criteria
extremely well compared to the other alternatives, our designers directed their
efforts toward elaborating that alternative (Wills and Kolodner, 1994a). They
optimistically suspended criticism or discounted the importance of criteria or
constraints that were not satisfied as well. Suspending criticism like this is a
common strategic ideation technique which depends on willingness to take a
cognitive Iisk. 3
3

A similar mechanism is seen in creative story interpretation, in which the reader must suspend
disbelief (Corrigan, 1979) in unfamiliar aspects of a story in order to understand it (Moonnan and

•\I
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The full set of influences we've discovered so far on what actions a designer
takes are the following.
- Letting extremes distract (described above).
- Changes in the specification- the appearance of a new specification of a
subproblem, newly emerged constraints, or noticing that certain constraints
are not refined or operational enough- can direct the designers attention to
trying hard to satisfy the new constraints or relille them.
- Current environment - e.g., being at a hardware store provided our ME's
with opportunities to buy, select, or test out materials, as well as search for
potential solutions to pending problems.
- Measures of progress can be used to prioritize areas needing attention.
For example, pending problems that are resisting solution point out areas
that might need special focus and more resources. The importance or relative
priority of the constraints and goals involved also factors in here. This depends
on how tightly coupled the constraint or goal is with other subproblems. For
example, the ME designers had to decide on the spring strength constraint
early since it was holding up decisions on other subproblems, such as how
much egg protection was going to be needed and how much breaking force
would be needed to stop the device at the appropriate location.
Often, creativity arises when a set of "norinal" strategies are applied to a
situation in which a run-of-the-mill solution is not immediately forthcoming and
the control heuristics allow the reasoner to devote more resources to the problem, looking further and further afield for possible knowledge and strategies until
something results in a creative solution. Examples include a problem reformulation that takes several steps; an analogy to a far-off case or model; an analogy
from a hybrid analog constructed incrementally from more than one source; a
strategy imported from a different problem-solving culture; an unexpected and
novel opportunity afforded to the reasoner by virtue of an unusual task context.
Many of these could happen during ordinary thought, but most thought does not
allow enough leeway to look that far or to play with ideas for that long or it does
not occur in a context that affords such an opportunity.
5. Improviser: Experimental Implementation of Our Model

Ram, 1994a; Moorman and Ram, 1994b ).
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Figure 2. Architecture of Improviser.

We are developing 3!1 experimental system to computationally model case-based
creative design, concentrating in particular on the processes of preparation. assimilation, and control of focus underlying perceptive observation. We are implementing this model in a system called IMPROVISER (Invention Modeled by Problem
Redescription, observation, and evaluation, Interacting SERendipitously). Its architecture (shown in Figure 2) has the following primary components:
1. Problem evolution, which is key to preparation, is modeled using situation

assessment procedures co-routined wilh evaluation teclmiques. For example,
as an option is evaluated in accordance with the current problem specification,
there might be a constraint that is not refined or operat~onalized enough for
the evaluation process to check it. This would reveal an opportunity for the
problem constraint to be refined in the context of a particular design option.
Also as data is collected from experiments and desirable or undesirable
features are noticed, new constraints are added to require. prefer, prohibit, or
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avoid the observed feature. This involves peifonning blame assignment by
tracing the causes and choosing what to constrain that will fix the problem.
IMPROVISER uses knowledge about what can be constrained and what types
of constraints can be possibly satisfied. It also uses knowledge about inverses
of features in order to generate constraints to prohibit undesirable behavior
or properties.
2. Solution transformation is a set of mechanisms that modify proposed solutions, or "options", (which are either previous design cases that have been recalled, objects that are viewed in external environment, or previously adapted
options). These typically elaborate the option by merging it with other options, by augmenting it with experimental data or results of simulation or
case-based projection, or by applying case adaptation strategies to it. They
may also remove features from the option or create an approximation to it in
the fonn of an experimental prototype that can be tested in limited, controlled
fashion.
3. The memory consists of a long-term component, a working memory component, and a focal store. The long-tenn memory contains a library of previous
design cases. The working memory component holds the design options under consideration for the design problem and its various subproblems. These
are held in structures called problem contexts, which are organized according to the current structure of the problem framework. The design of the
problem contexts, including how they interrelate. is a key part of our model
of assimilation and preparation processes and is described in more detail in
Section 5 .1. The focal store contains infonnation about the current state of
the reasoner, including the subproblem being considered, the task at hand,
the options currently in focus.
The two main operational components that work on the content of the memory
are memory retrieval and update processes. The evolving specification is used
as a probe to recall relevant design cases (for evaluation, elaboration, etc.). It
·also infonns memory update. It is the main source of infonnation about the
current problem framework and what criteria and constraints are relevant.
Memory update accumulates design options proposed (i.e., those retrieved,
elaborated, or viewed directly in the external environment) into problem
contexts. Within the problem contexts, design options are organized and
compared with respect to each other, along the dimensions relevant to the
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problem specification. This is described more fully in Section 5.1.
4. The control of IMPROVISER is quite flexible in order to facilitate the kinds of
opportunism inherent in creative reasoning and allow the necessary interleaving and communication among the component processes. Rather than a rigid
control structure IMPROVISER has a blackboard-style architecture, guided by
explicit strategic control heuristics. In partic4lar, a set of monitoring procedures, called "noticers," are associated with each process which watch for
opportunities for a specific type of processing to occur. ·The opportunities
noticed are placed on an "opportunity" agenda, maintained and accessed by
strategic control heuristics.
For example, a noticerassociated with the assimilation process watches for an
alternative to be added that is much better than any other alternative proposed
so far, along some desired criterion. This yields an opportunity to change the
problem description by increasing the priority of that criterion and/or by
relaxing constraints that are not met by that proposal. This simulates the behavior of changing the relative importance among criteria to accommodate
an unexpectedly good solution that is stumbled upon. An example strategic
control heuristic would be to pursue elaboration opportunities for alternatives that satisfy a desired criteria extremely well hefore pursuing evaluative
processes that would negatively critique the alternatives. This simulates the
behavior of optimistically pursuing an ide'4 suspending all but constructive
criticism.
5. Obtaining basic perceptual information about the environment, the running of
experimental prototypes and providing feedback about their results is all done
manually, through an oracle that provides canned responses to requests for
experimental or environmental information. In other words, the oracle takes
the place of an external agent (e.g., a human or robot) that physically interacts
with the external environment to perform such activities as constructing actual
prototypes, running them, and making observations. (External agents that are
·simulated by the oracle are shown as shaded boxes in Figure 2, since building
them is outside the scope of this research.) This allows us to investigate in
a highly controlled fashion what is the content and f<>cus of a designer's
interactions with the surrounding, physical environment.
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5.1. PROBLEM CONTEXTS
In solving complex design problems, designers break the problem into parts
and generate ideas for each. The subproblems might be related by dependencies
between and sharing of constraints and by interactions among the variables of the

design. A simple example is the cost constraint in the ME design which restricted
the total cost of the device to be less than one h4ndred dollars. __This .resource
constraint is shared across all subproblems and the choice ofa certain solution
to one subproblem, has an effect on how much of the resource can be expended
in solving other subproblems. Likewise, the choice of spring strength, which is
a variable in the spring launch device, has an effect on the launch force which
effects the ultimate speed during transport and the amount of cushioning material
needed in solving the passenger protection subproblem.
We capture the structure of the design problem, including its component
subproblems and their interrelationships, in a network of structures called problem
contexts. The content, structure, and interrelationships of problem contexts play
an important role in our models of the assimilation and preparation processes.
Each problem context represents a subproblem of the overall design problem.
It contains the constraints of the subproblem, the ideas that have been proposed
so far for solving the subproblem, and information about how well these ideas
satisfy the constraints.
Problem contexts are organized along two orthogonal dimensions, which can
be roughly characterized as "vertical" and "horizontal." Vertical relationships represent either component relationships (i.e., that one problem is a subproblem or
part of another) or conditional refinement relationships. Refinement relationships
represent an extension or specialization of the problem that results from making
some design decision. For example, if a decision is made to have a powerful,
sudden launch, the constraints on amount and type of cushioning needed become
more concrete. A child problem context resulting from a refinement has additional
and/or more specialized constraints than the parent problem context. It also inherits all the constraints of the parent that are consistent with the decision made.
The component relationships capture the hierarchical deco~position of the problem, while the refinement relationships capture the successive refinement of the
problem.
In addition to these vertical relationships, there are horizontal ones that represent interrelationships between the component subproblems of a problem. These
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are encoded as relationships between design variables and the constraints on them.
A key role these relationships play is in explaining and modeling the control of
focus during design, experimentation (or testing), and interpretation. This is described in Section 5.2.
Each problem context contains these pieces of infonnation:
I. One is a set of constraints that a solution to tl:te problem must satisfy. Each
constraint specifies a design variable that is being constrained and which
concrete features of a solution it corresponds to (e.g., _"launching spring
strength" is a design variable, while Hook's constant ("k") of a given spring
is a concrete, measurable feature of the solution object). In addition, the
constraint specifies a range of desired values and a range of forbidden values
for the design variable. These values need not be numeric. They may be
specified by a general unary predicate that is used to detennine whether the
constraint is satisfied.
There are two other important pieces of knowledge associated with constraints. One is a binary comparator predicate which decides which of two
values better satisfies the constraint. This is needed in doing relative comparisons among design options. The other piece of knowledge is a unary function
for determining "direction of improvement." It detennines whether a given
feature value is close to or better or worse than the ideal value satisfying the
constraint. This is important in specifying which end of a range of satisficing
values is preferred. This is needed to compute degree of match and to judge
whether expectation violations are better or worse than what was expected.
2. The problem context also contains a set of options which are the solution
ideas considered so far for satisfying the problem's constraints. These may
have come from a long-term memory of design cases, from externally viewed
objects, or from adaptations of other options previously considered. Each
option contains case-specific knowledge about the alternative, such as how it
-has succeeded or failed in the past, what evaluation criteria it satisfied well or
failed to satisfy in the past, and consequences of using it in specific situations.
It will also have any model-based knowledge about th~ alternative that has
been learned in the past. For example, in our bending springs example, once
the toilet paper holder, viewed in the external envirorunent, was recognized,
a model of its typical behavioral and functional properties was recalled. This
model and specific experiences (cases) are part of the representation of the
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paper holder.
3. Finally, annotated relationships bidirectionally link each constraint with
each option explored so far. The annotations rate how well the option satisfies
the constraint. This graph structure makes it easy to compare options along
a particular problem dimension as well as facilitating the evaluation of a
particular option over all the constraints that bear on it.
4. Each problem context also contains a priority structure specifying the
current relative importance among the constraints. This i~, given-in the fonn
of a partial ordering of constraints.
Problem contexts may overlap in that they may share constraints and/or options. Our representation of problem contexts is similar to the question-optionconstraint (or QOC) models used in capturing design decisions and rationale in
user-interface design (Maclean, eta/., 1991 ).
Problem contexts are dynamically created and restructured with respect to
each other as the problem specification evolves and as proposed solution options
are explored. They are central to modeling preparation and assimilation. As the
problem specification evolves, the focus changes on the relevant desc~ptors. (the
focus of constraints) to be used for organizing options in memory (e.g., shape,
construction cost, personal safety). When an option is entered into memory, it is
interpreted with respect to the descriptors in the subproblem contexts to find the
best place(s) to store the option.
Serendipitously stumbling across a solution and recognizing that it is relevant
to a pending problem is the result of storing the option in a problem context, in
relation to other previously collected options, and noticing that the new option is
a much closer match to the desired solution than anything previously considered
(Wills and Kolodner, 1994a). The structure of the problem context makes it easy
to notice when a constraint is satisfied extremely well or poorly, relative to what's
been explored so far.
The various subproblem contexts can be seen as dynamically constructed
models of desired solutions, built during problem evolution. Recognizing an option
as a solution results when an alternative is stored that is a relatively close match
to the desired solution model.
The management of problem contexts in working memory is an interesting
area of active research (Simina and Kolodner, 1995). The issues being invest~gated
include: how are problems suspended when an impasse or interruption occurs;
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how are they recalled when something relevant to solving them is found; how
do they change as other related problems are addressed; when are suspended
problems forgotten? Recently, (Simina and Kolodner, 1995) proposed anew model
of working memory that augments previous models of opportunistic reasoning,
combining predictive encoding ideas (Patalano, et a/., 1993; Hammond, 1989)
with active monitoring mechanisms (Birnbaum ~d Collins, 1984; Birnbaum,
1986).
5.2. DESIGN VARIABLE DEPENDENCY GRAPH

While working on a complex design prohlem, designers move fluidly between
lhe various subproblems, often seeing the relevance of some design option to
more than one problem at once. As decisions are made, their consequences are
propagated to other subproblems. The way that one subproblem is reformulated or
redescribed can have a profound influence on how another subproblem is viewed.
takes a step toward understanding and explaining these shifts
in focus across subproblems as well as shifts in the focus of attention during
experimentation and interpretation of results. It does this using a representation
IMPROVISER

of relationships among design variables and the constraints on them, in the form
of a design variable dependency graph.
In this graph, the nodes each represent a design variable or parameter whose

value the designer needs to decide. Example design variables in the ME design
project were the "passenger capacity" (i.e., how many eggs would the device
carry) and "striking distance" (i.e., how far would the device travel from its
starting location).
Edges in the design variable dependency graph represent infonnation about
which variables influence which others. The variable represented by the source
of the edge influences the variable represented by its sink. Edges are annotated
with information about the nature of the influence- direct or inverse. If x directly
influences y, then a change in the value of x will cause the same direction of change
to occur in y (e.g., if both are values, an increase in x will cause y to increase).
Inverse influences, on the other hand, cause changes in opp<)site directions (e.g.,
if x and yare values, an increase in x will causey to decrease).
Each design variable has a set of constraints on it, as described in the previous
section. Multiple, possibly conflicting constraints often are imposed on a single
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Figure 3. A design variable dependency graph. Nodes represent design variables. Solid edges
represent direct influences~dashed edges represent inverse influences. Solid circles merging multiple
edges represent aggregate design variable influences. Small arrows adjacent to nodes illustrate
current direction of improvement constraints on design variables that represent quantities.

design variable. Figure 3 shows a portion of the design variable dependency graph
capturing variable relationships at one point in the ME design project.
IMPROVISER derives relationships between constraints based on the underlying
design variable dependency graph and based on the direction of improvement the
constraint speci ties. (These are then cached in the representation of the constraints
as the relationships are revealed.) The two primary constraint relationships that
are derived are trade-off and concur relationships.

Two constraints C 1 and C 2 trade-off iff either
1. there is a direct influence relationship between the design variables constrained by cl and c2. but an opposite direction of improvement sought by
the two constraints; or
2. there is an inverse influence relationship between the design variables constrained by C 1 and C2 , with the same direction of improvement sought by
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the two constraints.
Conversely. two constraints C1 and C2 concur iff either
1. there is a direct influence relationship between the design variables constrained by C1 and C2, with the same direction of improvement sought by
the two constraints; or
2. there is an inverse influence relationship between the design variables constrained by C 1 and C2 , but an opposite direction of imprpvement sought by
the two constraints.
For example, there is a trade-off relationship between the energy required and the
device speed in Figure 3. (Direct influence relationships are transitive.)
Design variables may be aggregates in that they are a set of design variables
that together influence other variables. The consequences of changing one of
them cannot be derived or judged independent of knowledge of changes in the
other. In the example graph shown in Figure 3, launching-spring-strength and
launching- spring-displacement are aggregates, as are launch-force-magnitude
and launch-force-direction. When one of these variables is in focus, so are
those with which it is aggregated.
The knowledge captured in the design variable dependency graph is useful
for:
detecting trade-offs in constraints on the variables being reasoned about at
any given point in the design process;
propagating consequences of design decisions;
- capturing connections between problem contexts;
- judging whether an expectation violation is good or bad (using the direction
of improvement for the constraints involved);
- ·deriving consequences of expectation violation (by following influences relations); and
- defining the space of features that are relevant in a .design problem and
explaining attentional focus shifts as movement in this space.
These features are best explained in the context of a demonstration scenario, which
is provided in the next section.
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6. Scenario
To show how IMPROVISER uses the computational mechanisms described above to
model the processes underlying observation, we present a demonstration scenario
in this section. The focus of the scenario is the bending springs example described
in the introduction. The key issues to keep in mind while considering this scenario
are the following.
- What obseiVations are made at each point and how is focus directed toward
them? That is, what is noticed and why is that noticed over other possibilities? This includes focus on specific pieces of experimental data, focus on
pan icular consequences of what is obseiVed, as well as focus on anomalies,
invariants, and extremes.
- Which mechanisms prepare the reasoner to interpret observations in the way
it does? For example, how does it learn what features to pay attention to,
what organizational structure and evaluative dimensions to use to compare,
contrast, and organize ideas?
- How are departures from the current organizational structure expectation
violations detected? How are their consequences derived? How is their significance and relevance to the design judged?
- Once "interesting" obseiVations are made, how does the reasoner incorporate
them into the design, for example, by refining, elaborating, or refonriulating
the problem specification?
The IMPROVISER scenario highlights these issues and provides initial answers and
explanations.
IMPROVISER starts with a partial specification which includes specifications for
each subproblem in the current partitioning of the problem (launching, moving,
stopping, and protecting the eggs). The launch subproblem specification contains a
partial specification for a spring launch mechanism. (In the following,"??" denotes
incompletenesses due to pending decisions;" ..." denotes parts of the specification
not shown. IMPROVISER's output is shown in bold face, with typewriter font
showing the data it is manipulating.)
<Spec:
Subp roblem: Launch
Parts: Spring, Base
Attached(Spring, Base, <position>)
Spring:

'"
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k:

??

;; force constanJ

x: ? ? ;; spring displacemenJ
Launcll-Force: (- (* k x))

;;Hooke'slaw

Subproblem: Protect-Eggs ...
Subproblem: Transport
Subproblem: Stop ...
. . .>

This specifies that the launch mechanism should corisistoftwo parts, attached
to each other in a particular configuration (given in <position>). There is a
pending decision as to the choice of spring strength (k) and how much it shou_ld
he compressed (x) to achieve a certain launch force. (There are several other
constraints involving the launch force which are not shown, such as constraints
relating striking distance and launch force or relating the type and amount of egg
protection material with the launch force it must cushion.)
Note that the expected behavior is incomplete; there are no constraints that
ensure that the spring stays straight during compression (and release). Our designers did not think of the possibility that the spring would bend. They didn't even
worry about gravity affecting its horizontal position. They had a misconception
(or simplifying assumption) that the springs were laterally rigid. The pictures they
drew didn't show any required support around springs in any of the spring launch
mechanisms. The support requirement emerged later.
Bringing a new design variable into focus:

LAmJCHING-SPRING-STRENGTH (K)
IMPROVISER chooses to work on the pending decision concerning spring

strength and to employ a experimental (trial-and-error) method to help make the
decision (i.e., examine the springs that are available and compare their strengths
to fonn a more refined constraint). These choices are based on the knowledge IMPROVISER has about the design variables involved in the pending decisions, such as
whether sensory feedback is useful in collecting data about which range of values
would be applicable and whether the ultimate choice of

v~ues

is dependent on

what values are exist in available design pieces. These pieces of knowledge are contained in attributes on the design variables (e.g., sensory- feedback-useful and
availability-dependent are attributes). IMPROVISER also bases these choices
on infonnation about its current environment (e.g., the current location, a hard-

-- ..........
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ware store, is a place where design pieces are available with a range of relevant
parameters).
The standard way to refine a constraint using experimentation is to construct a
set of nearly identical prototypes each of which uses a different value for the design
variable whose value needs to be constrained. Each prototype consists of enough
of the design to measure and compare design ~ariable values. Automatically
constructing these prototypes is an intriguing open -problem which is beyond the
scope of this research (see Section 7). For now, IMPROVISER ·asks the oracle to
create the prototypes, run them, and report the results.
Nature of Orade:
(PHYSICAL - MANIPULATION SENSORY-OBSERVATION)
Oracle has been asked to perform a(n] EXPERIMENT.
The object is: <OPTION FINGER-SPRING- PROTOTYPE>.

It has been instructed to:
1. "squeeze spring by moving thumb toward fingeri"
2. "allow spring to push apart the fingersi"
3. "measure force pushing fingers apart. •

In addition
focus:

tO LAUNCHING-SPRING-STRENGTH

(K),

these variables Come into

Bringing new design variables into focus:
LAUNCHING-SPRING-DISPLACEMENT (X)
LAUNCH-FORCE-MAGNITUDE (FORCE-MAGNITUDE)
LAUNCH-FORCE-DIRECTION (FORCE-DIRECTION)

The design variable dependency graph is used to detennine this.
SPRING-or SPLACEMENT

(X)

LAUNCHING-

is aggregated with LAUNCHING-SPRING-STRENGTH

(K),

so it is automatically brought into focus, since the two act together. LAUNCH- FORCEMAGNITUDE

is directly influenced by spring displacement and strength, so it is

brought into focus. LAUNCH-FORCE-DIRECTION is also brought in because it is
aggregated with magnitude.
Tilis raises the issue: how much of what is influenced by spring strength gets
pulled into focus? Blindly following influence relations will draw in nearly the
entire variable dependency graph. What limits the focus is the experimentation
task. IMPROVISER will only focus on those variables that are relevant to the experimental prototype. For example, striking-distance and amount of egg cushioning
are not relevant.
Part of the information the oracle provides IMPROVISER is the mapping from
features and variables in the design to those in the experimental prototype. This
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information is crucial in transferring and interpreting results from the experimental
world to the design world. Given this mapping, IMPROVISER tells the Oracle what
cxrcrimcntal prototype features are currently in focus.
Oracle should focus on the features:
(~ORCE-DTRECTED-AT-FINGERS

FORCE-SEPARATING-FINGERS X K)

The oracle compares several springs and fet:ds back experimental data to
IMPROVISER. The data is augmented with causal infonnation about how the data

resulted from the properties of the partial design. The oracle reports that the spring
hends, which causes it to exert a weak force in the direction of its axis.
Oracle's observations:
((BENT-SPRING SPRING-SHAPE BENT)
(FORCE-MAGNITUDE FORCE-SEPARATING-FINGERS 23)
(FORCE-DIRECTION FORCE-DIRECTED-AT-FINGERS 45))
Causes:
BENT-SPRING -> FORCE-MAGNITUDE
BENT-SPRING -> FORCE-DIRECTION

IMPROVISER notices that these results are not what is expected. How does it

do this? First of all, the expectations come from the constraints in the current
specification. IMPROVISER notices that they are violated as it transfers data from
the experiment back to the design and uses the data to elaborate the spring launch
option. Note that only the data related to features currently in focus are transferred.
Also, evaluation of the option with respect to specification is a by-product of this
elaboration and assimilation process.
Transferring experimental datum since feature is in focus:
(FORCE-MAGNITUDE FORCE-SEPARATING-FINGERS 23)
Transferring experimental datum since feature L4\ in focus:
(FORCE-DIRECTION FORCE-DIRECTED-AT-FINGERS 45)
<OPTION FINGER-SPRING- PROTOTYPE> violates a SPECIFICATION constraint:
Feature FORCE-DIRECTED-AT-FINGERS has NONMATCHING value 45.
<OPTION FINGER-SPRING-PROTOTYPE> violatesa SPECIFICATION constraint:
Feature FORCE-SEPARATING-FINGERS bas NONMATCHING value 23.

As the violations are detected, their significance is judged. This is based on
how extreme the value is, compared to those of previously considered options
(if any) and it's based on how different the actual value is from the expected
one, which is determined using the constraint's binary comparator predicate and
direction of improvement function. Differences from expectations are labeled as
high, low, or uncertain and as having a positive or negative direction.
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Significant diiTerences detected:

(<DIFF FORCE-DIRECTED-AT-FINGERS -H>
<DIFF FORCE-SEPARATING-FINGERS -H>)

Consequences of significant expectation violations are derived and used to
further elaborate the design option. These are of the fonn of general characterizations of whether a particular design variable is infh,1enced in a negative or positive
way. hased on how it is related to the variable involved in the expectation. For
example, the force along the spring's axis is weaker than the ideal launch force
(F = - kx), which will make the device move slower and not as far as desired.
Derived consequences of experimental results on:

<OPTION FINGER-SPRING-PROTOTYPE>:
As consequence of

<DIFF FORCE-DIRECTED-AT-FINGERS -H>,
noticing NEGATIVE

impact on:

MOTION-PREDICTABILITY (PREDICTABILITY)
CARRIER-SPEED (SPEED)
CARRIER-STRIKING-DISTANCE (STRIKING-DISTANCE)
As consequence of

<DIFF FORCE-SEPARATING-FINGERS -H >,
noticing NEGATIVE

impact on:

CARRIER-SPEED (SPEED)
CARRIER-STRIKING-DISTANCE (STRIKING-DISTANCE)

In addition,

IMPROVISER traces the causes of unexpected features and updates

the specification to prohibit (or require) them. To do this, IMPROVISER uses the
causal information provided by the oracle. However, in general, discovering the
constraints to add to the specification which will require or prohibit some observed
feature of a device involves reasoning based on a causal model of the device
(Bhatta, et al., 1994). IMPROVISER also makes use of knowledge about what can
be constrained and what types of constraints can be possibly satisfied. It relies on
knowledge about inverses of features in order to generate constraints to prohibit
undesirable behavior or properties.
Adding a newly emerged constraint:

<C: LAUNCHING-SPRING-SHAPE=(STRAIGHT)> to <SPRING-4674>

In addition to revealing new constraints, this process helps draw attention to
existing constraints that need to be refined or satisfied.
Constraint to try harder to satisfy:

<C: LAUNCH-FORCE-DIRECTION=(ORTHOGONAL-TO-LAUNCHED-OBJ?)>
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Given a set of constraints that are currently in focus, IMPROVISER chooses one
to pursue, using strategic control heuristics. These base the choice on temporal
infnnnation (e.g., what major changes have been made to the problem specification? which constraints have newly emerged? which constraints have most
recently been pursued?), availability of methods for refining or satisfying the
constraint, the dependencies among the constrain.ts, and constraint priorities. In
this case, IMPROVISER chooses to try to satisfy the. newly emerged constraint on
spring shape, partly because it is a new constraint and partly because of constraint
dependencies: the difference in shape caused the other observed data.
Opportunity chosen:

<OPP: SATISFY-CONSTRAINT
(<C: LAUNCHING-SPRING-SHAPE=(STRAIGHT)>)>
Bringing a new design variable into focus:

LAUNCHING-SPRING-SHAPE (SPRING-SHAPE)
DVars(Features) currently in focus:

LAUNCHING-SPRING-SHAPE (SPRING-SHAPE)
LAUNCH-FORCE-DIRECTION (FORCE-DIRECTION)
LAUNCH-FORCE-MAGNITUDE (FORCE)
LAUNCHING-SPRING-DISPLACEMENT (X)
LAUNCHING-SPRING-STRENGTH (K)

A standard method of forcing a small object to maintain a desired shape:
holding it in that shape with your hand. IMPROVISER asks the oracle to do this and
determine whether the spring stays straight.
Nature of Oracle:

(PHYSICAL-MANIPULATION SENSORY-OBSERVATION)
Oracle has been asked to perform a[n] EXPERIMENT.
The object is <OPTION WRAPPED- HAND-SPRING-PROTOTYPE>.
It has been instructed to:
1. "wrap one hand around spring;"
2. "with other hand, squeeze spring by moving thumb toward finger;"
3. • hold spring uniformly snug;"
4. "determine whether spring stays straight. •
Oracle should focus on the features:

(SPRING-SHAPE FORCE-DIRECTED-AT-FINGERS FORCE-SEPARATING-FINGERS X K)
This requires extending <LAUNCH- 4 67 3 > design w/ a subspec for
additional structure: <SPR ING-SUPPORT-4 7 2 0>.

The results are that the spring stays straight, but its compression is hindered
by the wrapped hand.

-
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Oracle's observations:

((STRAIGHT-SPRING SPRING-SHAPE STRAIGHT)
(FORCE-MAGNITUDE FORCE-SEPARATING-FINGERS 10)
(FORCE-DIRECTION FORCE-DIRECTED-AT-FINGERS 0)
(LIMITED-DISPLACEMENT X 5)
(LATERAL-RIGIDITY BEHAVIOR RADIUS-CONSTANT)
(LONGITUDINAL-RIGIDITY BEHAVIOR LENGTH-CONSTANT)
(SNUG-FIT-R RADIUS 25.1)
(SNUG-FIT-L LENGTH 150)
(SNUG-FIT-SHAPE SHAPE CYLINDRICAL))
Causes:

STRAIGHT-SPRING -> FORCE-DIRECTION
LIMITED-DISPLACEMENT -> FORCE-MAGNITGDE
LATERAL-RIGIDITY -> STRAIGHT-SPRING
SNUG-FIT-R -> STRAIGHT-SPRING
SNUG-FIT-L -> STRAIGHT-SPRING
SNUG-FIT-SHAPE -> STRAIGHT-SPRING
LONGITUDINAL-RIGIDITY -> LIMITED-DIS?LACEMENT

Again, the relevant experimental data is transferred and assimilated. IMPROVISER notices both positive and negative unexpected results. The spring shape is
now straight, but the spring displacement is undesirably limited. This will affect
device speed and striking distance.
Transferring experimental datum since feature is in focus:

(STRAIGHT-SPRING SPRING-SHAPE STRAIGH~)
(FORCE-MAGNITUDE FORCE-SEPARATING-FINGERS 10)
(FORCE-DIRECTION FORCE-DIRECTED-AT-FI~GERS 0)
(LIMITED-DISPLACEMENT X 5)
Datum (LIMITED-DISPLACEMENT X 5) VIOL.!;. ?ES
<C: LAUNCHING-SPRING-DISPLACEHENT=(MAX-S~!\ING-COMPRESSION?)>
WORSE than expected ((100)).
<OPTION WRAPPED- HAND-SPRING- PROTOTYPE> satisfies a
SPECIFICATION constraint:
Feature FORCE-DIRECTED-AT-FINGERS has value 0, rated E.
<OPTION WRAPPED- HAND-SPRING- PROTOTYPE> violates a
SPECIFICATION constraint:
Feature FORCE-SEPARATING-FINGERS has NOt..TMATCHING value 10.
<OPTION WRAPPED-HAND-SPRING-PROTOTYPE> ~tisfiesa
SPECIFICATION constraint:
Feature SPRING-SHAPE bas value STRAIGH'":"", rated E.
Significant differences detected:

(<DIFF X -H>
<DIFF FORCE-DIRECTED-AT-FINGERS +H>
<DIFF FORCE-SEPARATING-FINGERS -H>
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<DIFF SPRING-SHAPE +H>)
Derived consequences of experimental results on:
<OPTION WRAPPED-HAND-SPRING-PROTOTYPE>:
As consequence of
<DIFF X -H>,
noticing NEGATIVE impact on:
LAUNCH-FORCE-MAGNITUDE (FORCE)
As consequence of
<DIFF FORCE-DIRECTED-AT-FINGERS +H>~·
noticing POSITIVE impact on:
MOTION-PREDICTABILITY (PREDICTABILITY)
CARRIER-SPEED (SPEED)
CARRIER-STRIKING-DISTANCE (STRIKING-DISTANCE)
As consequence of
<DIFF FORCE-SEPARATING-FINGERS -H>,
noticing NEGATIVE impact on:
CARRIER-SPEED (SPEED)
CARRIER-STRIKING-DISTANCE (STRIKING-DISTANCE)

adds new constraints to borrow features it views as positive (e.g.,
cylindrical shape) and to prohibit undesirable features (e.g., constant length). It
IMPROVISER

reasons about the causes of the spring compression hindrance and updates the
specification to require the tube to be collapsible (i.e., to allow its length to vary).
Adding a newly emerged constraint:
<C: L-BEHAVIOR=(LENGTH-VARIES)> to <SPRING-SUPPORT-4720>
Constraint to try harder to satisfy:
<C: LAUNCHING-SPRING-DISPLACEMENT=(MAX-SPRING-COMPRESSION?)>
Adding a newly emerged constraint:
<C: SPRING-SUPPORT-SHAPE=(CYLINDRICAL)> to <SPRING-SUPPORT-~720>
Adding a newly emerged constraint:
<C: SPRING-SUPPORT-RADIUS=(25.1)> to <SPRING-SUPPORT-4720>
Adding a newly emerged constraint:
<C: R-BEHAVIOR=(RADIUS-CONSTANT)> to <SPRING-SUPPORT-4720>
Constraint to try harder to satisfy:
<C: LAUNCHING-SPRING-DISPLACEMENT=(MAX-SPRING-COMPRESSION?)>
Constraint to try harder to satisfy:
<C: LAUNCH-FORCE-MAGNITUDE=(LARGE-FORCE?)>

Not only did several constraints newly emerge, but an entire new subspecification for the subproblem of supporting the spring was added. The opportunity to
generate options for this specification is chosen next.
Heuristic used to choose next opportunity:
#<Compiled function CHOOSE-EXPLORE-NEW-SPEC 21010133733>

""
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Opportunity chosen:
<OPP: RECALL-OPTIONS
(<SPRING-SUPPORT-4720>)>
Constraints:
<C: R-BEHAVIOR=(RADIUS-CONSTANT)>
<C: SPRING-SUPPORT-RADIUS=(25.1)>
·: C: SPRING-SUPPORT-LENGTH=(150)>
·,C: SPRING-SUPPORT-SHAPE= (CYLINDRICAL/>
<C: L-BEHAVIOR=(LENGTH-VARIES)>

Using this specification as a probe to memory, IMPROVISER tries to recall a
device that will satisfy it, but the retrieval comes up empty.
Trying to recaU options for current specification.
Retrieval results: NIL

Since no viable options are found, IMPROVISER suspends work on the launch
subproblem and switches to a different problem context for the pending problem
of how to protect eggs. How this other problem is chosen and how suspended
problems are managed and resumed when an opportunity exists to solve them is
an interesting area of active research. (It is not the subject of this paper. but see
(Wills and Kolodner, 1994a; Simina and Kolodner, 1995).)
Switch problem context to egg protection.
<Spec <CUSHIONING-MATERIAL-2984>

Subproblem: Protect-Eggs
Parts: Cushioning-Material
Enclosed(Egg, Cushioning-Material)
Cushioning-Material:
Cost: cheap
Pressure-Resistance: Soft
Weight: Light
... >

While looking for objects that satisfied this description, the oracle reports that
a toilet paper holder is observed. The observation is a mix of image ~~~s .and
knowledge about the holder, once it has been identified through object recognition.
The most relevant, recent pending problem context is retrieved and the paper holder
is assimilated into it, based on its structural, imagistic, and behavioral properties.
ORACLE: An object is viewed and recognized as a TPH:
OBSERVED-TPH
Assimilating object into spec: <SPRING- SUPPORT- 4 7 2 0>
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and managed in working memory. Some of these issues were mentioned at the
end of Section 5.1. Additional issues include: What influences which problem
contexts in working memory are active (e.g., recency, interaction between the
prohlcms)? How do they change as related problems are worked on? How do
they decay? How does knowledge of functional properties of an object inhibit
the retrieval of a relevant problem context in which the object can be used in a
new way. (This is important in modeling functional fixedness (Duncker, 1945;
Maier, 1931; Maier, 1970).)
Another future direction concerns how we model opportUnistic control and
its relation to working memory. We currently maintain an agenda of pending
opportunities for action, which keeps track of possible next steps IMPROVISER can
take. This "opportunity agenda" is currently separate from the working memory.
However, its access and maintenance are tightly coupled with the structure of
the problem contexts that are in focus or that are pending. In fact, we have
noticed that there is a striking similarity between the heuristics and processes
used in recognizing an opportunity to resume a suspended problem and those
used to detect goal satisfaction opportunities in general. We intend to merge the
opportunity agenda into the working memory for a unifying treatment of both
units of control and units of problem representation.
In addition, our study of ?viE designers has pointed out the importance of

real-world experimentation as a source of both evaluative feedback and solution
ideas. In the process of constructing experimental, concrete prototypes and trying
them out, new constraints on the problem and new problems to solve arose. Being
able to do this experimentation requires being able to construct prototypes, each
an approximation that focuses on some subset of functionality. (For example, our
?viE designers constructed cushioning devices for single eggs to try out various
materials and become familiar with their properties.) But how people do this is
not yet well understood.
Prototype construction seems related to the problem of setting up thought
experiments in scientific discovery (Nersessian, 1993). In fact, the process of isolating portions of behavior or functionality into an approxim_ation or prototype of
the design seems to have a great deal in common with the constructive modeling
process (Clement, 1989; Nersessian, 1992; Nersessian, 1993), being studied in
the context of scientific discovery. In constructive modeling, new hybrid analogical models are generated by merging pieces of knowledge from multiple source

•
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domains. through a combined process of analogical reasoning, visual reasoning, and thought experimentation. Exploring the connections between prototype
construction and constructive modeling may shed light on both.
Another interesting aspect of experimentation is that solutions often evolve
during the experiment as problems are found and the prototype is "patched"
or quickly modified to push it through the exercise. Sometimes this involves
physical actions that respond to affordances in the .experimental situation. These
are typically primitive, physical actions similar to those observed by (Kohler,
1925). For example, we observed this in the bending springs example when the
ME designer wrapped a hand around the spring to keep it from bending. This
suggested the partial solution of enclosing the spring in a tube. It would be
interesting to investigate how research on affordances hears on idea generation in
general.
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Abstract
The research presented here investigates what we hypothesize to be a central process in conceptual change
in science: "generic modeling". We begin by discussing two notions of generic modeling The first notion,
generic mental modeling, is part of a cognitive-historical theory of reasoning productive in conceptual change,
"constructive modeling" (Nersessian, 1995b, in press). This theory has its origins in a philosophical analysis of
historical conceptual change in science. The second notion, generic mechanisms, are modeling strategies that
form part of a computational theory, "adaptive modeling" (Bhatta & Goel 1993). This theory has its origins in a
computational analysis of creative design. Using a constructive modeling interpretation of the reasoning exhibited
in protocols collected by John Clement ( 1989) of a problem solving session involving conceptual change, we
employ the resources of the theory of adaptive modeling to develop a computational model. Here we describe a
piece of our analysis ~f the protocol to illustrate how our synthesis of the two theories is being used to develop a
system, ToRQUE, for articulating and testing them both. The results of our research show how generic modeling
plays a central role in conceptual change. They also demonstrate how such an interdisciplinary synthesis can
provide significant insights into scientific reasoning.
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1. Conceptual Change in Science
In many instances, solving novel or difficult problems leads to conceptual change. Such
conceptual change can range from minor changes in existing concepts to the radical kind of
change one associates with "scientific revolutions". Some philosophers and psychologists have
provided coarse-grained constraints for the processes of conceptual change (See Nersessian
1995a for an overview). To further our understand~ng·, these modes of reasoning need elaboration
and specification. One significant problem is how existing knowledge, often from remote
domains, can be used in creating genuinely novel understandings. We contend that generic
modeling of knowledge of properties, relations, principles, mechanisms, etc. play a key role in
conceptual change in science. In the research discussed here we analyze the role of generic
modeling in a problem solving protocol collected by John Clement (1989). Our analysis makes
use of the cognitive-historical theory of constructive modeling (Section 3) to provide a conceptual
analysis of the problem-solving session (Section 4). We then join this analysis with the
computational theory of adaptive modeling (Section 5) that we believe provides the resources
necessary to model the protocol as so analyzed. Together, the conceptual analysis and the AI
theory provide sufficient constraints to implement an experimental system we call ToRQUE
(Theory Revision through Questions, Understanding, and Evaluation)(Section 7).

2. The Clement Protocol
Clement Figures

The problem posed in the Clement protocol is as follows:
" ... a weight is hung from a spring. The original spring
is replaced with a spring made of the same kind of wire;
with the same number of coild; but with coils that are
twice a s wide in diameter. Will the spring stretch form
ist natural length more, less, or the same amount under
the same weight? (Assume the mass of the spring is
negligible compared to the mass of the weight.) Why do
you think so?" (Figure 1 a & b)
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understanding of how springs function.
Figure I

Unable to solve the problem directly, S2 began by reasoning that a spring when it is unwound
is like a flexible rod (Figure lc). He then reasoned that a spring of twice the diameter can be
unwound into a longer rod, which will bend farther given equal force (Figure ld). From this he
concluded (correctly) that a spring of twice the diameter will stretch farther given equal force.
S2, however, unlike most of the participants in the study, was not confident of this answer, and he
was even less confident in his understanding of the problem. He noticed that a significant
difference between the stretched spring and the bent rod is that the bent rod has a varying slope,
while the spring has a constant slope, i.e., the space between the coils is uniform both before and
after the spring is stretched. At this point S2 constructed the models that

ar~

the primary focus of

our modeling effort (Figure le-i). These models were constructed based on salient differences
between the spring and the flexible rod, and are designed to resolve what S2 regarded as an
anomaly: the nonuniform slope of the bending rod (see Darden 1991). He eventually constructed
a model of a hexagonal coil (Figure 1g) that led to the understanding that a spring maintains its
constant slope through the twist of the coil wire during bending. The notion of torque was not
present in S2's original model of spring, so we contend that S2's concept of a spring is changed in
the problem solving process. Although we are modeling the whole protocol, given space
limitations we will focus on just this final piece of
reasoning and how we interpret it as exhibiting "generic
modeling".

Constructive Modeling
apply

3. Constructive Modeling
Nersessian (1992, 1995a, in press) has argued that
general modes of reasoning such as visual reasoning,

.
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thoughtexperiment, analogy, and generic modeling play
significant roles in scientific conceptual change. These
various modes often are employed together in an iterative
reasoning process we call "constructive modeling."
Constructive modeling is a semantic process in which the
models produced are proposed as interpretations of the
target satisfying specific constraints. Figure 2 provides a
schematic representation of such a process. Constructing
Figure 2
2
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a model starts with properties and relations of a target system that serve as constraints to be
satisfied by the initial model. A source domain satisfying some initial target constraints is
retrieved. From this domain an initial analog model is retrieved or is constructed in the case
where no direct analogy. This initial model- and each constructed model- serves as a source of
additional constraints that interact with those provided by the target system to create an enhanced
understanding of the target, in particular by making explicit further target constraints. The
constraints can be supplied in different informational formats, including equations, texts,
kinesthetic, diagrams, pictures, maps, and physical models. The model construction process
involves different forms of abstraction (limiting case, idealization, generalization, generic
modeling), constraint satisfaction, adaptation, simulation, and evaluation. Additional source
domains may be called upon throughout the iterations. This cycle is repeated until a satisfactory
representation of the target problem is achieved. This representation is a model of the same type
as the target problem with respect to the salient target constraints. We interpret S2's reasoning to
be a case of constructive modeling (Figure 2).
Clearly, to engage in constructive modeling the reasoner needs to know the generative
principles and constraints for physical models in one or more domains. This is why analogy ploys
such a significant role in the constructive modeling process. On our account, the function of
analogies is to provide constraints and generative principles for building models. This view is in
contrast to the direct transfer view of most computational models (see for example Falkenhainer
et al., 1989; Holyoak & Thaggard 1989) Thus we view relations between domains in terms of the

constraints they share. These constraints and principles may be represented
in the different informational formats and knowledge structures that act as
explicit.or tacit assumptions employed in constructing and adapting ·models
during problem solving. Since these constraints are domain-specific they
need to be understood at a sufficient level of abstraction in· order for
retrieval, transfer and integration to be possible. We call this level of
abstraction "generic".

Polya · Abstraction via Generic
Modeling
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Figure 3

What we mean can easily be conveyed by looking at a simple example taken from Poly a
( 1954 ). Poly a considered two cases, abstracting from an equilateral triangle to a triangle-ingeneral and from it to a polygon-in-general (Figure 3). Loss of specificity is the central aspect of
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this kind of abstraction process. Polya called the process "generalization" in mathematics, but we
prefer to call it "generic abstraction" in order to distinguish it from the process of "generalization"
in logic. The generic triangle is understood to represent those features that all kinds of triangles
have in common. Although the figure entertained by the mind is specific, some of its salient
features, the lengths of the sides and the degrees of the angles, must be taken by the reasriner to
be unspecified. In contrast to this, a logical generalization from one equilateral triangle to all
..
equilateral triangles maintains the specificity of these salient aspects of "equilateral". In
abstracting from the generic triangle to the generic polygon, ·additional features are left
unspecified, viz., the number of sides and the number of angles of the figure.
Generic modeling is a strategy that is commonly employed in solving physics problems. For
example, in modeling a problem about a pendulum by means of a spring, the scientist understands
the spring model as generic, that is, as representing the class of simple harmonic oscillators <?f
which the pendulum is a member. We interpret much of the research in expert physics problem
solving as demonstrating this (see for example Chi et al., 1981). Generic modeling has also been
shown to play an important role in design (see Stroulia & Goel 1992 and Bhatta & Goel 1993).
Further, we believe it facilitates analogical retrieval, mapping, and adaptation in the model
construction process. This is exemplified in the psychological literature by Holyoak and
collaborators (see for example Gick & Holyoak 1983). Through the generic modeling proces~_;,
knowledge from multiple domains is brought to bear on a problem and is capable of being
transformed to such an extent that something truly novel is constructed, as is the case in
conceptual change.
There are several ways in which we interpret generic modeling as playing a role in S2's
constructive modeling process: generic abstraction is employed to create models that incorporate
constraints from multiple domains; generic adaptation strategies are employed to make changes
to models, such as topological transformations; and knowledge of generic mechanisms and
principles is used in model construction and adaptation.

4. A Constructive Modeling Interpretation of S2 's Reasoning
S2 spent considerable time considering his "physical imagistic intuition" (025) 1 about the
slope of the bending rod. We begin at the point he claimed to have a visual experience that
1

These numbers are line numbers from John Clement's original protocol. (see also Clement, 1989)
4
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"expressed what [he was] thinking" (049) With the rod one "is always measuring in the vertical-maybe somehow the way the-- the coiled spring unwinds, makes for a different frame of
reference." (049) This insight would lead, though not immediately, to a model of the spring as an
open horizontal (3-d) coil (Figure 1g). This part of the session generated a target constraint that
was salient in this and the final two models (le,i): coiling is in the horizontal plane.
At this point S2 was seeking to reconcile the rod (1c) and circular coil (1g) models. He
achieved reconciliation by integrating the rod model with target constraints derived during the
problem solving process: circularity, lying in the horizontal plane, and uniform distortion during
stretching. S2 recognized that transmitting the force incrementally along the_circle in the
horizontal plane stretches it bit by bit, as though it had joints, but with even distribution. He now
recalled an earlier idea of modeling a spring by means of wound square coils, i.e., that a "square is
sort of like a circle". (117) We interpret him to mean that squares,.considered generically are
polygons and polygons approximate circles in the limit. He immediately considered bending up
the rod into an approximation of the circle to create "a continuous bridge" between the two
paradigmatic cases. We take this as his attempt to ascertain if a rod bent in a joint-like fashion in
the horizontal plane and a circle bending under a force

Progression of Models

transmitted incrementally are of the same type with respect to
the mechanism of bending. This interaction between the
enhanced target (unfolding circle) and the initial source model
(flexible rod) led to his constructing a series of generic

b)

polygonal models we have represented in Figure 4a.
S2 first drew a picture of a horizontal hexagon (Figure 1h)

Figure 4

and saw immediately that the hexagonal model is a model of a
different type from any considered before for how the constraints would interact in the dynamic
case where the spring is stretched. S2's next statement described a simulation that provided a
crucial insight: "Just looking at this [1h] it occurs to me that when force is applied here, you not
only get a bend on this segment, but because there's a pivot here ['X' in 1h], you get a torsion
effect -- around here." ( 121) He went on, "Aha! -- Maybe the behavior of the spring has
something to do with the twist forces .... that might be the key difference between this [flexible
rod], which involves no torsion, and this [hexagonal coil]." (122) Finally, S2 constructed the last
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model, drawing a square coil (li) in order to exaggerate the torsion effect and considered the
possibility that torsion is what "stops the spring from-- from flopping." (126).
We interpret these steps in S2's problem solving as generic modeling of the relational
structures and physical properties of the polygonal models. Both the hexagon and the square
models incorporate features of the rod because the straight-line segments can bend. However, in
this orientation any polygonal model will localize the torsion at the comers, so that the motion in
stretching is that of twisting rather than bending at the .joints .. Thus there is torsion plus bending
in this stretching process. The square coil model or the hexagonal coil model or any polygonal
model will provide a generic model of the spring coil with respect to the mechanism of stretching.
The key difference between the polygonal models (lg-i) and earlier models we have not discussed
here ( 1e,f) is that in the former the bending segment does not have to change directions as it does
in the latter models, where the bend cannot be spread out so as to occur continuously in the wire.
When the wire is coiled in the horizontal plane, the bend is in the same relation to each piece and
the springiness is distributed evenly, satisfying the target constraints. That the distribution of the
twist would be even can be seen by extrapolating the polygon to the limit of a circle. Although
these steps are not in the protocol, we interpret generic modeling to have enabled S2 to grasp
immediately the move backwards from the square coil to the hexagon to intermediate
extrapolations to the limit of the circular coil in which the torsion that is localized at the comers
spreads itself out in such a way that it becomes a uniform property of the spring (Figure 4b).

5. Adaptive Modeling
Since we view constructing or designing models as central in conceptual change, we have
chosen to start with AI theories of design for identifying language constructs and processing
structures for building computational accounts of constructive modeling in science. In an
independent line of research, Goel and collaborators have developed an AI theory of conceptual
design of physical devices that views device design as model construction. This theory, called
adaptive modeling, arose from work on the Kritik project (Goel 1991). A designer's
comprehension of the functioning of a known device is represented in the form of a structurebehavior-function (SBF) model that provides a functional and causal explanation of how the
structure of the device delivers its functions. New devices are designed by constructing SBF
models for them, and new models are constructed by adapting the models of known devices. The
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SBF models of the new device designs are verified through a form of qualitative simulation, and,
if needed, revised.
Recent work along this line of research has led to a theory of creative conceptual design. This
theory extends and expands Kritik's theory of adaptive modeling by incorporating analogical
transfer as another family of adaptation strategies. It posits generic models for mediating·the
analogical transfer. In particular, it identifies two-kinds of generic models: generic teleological
mechanisms (GTMs) and general physical processes (GPPS) (Stroulia and Goel 1992; Bhatta and
Goel 1993). A GTM specifies a pattern of functional and causal structure such as feedback while
a GPP captures a pattern of behavioral and causal structure such as heat flow. The generic models
are abstracted from the SBF device models of a known design situation, indexed by the
functional/behavioral abstractions, and stored in memory. Given a new design situation, the stored
generic models are accessed and instantiated to help create SBF models for the new· situation.
The IDEAL system (Bhatta & Goel 1993) instantiates the extended theory of adaptive modeling.
Thus, depending on the design situation presented to it and its relation to the available knowledge,
IDEAL can use different model adaptation strategies ranging from incremental revision of known
SBF models within the problem domain to cross-domain analogical transfer of modeling
knowledge in the form of generic models. The SBF theory of device comprehension and the
adaptive modeling theory of solving design problems together provide us with the representation
and processing structures for beginning to build a computational account of the constructive
modeling reasoning process in science.

6. Synthesis of Theories
By itself "constructive modeling" provides an outline for a process of scientific reasoning that
results in conceptual change. In order to acquire a more specific understanding we have been
developing of a computer system based on the principles of adaptive modeling to model our
interpretation of the Clement protocol. This collaborative effort engages a problem central to
cognitive science as an interdisciplinary research field: How can theories from different disciplines
be synthesized to provide a richer understanding of reasoning processes? And how might a
synthesis be utilized to develop computational systems for experimentation? In this project we
have a cognitive-historical theory of constructive modeling paired with the computational theory
of adaptive modeling. The result of this pairing is that we are provided with 2 kinds of constraints
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for the choices we make in modeling the system. The first are cognitive constraints draw from a
''cognitive- historical" synthesis of philosophical, historical, and psychological studies of human
reasoning. These include both interpretive constraints for analyzing data and processing
constraints in the form of coarse-grained commitments. The second are computational constraints
drawn from computer science and theories of cognition which include tractability, inferencing
capability, and representational adequacy. Thus the choices we have made in building the
ToRQUE system gamer support from both theories and the interaction between them. In the
next section we justify some of the choices that we have made in the development of the
ToRQUE system with respect to the computational and cognitive constraint_s of the these
theories. In so doing we pave the way for a new cognitive theory of scientific reasoning which
draws upon aspects of both.

7. Computational Analysis
For S2's reasoning the choice of adaptive modeling is particularly apt computationally for two
reasons: there is a good match between the SBF formalism and the physical systems in question
(i.e. springs, flexible rods, etc.) and, more importantly, SBF representations provide significant
benefits with respect to the kinds of inferences available, and the speed with which those
inferences are carried out. The structure (S) of S2's initial model of a spring is clearly one of
multiple coil components that interact with one another. This interpretation is supported by S2's
simplifying the representation by reducing the spring to a single coil: "It occurs to me that a
single coil of a spring wrapped once around is the sameas a whole spring." (023) The in(erence is
not that a coil is equivalent to a spring, but that it has the same basic function (F) as a spring,
because in most respects a coil is not the same as a spring. (e.g. it does not look like a spring or
have the same structure as a spring) This inference provides evidence that S2 used separate
notions of function (F) and structure (S). A spring and a coil can be "the same" functionally while
not being the same structurally or topologically. It also shows that S2 considered the spring as
divided into multiple coil components.
The task that S2 completed involves assessing the behavior (B) of a particular physical system
with regard to its structure (S). Given a particular property of the spring's structure, e.g. the
diameter value, how will the behavior of the spring be affected? S2's attempt to solve this
problem requires having a representation of the behavior in question or being able to generate one
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quickly. One of the advantages of adaptive modeling is that the explicit storage of this behavior
provides a significant computational advantage over the generation of the behavior. The kind of
inferences that can be made given the stored behavior are also important. For example, when S2
noticed the difference (change in slope in the flexible rod vs. uniform slope in the spring), he did
so because the behavior shows this difference to be salient. By separating structure, behavior, and
function into separately analyzable units, the SBF formalism prunes away differences that are

..

irrelevant to the task, and makes it easier to target ·areas of significant difference. Thus once the
model is paired with a task it is possible to see the salient differences without being distracted by
ontologically distinct kinds of differences.
Once S2 considered a single coil in place of an entire spring we see that he began to focus on
the topological feature of circularity.

At this point in the protocol he has already considered the

behavioral and structural differences, and has made some adaptations with respect to these parts
of the model. The difference between the behavior of the flexible rod and the spring provided the
initial set of salient differences and the structural adaptation from many coils to one coil allowed
S2 to focus his attention on what turned out to be the most important differences: circularity and
orientation.
At this stage in the protocol ToRQUE's SBF model of a coil and the SBF model of a flexible
rod each have a single component which has the function of providing a restoring force. Because
"Structure" refers to components and the connections of components, the structures of two
devices with a single similar component are necessarily the same. The topologies of these
devices, howe_ver, may still be significantly different. That S2 addressed the differences in this
order provides further support that SBF structures are a useful ontology for focusing inferences.
Problen;1s such as S2's that involve behavioral aspects of the physical system are handled best by
focusing on behavioral differences first. Thus S2 is required to make use of the t9pological
differences between the coil and the flexible rod, only after he has pruned away those differences
which are presented by the behavior and structure.
Just as IdEAL uses generic teleological mechanisms (GTMS) for adapting models, ToRQUE
uses generic topological transformation mechanisms (GTTMS) for adapting models. Here we
describe the use of these mechanisms with respect to S2's reasoning in the final insight section
interpreted in Section 3. In ToRQUE, the "Reduce-Repeating-Components mechanism" is used
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to reduce the spring to a single coil (Figure 5c). The "Transform-Segment-to-Closed-Figure" and
Transform-Planar-Orientation bend the rod into a coil (5d). We assume here with S2 that a coil
"is a circle with a break in it". Figure 5e shows is the progression of closed-figure
transformations, which lead to the hexagonal coil, the discovery of torque, and the exaggeration
of the effect by the square coil model. By adapting the coil from a circle to a polygon, S2-was
able to introduce new components into the model-structure. Each side of the square, e.g., could
now be treated as a flexible rod component, but with th,e significant change in orientation that
now makes for twisting rather than bending at the joints. Thus a small topological change can
result in a fairly large behavioral change, making new knowledge available

f~om

which to make

inferences.
The most important inference occurs in evaluating the square coil. S2 had recognized the
generic physical principle (GPP) of torsion in the hexagonal coil and constructed the· square coil
to examine it. He was reminded of this principle because of the behavioral and structural
similarities between the GPP and the polygonal

Sequence of Generic Adaptations

models. In Section 3 we interpreted S2 as
making a final series of inferences only implicit in

a)cp.:f~
!TI&IlSf~Rgure-~o-Scgmem

the protocol that involve the generic abstraction

I

of the square coil with respect to torsion. To be
satisfied that he had solved the problem, he
needed to hypothesize that if torsion is true of
square coils, perhaps it is true of all coils and to
make the appropriate extrapolation. ToRQUE
incorporates the GPP into the circular coil model
through the Transform-Discrete-to-Continuous
GTTM, which depends upon a knowledge of
limits which we know S2 possesses: A
continuous shape such as a circle can be thought
of as containing an infinite number of
infinitesimally small segments. Figure 5(f) shows
the transformations from the square coil back to
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Figure 5

an adapted model of the circular coil that capture our interpretation.

8. Conclusion
Our conceptual analysis provides a plausible interpretation of S2's reasoning as relying
significantly on generic modeling. Our computational analysis shows how generic modeling,
.through using models (e.g. generic coils), mechanisms (e.g., GTIM's), and principles (e.g.,
torque), can achieve conceptual change. Here we ·~ghlight two

~ignificant

conclusions that show

the synergy of our interdisciplinary collaboration:
•
•

An important issue in generic modeling is how to make the right inferences at the right
times. SBF models enable and constrain these inferences.
In analyzing protocol and historical data there are places where the reasoning process is
not explicit, as in the portion of S2's reasoning we examined here. Interpretations of these
processes gain plausibility by their instantiation in computational systems such as
ToRQUE that develop out of an interdisciplinary analysis of creative reasoni?g.
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1. Background, Motivations, and Goals
Scientific progress involves a complex interplay between data about ~he phenomenon
under study, languages for describing the phenomenon, and content theories of the phenomenon.
In particular, when there is a good match between interpretations of the modeling constraints
represented in the data and the available languages for modeling the constraints, then it becomes
possible to develop more precise and detailed content theories. Our goal is to develop new
content accounts of significant processes involved in scientific discovery. This paper represents
one step in a research program that merges a cognitive-historical model of historical discovery
processes, verbal protocols collected from scientists, and AI languages for describing, analyzing
and modeling scientific discovery.
Bacon [Langley et al, 1987] is a good example of early AI systems that modeled scientific
discoveries. Bacon uses the AI language of problem spaces, production rules and heuristic search
for modeling the discovery of simple algebraic patterns in complex scientific data. Trans gene
[Darden, 1991 a] is a more recent example of an AI system capable of scientific theory formation.
It views a scientific theory as an abstract "device" and data-driven scientific theory formation as a
kind of device "redesign." Trans gene uses AI languages for device modeling for representing
early theories of plant genetics in the form of a functional device model. Its redesign process is
constrained by a prior analysis of the historical data on theory revision in plant genetics around
1900. As additional cases of scientific discovery from different domains are analyzed, and as new
AI representation and processing languages are developed, it becomes possible to develop richer
computational models of various aspects of scientific discovery.
We view scientific "discovery" as "design" or "construction" in the process of solving
problems. This view links scientific understanding and explanation to problem solving and
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representation through a reasoning process that we call "constructive modeling" (Nersessian
1992, 1995, in press). The quest for understanding, for possessing a satisfactory explanation of
some phenomena are driving forces behind scientific discovery. We interpret Simon's claim that
problem solving is representation as an expression of this aspect of scientific discovery. The
problem solver represents and re-represents a problem until the answer is obvious, i.e. the solution
is understood and a satisfactory explanation is in hand. Constructive modeling is an iterative
reasoning process that employs analogical and visual reasoning and mental simulation to create
and adapt representations of a target problem.
We first identified the reasoning process in a case of creative scientific problem solving
that resulted in major conceptual innovation in physics: James Clerk Maxwell's construction of the
electromagnetic field equations (Maxwell1861-2; Nersessian 1984, 1989, 1992, 1993, in press).

In the process of constructing the equations, Maxwell added a new explanatory device to the
conceptual and analytical resources of the physics community, the field representation of forces.
As we have discussed in great detail in earlier work, Maxwell derived the field equations by
constructing a series of models embodying the pertinent physical and mathematical constraints. In
the process he used multiple knowledge domains, including, electromagnetism, continuum
mechanics, and machine mechanics and various informational formats, including equations,
linguistic representations, diagrammatic representations. Once identified, similar modeling
practices can be seen to be widespread in science and engineering. Newton's modeling of the
motion of the moon by means of an object falling from a mountain and Rutherford and Bohr's
modeling of the motion of an electron by means p1anetary motion provide comparable cases of
historic discovery. Additionally, we have identified instances of constructive modeling in studies
of technological invention (Gorman & Carlson 1990). Further, we believe much of the informal
modeling exhibited by expert subjects in protocols of problem solving experiments conducted by
cognitive scientists can be interpreted as instances of constructive modeling (See, e.g., Chi et al.
1981, Clement 1989, Larkin et al. 1980, Nersessian 1995).
The analysis of constructive modeling developed initially as part of a philosophical theory
of conceptual change in science. Drawing from historical data we hypothesized that the kind of
modeling practiced by Maxwell, Newton, and others is not simply an "aid" to scientific reasoning
but that it is in fact a central mechanism of conceptual change. Since the modeling process
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employs analogy, visual representation, and simulative reasoning we have investigated a cross
section of cognitive science research in the areas of analogy, visual/diagrammatic reasoning,
mental modeling, and expert/novice problem solving to assist in developing a cognitive-historical
model of the process (Nersessian 1992, 1995). The theory views the constructive

modelin~

process as highly productive of representational change because it requires synthesizing constraints from the problem domain with constraints drawn from one or more analogical sources
into models that provide interpretations of the phenomena under investigation.

Further,

constructive modeling brings to bear on the problem knowledge that is represented in different
informational formats: some knowledge of constraints is expressed in

langu~ge

and equations;

some is implicit in visual representations; some is either explicit or implicit in the analogies
employed. We hypothesize that one major advantage of reasoning via model construction is that
the models enable scientists to perform mental simulations that embody and operate with e~plicit
and implicit constraints. These simulations provide an interplay between formal and informal in
construction and evaluation .
. To explain how constraints from often disparate domains can be successfully integrated
into a single model, the theory posits the central role of generic mental modeling in promoting
analogical retrieval and transfer and in enabling model adaptation. The construction process
continues until a model of the same type with respect to, e.g., the mechanism or process under
investigation is constructed. This generic model can then be reapplied to the problem to provide
a domain-specific solution. For example, Newton's generic model of projectile motion can be
reapplied to the domain of planetary motion to detennine that the planets move nearly in ellipses
around the sun.
As part of a philosophical theory, constructive modeling is in the form of a cognitivehistorical model which makes high level, coarse-grained representational and processing
commitments that provide a framework for understanding representational change. We are
developing a more precise understanding of this important reasoning process through interaction
with the computational theory described in Section 4, beginning with a computational analysis of
a problem solving protocol we interpret as exhibiting this process.
Since we view scientific "discovery" as "design," it follows that we should start with AI
theories of design for identifying language constructs and processing structures for building
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computational accounts of constructive modeling in science. In an independent line of research,
we have developed an AI theory of conceptual design of physical devices that views device design
as model construction. This theory, called adaptive modeling, arose from our work on the Kritik
project [Goel1989, 1991a, 1991b; Goel and Chandrasekaran 1989, 1992]. A designer's ·
comprehension of the functioning of a known device is represented in the form of a
structure-behavior-function (SBF) model that provides a functional and causal explanation of how
the structure of the device delivers its functions. New device~ are designed by constructing SBF
models for them, and new models are constructed by adapting the models of known devices. The
SBF models of the new device designs are verified through a form of qualita~ve simulation, and,
if needed, revised. The Kritik project led to the identification of a set of general adaptation
strategies for modifying the models of known devices and for revising the models of new designs.
Recent work along this line of research has naturally led us to a theory of creative
conceptual design. This theory extends and expands Kritik's theory of adaptive modeling by
incorporating analogical transfer as another family of adaptation strategies. It posits generic
models for mediating the analogical transfer. In particular, it identifies two kinds of generic
models: generic teleological mechanisms (GTMs) and general physical processes (GPPS) [Goel
1989; Stroulia and Goel1992; Bhatta and Goel 1993, 1994]. A GTM specifies a pattern of
functional and causal structure such as feedback while a GPP captures a pattern of behavioral and
causal structure such as heat flow. The generic models are abstracted from the SBF device models
of a known design situation, indexed by the functional/behavioral abstractions, and stored in
memory. Given a new design situation, the stored generic models are accessed and instantiated to
help create SBF models for the new situation. The IDEAL system [Bhatta, 1995] instantiates the
extended theory of adaptive modeling. Thus, depending on the design situation presented to it and
its relation to the available knowledge, IDEAL can use different model adaptation strategies
ranging from incremental revision of known SBF models within the problem domain to
cross-domain analogical transfer of modeling knowledge in the form of generic models. The SBF
theory of device comprehension and the adaptive modeling theory of solving design problems
together provide us with the representation and processing structures for beginning to build a
computational account of the constructive modeling reasoning process in science.
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As our first attempt at developing a computational model of constructive modeling in
science we examine an expert problem-solving protocol obtained in a interview conducted by
John Clement ( 1989). As we interpret this protocol the subject used constructive modeling to
satisfy himself that his initial solution to a problem was the correct solution. This example is
much more constrained than the historical cases of scientific discoveries, yet complex enough to
require that we wrestle with many of the quite difficult modeling issues the historical discoveries
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present. We concur with Herbert Simon (Simon, 1981) in presupposing that the problem-solving
strategies scientists have invented and the representational practices they have developed over the
course of the history of science are sophisticated and refined outgrowths of <?rdinary reasoning
and representational practices (Nersessian 1992). The solution to a specific problem may or may
not be possible within the confines of existing conceptual and analytical resources in the problem
domain. When the resources within the problem domain are inadequate, the scientist may have to
bring additional resources from other domains or create new resources. Scientific revolutions
II

II

are the most dramatic examples of this. In the protocol we analyze, the reasoning of the expert
subject is within the domain of the given problem. But with this limitation, the reasoning manifests
much of the complexity and power of constructive modeling. Modeling cross-domain reasoning
naturally requires a much greater infusion of knowledge into our computational model. This is
possible in principle but is feasible in practice only when the viability of the modeling framework
has been demonstrated.
In Section 2 we present a theoretical analysis of the constructive modeling reasoning
process; in Section 3, a conceptual analysis of the experimental protocol as a case of
constructive modeling; in Section 4, a discussion of the AI theory of adaptive modeling that
informs our computational model, and in Section 5, a computational analysis that we are
developing of the experimental protocol.

2. Constructive Modeling
For AI to make substantial progress in modeling creative scientific reasoning processes it
needs to start from a rich understanding of what these processes are in actual scientific practice.
On our interpretation of the historical records, constructive modeling is a reasoning process that
has produced significant representational change in science. Thus we begin by laying out the
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framework of constructive modeling to provide at least a flavor of the nature of the
representational and processing resources required of an AI system to perform this kind of
scientific reasoning. This will assist in the argument we present later in the paper as to why we
believe the choice of adaptive modeling theory appropriate for building a computational theory of
the constructive modeling reasoning process.
Most computational approaches have been taking formal reasoning as the prototype for
scientific thinking, as have traditional accounts of scientific reasoning developed in the philosophy
of science and employed at least tacitly by historians of science. The Maxwell case provides a
particularly salient example of the novelty of our interpretation. On the "standard" interpretation
the models Maxwell constructed were at best "merely suggestive" (Heimann, 1970) at worst, an
"unproductive digression" (Chalmers, 1986) or fraudulent representations cooked up after he had
derived the field equations through formal reasoning (Duhem 1902, 1914). On the constru~tive
modeling interpretation model construction constitutes the reasoning process through which he
derived the equations. As will be discussed in Sections 4 and 5, it is the constructive modeling

interpretation of such reasoning exhibited in the historical and protocol records that makes our
choice of AI theory appropriate.

2.1. The Maxwell Case
Since we are beginning our computational analysis with the experimental protocol
obtained by Clement, we will provide only a brief description of an historical case of cons.tructive
modeling. We outline the reasoning Maxwell used in constructing a mathematical representation
of the field conception of electromagnetic forces so that we may refer to it in theoretical analysis
in the following sections on constructive modeling.
Maxwell (1861-2) started his reasoning with the goal of constructing a unified
mathematical representation of the production and transmission of electric and magnetic forces
with a time delay; i.e., of constructing a field representation of electromagnetic phenomena. He
began in a setting rich with conceptual and analytical resources, and significant experimental
results. This environment provided, among other things, the initial constraints of the target
problem: (1) electric and magnetic actions are at right angles to one another, (2) the plane of
polarized light is rotated by magnetic action, (3) there is a tension along the lines of force, and (4)
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there is a lateral repulsion between the lines of force. Using these constraints, Maxwell first
retrieved an elastic fluid medium as an analogical source. Note that, although we today view
electromagnetism and continuum mechanical phenomena as different domains, from Maxwell's
perspective the initial model was constructed using an intra-domain source because he believed
the electromagnetic medium ("aether") to be a continuum mechanical system. He then
constructed an initial model satisfying constraints drawn from the domains of electricity,
magnetism, and continuum mechanics. This model describes the electromagnetic field as a fluid
medium composed of vortices and under stress (Figure 1 a). In the initial phase of the analysis
Maxwell concentrated on a single vortex and how its stresses and strains under motion represents
the effects of various magnetic phenomena (Figure 1 b).

In the next stage of the reasoning process Maxwell examined the dynamical interrelations
between electricity and magnetism, i.e., electricity produces magnetism and vice versa. Thus, in
the model he needed to examine the dynamical interactions among the vortices. But this
presented him with a problem since the vortices are all spinning in the same direction and friction
at the points of connection would make the system stop. Thus, at this point he sought a different
mode of connection among them. He made a cross-domain analogy to machine mechanics and
introduced "idle wheel particles" between adjacent vortices, creating a hybrid model (Figure ; '
He derived the mathematical representations for the dynamical relations between current and
magnetism by expressing these in terms of relations between the particles and the vortices.
Finally, by endowing the vortices with elasticity and representing electrostatic polarizatio~ by
elastic displacement of vortices, he was able to calculate the wave of distortion produced by the
polarization. This completed the solution to the target problem solution in that he had a unified,
quantitative representation of the of the continuous transmission of electromagnetic actions with a
time delay.
Maxwell formulated the laws of the electromagnetic field by abstracting from the models
what continuum-mechanical systems, certain machine mechanisms, and electromagnetic systems
have in common. We call this process "generic modeling" in the analysis below. In their
mathematical treatment, these common dynamical properties, relations, and functions are
separated from the specific systems in terms of which they had been made concrete. Once he had
abstracted these properties, relations, and functions he was in a position to reconstruct the
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equations using generalized dynamics (Maxwell 1864). because he knew how to represent
potential and kinetic energy in the medium. This analysis assumes only that the electromagnetic
system is a generic "connected system" that possesses elasticity and thus energy.
Figure 6 provides a schematic representation of Maxwell's constructive modeling process.
In the construction process the analogical source domains provided constraints that were ·
integrated with electric and magnetic constraints te create and enhance imaginary mechanical
models which then could be mapped to the electric and magnetic systems. From Maxwell's
writing it seems clear that his representations of the vortex medium and the intermediate
abstractions such as fly wheels are largely visual. Further, reasoning with th~ models appears to
require that they provide simulations. In the paper itself, Maxwell provided an extensive set of
instructions for how his readers should visualize and animate the models in their own reasoning.

2.2. Symbolic and Iconic Representations
To clarify our analysis we will follow C. S. Pierce ( 1931-1958) by distinguishing two
general kinds of representation, "symbolic" and "iconic". Symbolic representations include
linguistic expressions and equations composed of syrnbols. These represent a physical structure
or process by making propositional claims about it Symbolic representations are interpreted as
referring to objects, properties, and relations descriptively and can be evaluated as being true or
false. Iconic representations include such things as diagrams, models, and gestures. Iconic
representations are interpreted as representing objects, properties, and relations demonstr~tively
and can be evaluated as being accurate or inaccurate. A model, thus, represents a physical
structure or process by having surrogate objects

~ith

properties, relations, behaviors, or

functions that are in correspondence to it.
Symbolic and iconic representations support reasoning in different ways. They enable
different kinds of operations that can be applied to the representations. Operations on symbolic
expressions include the familiar operations of mathematics and logic. These are truth preserving if
the symbols are interpreted in a consistent way and the properties they refer to are stable in the
environment. Additional operations can be defined that support reasoning in limited domains
provided the operations are consistent with constraints that hold in the domain. Operations on
iconic representations involve transformations of the representations that change their properties
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and relations in ways consistent with the constraints of the domain (See, e.g., Hegerty 1992 on
pulley systems). Significantly, transformational constraints represented in iconic representations
may be implicit, e.g., a person can simulate what happens when a rod is bent without having an
explicit rule that says what happens, such as "given the same force a longer rod will bend farther."
A simulation with an iconic representation involves constructing a model and running it,
that is, produce new states. Constructing a model requires understanding the constraints
governing the kinds of entities in the model and the possible structural, causal, and functional
relations among them. Running a simulation requires understanding the constraints governing
how those kinds of things behave and interact and how the relations can chap.ge. In a human
reasoner the mental apparatus puts together constraints to achieve a causally coherent unfolding.
Performing a simulation with a model supports inferences because the simulation complies with
the same constraints as the system it represents. Further, changing the conditions of a model
supports inferences about differences in the ways that a system behaves. Knowing a model means
already having some facility with the constraints that are needed to construct and run it. A
simulation creates new states of the system being modeled, which in turn create or make evident
new constraints. A significant part of the creative process in scientific discovery is determining
appropriate constraints for models in a domain.

2.3. Reasoning via Constructive Modeling
"Constructive modeling" is an iterative reasoning process of constructing and runl).ing
iconic or mixed representations of a target problem. It is a semantic process in which the models
produced are proposed as interpretations of the target satisfying specific constraints. Figure 4
provide's a schematic representation of the process. Constructing a model starts with properties
and relations of a target system that serve as constraints to be satisfied by the initial model (e.g.,
Maxwell's initial electromagnetic constraints). A source domain satisfying some initial target
constraints is retrieved (e.g., the continuum mechanics of elastic fluids). From this domain an
initial analog model is retrieved or is constructed in the case where no direct analogy exists (e.g.,
initial vortex model). This initial model- and each constructed model- serves as a source of
additional constraints that interact with those provided by the target system to create an enhanced
understanding of the target, in particular by making explicit further target constraints (e.g.,
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mathematical constraints governing the interaction of electricity and magnetism). The constraints
can be supplied in different informational formats, including equations, texts, kinesthetic,
diagrams, pictures, maps, and physical models. The model construction process involves different
forms of abstraction (limiting case, idealization, generalization, generic modeling), constraint
satisfaction, adaptation, simulation, and evaluation. Additional source domains may be called
upon throughout the iterations (e.g., machine mechanics). This cycle is repeated until a
satisfactory representation of the target problem is· achieved. _.This representation is a model of the
same type as the target problem with respect to the salient target constraints (e.g., the vortexidle wheel system and the magnetism and electricity systems are the same type with respect to
dynamical structure).
Constructive modeling draws on the conceptual, material and analytical resources of the
community in which the problem solver is situated. Concepts supply families of constraints that
provide resources for constructing models. The resources of concepts include both their
constituent constraints and the conventions of representation of those constituents developed by
communities of practice for referring to properties, relations, and regularities of systems discussed
in terms of those concepts. The material environment provides such resources as iconic
representations that are drawn, gestured, or otherwise constructed, symbolic representations that
are written or spoken, and experimental equipment. The analytical resources of a community
include various modeling tools that include, among others, mathematics, diagrammatic forms of
representation, and computer simulations.
Clearly, to engage in constructive modeling the reasoner needs to know the generative
principles and constraints for physical models in one or more domains. This is why analogy plays
such a significant role in the constructive modeling process. On our account, the function of
analogies is to provide constraints and generative principles for building models. Thus we view
relations between domains in terms of the constraints they share. These constraints and principles
may be represented in the different informational formats and knowledge structures that act as
explicit or tacit assumptions employed in constructing and adapting models during problem
solving. Since these constraints are domain-specific they need to be understood at a sufficient
level of abstraction in order for retrieval, transfer and integration to be possible. We call this level
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of abstraction "generic". "Generic modeling" plays a central role in facilitating analogical
retrieval, mapping, and adaptation in the model construction process.

2.4. Generic Modeling
There are several ways in which generic modeling plays a role in the constructive
modeling process: generic abstraction is

employe~ to

create rep~esentations that incorporate

constrains from multiple domains; generic adaptation strategies are employed to make changes to
models, such as topological transformations; and knowledge of generic mechanisms and
principles is used in model construction and adaptation.
Consider the generic abstraction process. To integrate knowledge from a ·wide range of
sources into a single a model requires a kind of abstraction in which the various representations
function with some of their features unspecified. In reasoning, e.g., about a triangle, one often
draws or imagines a concrete representation. Indeed as Kant has pointed out, one cannot imagine
a "triangle in general" but only some specific instance of a triangle. However, in considering what
it has in common with all triangles,

h~mans

have the ability to view the specific triangle as lacking

specificity in its angles and the sides. That is, when the reasoning context demands it, the
interpretation of the specific iconic representation can be as generic. In viewing a specific
representation generically, one takes it as representing features common to a class of phenomena.
Generality in representation is achieved by interpreting the components of the representation as
referring to object, property, and relation types rather than tokens of these.
What we mean can be more easily conveyed by looking at a simple example taken from
Poly a ( 1954). Poly a considered two cases, abstracting from an equilateral triangle to a trianglein-general and from it to a polygon-in-general (Figure 3). Loss of specificity is the central aspect
of this kind of abstraction process. Polya called this process "generalization" in mathematics, but
we prefer to call it "generic modeling" in order to distinguish it from the process of "generalization" in logic. The figures presented are concrete, but the abstracted geometrical models are
"generic". The generic triangle represents those features that all kinds of triangles have in
common. The generic triangle has some of its salient features unspecified: the lengths of the
sides and the degrees of the angles. The generic triangle is neither isosceles, scalene, nor
equilateral. In contrast, a logical generalization from one equilateral triangle to all equilateral
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triangles maintains the specificity of these salient aspects of "equilateral". In abstracting from the
generic triangle to the generic polygon, additional features are left unspecified, viz., the number of
sides and the number of angles of the figure.
Maxwell's introduction of idle wheels particles into the vortex-fluid medium provides an
especially good instance of generic abstraction on the interpretation provided by constructive
modeling (Figure 2). First, Maxwell abstracted the generic model of spinning wheels from his
initial model of the electromagnetic medium descnbed as vortices (A). The generic model of
spinning wheels reminded him of specific mechanical systems containing machine gears (B). He
noticed the analogy between the vortices and the gears (C) but how this anal_ogy would provide a
new mode of connection for the vortices was not yet clear to him. Next, from the model of the
machine gears, he abstracted the generic model of fly wheels (D), and then further abstracted the
fly-wheel model into a model of dynamically smooth connectors (E). Finally, he instantiated the
generic model of smooth connectors in his model of the electromagnetic field in the form of idle
wheel particles (F),where the instantiation is guided by both the analogous case of fly wheels (G)
and constraints of the continuum mechanical system. A detailed analysis of generic modeling in
Maxwell's analysis can be found in Nersessian (in press).
Generic modeling is a strategy that is commonly employed in solving physics problems. In
modeling a problem about a pendulum by means of a spring, the scientist understands the spring
model as generic, that is, as representing the class of simple hannonic oscillators of which the
pendulum is a member. We interpret studies of expert physicists' problem-solving practices
carried out by cognitive psychologists as exhibiting generic modeling as a means of subsuming a
problem under a class of problems (See, e.g., Chi et al. 1981; Larkin et al. 1980, Clement 1989).
Generic modeling could account for the expert's ease of transfer among problems, which is
lacking in novice problem solving ..
As we have said, we interpret the constructive modeling process as requiring the ability to
represent, view, and utilize information generically. It is an open question in need of empirical
investigation as to whether generic representations are stored in the human memory or whether
specific representations are called upon and viewed as generic when the reasoning process
demands. In either case, expertise seems to play a significant role in having facility with generic
modeling. This is supported by the research of Mary Gick and Keith Holyoak ( 1980) which
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provides evidence that in the process of analogical problem solving - especially with repetition people create an abstract representations, or "schema", that facilitates transfer to a new problem.
Once identified as such, we can see how the practice of generic modeling has played a
significant role in the development of modern science. It was only by generic modeling; e.g., that
Newton could see the commonalities among the motions of planets and of projectiles which
enabled his formulating a unified mathematical representation of motion. The generic model
represents what is common among the members of classes of physical systems. Newton's inversesquare law of gravitation abstracts what the motion of a projectile and a planet have in common.
The inverse-square-law model continued to served as a generic model of act_ion-at-a-distance
forces through the 19th century for those who tried to bring all forces into the scope of Newtonian mechanics.
In our philosophical theory of conceptual change, generic modeling provides an
explanation of many instances of creativity. One puzzle about radical conceptual change has
always been that given the implausibility of ex nihilo creation, how can fundamentally new
conceptual structures emerge since we must always draw from existing representations? Generic
abstraction makes it possible to bring knowledge from multiple domains to bear on a problem and
have it transformed to such an extent that something truly novel is constructed. Our earlier work
on Maxwell shows this in some detail (See Nersessian 1992, in press). Through using Newtonian
mechanical systems as the sources of analogies, Maxwell abstracted generic representations of
objects, processes, and mechanisms from these analogies and constructed a series of models
satisfying salient electromagnetic constraints. The generic representations, when applied to the
class of electromagnetic systems yield the laws of a non-Newtonian dynamical system.

3. The S2 Protocol
Our case study derives from problem solving protocols taken from an expert subject
during a laboratory experiment designed by John Clement ( 1989). Clement's own analysis of S2's
reasoning focuses on a process he calls modeling via "bridging analogies". He characterizes this
process as one in which the subject "produces models via a successive refinement process of
hypothesis generation, evaluation, and modification or rejection" (p.358). It is the specific nature
of the construction and "successive refinement" process that leads to our interpretation of S2's
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reasoning as a form of constructive modeling. The modeling process consisted of integrating
constraints drawn from multiple sources, i.e., springs, bending rods, and geometry, into a series of
models.

During the process he spoke of visualizations, drew diagrammatic representations, and

used gestures to simulate dynamical processes to be performed with the models and to provide a
three dimensional perspective. Throughout the process, as Clement has argued, S2 critically
evaluated the plausibility of the models and the inferences he drew from them. Figure 5 provides

..

a schematic representation of S2's reasoning as constructive rpodeling.
According to Clement, S2 was a computer scientist who had some training in physics. He
had also passed comprehensive examinations in mathematics in the area of topology, which is
highly significant on our interpretation of the protocol session. S2's problem solving is embedded
in a community of background knowledge, including analytical practices and conceptual
resources. Some of that knowledge will be made explicit in our analysis of the constraints
figuring in the modeling process.
On our interpretation, S2 began the problem-solving session with the understanding that
the stretch of a spring is due to it's flexibility. Through the constructive modeling process he
derived a new understanding that a spring maintains constant slope when stretched through both
twisting and bending. So, although this is a more modest outcome of constructive modeling that
evidenced in historical cases of scientific discovery, for S2 it was an instance of highly creative
problem solving. For S2 to find a satisfactory explanatory model for the problem solution, he had
to construct a novel representation for himself of how a spring works.
In the following conceptual analysis we interpret S2's reasoning, focusing on the
constraints and their origin at each stage, productive instances of generic modeling, and the
geometrical insights that underlie the model construction and adaptation process. It is these
features of the process that have guided our selection of the AI theory of adaptive modeling as the
vehicle for exploring constructive modeling computationally.

3.1. Initial Problem Formulation
The problem to be solved is "a weight is hung from a spring. The original spring (Figure 7
a) is replaced with a spring made of the same kind of wire; with the same number of coils: but
with coils that are twice as wide in diameter (Figure 7 b). Will the spring stretch from its natural
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length more, less, or the same amount under the same weight? (Assume the mass of the spring is
negligible compared to the mass of the weight.) Why do you think so?"
We assume the initial constraints provided by the target problem are:
•
•
•
•
•

springiness
constant number of coils
variable coil width
negligible mass
constant added weight

3.2. Model 1: Flexible Rod
S2, along with a number of other subjects, quickly retrieved an initial analogy with a
flexible rod (Figure 7c, d). S2 stated that stretching the spring coil to the limit would produce a
flexible straight rod, which he later refers to as a "straightened spring". (005) We take this as a
proposal that for the purposes of the problem, S2 assumed the rod and the spring are of the same
type; i.e., they can be subsumed under a generic model of flexible wires. As a model, in the static
case, the rod satisfies the constraints:
•
•
•

variable coil width -> variable rod length
negligible mass =negligible mass
constant number of coils can be subsumed under variable length

In the dynamic case the mapping of the constraints would be:
•
•

springiness-> flexibility
constant weight = constant weight

For many subjects, including S2, this led directly to the correct conclusion that the wide
spring would stretch further, i.e., under the dynamic condition of bending the rod under a constant
weight, increasing the length of the rod would increase the amount it would bend. S2, however,
expressed immediate dissatisfaction with this model because he saw that the rod "would-- droop
like that [we assume a gesture] and its slope would steadily increase as you-- went away from the
point of attachment whereas in a spring the slope of the spiral is constant." (005) That is, S2
recognized a new constraint that slope of the stretched spring is constant. We consider it
plausible that S2's physics knowledge enabled a mental simulation of a bending rod that supported
the inference that its slope is greater at positions closer to the weight. He later drew pictures to
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explore this phenomenon. Additionally, the slope of a rod becomes greater as the rod increases
in length. So, in the dynamic case:
•
•

for the spring, slope = constant
for the rod, slope =increasing with distance from attachment point

3.2.1. Enhanced Target Understanding (Target•)
S2 began to question his hypothesis that the rod provided model of the same type as the
spring. He first expressed uncertainty that his intuition about the spring was correct, and spent
several minutes trying to convince himself of it. This led him to the correct conclusion that the
wider spring would stretch further, but not to an explanation for why this would be so. He stated
that the conclusion came from imagining what would happen to the wider spring as it stretched,
based in the "kinesthetic sense that somehow a bigger spring is looser." (005)
During the time it took to convince himself of the intuition about the constant slope of the
spring, he drew pictures of rods and springs "to help fix [them] visually".(007) His drawing of the
rod has it rotated at approximately forty-five (later ninety) degrees in the vertical plane. From this
perspective, a rod fixed at the top would clearly bend with increasing slope ("flop") under a
constant weight. The spring, on the other hand, would be free to "pivot" and "something about
that sustains the angle ... of the coil." (021)
S2 now had the understanding that springiness is different from flexibility ("bendiness").
Thus, for the purposes of this problem, the rod cannot provide a generic model of the spring
because it violates the derived constraint for the dynamic case. That is, although S2 did

~ot

state

this explicitly, we assume that he understood that if two objects are of the same type regarding a
mechanism of distortion, they should be alike in whether the distortion is or is not uniform
throughout the extent of the object. A this point, then, he added the derived constraint:
•

spring slope remains constant during stretching under weight

His enhanced understanding of the target problem led him to express the need for an explanatory
model of how a spring works before he could be satisfied with his answer.
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3.3. Geometrical Insight
Before constructing Model 2 he generated two intuitions that would later be used in
finding the satisfactory model. First, he noted that "a single coil wrapped around is the same as a
whole spring" (023). We interpret this as a proposal that the single coil provides a model for the
spring. In this context he rejected the proposal because it led him back directly to the rod model
(a "straightened spring" coil). Second, he

speculat~

that coilingJs an accidental feature which

led to the insight "surely you could coil a spring in squares, lets say, and it wouldn't-- it would
behave more or less the same." (023) Later and in a different.context these intuitions would lead
to the critical insight that torsion is what keeps the spring slope constant.
In the present context, the second insight led to two unsatisfactory models that are hybrid
modifications to the flexible rod model. These models derive from an attempt to integrate the
constant slope constraint with the constraint that a spring is coiled.

3.4. Model 2: Zigzag Wire
In Model 1 S2 had assumed that coiling was "an accidental feature of the situation" (023)
in the target case, but thinking about the spring as coiled in squares led to considering it as a
possibly salient constraint:
•

coiling (i.e., repeating coiled segment)

S2 stated "Ah! From squares, visually I suddenly get a kind of zigzag spring rather than a
coiled spring" (023) and drew a picture of the zigzag model (Figure 7e). He then stated that the
drawing was to be viewed as a "2-dimensional spring", not as a "profile of a 3-dimensional
spring... We interpret this and his drawing to indicate that he was making an adaptation to the
spring that gave it the form of a series of repeating rod segments. He endowed this model with
the constraints:
•
•

rigid bars
bending at joints

The model is an attempt to satisfy the possible constraint, in that
•

coiling -> zigzagging (i.e., repeating rod segment)
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But he quickly saw that in the dynamic case it fails to satisfy his enhanced understanding of the
target constraint of constant slope.

3.4.1. Enhanced Target Understanding (Target++)
In making the inference that the zigzag model does not satisfy the slope constraint, S2
appears to be drawing on physics knowledge:
•
•

for the zigzag, the springiness is at the joints
for the spring, the springiness is distributed along_ it

S2 understands bending at the joints is incompatible with uniform distribution of the stretch. This
violation of type is a version of the one used to reject the rod model, i.e., the distortion of
stretching is uniform throughout the helical spring, but is not in the zigzag model. Thus, the
model and the spring cannot be alike with respect to the mechanism of stretching.

·

For S2 the target problem now contains the additional constraint:
•

in a spring there is a uniform distribution of the stretch

3.5. Model 3: Rigid Connector Wire
Model 3 is constructed by attempting to integrate the target constraint of distributed
springiness with Model 2. S2 claimed to visualize a potentially satisfactory mechanism by making
the rods flexible and connecting them via small rigid rods (Figure 7f). He expressed imagining
"kinesthetically" (025) pulling it, seeing that it stretches and bounces, as does a spring. However,
if they are to be of the same type, it should be possible to consider just one segment, just as one
can consider a single segment of the spring. But one segment is similar to the single rod and that
led him·back to thinking about why Model 1 will not work.

3.6. Geometrical Insight
S2 next spent considerable time considering his "physical imagistic intuition" (025) about
the slope of the bending rod. He first called on mathematical knowledge of limits to consider
what would happen by varying placement of weight along the rod and (after taking a phone call)
"imagined" moving the weight along both the rod and the spring and drew pictures of what he
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was imagining. This was followed by a lengthy period of considering whether a spring with
wider coils is the same as a longer spring, i.e., one with more coils. At the end of this reasoning
segment he expressed more confidence in his answer, but he was still bothered by why the
constant slope constraint of the spring is violated by straightening it into a rod.
At that point he claimed to have a visual experience that "expressed what [he was]
thinking" (049) With the rod one "is always measuring in the vertical -- maybe somehow the way
the -- the coiled spring unwinds, makes for a different frame. of reference." (049) This insight
-·

would lead, though not immediately, to Model4, an open horizontal (3-d) coil (Figure 7g). First
he again reassured himself that the spring has constant slope, calling this time on mathematical
knowledge of differentials. He then noted that straightening the spiral of the spring vertically, as
in the rod model, removes the curvature and observed that "all its curvature is sort of horizontal -or near horizontal as the coils curl around" (055). He then spent some time thinking about t~e
geometry of unwinding the coil and the differences between spirals and helices, drawing a picture
of a spiral and comparing it with his earlier drawing of unwinding springs. Clement records that
during this process S2 traced a circle about 7 inches in the air in front of himself and claimed to
"imagine a coil-- a circle with a break in it. He drew (Figure 7g) an open single coil.

3.6.1 Enhanced target Understanding (Target+++)
This geometrical insight part of the session generated a target constraint that was salient in
constructing Model4:
•

coiling is in the horizontal plane

We hypothesize that the open horizontal coil enabled a different kind of mental simulation, in
which simulating a downward pull produced a simulated vertical gap between corresponding
points on a coiled wire. S2 then fixed his attention on that drawing and drew a straight line,
commenting that the circle and the line are "paradigmatic" (117). We interpret him to understand
that they are generic abstractions that capture what he now takes to be salient about the cases of
the wound-up spring and the unwound spring, respectively. However, drawing the line as
bending again revealed the increasing slope in that case. This reinforced his understanding that
the rod and the spring coil are not of the same type with respect to the mechanism of bending.
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At this point in the session S2 expressed the need to think about the problem "radically
different way" (117) and decided to focus on the fact that the coils of a spring are circular. In the
process he entertained as possibly salient the target constraint:
•

the coils are circular in form

3.7. Model 4: Polygonal Coil
This was not such a "radically different" way of thinking about the problem since at this
point S2 was seeking to reconcile the rod and circle models he had considered earlier. He
achieved reconciliation by integrating the derived target constraints of circularity, of lying in the
horizontal plane, and of uniform distortion with the rod model. This attempt at integration let to
the key insight that there is twisting in addition to bending and this is what accounts for the
constant slope of the spring.
S2 recognized that transmitting the force incrementally along the circle in the horizontal
plane stretches it bit by bit, as though it had joints, but with even distribution. At this point he
recalled his earlier idea of modeling a spring by means of wound square coils, i.e., that a "square is
sort of like a circle". (117) We infer him to mean that they are of the same type: squares,
considered generically are polygons and polygons approximate circles in the limit.
S2 immediately considered bending up the rod into an approximation of the horizontal
circle to create ''a continuous bridge" between the two paradigmatic cases. We take this as his
attempt to ascertain if a rod bent in a joint-like fashion in the horizontal plane and a circle.bending
under a force transmitted incremental are of the same type. This interaction between the
enhanced target (unfolding circle) and the initial source model (flexible rod) lead to his
constructing a series of polygonal models (Figure 16 a).
S2 stated that for the purposes of the spring problem, circles and polygons (he noted
triangles, squares and hexagons) cannot be that much different, i.e., are of the same type. He ftrst
drew a picture of a horizontal hexagon (Figure 7h) and saw immediately that the hexagonal model
is a model of a different type from any considered before for how the constraints would interact in
the dynamic case. S2's next statement described a simulation that provided a crucial insight:
"Just looking at this (Figure 7h) it occurs to me that when force is applied here, you not only get a
bend on this segment, but because there's a pivot here (pointing to' X' in Figure 7h), you get a
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torsion effect -- around here." ( 121) That is, in the horizontal plane, the force from the weight
would create twisting at the joints - torsion - as the hexagon unfolds. He went on, "Aha! -Maybe the behavior of the spring has something to do with the twist forces [Clement recorded S2
moved his hands as if twisting an object]. That's a real interesting idea-- That might be the key
insight-- that might be the key difference between this [flexible rod], which involves no torsion,
and this [hexagonal coil]." (122) Finally, S2 constructed the last model, drawing a square coil
(Figure 7i) in order to exaggerate the torsion effect and considered the possibility that torsion is
what "stops the spring from-- from flopping." (126).
We hypothesize that by employing generic modeling of the propertie~ of the polygonal
models S2 became convinced that unlike the rod model, these satisfy the constant slope
constraint. Our interpretation of his reasoning process is as follows. Both the hexagon and the
square models incorporate features of the rod because the straight-line segments can bend. But
because of their -orientation, .any polygonal models will localize the torsion at the comers, so the
motion in stretching is that of twisting rather than bending at the joints. So there is torsion plus
bending in the stretching process. Thus, the square coil model or the hexagonal coil model or any
polygonal model provides a generic model of the spring coil with respect to the mechanism of
stretching. The key difference between the polygonal models and the zigzag and rigid connector
models is that in the former the bending segment does not have to change directions as it does in
the latter models, where the bend cannot be spread out so as to occur continuously in the wire.
When the wire is coiled in the horizontal plane, the bend is in the same relation to each piece and
the springiness is distributed evenly, satisfying the target constraints. The distribution of the twist
would be even as seen by extrapolating the polygon to the limit of a circle. Moving backwards
from the square coil to the hexagon to intermediate extrapolations to the limit of the circular coil,
the torsion that is localized at the comers spreads itself out in such a way that it becomes a
uniform property of the spring (Figure 16 b).
S2 concluded the session by expressing that "I feel I have a good model of sp -- of a
spring-- Now I realize the reason a spring doesn't flop is because a lot of the springiness comes
from torsion effects rather than from bendy effects." ( 132) He went on to answer the problem. If
the width of a coil is doubled, the increase in bending would also increase the torsion. Although
the answer remains unchanged, i.e., the spring with wider coils will stretch further, the
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understanding S2 has of a spring is considerably altered. With the spring-as-rod model,
"springiness" is equated with bending. With the spring-as-horizontal-square model (or polygon),
"springiness" is bending plus torsion.
Clearly, S2's representation of a spring has changed and his constructive modeling process
is generative of that change. The non-constant slope of the bending rod model cued S2 about the
additional target constraint that the stretched spring has a constant slope. The zigzag and rigid
connector models directed him to focus on the circular natur~ of the spring's coils and that they lie
in the horizontal plane. And, most critically, simulating bending in the horizontally rotated
segmented hexagonal coil modelled him to recognize that there is an invisible twist distributed
along the coils of a spring, keeping the slope constant when it is stretched.

4. Adaptive Modeling
So far in this paper we have developed the hypothesis of constructive modeling as a novel
interpretation of a significant reasoning process found in many historical cases of scientific
discovery. In addition, we have analyzed S2's reasoning in Clement's protocol as one example of
constructive modeling in creative scientific problem solving. We now seek to understand this case
in terms of a computational theory of conceptual desig~ of physical devices. We believe this
computational theory, called adaptive modeling, offers an AI language for developing describing,
analyzing and modeling scientific discovery processes of the kind manifested in S2's reasoning
under the constructive modeling interpretation of the data.
The computational theory of "adaptive modeling" takes its name from the perspective it
adopts on conceptual device design. Conceptual design generally refers to the preliminary phase
of the design process. The problem-solving task in this phase takes a specification of the functions
of the desired device as input. It has the goal of giving a high-level specification of a structure for
the device as output, where the structure can deliver the desired functions. The perspective
Adaptive Modeling adopts on device design is characterized by two views. First, it views device
design as model construction. Thus the output of the problem-solving task is not just the device
structure but a device model that specifies how the designed device is intended to work, how its
structure delivers the functions desired of it. Second, it views device design as an evolutionary
process in which new device models are constructed by adapting the known n1odels of existing
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devices. Depending on the differences between the specifications of the desired functions and the
functions delivered by the known devices, adaptation strategies can range from revising the model
of a known device, to generic modeling and use of generic models for transferring design patterns
from one design problem to another.
Kritik and IDEAL are operational knowledge systems that instantiate the theory of
adaptive modeling, enable experiments with it, and provide well-defined AI languages. Built in
the late eighties, Kritik integrated case-based and model-based reasoning for modeling
evolutionary design of simple physical devices [Goel 1991 a; · Goel 1992; Goel and
Chandrasekaran 1989, 1992]. The ~ey idea in the Kritik project was that ev~lutionary design
involves both past design experiences (i.e., cases) and comprehension of how devices work (i.e.,
models) in creating new designs, that while the high-level process of design is largely case-based,
device models give rise to both the vocabulary and the strategies for addressing the <:lifferent tasks
in the case-based process. The specific hypothesis in the Kritik experiments was that since the
design task is a function---> structure mapping, the inverse structure---> function map of old
designs may guide the adaptation of an old design to achieve a new functional specification. The
structure---> function map of a device design in Kritik is specified as a Structure---> Behavior
--->Function model. The SBF model of a device explicitly specifies the structure and the
functions of the device as well as its internal behaviors that explain how the device functions are
composed from the functions of its structural components. The behavior thus mediates between
function and structure: it captures teleological and compositional knowledge of a device, and
provides a functional and causal explanation of the how the structure of the device delivers its
functions.
Each design case in Kritik contains a case-specific structure-behavior-function (SBF)
model, where the SBF models guide the adaptation of old designs to meet new functional
specifications. The adaptation process result in the design of new devices and the construction of
new SBF models that enable an evaluation of the new designs. In the Kritik experiments, we
found that the SBF models not only give rise to adaptation strategies for modifying old designs
and for evaluating whether the modified design achieves the desired function, but that they also
provide a well-grounded vocabulary for indexing the design cases and enabling case retrieval and
storage. Here we focus on the adaptation and evaluation tasks only. The SBF vocabulary enables
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Kritik to note the differences between the specifications of a desired function and a similar
function delivered by a design retrieved from the case memory. These differences between the
functional specifications set up adaptation goals. The SBF model of the retrieved design enables a
difference diagnosis that generates hypotheses about the structural elements responsible for the
functional differences. Since the behaviors in the model capture teleological and compositional
knowledge, they help in localizing diagnostic problem solving. The adaptation goals and the
diagnostic hypotheses evoke repair plans, which, when inst~tiated in the context of the current
SBF model lead to a revised model. The revised model enables a qualitative simulation to
determine whether its behaviors can deliver the desired functions. If this

ev~uation

fails, then the

model is further repaired. This leads to device design and model construction by incremental
model revision.
The recently developed IDEAL system inherits all the representational and .
problem-solving capabilities of Kritik. In addition, it expands and extends the theory of adaptive
modeling through the introduction of generic (i.e., case-independent) models for transferring
design patterns from one design problem to another, where the target problem and the source
analog may be in different domains. More specifically, IDEAL contains knowledge of two kinds
of generic design patterns: generic teleological mechanisms and generic physical processes
[Stroulia and Goell992; Bhatta and Goell993, 1994]. A generic mechanism specifies a pattern
of functional and causal structure, such as feedback, while a generic process captures a pattern of
behavioral and causal structure, such as heat flow. The generic patterns are represented as
behavior-function (BF) models, where a BF model is a functional and causal abstraction of over
case-specific SBF models. When IDEAL succeeds in solving a design problem by constructing a
SBF model for the desired device, it uses the new model, together with similar models in its
analog memory, to acquire BF models of generic patterns. This kind of abstraction becomes
possible because the SBF model provides a functional and causal explanation of the working of
the new device.
The generic models provide IDEAL with an enhanced set of adaptation strategies. As in
Kritik, IDEAL uses differences between the specifications of a desired function and a similar
function delivered by a design retrieved from the analog memory to set up adaptation goals. Also
as in Kritik, its uses the SBF model of the retrieved design for difference diagnosis. Depending on
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the specifics of the adaptation goal and the diagnostic hypothesis, IDEAL can evoke the repair
strategies that involve use of generic models. Such a repair strategy specifies both a generic model
represented declaratively in the form of a BF model and a skeletal plan represented procedurally.
The repair plan instantiates the generic model in the context of the current SBF model. For
example, one repair plan in IDEAL it inserts feedback loops in an electronic circuit by instantiating
the corresponding generic teleological mechanism. Since the generic model of feedback was
..
learned in the context of a different problem that may have been in a different domain, this is a
process of analogical transfer. Since this kind of analogical transfer is mediated by generic models,
and the generic models themselves are acquired through abstraction from c~e-specific models,
we call this model-based analogy.

5. Computational Modeling
We turn now to the issue of computationally modeling S2's reasoning. Our conceptual
analysis of the protocol described in Section 3 provides an interpretation of the protocol data as a
form of constructive modeling. This provides the modeling constraints for our computational
model and the theory of adaptive modeling briefly sketched in Section 4 provides the
representational structures and problem-solving constructs for the task. We are presently
developing a computer program called ToRQUE (for Theory Reconstruction through Questions,
Understanding, and Evaluation) that accepts these modeling constraints and problem-solving
languages as starting points. When complete, the program will enable detailed experimentation
with, and potential refinement of, our conceptual analysis of S2's reasoning and both the AI and
philosophical theories we are merging here. But, even in its current form, ToRQUE helps to
make our conceptual analysis more precise and its assumptions more explicit.
Current work on ToRQUE focuses on two elements of S2's reasoning: model revision and
model evaluation. First, the issue of model revision: Given that scientists, such as S2, often
possess incomplete mental models, i.e., models which are insufficient for answering certain
questions, how are they able to construct more complete models which adequately answer those
questions? S2 was placed in this position with the spring problem. He immediately realized this
fact: "This is the first problem I've encountered -- I note -- where I had some doubt about being
able to solve it." (001) S2 was aware that the knowledge needed to answer the question posed to
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him is not readily available in his model of the spring, and therefore has some concern about being
able to solve the problem. Second is the issue of model evaluation: once a model is retrieved or
constructed, how does the scientist evaluate that model? That is, even when a mental model
enables the scientist to answer a question, how does he evaluate the answer to the question? For
example, S2 attempted to answer the spring question by making use of a model of an analogous
system, the flexible rod. Even though he was able to answer the question, he was unsatisfied with
his answer: "But then it occurs to me that there is something clearly wrong with that metaphor. .. "
(005) What enabled S2 to know that his answer may not be correct? Model revision and
evaluation represent two computationally significant problems that real scientists face, and by
developing processes to model these problems, we come closer to modeling the more creative
processes of science.

5.1. Model Revision
The theory of adaptive modeling suggests that one of the ways that incomplete models get
completed is through adaptation, where the adaptation processes may involve analogical transfer.
This is in contrast to other approaches to model completion (e.g. Gentner, 1983) in that the
emphasis in our approach is on applying adaptation strategies to satisfy problem-solving goals and
constraints, with analogical transfer representing one family of adaptation strategies. The
adaptation goals and constraints originate from the overall reasoning goals of the agent (e.g.,
design, question answering, data modeling), the differences between the target problem and the
source analog, and also the diagnosis of these differences. In our computational model of S2's
reasoning, adaptation occurs between the initial model provided by the problem (the spring) and a
retrieved Model 1 (the flexible rod), and also between this initial model and constructed Models
2-4 (the zigzag spring, the rigid connector spring, and the polygonal coil). This kind of model
adaptation raises four important questions: 1) What is the knowledge content of the models? 2)
How is a model searched for finding answers to questions? 3) How are the analog models
retrieved? And 4) What parts of the analog (if any) provide the necessary constraints? In the
following sections we focus primarily on questions 1, 2, and 4. We have put little emphasis on the
retrieval issue (3) in developing ToRQUE, not because it is unimportant, but because we consider
the other issues to be of greater relevance to this analysis.
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5.1.1. Model Contents
We begin by addressing the first of these questions. What is the knowledge content of
S2's initial model of a spring? At the end of the protocol session when asked if he had done any
past thinking about springs S2 replied: "Absolutely not, none of this resembles any thinking I
remember doing, in fact I would say the most I ever did with springs was just coefficient of F=kx
or F=kx or whatever it- type of stuff, where it doesn't have to be a spring at all, it can be anything
elastic and the fact that it coils is irrelevant." ( 190) We can infer from the protocol that S 2 had (or
constructed) a generic model of springs. He knew that springs stretch in the: sense that they are
elastic, i.e., have a restoring force. We can also infer that he considered the spring to be made up
of coils. He referred to the individual coils many times, e.g. "that is to say that the distances
between the coils would be equal ... " (013) and "I'm visualizing a single coil of a spring" (023).
Thus the spring is a device having a function and made up of individual components. Also, there
are structural, functional and causal relationships between these components. SBF models
therefore are a logical choice for representing spring models
In ToRQUE, we have made two modifications to Kritik's SBF models. First, while Krjti i:..:-;

SBF models were case-specific, ToRQUE uses the SBF language to represent more abstract
models, e.g., springs in general as opposed to a specific spring. This allows us to adequately
capture the generic concept of spring with which S2 works. Second, we have added spatial
information to the SBF models. Since Kritik is interested in function ---> structure conceptual
design, the representation of structure in its SBF models was limited to topological relationships
between components (e.g., connection, containment) that play a functional role in the working of
the device. But the structural representation did not specify the spatial form of the components or
the device. In the S2 protocol, however, the spatial form plays a much larger role, as he uses
several topological transformations in model construction. ·The connection of components such as
coils, for example, is dependent upon their orientation and the continuity of the connection.
Figures 21, 22, and 23 illustrate the SBF model of a spring without the spatial information
-we will return to spatial representation a little later. The model captures only the knowledge that
we can safely assume S2 had about springs prior to problem solving. There are many inferences
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which can be made from this model, but none which establish a relationship between the diameter
of the spring and the stretch-function (as asked for in the question posed to S2).

5.1.2. Model Search
This leads us to our second question: How is a model searched for finding answers to
questions such as "how does the diameter relate to the stretch function"? Questions in ToRQUE
serve to set up initial reasoning goals. The questio.n processing module accesses the particular
function in question and can quickly determine if the diameter property effects or is effected by
the stretch function. Depending on the question and the completeness of the initial SBF model,
the model may explicitly specify the needed information. If this information is not explicitly
specified, then ToRQUE attempts to establish paths of relationships between the variables that are
specified in the model and that can answer the question. If this too fails to yield an answer to the
question, as in S2's case, ToRQUE shifts to an alternative strategy for model adaptation based
analogical transfer.

5.1.3. Analog Retrieval
Retrieval of a relevant model from memory involves the construction of a probe based
upon the problem-solving context. Kritik uses functional specification of the target problem as
the probe while IDEAL can use both functional and structural specifications for this purpose. The
protocol on S2's reasoning provides some evidence for both kinds of probes. A flexible rod has a
function nearly identical to that of a spring: they both provide a restoring force when an external
force is applied. And S2 talks about how "springiness implies flexibility." Thus one might posit
that S2 was looking for a device with a similar function, and thus uses the function of the spring
as a probe into the analog memory. But one might also postulate that the retrieval is facilitated by
a topological adaptation to the spring model, i.e. the stretching of the spring to its limit. When a
spring is stretched to its limit it becomes a rod. That the initial analog model was retrieved
through this topological adaptation is supported by the protocol since S2 referred to the flexible
rod as the "straightened out" (007) spring model. In this case, the structural form of the
straightened out spring would serve as a probe to memory. In any case, as we stated previously
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we have not yet implemented analog retrieval in ToRQUE; instead the system assumes that the
model for the flexible rod is available in its working memory.

5.1.4. Model Adaptation
Given that we now have a source analog (flexible rod), what parts of the analog model
should be used to construct a revised model for the target problem (Figure 8)? We break this
question into two parts. First, what are the differences between the old model of the target
problem (spring) and the initial analog model (flexible rod)? Second, given salient differences,
what adaptations should one make to the target model?

5.1.4.1. Difference Diagnosis
Since S2's problem involves a particular function of the spring (stretch-function), and the
SBF model for the spring explicitly specifies the behavior that accomplishes this function, the
initial difference diagnosis involves only this behavior (see Figure 22) and the corresponding
behavior in the SBF model of the flexible rod (see Figure 25). A search of these two behaviors in
ToRQUE reveals that the varying slope in the flexible rod is not present in the spring. In trying to
answer the question, "why should the fact that the spring is straightened out make any difference,"
S2 recognized that the spring has constant slope under the dynamical condition and took it to be a
salient constraint of the target problem. A second difference, taken at this point to be only
potentially salient, is that the flexible rod has only one component, while the spring has many. In
the protocol S2 considered the possible salience of the repeating coiled segments in his
construction of Models 2 and 3 (Section 4 ). ToRQUE recognizes this second difference both in
the structural and behavioral representations of the spring and the rod. The stretch-behavior of
the spring is caused in part by the behaviors of the individual coils (see Figure 23). But the bendbehavior of the rod does not have any corresponding components.
The process ToRQUE uses to analyze these differences is graph-based. Behaviors in SBF
models are represented as directed acyclic graphs in which the nodes represent behavioral states
and the links represent state transitions. Differences between the models of target problem and
the source analog are generated by tracing the behaviors and constructing a difference graph as
each state and transition is traversed. When both behaviors have the same specific state (or
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transition) then the corresponding difference node contains pointers to the two compared states
(or transitions), as well as information about the slot-values in the particular states (or transitions).
If the graphs are not isomorphic, then there may be states and transitions in either the source or

the target which are not present in the other. The difference graph adds these nodes as well, and
marks them as present in one behavior and not the other. Slot names are placed in one of the
following categories in the difference node, depending upon their compared values: (1) in-A-not.-

.

B, (2) in-B-not-A, (3) A-and-B-type-equal, (4) A-and-B-value-equal, or (5) A-and-B-unequal.
The various types of differences lead to significantly different types of inference. The
varying slope and the transition difference described above are differences of type ( 1) and (2)
respectively, which are treated as very significant, and which cause the reasoner to seek a way to
eliminate them. Differences in value (4), however, are less important because analogs are
expected to have different values. The issue of which features to consider important·is greatly
assisted by the SBF representations. This is because SBF models specify only those features that
play a causal role in the functioning of the device. Surface level features such as color are not
functional and therefore eliminated from consideration.

5.1.4.2. Adaptation Strategies
As in Kritik, the differences between the target and the source set up adaptation goals.
These goals are accomplished using an array of adaptation strategies. And, as in IDEAL, some
adaptation strategies may make use of generic mechanisms. But while IDEAL's generic
mechanisms represent functional and causal transformations (e.g., feedback), ToRQUE's generic
mechanisms represent topological transformations. Because of this we frrst describe the spatial
representations that they act upon.

5.1.4.3. Spatial Representation
ToRQUE captures the spatial aspects of models in the form of a volume of voxels
(volume elements). We use the notion that an object can be represented as a set of cubes. In the
graphics literature this is know as a spatial-occupancy enumeration (see Foley et al, 1990; p. 549).
In AI it has been utilized by Glasgow & Papadias ( 1992) as part of their visualization level of
representation. This volumetric representation is useful for capturing information which is not
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represented descriptively by the model structure. Also, there are well know graphical techniques
for transforming volumetric representations, which makes them convenient.
A difficult issue with respect to any spatial representation is how to relate that information
with the non-spatial content of the model. In ToRQUE this relationship is maintained by
providing (x,y ,z) values to the points of connection between components which correspond to
points within the volume. A second means of connection is via equations. Geometrically a spring
can be represented by a circular helix. The parametric equation [f(t)

=r cost i + r sin t j + d t k,

where r is the radius of the helix and dis the displacement between coils] can be used to form the
volumetric coordinates. Both r (actually 0.5

* diameter) and d are properties of the spring which

are provided by the initial model. So while we can have a generic model of the spring, the volume
must be a specific volume detennined by particular values of the spring instance. This
corresponds with the intuition that visual representations must capture some prototypical or
exemplar case of the abstract model.

5.1.4.4. Constructing Intermediate Models
Intermediate models are constructed by applying relevant

adaptatio~ s~rategies

to a mode;.

In S2's case, the relevant adaptation strategies make use of generic topological mechanisms. For
example, by applying the generic topological transformation mechanism "Transform-3D-to-2D" to
the spring model, the result is Model 2, a zigzag spring (Figure 9 a), which S2 says we are to
consider "a .. 2-dimensional spring ..It has no third dimension." (023) The generic mechanism when
applied to the spring model performs an orthographic projection on the spring geometry to obtain
a 2D picture of the spring. This 2D picture can then be analyzed for its particular geometrical
features by simple image processing techniques.
Currently we have identified eight GTIMs that S2 appears to use to construct
intermediate models. These mechanisms are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce-Repeating-Components (behavioral)
Transform-Closed-Figure (topological)
Transform-3D-to-2D (topological)
Transform-Planar-Orientation (topological)
Transform-Continuous-to-Discrete (topological)
Transform-Discrete-to-Continuous (topological)
Transform-Segment-to-Closed-Figure (topological)
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•

Transform-Closed-Figure-to-Segment (topological)

The inverse of the first was identified by Bhatta (1995) as a Generic Transformation Mechanism
(GTM) called cascading. Cascading is an teleological mechanism used in design to incr~ase the
effects of a particular component. For example, placing multiple batteries in serial progression
will increase the current, while multiple resistors serially connected serve to increase resistance.
We claim that when S2 reduced the spring to a single coil (Mode14), he was using a the reducerepeating-components GTTM to carry out that adaptation.

S2 realized that the fundamental

behavior of a single coil is the same as that of the whole spring: "I'm visualizing a single coil of a
spring ... Here's a good idea. It occurs to me that a single coil of a spring wrapped once around is
the same as a whole spring" (023) Here S2 noticed that all the components are the same, and
therefore might make sense to look at just one of the components.

The difference ~etween

Reduce-Repeating-Components and Cascading is that the cascading mechanism is used to change
the function of the design, while the Reduce-Repeating-Components mechanism is used to
simplify the model in question.

5.1.4.5. Topology Transformations
The seven remaining generic transformation mechanisms belong to a new class of
adaptation strategies that we have begun to investigate in this work: generic topology
transformation mechanisms (GTTMs) GTTMs represent transformations to spatial forms of
models. They also represent knowledge of how topology transformations lead to structural and
behavioral changes. In considering GTTMs we need to address how topological adaptations lead
to

struc~ural

and behavioral changes.

The first GTTM that we have investigated is the "Transform-Closed-Figures" mechanism.
(see Figure 10) S2 first brought up this mechanism at (023) when he asked: "Why does it have to
be a coil? Surely you could coil a spring in squares, let's say, and it wouldn't -- it would still
behave more or less the same ... " Here S2 was calling the circularity into question. He
suggested that he could view the coils as squares. We take this as evidence of a GTTM which
allows S2 to transform closed figures such as circles into other closed shapes such as polygons.
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At this point, however, thinking of square coils led S2 to have a visualization of the zigzag spring
rather than following out the consequences of the Transform-Closed-Figures mechanism.
Returning to this mechanism later in the session (117) led him to solve the problem. The
structural transformation of a circular component into a hexagon and then to a square involves
replacing the coil component with a number of flexible-rod components. Thus, the topological
change of transforming a circle into a polygon yields a structural change of replacing the coil
components with bending rod components oriented at right ~gles to one another. Behavioral
evaluation of this model leads to the discovery of torque in the coil (see Figure 19).
The second topological GTIM is the "Transform-3D-to-2D"

mech~sm

(see Figure 13).

We hypothesize that there is a class of topological mechanisms for transfonning the
dimensionality of spatial representations. Currently we can only substantiate one member of this
class, the "Transform-3D-to-2D" mechanism. This GTIM acts on the spatial occupancy array by
taking an orthographic projection of the volume. An orthographic projection is performed by
multiplying each point in the volume by a simple transformation matrix. Figure 13 shows that
there are 2 possible projections of a spring. The projection from the x or y perspective, and the
projection from the z perspective. Once a 2D diagram is obtained, a simple image processing
algorithm is needed to identify the line segments and connection points in the figure. The
segments are interpreted as flexible rod components within the system, and the connection poiu.t s
as joints. Currently ToRQUE is supplied this information, i.e., it is given that coils when viewed
orthographically from the x, y perspective are composed of two segments connected at a joint.
Structurally, this topological mechanism replaces each coil component with 2 flexible rod
components and a joint component. Since the bendiness of the zigzag spring is all located at the
joints, the behavior of this model under the dynamical condition is of the same type as that of
flexible rod model and not of the spring.
The "Transform-Segment-to-Closed-Figure" mechanism and its inverse (see Figure 12),
"Transform-Closed-Figure-to-Segment" capture the idea that we are able to mentally transform
simple line segments into closed figures and vice versa. This topological transformation in the
Clement case allows for the structural transformation from a coil component to flexible-rod
component and vice versa.
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The "Transform-Planar-Orientation" mechanism changes the orientation of a component
by 90 or 180 degrees in some direction (see Figure 14). This GITM is especially useful for
modeling the effects of force because force effects components differently depending upon their
orientation with respect to the direction of application of the force. In ToRQUE we have captured
the "orientation of force" as either: (1) perpendicular to the connection, (2) parallel to the ·
connection, or (3) normal to the connection (see Figure 20).
Topologically, the "Transform-Planar-Orie-ntation" mechanism involves a rotation of the
volume through multiplication by a simple rotation matrix (see Foley et al, p.215). For example a
simple 90-degree rotation about the x axis is:

Rx(90)

1
0
0
0

0

0

cos 90 -sin 90
sin 90 cos 90
0

0

1
0
0
0

0
0
0
1

0 0 0
0 -1 0
1 0 0
0
0 1

If the force remains in its original direction, then structurally the model is adapted by changing the

orientation of flow with respect to the components. So, for example, when S2 rotated the bent up
rod, and thus the hexagonal coil, from the xy plane to the xz plane ( 117), we have the orientation
of flow change from perpendicular to normal in ToRQUE.
The "Transform-Discrete-to-Continuous" mechanism and its inverse "TransformContinuous-to-Discrete" are both topological mechanisms. S2 uses these mechanism in several
ways: in simulating bending the rod into a series of polygons that would "produce a series of
successive approximations to the circle" ( 117- 118) to "construct a continuous bridge" between
the rod and a spring coil; in recognizing that there is not "a lot of difference between the circle
[series of rod segments taken to limit] and say a hexagon"; and in distributing the torsion
discovered in the polygonal model the circular spring coil (Figure 9 c) In the latter case, e.g., he
correctly attributed this mechanism as a limiting case (see Weld, 1986): "What I'm sorta
wondering is what happens to the torsion in the limit... what happens to the respect of
contribution of torsion and bend in the limit as one keeps making the segments smaller. .. " (162)
The Transform-Discrete-to-Continuous GITM adapts the structure of a model by
replacing the connected segments of the polygon with one continuous component which contains
the necessary differential information. Thus given that the device is made up of multiple
equivalent components that perform some discrete amount of a particular function. This
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mechanism replaces those components with a single component which distributes that
functionality evenly.

In S2's case this information is the uniform twisting along the length of the

coils.
The Transform-Continuous-to-Discrete GTTM is a mechanism whereby the system can
break a component into small pieces. This is done by choosing a size of the infinitesimal and then
creating enough infinitesimal pieces to equal the length, area, or volume of the original
..
component. Currently this strategy involves only lines and curves. Thus we can break a circle or
line segment into many pieces (see Figure 11). In the Clement example, each of these line
segments are interpreted as lengths of wire, which can be viewed as flexible

~od

components.

5.1.5. Model Revision Summary
In this section we have shown how models can be revised through a process of adaptation

involving the use of generic topology transformation mechanisms. We have shown how modifie-ct
SBF Models capture the necessary content of the models, how a model can be searched when
required, how the agent retrieves possible analog models, and finally how structural, behavioral,
and topological generic adaptation mechanisms can be used to form intermediate models.
Figures 17 and 18 show the progression of models and which adaptation mechanisms were used
in the S2 protocol to adapt them. First (a) shows how S2 would uncoil a spring by use of the
"Transform-Closed-Figure-to-Segment" mechanism. In (b) the "Reduce-Repeating-Components
mechanism" is used to reduce the spring to a single coil. In (c) we see the formation of the zigzag
wire, and in (d) is the coiling of the rod into a coil. In (e) is the progression of closed-figure
transformations, which lead to the hexagonal coil and the discovery of torque (see Figure 19).
Finally, (f) shows the transformations from the square coil back to an adapted model of the
circular coil.

We claim that this progression of adaptations captures the reasoning which takes

place in the protocols, and is a step towards a computational theory of scientific discovery
through model revision.

5.2. Model Evaluation
The second major computational issue we address in this paper is how do scientists
evaluate the models that they have constructed? First we need to distinguish between two forms
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of evaluation: internal and external (see Bhatta 1995, chapter 6). External evaluation involves an
experiment carried out in the world, while internal evaluation is a reasoning process which acts
on currently held models. The theory of constructive modeling developed in Section 2
hypothesizes that internal evaluation often involves some kind of mental simulation of the model.
In the protocol situation S2 was not provided any springs with which to experiment, so we have
focused only on internal evaluation. To begin with, we can see that evaluation runs through the
whole constructive modeling process -- its goal is to assess the current state of the model and to
...

adapt that model so that it can solve the current problems. As our research develops we will need
to address three issues: (1) How does the scientist determine whether a model- constructed or
retrieved- contains the content necessary to solve pending problems? (2) How does the scientist
decide that a model adequately answers the problem at hand? And (3) how does the scientist
determine whether models are internally consistent and coherent? Thus far we have·only
addressed the first two issues and will discuss them below.

5.2.1. Evaluating Content
Retrieving or constructing an analog model does not guarantee that the analog will have
the content necessary for solving the problem.

For example, when S2 retrieved the model of the

flexible rod, there was no guarantee that the flexible rod would provide an answer to the problem.
In order for S2 to solve the problem, he must ask the same or a similar question of the flexible rod
as was asked of the spring in the problem formulation. In ToRQUE we reformulate that question
as "how does the diameter relate to the stretch function?" A flexible rod, however, does not
have a diameter. Thus, computationally one may be tempted to give up on the flexible rod model
as a possible analog.

But we know that S2 was able to propose a solution to the problem by

referring to the flexible rod. Here we claim that past processing of the problem with regard to the
spring allows S2 to answer the question using the flexible rod model.
As S2 attempted to relate the diameter of the spring to its stretch function, he first looked
for some direct relationship, which in this case is to look for the diameter property within the
stretch-function of the spring. When this attempt failed, he looked for a secondary relationship
between the diameter and the stretch-function, i.e., is there anything about the rod that can be put
in correspondence with the diameter of a spring? And if so, are any of these properties contained
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in the stretch-function? We can assume that S2 knew that the diameter is directly related to the
coiled length of the spring by a factor of PI. The coiled-length, however, is not part of the
stretch function either, which is why S2 failed to answer the question.

The flexible rod does not

have a diameter, but it does have a length, and the coiled length of the spring corresponds with
the rod length of the flexible rod. Thus the new question becomes "how does the rod length
relate to the stretch function? " Also, because the flexible-rod was retrieved via its function, we
can replace the stretch function in the question with "bend function".

So the final question for

the flexible rod model is "how does the rod-length relate to the bend function?" This question
can be answered directly with the model of the flexible rod.
In sum, ToRQUE evaluates intermediate models for their content by attempting to ask
the same question of the analog as was asked of the source. If this fails to produce an answer, it
adapts the question based on reasoning carried out when attempting to answer the question with
the source model. Of course, the solution provided is not guaranteed to be correct with regard to
the original model. So we must now tum to second evaluation issue: how to evaluate solutions.

5.2.2. Evaluating Solutions
The first solution obtained by S2 was the flexible-rod - or "straightened spring " - model
solution. It was clear to S2 that a flexible rod of greater length will bend more given the san1e
amount of force, yet he is unconvinced that this answer is relevant to the spring case because of
salient difference in the constraints in the dynamical case. Thus, the evaluation of the solution is
dependent upon what differences the scientist finds to be salient. It is quite possible that the
scientist does not view any of the differences as salient, in which case the scientist will claim to
have solved the problem. This was the case with many of Clement's other subjects who were
satisfied with the rod model. S2, however, did notice a number of differences including the
varying slope of the flexible rod and this led to further model construction. We maintain that the
construction of intermediate models is a method of evaluation. The intermediate models are
constructed to uncover and clarify the differences between the original model and the analog
solution. ToRQUE evaluates solutions through a process of establishing the differences between
the source and analog models (see section 5.1.4.1) and constructing models which attempt to
eliminate those differences.
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5.2.4. Model Evaluation Summary
In this section we have shown how the construction of intermediate models is used to
evaluate retrieved models and solutions. We have shown how a scientist evaluates the content of
a model to determine if it can help solve the problem. We have shown how a scientist evaluates
the solutions to models through the construction of intermediate models aimed at eliminating
differences. We are just beginning in our research to address now a scientist evaluates a model
through simulation and the retrieval of generic physical principles.

5.3. Summary of Process
ToRQUE employs the coarse-grained commitments of constructive modeling along with
the design theories of adaptive modeling and model-based analogy, to construct models based on
the differences between the source model and a retrieved analog model. This process occurs
within a problem-solving context, e.g., when a question is asked of the source, ToRQUE attempts
to answer the question by finding relationships within the source model. (see Section 5.1.2)

If

ToRQUE cannot answer the question directly, it retrieves an analog model. The analog model is
retrieved based upon a probe constructed from the problem solving context, e.g., a match
between the function of the source model and the analog model. (see Section 5.1.3) A similar
question is then asked of the analog model. If the analog model fails to provide an answer,
another analog is sought. If it does return an answer, the differences between the source and
analog models are assessed to verify that answer. (see Section 5.1.4.1) If the functions of the
two models match, ToRQUE assumes that their behaviors will also have some amount of
similarity. Thus, in this case, the behavioral differences help to constrain the number of choices
for construction, even though there is no guarantee that the spatial and structural differences
between the two models will be at all similar. This is evidenced by the spring and the flexible rod,
which vary on almost all structural and topological dimensions. The differences

be~ween

the

behaviors then constrain ToRQUE to look at only specific spatial and structural differences based
upon their differing behaviors. (Notice that if retrieval is based on a topological similarity rather
than a functional similarity, then the construction will follow a different path. The Clement
protocol, however, does not initially provide this kind of problem context.)
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differences between the models have been established, GTIMs are retrieved based on those
differences. These GTIMs are then used to adapt the source model in some way. The process
then continues by evaluating the constructed models, and adapting them to construct new
intermediate models.

6. General Discussion
As we stated in the introduction to this paper, two independently developed but closely
related theories underlie our analysis of creative scientific problem solving of the kind exhibited in
Clement's protocol. The first theory is a philosophical theory that posits "constructive modeling"
as a productive fom1 of reasoning in conceptual change in science. This theory is based on our
prior analyses of reasoning in historical cases of scientific discovery. The second th~ory is an AI
theory of "adaptive modeling" which provides a content account both of mental models of how
physical devices work and of problem solving in constructing models for new systems. This
theory arises from our earlier work on creative conceptual design. We focus in this section on
why we believe the AI theory of adaptive modeling is appropriate for analyzing the kind of
reasoning posited by constructive modeling computationally both in general and in terms of our
implementation thus far.
A central piece of the philosophical theory is an hypothesis about a form of reasoning that
is productive of representational change in science, i.e., constructive modeling.

We posited that

in the S2 problem-solving session, the reasoning process is of the same type as the constrUctive
modeling performed by historical scientists such as Maxwell. In it's present form this model
enables a consistent conceptual analysis of S2's reasoning in solving the spring problem as
exhibited in the protocol transcript. In the current phase of our research, the conceptual analysis
of the S2 protocol provides a bridge between the philosophical and the AI theories. The data
provided in the protocol transcript do not "speak for themselves". They could admit of more
traditional interpretations than as an instance of constructive modeling. However, we have
indicated, as in the historical cases, how constrictive modeling provides the best fit. It is the
nature of the constructive modeling interpretation of this kind of scientific reasoning that makes
our selection of adaptive modeling the appropriate AI theory.
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The constructive modeling hypothesis is in the form of a cognitive-historical model that
makes high-level, coarse-grained representational and processing commitments that provide a
framework for understanding representational change. The AI theory takes the form of a
computational model that makes specific representational commitments in the form of SBF
models of device comprehension, and specific processing commitments in the form of MBA
models of analogical reasoning. The AI theory provides a language for construction of precise
and detailed computational models of scientific discovery. The SBF models explicitly represent
"'

structures, functions, and behaviors of a device, where the behaviors mediate between the device
structure and function, and capture teleological and compositional knowledge. This account also
includes generic models, for example, generic topology transformation mechanisms. The latter
content account is in the form of problem-solving goals and tasks, strategies and methods,
inference and control. Thus, new device models are constructed by adapting known models,_and
adaptation strategies range from simple and direct revision of a known model to analogical
transfer from other device models, where the transfer is mediated by generic models. The two
content accounts are closely related: the knowledge content of the models enables the inferences
required by problem solving.
Interestingly, the theory of adaptive modeling appears to cover some earlier work on
scientific reasoning, specifically Darden's work on the Trans gene project [Darden 1991 a, 1991 b].
She represented early theories of plant genetics as a device model and viewed data-driven theory
revision as a kind of device redesign or model revision. The correspondence between our theory
of adaptive modeling and Darden's work on Trans gene is not accidental. She used
Chandrasekaran's functional representation scheme [Sembugamoorthy and Chandrasekaran 1986;
Chandrasekaran, Goel and Iwasaki 1993] to represent models. Our SBF models too evolve from
the functional representation scheme. Also, Darden's model revision strategies were closely
related to Kritik:'s strategy for device redesign through model revision. The adaptive modeling
theory evolves from our earlier work on the Kritik project.
Constructive modeling makes commitments about how scientists use analogy, generic
abstraction of various sorts, and visuaUspatial reasoning to solve problems. It also holds that
knowledge is contained in models. Adaptive modeling is a computational theory that can provide
the requisite precision to many of the aspects of constructive modeling. Adaptive modeling
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provides a precise account of how models are adapted through the use of generic abstraction,
generic strategies, and generic mechanisms. Both constructive modeling and adaptive modeling
are incremental strategies for constructing models of physical systems. The SBF models of the
computational theory provide a precise means for representing causal and structural knowledge
which are clearly necessary from the perspective of constructive modeling. The constraints
formulated within the framework of constructive modeling are given precision by the separation
into structural, behavioral, and functional categories. So SBF models provide a computationally
tractable way of assessing the constraints postulated by constructive modeling.
Our conceptual analysis of S2's reasoning and our computational modeling in ToRQUE
seem to suggest that SBF models can capture some key elements in S2's mental models of
systems such as springs and flexible rods. For example, there appears to be ample evidence in the
protocol that S2 has representations and processes which deal with the structure, behaviors and
functions of these systems. This is noteworthy because other AI accounts of device models based
on "naive physics" [Hayes 1979] and "qualitative physics" [de Kleer 1984] not only do not
represent device functions, but explicitly forbid their representation. Further, these alternative
accounts derive the system behaviors by qualitative simulation at problem-solving time. There

i. ~~

little evidence of this kind of simulation-based derivation of system behaviors in S2's protocol.
Instead, S2 appears to either already have the behaviors compiled in his device models, as in SBF
models, or adapts the behaviors of one system (e.g., flexible rod) to derive the behaviors of
another (e.g., the spring), as suggested by the adaptive modeling theory. Thus as in constructive
modeling simulation is an evaluative tool rather than a derivational one.
The resemblance between our conceptual analysis of S2's reasoning and the problem
solving method in adaptive modeling is quite striking. One of the central issues in model
construction through adaptation is the spawning of the adaptation goals: what problem constraints
are instrumental in formulating adaptation goals? Accordin·g to the theory of adaptive modeling,
the differences between the models of the target problem and the source analog set up the
adaptation goals [Goel 1991a, 1991b]. Much of the adaptation process is driven by these
differences. We can see this is also a central feature of S2's reasoning. The difference in the
change of slope in the models of the spring and the flexible rod drive his construction of Models
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2, 3 and 4. These models are constructed primarily to either reduce the difference in the change in
slope or explain it away as inconsequential for the problem at hand.
Model-Based Analogy provides a precise theory of analogical transfer which coheres with
the kind of analogical transfer required in constructive modeling. As was mentioned above, the
analogical process in MBA is significantly different from other models of analogy. The primary
difference is its use of generic abstraction, which is a central process in constructive modeling.
An advantage of generic abstraction is that it provides a precise account of what should get
transferred from the source to the target. By this we mean, what should be abstracted from the
source as relevant to the problem at hand.

Other analogical systems such as SME (Gentner,

1993) look for the deepest level of correspondence between source and target. But here the issue
is what is generic to both source and target.

Another core issue in model construction through

adaptation concerns problem-solving strategies: what adaptation methods are suitable for different
kinds of adaptation goals? As mentioned earlier, according to the theory of adaptive modeling,
the adaptation strategies range from simple revision of a known model to analogical transfer
[Stroulia and Goel 1992; Bhatta and c;Joel 1993]. Further, analogical transfer is mediated by
generic models. This too is present in S2's reasoning on the constructive modeling interpretat<
In our conceptual analysis of S2's reasoning, there is also significant use of generic

models as postulated by the adaptive modeling theory. In Section 5 we discussed how we started
with generic models that captured functional, behavioral and causal structures, and had to
complement them with generic mechanisms that capture topological structures and

enabl~

topological transformations. Similarly, we had to extend the SBF models with spatial
representations in the form of voxels. This is primarily because the classes of conceptual design
problems we had studied earlier did not require explicit spatial representations and topological
transformations. In general, spatial representations and topological transformations appear to
play an important role in creative problem solving both in the natural sciences and in engineering
design.
We have shown how adaptive modeling through SBF models and MBA theory can
provide a plausible language for a constructivist account of scientific reasoning. Of course,
theories of scientific model construction represented by Transgene and ToRQUE always can be
implemented in other, more general, AI languages such as that of problem spaces and production
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rules. Indeed, Bacon uses precisely this language for recognizing algebraic patterns in scientific
data. But irrespective of the language of implementation, first a content account is needed. Once a
content account is available, it can be implemented in a variety of languages. The theory of
adaptive modeling provides such a content account. For example, it provides the kinds of
problem spaces that will need to be set up, the kinds of the domain and control know ledge that
will need to be represented in any implementation: ,. Therefore,
by.. our analysis adaptive modeling
.
is clearly the best fit.
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Maxwell Figures
a)

Maxwell's Generic Models
A cross section of the initial vortex medium

Modes of
Connection:

b)

C)

A single vortex.

Maxwell's drawing of idle--wheel particles within the vortex medium

Figure 2

Figure 1
Polya - Abstraction via Generic
Modeling
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Figure 3

Constructive Modeling

Constructive Modeling
(in Clement 1989 protocol)

Figure 4

Figure .S

Constructive Modeling
(in Maxwell)
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Progression of Models

Rigid versus Flexible Joints
Two Behaviors of Constructed
Model (a).

a)

b)

Figure 15
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Sequence of Generic Adapt3tions
(continued)
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Ontology of Connections

The Discovery of Torque
As recognized through the behavior of constructed model (d).

Row Orientation
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Type

As exaggerated through the behavior of constructed model
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t "' connection b~ components

As force is applied at y not only does rod 1 bend, rod 2 twists.
This is torque.
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SBF Model of a Spring:
Structure
Components: coil .. coih, ... , coiln
Connections: continuous & serial
Properties:
number-of-coils:
material:
unstretched-length:
stretched-length:
unstretched-slope
stretched-slope:
coiled-length:
constant -of-prop:
diameter:
tension:

& normal: e1lcoilde2. e2lcoihle3, e3lcoil3le4, ... , enlcoilnlen+l
n
m
usl
sl
uss = usUcl
ss sVcl
cl
k
d

=

Components: coili (For all i = l, ... ,n)
ecoilit ecoili+l
ends:
material:
fficoiti = m
u ns tretched-length:
uslcoili = usUn
stretched-length:
slcoili = slln
unstretched-slope
USScoili = USS
stretched-slope
SScoili = SS
coiled-length:
clcoili = ell n
constant of prop.:
kcoili =kin
diameter:
dcoiti = d
tension:
lcoiti =tin
Functional abstraction:
unstretched
Given: coil
length = uslcoili
slope = USScoili
tension= 0
Makes: coil
stretched
length = slcoili
slope = sscoili
tension = Tcoili

Function 1 (Stretch-Function)
Given:

Makes:

By:
Stimulus:

spring (E~tE 2 )
length= usl
slope= uss
tension= 0
spring (E~o E2)
length= sl
slope= ss
tension= T

unstretched

stretched

Behavior STRETCH-BEHAVIOR
Force F on E2

Figure 21
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I

STRETCH

Behavior STRETCH-BEHAVIOR of Spring

S1

spring: unstretched
length= usl
slope= uss
tension= 0
I
I
Due to stimulus: Force F on E2
I
In accordance with parametric equations:
I
F=kx
I
sl = usl + x
I
ss = sUcl
I
By Behavior Bl
I

v
S2

spring: stretched
length = sl
slope= ss
tension= T

Figure 22
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Behavior Bl

s,

coil 1: u nstretched
length = uslroitl
tension= 0
I

Due to stimulus: Force F on E2
In accordance with parametric equations:
F=~illx

Sl coill = US] coill + X

v
S2

coil,: stretched
length = Sl coil I
tension = Tcoill

coih: unstretched
length = uslcoil2
tension= 0
I
I

Under condition state s2 in b 1
In accordance with parametric equations:
F =kcoir2x
sl coil2 = usl coil2 + X

v
s2

coih: stretched
length =slcoil2
tension= Tcoil2

•
•
•

coil 0 : unstretched
length = uslcoiln
tension= 0
I
I
Under condition state s2.in bn-1
In accordance with parametric equations:
F =kcoirnX
s] coiln =USl coiln + X

v
s2

coil 0 : stretched
length = slcoiln
tension =T at wall

Figure 23
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SBF Model for a Flexible Rod
Structure
Components: strip
Connections: serial & perpendicular: E 1 I strip I E 2
Properties:
ma~ri~:
m
bend-amount:
ba
unbent-slope
ubs
bs
bent-slope:
derivative-of-slope
dslope
constant-of-prop:
k
kl
const-of-length
tension:
Function~

abstraction:
Given: strip
straight
bend = 0
slope= ubs
tension= 0
Makes: strip
bent
bend= ba
slope= bs
tension= T

Function 1 = Bend-Function
Given:
flexible-rod (E 1,E2)
bend= 0
slope= ubs
dslope =
tension= 0
Makes:
flexible-rod (E,, Ez)
bend= ba
slope= bs
tension= T

By:
,Stimulus:

straight

bent

Behavior BEND-BEHAVIOR
Force F on E 2

Figure 24
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..

--·

flexible-rod: straight
bend-amount = 0
slope = ubs (an equation)
tension= 0
I
I
Due to stimulus: Force F on E2
I
In accordance with parametric equations:
I
F=kx
I
ba= x
I
I
I

E1

y

v
S2

flexible-rod: bent
bend-amount= ba
slope = bs (an equation)
tension= T

The slope both before and after is equal to an equation because it is varying.
This equation is the following:
Given that A<B:
before: y =A z2 + c
after: y = B z2 + c

..

z

Behavior BEND-BEHAVIOR of Flexible Rod

Sl

~~...

dzJdy = 2A z
dzJdy = 2B z

Figure 25
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Abstract
An essential componem of opportunistic behavior is opportunity recognition, the recognition of those conditions that
facilitate the pursuit of some suspended goal. Opportunity
recognition is a special case of situation assessment, the process of sizing up a novel situation. The ability to recognize
opportunities for reinstating suspended problem contexts (one
way in which goals manifest themselves in design) is crucial
to creative design. In order to deal with_ real world opportunity recognition. we attribute limited inferential power to
relevant suspended goals. We propose that goats suspended in
the working memory monitor the internal (hidden) representations of the currently recognized objects. A suspended goal
is satisfied when the current internal representation and a suspended goal "match". We propose a computational model for
working memory and we compare it with other relevant theories of opportunistic planning. This working memory model is
implemented as part of our IMPROVISER system.

Introduction
During a mechanical engineering project a group of students
were asked to design and implement a mechanical device
for the quick and safe transportation of a fragile cargo (some
eggs). The students went to a Home Depot (a hardware store),
where they staned by choosing springs for the launching component. During the design process they made the following
observations:
Andy: ... hey, when I compress the spring it bends;
this weakens the force of the springs ...
Mary (wrapping her hand around the spring): ... yes,
we have to enclose it in a tube ...
Bill: ... the tube should be collapsible, otherwise the
spring cannot be compressed ...
The students began proposing mechanisms that fit this description. One of them suggested a telescope, but it was
rejected by the group because it was expected to be costly and
it did not fit in the available budget. Another student proposed
a collapsible camping tube, which unfortunately has a wrong
shape. The designers were unable to think of where in the
store they might look for a useful collapsible tube, so they
moved to another pan of their problem. They staned thinking
about load protection. Since sponges are a good way to provide cushioning, they decided to go to the store's bathroom
section. During the search for sponges, one of the students
saw a toilet paper holder and exclaimed:
Mary: Look! A collapsible tube!

The whole group agreed that the toilet paper holder fulfilled
the requirements of their previously suspended problem.
The above example illustrates a rather mundane, but common, experience in doing design. The students staned by
structuring the initial problem (launching, cushioning) and
then they tried to elaborate the subcomponents, one at a time.
When they were stuck with one subproblem, they suspended
it, and they approached another related subproblem. When
they saw the toilet paper holder, however. they recognized
that an opportunity to address the suspended subproblem had
presented itself in the environment.
What processes are responsible for recognizing such opportunities? How can a cognitive architecture handle this kind of
processing? What constraints are there, if any, on the workings of these processes? We are studying these problems in the
context of developing a cognitive model for creative design.
Our computer program, IMPROVISER (Wills & Kolodner
1994b), was extended in order to help us answer the above
questions.
Our exploration of creative design (Kolodner & Wills
1993a) suggests that the conceptual phase, in which the problem is framed, plays a key role in designing. In this phase,
which is interspersed throughout the design process, the problem situation is assessed and the given problem is reformulated and restructured. While one can organize the subgoals
involved in conceptual design in a hierarchical structure, the
processing of these subgoals seems far more unstructured.
Designers often begin by proposing a shallow hierarchical
set of subgoals as they initially formulate the way they will
solve a problem (e.g., the artifact we are designing has these
n parts or mechanisms; we need to design each one). They
continue by addressing each of the subgoals, one at a time.
It is here where the organized reasoning breaks down. When
the designer fails to solve one subproblem, he/she seems 1<.'
suspend it and approach another related subproblem (as in tht'
example above). Sometimes the next subproblem is simply a
not-yet-considered sibling subgoal (as when the student designers moved from designing their spring launch mechanism
to the cushioning for the eggs); sometimes the opportunity to
go back to a suspended subgoal is recognized (as when the
toilet paper holder was seen).
When we consider the incremental and recursive nature of
this reasoning process, we can identify one way of recognizing that a previously-suspended subgoal might be successfully
addressed. During consideration of a new subproblem. the designer has to consider interactions with related subproblems.
some of which have been suspended previously. This may

provide a fresh view of the suspended problem and a new way
cannot assume that the agent will automatically generate the
to redescribe it. Redescription or new insights about a subabstract description that will activate the goal.
problem gained during reasoning trigger the goal scheduler to
In order to solve the above dilemma within the framework of
unblock the suspended subproblem, allowing already-known
the mental notes model, Birnbaum suggests 1 spending some
solutions to be recalled or new means of solving it to be receffort, when the goal is fonned, to determine the range of
ognized. This means of unblocking a suspended goal is comsituations in which it might easily be satisfied- for example,
pletely under the control of the reasoner, which knows which
by constructing several incomplete plans for the goal in order
subproblems have been part of its most recent reasoning.
to identify the relevant preconditions- and then indexing the
But recognizing in the toilet paper holder the opportunity to
goal in tenns of the features that might arise in such situations. Birnbaum & Collins ( 1984) also suggest an active goal
address a suspended goal requires additional mechanisms that
scan the environment and recognize when the environment is · framework, where all the goals have the ability to examine
providing new insights into suspended goals. If the number .·the current situation and to initiate inference to test their own
of suspended goals, the complexity of the environment, or
relevance ..
the amount of newness in the environment is high, such a
Patalano,- Seifert and Hammond ( 1992) criticize the use of
mechanism could easily be overwhelmed. The mechanisms
active goals proposed by Birnbaum & Collins, claiming that
this approach to opportunistic behavior is an unlikely explathat provide this capability must be able to deal with such
nation of human cognitive processes because of its computacomplexity.
tional demands. However, Patalano, Seifert and Hammond do
Opportunity Recognition
pick up on Birnbaum's indexing scheme, calling it predictive
encoding. Predictive encoding stresses the importance of enThe Problem
coding blocked goals in memory in such a way that they will
The prerequisite for opportunistic behavior is the existence of
be recalled by conditions f3:vorabl~ for their solutions. Their
suspended goals (problems), goals that cannot be pursued in
experimental results show evidence of this process.
the current context and are postponed.
However, the predictive encoding hypothesis seems incomAn essential component of opportunistic behavior is opporplete, because it does not enable a cognitive agent to recognize
tunity recognition, recognition of those conditions that facilopportunities other than those which it is able to anticipate.
itate the pursuit of some suspended goal. But opportunities
In particular, it does not enable an agent to recognize novel
seem to appear when they are not expected. The student deopportunities, which by their very nature, cannot be easily
signers, for example, had not previously thought about a toilet
anticipated. Recognition of the toilet paper holder as a colpaper holder functioning as a collapsible tube. Recognizing
lapsible tube, for example, is novel in that this is not the way
the opportunity meant both noticing the toilet paper holder and
a toilet paper holder is generally thought of. Similar issues
recognizing that its mechanism (which is hidden) included a
caused Birnbaum & Collins (1984) to conclude that if an opcollapsible tube. More than asimple matching mechanism is
portunity is to be detected at all, inferential resources must be
needed.
allocated to the goal recognition task.
Birnbaum ( 1986) suggests two central problems that must
Ram & Hunter ( 1992) suggested a balance between backbe addressed by a theory of opportunistic behavior: ( 1) how
ward chaining at the time of goal suspension and forward
to detect opportunities and (2) how to ..activate" the goals to
chaining at the time of opportunity recognition. In AQUA, a
which they pertain. An important issue here is identifying
set of utility metrics have been proposed in order to make a
how much and what kind of processing is required in order
tradeoff between predictive encoding and active goals. Unto recognize the presence of the features that constitute an
fortunately, these utility metrics are very specific to story
opportunity.
understanding.
. This suggests that we need active goals in order to recogA Critical Review
nize novel opportunities, but we need to control their power
Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth ( 1979) proposed the first signifiand number to make them computationally feasible. We need
cant cognitive model of opportunistic behavior. Their model
predictive encoding, but we also need more powerful inferof opportunistic planning was inspired by protocols of subential capabilities. We hope that an analysis of the examjects planning a hypothetical day's errands. But they were
ple presented previously can provide insight in formulating a
most concerned with planning methods and gave little attenmechanism with these properties.
tion to recognition processes. In fact, the experimenter always
A Possible Solution
mentioned opportunities to the subjects when they overlooked
them, and the subjects never tried their plans in the real world,
Why did the students fail to remember the toilet paper holder
so they never really dealt with genuine opportunities and the
when they were trying to decide where they might find a
problem of recognizing them.
collapsible tube, and what allowed them to recognize it as
Birnbaum ( 1986) gave more attention to recognition issues.
appropriate when they saw it?
He proposed the mental notes model. in which whenever a
One possible reason why the toilet paper holder was notregoal cannot be immediately satisfied, it is indexed in tenns of
called and considered while thinking about collapsible tubes
the unmet preconditions that prevented its satisfaction. Howis that the probe that had been constructed (i .e .. the item deever. as he points out, if the goal is indexed too specifically,
scription used for remembering) was incompletely specified.
then there will be many cases in which it will not be recalled
Consequently. they retrieved items that fulfilled primary but
even though an opportunity for its satisfaction is present. and
1
if the goal is indexed in terms of more abstract features. we
Birnbaum credits Dehn ( 1989) with this idea.

not secondary characteristics of the probe (e.g., a telescope
costs too much and a camping cup has a wrong shape). After every retrieval and evaluation of a new device, the probe
was respecified, taking into consideration the initially ignored
· constraints (e.g., we want something like a telescope, but
cheaper). This process was suspended, however, before the
toilet paper holder was recalled.
But why was the probe inadequate for retrieving such a
common object as a toilet paper holder? Our explanation is
that the toilet paper holder is routinely associated with what
its purpose is in the bathroom (holding toilet paper rolls)
rather than with how this function is achieved (by means of a
collapsible tube with a spring inside). It is not a particularly
interesting device, and even though we see it every day, most
of it is hidden by the roll of paper. Research shows that it is
quite difficult to overcome such functional fixedness (Mayer
1970), which associates everyday objects with their obvious
function (holding a paper roll in the case of the toilet paper
holder). Routinely, we ignore other potential uses that can
be derived from the structure and behavior of such everyday
objects. Once we have specified desired criteria in a probe, it
is easy to check them against a specific object. But if those
criteria are different than those used to describe an object in
memory, recall won't happen.
Case Index:

Probe Description:

Perceivable Properties:

I
I
1

~

Cl

C
2

:
1

:

Functional Properties:

p

1 1
1 1
1: Il

.

I I

Rigid-Tube:

I

I

Shape
=Cylindrical= 1I
Length-V~ability
vanes
Radius-Variability = I
constant
I

: :

:

I ____________
Use: Hold Paper Roll
L
lI IL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ JI
Case Content:
~-----------------------,

Structural Properties:
Parts: Cylinders Cl and C2; SpringS
Fits-lnside(Cl, C2)
Cl: Solidity(Hollow)
C2: Solidity(Hollow)
Composition of Cylinders (C I C2)
Solidity( Hollow)
Length = Length(S) + delta
Shape = Cylindrical
Enclosed(S. ClC2)
Behavioral Properties:
States: Steady, Squeezed, Rest
Steady:
Length($) < Rest-Length($)
Length(ClC2) = Width(Wali-Fixture)
Squeezed:
Length(CIC2) < Width(Wali-Fixture)
Length(CIC2) < Length(C2)
Rest:
Length(CIC2) > Width(Wali-Fixture)
Length($) = Rest-Length(S)
L ______________________
_

Figure I: The many representations of a toilet paper holder
Figure I shows this mismatch. The collapsible tube, as

described after manipulating the springs (see the PROBE DESCRIPTION in Figure I), has the structural property that its
shape is cylindrical and the behavioral property that its length
can vary. The toilet paper holder. on the other hand, is indexed
in memory by a combination of its Functional Properties and
Perceivable Properties, shown as INDEX in Figure I. Thus,
we cannot retrieve the CASE CONTENT, namely the Structural
Properties and Behavioral Properties of the toilet paper holder
.
by using the PROBE DESCRIPTION.
What facilitates recognition of the opportunity in the environment, i.e., recognition that the toilet paper holder can fulfill
·the role of collapsible tube? On the store's shelf, one can see
the shape of the device. Recognition procedures perceive that
it is a collapsible tube. which matches the description from
the retriev-al probe and presumably the label that designates
what needs to be encountered to unblock the suspended goal.
But what processes direct recognition procedures to attend
to the toilet paper holder on the store's shelf? And what
mechanisms allow matching of something in the environment
to a goal that is no longer active? We know that memory
search is incremental and that when our memories can't retrieve what we are asking them for, we redescribe what we are
looking for and try again. But when we aren't making headway, we postpone additional retrieval until more information
is gathered and pursue other retrieval strategies or subgoals
(Williams & Hollan, 1981, Norman & Bobrow, 1979, Kolodner, 1984 ). Similarly (and implied by predictive encoding).
we suspend reasoning subgoals and subproblems that depend
on postponed retrieval strategies and unmatched probes, marking them with criteria that, if encountered, predict that they
should be reopened (Patalano, Seifert and Hammond 1992).
We propose that when an active subgoal (subproblem) is
suspended, the subgoal and its criteria remain in working
memory's working store for some limited time. We further
propose that goals suspended in the working memory continuously monitor the environment, looking for matches in
the environment to the specified criteria. Furthermore, we
suggest that there are only a small number of these active
goals. A computational model will provide more detail on
these limitations.

A 1\'lemory Model
The Memory Architecture
The major component of our computational model (presented
in Figure 2) is a working memory (WM), which communicates with both long-time memory (LTM) and perceptual processes and keeps track of recent reasoning context. As Barsalou ( 1992) suggests, the working memory mediates between
short-term memory (STM) and the activated part of LTM.
But we add significantly to Barsalou's conception. First, we
give the WM a structure. Second, the structure integrates
components of STM with activated portions of LTM and with
perceptual mechanisms and stores. Third, this integrated component acts as a buffer for LTM. It is the place where LTM's
components are manipulated and adapted. Fourth, we add a
control unit (matcher). which can match (I) the current artifact being reasoning about or (2) all the suspended problems
against the LTM representation of the current item presented
to the Recognizer.
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Figure 2: The Memory Architecture

The working memory that emerges has three parts: ( 1) Focal Store (FS), (2)WM Control unit (the only part of the control
unit currently relevant is the Matcher), and (3) Working Store
(WS).
The Focal Store (FS) holds three items: (1) the current
goal of the reasoner (THIS-PROBLEM-CONTEXT), (2) the current
object, artifact or idea being reasoned about (THIS-SKETCHYSPEC, which is similar to the PROBE DESCRIPTION in Figure
l ), and (3) the representation of the current item presented to
the Recognizer, module (THIS-SBF-SPEC), which is retrieved
from LTM according to the specification generated by the
Recognizer.
The working store is more interesting and has four parts.
l. A connected graph of related unsolved subproblems, represented as subgoals and the contexts in which they are
applicable, called problem contexts (represented as small
rectangles in the figure). This graph might be a subset of a
problem decomposition stored in LTM when the problem
was previously considered, it may have been created during the reasoning session, or it may be a combination of the
two. The goal of the reasoning session is to find a solution
for the whole group of related problems.
2. Background cues, which provide a history of concepts, descriptions. features. and objects that have been considered
during reasoning
3. A list of Suspended Problems. each represented by a problem context that includes the relevant subgoal, the context
in which it is being considered, and the still-incomplete
solution description (SKETCHY-SPECS). More specifically,

the representation of suspended subproblems is modeled
after the content of problem contexts in design. A problem
context in design, and a suspended subproblem in working
memory, includes ( 1) a set of goals and partially ordered
constraints that solutions should satisfy; (2) a set of options, or alternatives for achieving those goals 2 ; and (3) a
set of relationships describing how the options satisfy the
constraints. These sets are incomplete and contain as much
as has been considered so far in addressing the goals.
4. A list of Solved Problems. consisting of problem contexts
for which solutions (SBF-SPECs) have been found. These
problem contexts have the same structure as do suspended
subproblems, but their solution descriptions are complete.
This working memory structure, in effect, keeps track of the
part of LTM activated during a reasoning session. At most,
then, the retention time of working memory is a few hours,
requiring only a limited capacity (more work is needed before
speculating on how big).
The working store accommodates several subproblems
(PROBLEM-CTXs). which ideally are related, at the same time.
These subproblems are approached one at a time. and if the
current one cannot be solved, it is transferred to the list of
Suspended Problems. Solved problems are transferred to the
Solved Problems queue. A suspended problem is characterized by a non elaborated specification (SKETCHY-SPEC). which
2
In our example the options set included a telescope. a camping
cup and a slinky. This initial set of options was gathered by probing
the LTM with a set of indexes relevant to the context goals

Opportunity
Recognition
Update
Mechanisms

Figure 3: The Processing Algorithm

cannot be used as a successful index in the LTM. A problem is
considered solved when the Matcher module recognizes that
something in the environment or created on the fly fulfills the
requirements formulated in a SKETCHY-SPEC.
The whole system is monitored by a global Control module,
which is responsible for the flow of problem contexts between
working memory, LTM, and the recognizer module, which
perceives the world . When a reasoning session ends, the
control module makes sure that relevant information from the
WM updates the structures in LTM.

The Processing Algorithm
Mediation between working memory, long-term memory, and
perceptual processes are key to working memory's functioning. Four control components (see Figure 3) are important
to using working memory well: (I) The task scheduler loads
a graph structure (a set of related subproblems) in the Working Store. (2) The goal-oriented scheduler uses the graph
structure and the sets of suspended and pending problems to
choose what to do next. Among other things, it suspends
subproblems when no headway is being made; it reinstates
them when their indexes (specs) are matched. (3) Opportunity recognition procedures notice opportunities to reinstate
suspended goals and send messages to that effect to the scheduler. This is accomplished by having perceptual functions
(the object recognizer is the only one of these in the scheme
presented) focus their attention based on the sketchy specs
recorded in suspended subproblems. For example, the object recognizer seeks to identify objects whose descriptions
partially match the sketchy specs associated with suspended
subproblems. When such an object is seen, the recognizer
asks inference procedures if they can quickly determine if the
object has other properties specified in the sketchy spec. If so,
the opportunistic component notifies the goal scheduler that
a suspended goal ought to be reinstated. (4) Update mechanisms update the structures in LTM based on recordings in
WM.
When a new problem is approached, a hierarchical structure
is proposed for it. Sometimes the structure is already recorded
in memory; sometimes it is on paper; sometimes it must be
constructed - we don't consider that issue right now. As a

next step, a small group of related subproblems is brought into
focus and loaded into WM. It is essential that this group is kept
small, because potentially all of its cor:nponents may become
active during reasoning and the computational demand should
be limited . Exactly how this choice of subproblems is made
must still be discovered; one option is to bring in only the
most connected set of related subproblems and only up to
some small threshold .
In our example, we assume that the full problem (design of
a quick transportation device) has been considered previously
and that there are a set of subproblems recorded in memory.
In the session we focus on, two subproblems are brought to
attention and loaded in WM: the launching device problem
and the cushioning material problem. The graph structure in
WM has the full problem at the top and these two subproblems
hanging off of it as sibling subproblems.
One of the subproblems is chosen for focus, and it is loaded
into the Focal Store as the current problem (THIS-PROBLEMcrx). Here, the launching device problem is chosen first.
Reasoning procedures work on this problem until it is solved,
in which case it is put into the solved problems queue, or until
no progress can be easily made, in which case it is added
to the queue of suspended problems. When the need for
a collapsible tube emerged in solving the launching device
problem, no useful device was recalled from LTM, nor was
one seem immediately on the shelves of the store. Thus,
this subproblem is suspended. The description created of the
collapsible tube (the probe in Figure I) is used as the SKETCHYSPEC for this suspended problem. When a subproblem is
suspended, a new problem is chosen to work on. Here, the
cushioning subproblem is selected, and reasoning procedures
begin working on it.
At the same time, perceptual functions are scanning the environment, looking particularly for things that partially match
sketchy specs of suspended problems 3 . In our case. the object
recognizer notices the toilet paper holder on the shelf of the
3
In fact. the sketchy specs are related with the visual images of
the options considered so far (telescope. camping cup and slinky in
our example). Priming processes recognize some of these options
when the visual recognizer is scanning the environment (sometimes
spuriously). Indirectly. the associated sketchy specs are remembered.

store. The TPH matches the collapsible tube specification
because it is cylindrical and a rigid tube. This is enough of a
partial match to the recorded sketchy spec that it asks inference procedures whether the TPH also has variable length. A
simple scan of the full representation of a TPH (i.e., the one
in LTM that includes behavioral and structural information)
supplies a positive answer (we know that a TPH has to be
compressed in order to be assembled to provide support).
When a subproblem becomes unblocked due to new information becoming available, the goal scheduler unblocks the
suspended problem and asks reasoning mechanisms to proceed in reasoning about it. This is what happens with the
launching device problem.

Status and Open Issues
The working memory model discussed here is implemented as
part of the IMPROVISER system (Wills & Kolodner 1994a,
1994b). Our original intent was to extend IMPROVISER to
allow it to handle and maintain multiple pending problem
contexts. However, we soon realized that handling multiple
problem contexts was a memory problem and that the mechanism that would allow that could also be used to explain at
least some cases of opportunity recognition. We suspect that
this approach will also provide us with ways of explaining forgetting during a long reasoning session and the "freshness"
that reasoners feel when coming back to a problem after letting it rest for several hours or days. But more exploration is
needed before we have good explanation for either of these
phenomena. Indeed, we don't yet have a full explanation of
the constraints on memory in handling multiple contexts and
in maintaining control of the active goals involved in opportunistic recognition. We do believe, however, that we have
proposed a framework within which these questions can be
answered quite nicely. We look forward both to continued
computational modeling and continued experimentation on
people to answer these questions.
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Cases, Reasoning and Bell's Telephone 1
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This poster investigates memory issues that influence longterm creative problem solving and design activity, taking a
case-based reasoning (Kolodner & Wills, 1993) perspective.
Our exploration is based on a well-documented example: the
invention of the telephone by Bell (1908). But to understand
this act of creative design, we have to analyze Bell's earlier
research goals. We abstract Bell's research method and the
reasoning mechanisms he used that appear time and again in
long-term creative problem solving. In particular, we identify
an understanding mechanism used widely by those processes
which rely on previous experience. Finally, we integrate the
new mechanisms in a computer model, ALEC, which features
creativity elements in case-based design.
Retrospectively, the obvious question related to the invention of the telephone is: what cognitive issues "delayed" the
invention of the telephone till 1876? The basic principles
of the telephone, electromagnetism and induction, had been
known since 1831. Several inventors tried and failed to design
the telephone, because they (I) relied too much on prevalent
telegraphy practice, (2) ignored the basic principles of electromagnetism, and (3) gave up too soon. It looks like these
inventors applied case-based reasoning poorly: they stuck to
minor adaptations of telegraphy rather than reassessing the
problem and analyzing it from a new perspective. In contrast,
Bell reassessed the telephone problem as being acoustical and
not electrical. When Bell was stuck in electrical details, he
analyzed his telephony experiments using acoustical experiences and expertise.
Bell frequently interpreted and remembered his electrical
experiments in terms of acoustics, that he could easily perceive
without supplementary equipment. Consequently, in some
cases he could recognize opportunities to solve suspended
problems while pursuing other problems (i.e., the .. undulatory
current" was recognized while working on the multiple telegraph problem, by noticing peculiar acoustical effects). But
not all the recognized opportunities fell in the above category.
Sometimes, working on several problems in the same period
of time facilitated knowledge transfer among them without
any special perceptual elaboration (i.e., interleaved work on
both the telephone and phonautograph inspired the microphone design for the telephone).
Our exploration of creative design (Kolodner & Wills,
1993; Simina & Kolodner, 1995) provides an initial framework (i.e., the IMPROVISER system) for a more enriched and
dynamic case-based reasoning able to explain some interest1This research was was funded in part by NSF Grant No. IRI8921256 and in part by ONR Grant No. N00014-92-J-1234.

ing r~asoning issues.involved in the invention of the telephone.
In this framework a designer evolves concurrently the design
specification and a pool of alternatives under consideration,
relying on his previous experience. But Bell's understanding
and interpretation processes, exploring previous experience,
seem far more complex than those handled by IMPROVISER.
Bell used analogy when simple retrieval failed. When analogy
also failed, Bell made new hypotheses by combining attributes
of the (partial) design alternatives retrieved. This mechanism
led to the famous hypothesis of the "undulatory current", by
mixing properties of sound transmission and eleetrical currents. We realised that understanding is a memory issue that
should play a more important role in a framework for creative
design. IDeAL (Bhatta & al., 1994) stresses also the role
of understanding in design. IDeAL revises its understanding
of the problem based on generalizations built from specific
experiences.
Based on Bell's case study, we are developing a computer
model that integrates understanding and design problem solving to test our hypotheses about the role of case-based reasoning in long-term creative design. In our model the problem
solving processes relying on previous experience call an understanding process, adapted from Moorman & Ram's ( 1994)
creative understanding algorithm. The understanding process
in tum may call design problem solving processes to achieve
a better artifact understanding. We hope tha~ a good understanding of creative design processes will help us build better
tools to assist human designers.
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Abstract
This paper investigates memory issues that influence long-term
creative problem solving and design activity, taking a case-based reasoning perspective. Our exploration is based on a well-documented
example: the invention of the telephone by Bell. But to understand
this act of creative design, we have to analyze Bell's earlier research
goals. We abstract Bell's research method and the reasoning mechanisms he used that appear time and again in long-term creative problem solving and design. In particular, we identify an understanding
mechanism used widely by those processes which rely on previous experience. Finally, we integrate the new mechanisms in a computer
model, ALEC, that acts creatively in case-based design.

1

Introduction

This paper investigates memory mechanisms that influence long-term creative problem solving and design activity, from a case-based reasoning (CBR)
perspective (Kolodner, 1993). Our exploration is based on a well documented
exan1ple: the invention of the telephone (Bell, 1908). Retrospectivel:y, the
obvious question related to the invention of the telephone is: what cognitive
issues "delayed" the invention of the telephone till 1876? The basic principles of the telephone, electromagnetism and induction, had been known since
1
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1831. Several inventors tried and failed to design the telephone, because they
(1) relied too much on prevalent telegraphy practice, (2) ignored the basic
principles of electromagnetism, and (3) gave up too soon. It looks like these
inventors applied CBR poorly: they stuck to minor adaptations of telegraphy
rather than reassessing the problem and· analyzing it from a new perspective.
In contrast, Bell reassessed the telephone problem as being acoustical and
not electrical. When Bell was stuck in electrical details, he analyzed his
telephony experiments using acoustical experiences and expertise.
Bell's research plan, used to generate new learning goals, was much like
that of other inventors. VVhen Bell identified an unexpected function of a
device, he tried to understand it in terms of his knowledge. When his understanding process failed, he generated new learning goals (Ram, 1991). But
Bell brought a new perspective to the analysis of telephony by relying on his
acoustical knowledge to generate new hypotheses. In analogy with acoustical sound transmission, Bell generated the electrical "undulatory current"
hypothesis, essential for the design of the telephone. Bell frequently interpreted and remembered his electrical experiments in terms of acoustics, that
he could easily perceive without supplementary equipment. Consequently, in
some cases he could recognize opportunities to solve suspended problems while
pursuing other problems (i.e., the "undulatory current" was recognized while
working on the multiple telegraph problem, by noticing peculiar acoustical
effects). But not all the recognized opportunities fell in the above category.
Sometimes, working on several problems in the same period of time facilitated
knowledge transfer among them without any special perceptual elaboration
(i.e., interleaved work on both the telephone and phonautograph inspired th~
microphone design for the telephone).
Our exploration of creative design (Kolodner and Wills 1993a, Simina
and Kolodner 1995) provides an initial framework (i.e., the Hv1PROVISER
system) for a more enriched and dynamic CBR able to explain some of the
reasoning issues involved in the invention of the telephone. In this framework
a designer evolves concurrently the design specification and a pool of alternatives under consideration, relying on his previous experience (see Figure
1). Each new design alternative is evaluated mainly in relation to the current goal (i.e., the current design problem). But the evaluation process may
serendipitously generate state information relevant to other suspended goals
(i.e., some related problems which could not be pursued and were postponed),
in addition to critiquing the design alternative and detecting ambiguities and
2
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Figure 1: Framework for Case-based Creative Design

contradictions in the design specification. Our model therefore has a mechanism for detecting opportunities and for activating the suspended goals to
which they pertain.
Our previous framework handled most of Bell's control strategy during
telephony work. Bell used to work on several open problems during the same
period of time. When he got stuck on one problem, he switched to another
one. Sooner or later Bell revisited the same problem, but this time from a
new perspective. Indeed, working on other problems in the mean time seemed
to "refresh" his memory: interleaved work generated new learning goals and
new background cues that were used to approach the same old problem in
a new way. But those three main processes in our framework did not use
effectively the available previous experience since they used simple retrieval
to explain some important part of Bell's reasoning. In particular, Bell's understanding and interpretation processes seem far more complex than those
handled by IMPROVISER. Bell used analogy wheri simple retrieval failed.
When analogy also failed, Bell made new hypotheses by combining attributes
of the (partial) design alternatives retrieved. This mechanism led to the famous hypothesis of the "undulatory current", by mixing properties of sound
transmission and electrical currents. We realized that understanding is a
memory issue that should play a more important role in our framework for
creative design.
Based on Bell's case study, we are developing a model that integrates
understanding and design problem solving, and building a con1puter progran1,

3

ALEC 1 , to test our hypotheses about the role of CBR in long-term creative
design. We characterize Bell's reasoning in terms of goals and plans, and
we keep track of the active goals. The active goals can be triggered easily
by small changes in the current state, while the reasoner is pursuing the
current goal. Consequently, active goa:ls can be satisfied opportunistically.
Our computer model extends the memory architecture presented in Simina
& Kolodner (1995).

Creative Design

2
2.1

Issues

A designer is charged with specifying the structure of an artifact that delivers some functions and satisfies some constraints (Chandrasekaran, 1990).
Creative design adds two supplementary constraints: the designed artifact
should be both novel and useful. But this simplistic characterization of the
creative design task provides no clues in the processes involved. A novel
artifact implies a novel design specification and it is difficult to separate the
evolution of the design solution from the evolution of the design specification. The evolution of the design specification can be viewed as another
design process (Tong, 1988) from an incomplete, contradictory and underconstrained specification to a better description, good enough for designing
a novel artifact.
But how can designers get to an initial design specification? The exploration of the design space without a design specification (i.e., "tinkering").,
can produce novel artifact ideas, but designers should be able to recognize
and assess the usefulness of those ideas. However, recognizing opportunities
is hard, especially when the domain is not well understood. For example,
Elisha Gray, another inventor involved in the quest for the telephone, put on
paper a specification containing all the fundamental principles of the telephone but failed to recognize their real significance. In a letter to Bell, Gray
·
confessed:
I do not, however claim even the credit of inventing it, as I do
not believe a mere description of an idea that has never reduced to
1

Alec was Alexander Graham Bell's nickname
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practice - in the strict sense of that phrase - should be dignified
with the name invention. (Bruce, 1973, page 221)

The prerequisite of opportunistic behavior is the existence of suspended
goals, goals that cannot be pursued in the current context and are postponed.
As an example, Bell realized that he needed to produce an "undulatory
curent" in order to design the telephone, but he had no clue of how to produce
such a current. Later, he was able to recognize such an "undulatory current"
while working on the multiple telegraph problem.
The next question is: where these goals come from? Scientific curiosity
is the main source of open problems and suspended goals. A designer may
notice an anomalous situation, while pursuing a certain activity (e.g., understanding an artifact). If the anomalous situation is "interesting" (t.e., it
remembers him /hers about other goals), the designer may encode in memory
a new goal to understand the anomaly. Later, he/she may recognize an opportunity to better understand the anomaly. This is exactly what happened
when Bell encountered Helmholtz's Apparatus (relevant to his acoustic research). Bell was unable to understand some electrical details of the apparatus, but he returned to these details later when he recognized the opportunity
·to perform electrical experiments. By working on several related projects in
the same period of time, creative designers incorporate "tinkering" opportunistically in long-term design: while working on one project, they might
recognize design ideas for new projects. In Bell :s case, he generated the
telephone idea while working on the multiple telegraph.
Once a designer has an initial design specification worth pursuing, he/she
might generate and develop alternative design solutions. The most common
methods for design use three subtasks: propose, critique, and modify (Chandrasekaran, 1990). The issue here is how to implement these subtasks to
explain creative behavior. We are interested to find how designers use wellknown designs in novel ways or how they engage in cross-domain transfer
of abstract design ideas. In particular, we want to identify the mechanisms
that combine useful pieces of different artifacts ·in a new artifact.

2.2

A Possible Approach

Our approach to understanding long-term creati,·e design was to use our
previous framework (Wills and Kolodner 1994 , Simina and Kolodner 1995)

new artifact.

3.1

Memory Architecture

The major component of our memory architecture (see Figure 2), is a working
memory (WM) which communicates with both long-term memory (LTM)
and perceptual processes(see Simina and Kolodner 1995). WM represents
the activated part of LTM and keeps track of recent reasoning contexts. More
precisely, the WM keeps track of: (1) the current problem context (i.e., the
Evolving Specification and the pool of Alternatives), (2) the recent Suspended
Problems (for simulating recency effects), (3) an Opportunity Agenda used by
the control unit to select the next activity.
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Figure 2: Elaborated Framework for Creative Design
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The set of Suspended Problems is characterized by non-elaborated design
specifications (sketchy-specs), which cannot be understood successfully by
our system (ALEC). A problem is considered solved when the Matcher module recognizes that something in the environment or created on the fly fulfills
the requirements formulated in a sketchy-spec.
The set of Background Problems contains problem contexts accessed recently. While devices in LTM are indexed normally by their function, alternative designs for problems in Background Problems can be accessed also by
structural and behavioral properties. Bell's case study showed- us that this
is indeed the case. As an example, lets consider the episode when Bell had
to design the microphone for the telephone:
The problem that then arose in my mind was, how to move a·
piece of steel in the way that the air was moved by the action of
the voice. While this problem was in my mind, I was carrying on ex-

periments with the phonautograph constructed from the human ear
... and it occurred to me that if such a thin and delicate membrane
could move bones that were, relative to it~ very massive indeed,
why should not a larger and stouter mem.brane be able to move
a piece of steel in the manner I desired? At once the conception
of a membrane speaking telephone became complete in my mind;
for I saw that a similar instrument to that used as a transmitter
could also be employed as a receiver. (BelL 1908 p. 39).

\Ve notice here that the phonautograph design was recalled by a beha\'ioral component (i.e. how to move heavy bones with a delicate membrane)
which was not reflected in its function (i.e. record on paper the shape generated by different sounds). This was possible since the phonautograph design
was present in the Background Problems set, due to its recent processing.
This mechanism provides also an explanation of how pieces from an artifact
may be selected for building a new artifact.
Each of the processes in Figure 2 (represented as gray rectangles) has the
ability to inspect the Opportunity Agenda, to act upon relevant opportunities
from the agenda, and to notice new opportunities for other processes, by
recording them in agenda. The Opportunity Agenda contains a fixed set of
generic opportunities which help to implement the standard CBR cycle. But
once new opportunities are created by the External Recognizer (exogenous
8
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opportunities) or by other internal process (endogenous opportunities), the
flow of control may diverge from the standard CBR cycle. Since the control
of our computational model is explicit (selection of opportunities from the
agenda using heuristics), the model can keep a trace of the problem solving
process and reflect on it, if necessary.

3.2

Processing Algorithm

Creative design usually evolves incrementally, during several design sessions.
During each session, we address some old issues (questions) and we raise
other new issues (see Figure 3).
TASK: incremental creative design
• INPUT:
- an agenda of opportunity
- an incomplete, contradictory and underconstrained
design specification (to build a novel and useful artifact)
represented as a set of constraints (K_current)
- a set of design alternatives to build an artifact,
satisfying the current set of constraints (K_current)
~ OUTPUT:

- an updated opportunity agenda
- an evolved set of constraints (K_next) representing
the evolved design specification
- an updated set of design alternatives to build an artifact
satisfying the (current) set of input constraints
(K_next)

METHOD:
1
1

I
i

i

oppo_rtunity = pick the most relevant opportunity
CASE(rec1pient of opportunity) OF
eval: Evaluate an artifact (A) with respect to a goal (G)
alt: Elaborate alternative solutions
spec: Elaborate design specification
Evaluate, Elaborate Solutions and Elaborate specification
use the Creative Understanding subtask.

Figure 3: Incremental Creative Design
Our view of creative design includes two concurrent processes: one for
evolving alternative solutions and another one for evolving the design spec9

ification. These two processes evolve under the control of a third process,
evaluation. Evaluation questions the advantages and disadvantages of each
alternative and also the contradictions and ambiguities in the specification.
The resolution of these questions serves to refine both the design specification and the pool of partial design alternatives. The output of a creative
design session becomes the input of the next session and the structure of
input/output becomes an invariant of the process (see Figure 3). We call
this invariant structure a problem context?.
TASK: understanding
! INPUT:

. - artifact (A)
I -goal (G)
OUTPUT:
: -solution (S)
METHOD

1

I

I
j

1.
2.
3.
4.

Perform memory retrieval
if (1) fails, perform analogy
if (2) fails, perform base constructive analo~y
if (3) fails, suspend the goal in memory,
indexed by the predictive features
of the artifact, and switch to another problem.

Figure 4: The Understanding Algorithm

In our view, the three main processes involved in creative design rei~·
heavily on the use of previous experience. Each of these processes has to
understand the current situation in order to act creatively. But if these
processes perform only simple understanding based on classical memory retrieval, our case-based reasoner will fail to generate novel artifacts. Other
more complex reasoning is needed.
As an example, when Bell tried to understand an electrical device (i.e.,
Helmholtz's Apparatus) without having enough electrical experience, simple retrieval failed to retrieve useful electrical information from his n1e1nory.
Next, he relaxed the constraints and looked for devices which perfonned
2

A problem context extends the question, options, criteria (QOC) notation presented
in MacLean et al. {1991).
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the same acoustical functions (analogy). This time he could use his whole
acoustical expertize in understanding the electrical device. But sometimes
this was not enough since the analogical mapping failed. When Bell made
an analogy between speech transmission through air and sound transmission through electrical wires, standard arialogy failed since electrical currents
could transmit only the pitch of the voice, but not its amplitude. Sometimes
it is possible to build dynamically a base within a given domain if the reasoner
possesses some expertize in both target and intended base domain, by combining desirable attributes from several bases and evaluating the new base
using knowledge from the target domain. Moorman and Ram (1994) call such
a technique base-constructive analogy. Base-constructive analogy models the
reasoning used by Bell in advancing the "undulatory current" hypothesis~ by
mixing properties of voice transmission through air and sound transmission
through electrical wires. When base constructive analogy failed, Bell simply encoded predictively the understanding problem in memory and started
working on another problem.
The new understanding algorithm, which supersedes our simple retrieval
algorithm, is presented in Figure 4. It borrows from 1v1oorman and Ram
(1994), with some differences. The algorithm retrieves first all the devi-ces
that have all the attributes of the artifact to be understood. If retrieval is
successful, then the new artifact may be understood in terms of one of the
retrieved artifacts. Otherwise, the algorithm tries analogy, by relaxing the
retrieval constraints (only the predictive attributes of the artifact's function
are used in retrieval). If something is retrieved, then the algorithm performs
understanding using structural mapping (Gentner, 1983). Otherwise, the al:gorithm tries base-constructive analogy. If base-constructive analogy fails,
our understanding algorithm does not reformulate the problem (as in 1v1oorman and Ram's algorithm), but suspends the goal in memory (indexed by
the predictive features of the artifact) and gives control to the goal scheduler
to switch to another problem. Problem reformulation is a separate process
in our framework, which is driven by an evaluation process. The evaluation
process relies on real world interaction (i.e., experimentation), in order to
decide how to reformulate the problem. A simple "mental" simulator, using
structural mapping, cannot model the complex reasoning that lead to the
invention of the telephone.
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4

Discussion

The proposed computational model makes explicit the role of understanding during design problem solving. Moorman and Ram (1994) have addressed the complementary problem of · making explicit the role of design
during story understanding. In contrast with Moorman and Ram's model,
our model stresses the importance of real-world evaluation (i.e., experimentation) for design problem solving. Clement (1989) emphasizes also the role ·
of experimentation for problem solving via model construction,- but he does
not propose a mechanism for constructing a new artifact by merging pieces
from other candidate artifacts. But our model does not provide introspective
reasoning on the reasoning trace (Ram and Cox, 1994), which also might be
responsible for creative behavior.

5

Conclusions

We have presented a computational model for creative design, based on the
utilization of an understanding algorithm for the ALEC's processes which
rely on previous experience. The new model was able to offer a plausible
explanation for some relevant episodes involved in the design of the telephone. In order to perform analogical reasoning, both the function of the
base artifact and other behavioral attributes can be used to retrieve a potential target. The function of the artifact is used to retrieve artifacts fron1
long-term memory, while the behavioral attributes may be used to retrieve
artifacts in the working memory.
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7

Appendix: A Case Study

This case study analyzes some important reasoning steps involved in the
telephone invention. Bell's education was important for his future scientific
goals. The study of Helmholtz's apparatus introduced Bell to electricity and
was also a prerequisite for the invention of the multiple telegraph. Bell's
work on the multiple telegraph inspired the invention of the telephone. The
design of the telephone was officially completed in March 7, 1876, when the
U.S. Patent No. 174,465 was issued.

7.1

Background

Bell was specially educated by his father to be a teacher of articulation specialized in the "visible speech" method (Bell 1908, page 7). The idea was to
provide alternative forms of acoustic feedback for deaf mute students learning to speak. Consequently, Bell set himself the following agenda of thematic
goals for his teacher role:

1. teach articulation (based on the ''visible speech'' method)
plan: provide visual feedback
2. learn ''everything'' about acoustics and speech
to improve the ''visible speech'' method
3. publish (communicate) original research
In 1864, Bell accepted a teaching position of articulation and music. As
a teacher, Bell set himself the goal to understand the role of the articulatory
system in the production of vowels. First, Bell noticed the existence of two
cavities in the articulatory system. The two cavities had the acoustical function of resonance chambers, each characterized by its own pitch. After an
elaborate set of experiments, Bell identified that "the vowel quality was produced by the resonance tones of the mouth-cavities mingling faintly with the
tone of the voice".
This is where the interesting part of Bell's story began. Bell communicated
this original result (one of his goals as a teacher) to the relevant research
community. Surprisingly, Bell found:
... that the experiments had already been made by Helmholtz,
and that Helmholtz had demonstrated the compound nature of the
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Figure 5: Bell's Articulation Model

vowel sounds by producing them artificially by a synthetical process. (Bell 1908, page 8)
Bell considered the above information "interesting" for his goal learn "everything" about acoustics and speech (more exactly, Bell could use the apparatus built by Helmholtz to test his own speech theory). In order to satisfy
this goal, Bell set himself the subgoal to understand Helmholtz's Apparatus. If
we want to understand how the subgoal was generated, we can ask ourselves:
how an agent (Bell in particular) can learn "everything" about a specific area?
As a general method (heuristic), the agent should detect potential challenging
problems and next he should try to understand them. If the agent detects
interesting anomalies during the understanding process (surprises), he can
use them to generate new learning goals. V·./e will refer to the above met hod
as Bell 's research method.

7.2

Understanding Helmholtz's Apparatus

7.2.1

Mapping

Both Helmholtz's Apparatus and Bell's Speech Model performed the same
acoustic function (vowel production). Consequently, Bell tried to understand
Helmholtz's Apparatus by comparing and contrasting it to his speech model.
The structure of both devices had little physical resemblance, but the
function of the structural elements mapped straightforwardly:

For example, he [Helmholtz} would cause the simultaneous vibration of three tuning-forks of different pitches - one of these
would represent the pitch of the voice - and this fork he caused
16

ARTIFACT: Helmholtz's Apparatus (HA)

ARTIFACT: Bell's Speech Model (SSM)

! FUNCTION: synthetical vowel production

STRUCTURE:
, generator
FUNCTION: intermittent current generator
PARAMETERS:
pitch= f
fundamental receiver (tunning fork)
FUNCTION: sound resonator
PARAMETERS:
pitch= f
amplitude = high
receiver (tunning fork)
FUNCTION: sound resonator
PARAMETERS:
pitch= n1 • f ;n1 > 1
amplitude = low
receiver (tunning fork)
FUNCTION: sound resonator
PARAMETERS:
pitch = n2 • f ;n2 > 1
amplitude = low
BEHAVIOR:
send intermittent current from the generator
to the receivers through electrical wire
generate synthetical vowels

i

J

.;

I

J..

I

i

1-

!

I

r

FUNCTION: vowel production
STRUCTURE:

vocal chords
FUNCTION: sound generator and resonator
PARAMETERS:
pitch= f
amplitude = high
j
back mouth cavity (laryngx)
FUNCTION: sound resonator
PARAMETER:
pitch> f
amplitude = low
I front mouth cavity
FUNCTION: sound resonator
PARAMETER:
pitch> f
amplitude = low
BEHAVIOR:
send acoustical waves from the vowel chords
to the two mouth cavities through air
I1 generate
vowels

I

I
I
I

BASE

TARGET

Figure 6: Mapping BSM and HA

to vibrate in front of a resonator tuned to its own pitch, so as
to cause it to produce a loud musical tone. The other two forks
corresponded in pitch to the front and back cavities of the mouth
in uttering some vowel sound. The effect upon the ear was as
though someone sang a vowel sound. (Bell 1908, page 8)

In Figure 6 we present the analogy between Bell's speech model and
Helmholtz's Apparatus. The figure represents only the relevant elements
for the analogical mapping. Initially, the target was identified as having
the same function as the source. As a next ·step, the acoustical function
of the structural components was mapped. Finally, individual paran1eters
(attributes) have been mapped.
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7 .2.2

Surprises

But Bell had also surprises in understanding the Apparatus. According to-·
Bell's research method (see above), these surprises were used to generate further learning goals. First, Bell noticed that Helmoltz .used a variable number
of harmonic receivers (not necessarily t~o). This surprise generated a learning goal: find why more harmonics are necessary in prder to generate synthetical
vowels. This learning goal was indexed by the structure of HA. The explanation provided by Helmholtz was that accurate (synthetical) 4eproduction
of some vowel sounds needs a big number of harmonics (according to the
Fourier analysis). The explanation was associated with the structure of HA.
Next, by studying the behavior of HA, Bell had another surprise, namely
that electrical wires can be used instead of air for transmitting soun~s at
distance. The creative understanding algorithm can provide some clues in
Bell's reasoning. Bell hypothesized that electrical wires (in the context of
HA) and air have the same function (both transmit sounds), but was unable
to fulfill the mapping successfully. Initially, Bell found that he does not have
the electrical knowledge to fulfill the maRping, so he suspended the problen1:

Helmholtz kept his forks in vibration by means of electro-magnets
and a voltaic battery; but I found that I had not sufficient electrical knowledge to understand the arrangement used by Helmholtz.
I therefore determined to study electricity. (Bell 1908: page 8)
7 .2.3

"Odds and ends"

At the end of the compare and contrast between HA and Belrs 1\lodel: the
generator used in HA did not have a counterpart in BM (so the mapping was
not perfect). In order fully understand HA, Bell had to remember another
relevant experience. First Bell had to assess the situation, namely to find
quickly what (acoustical) peculiarities characterized the generator. Bell could
notice the resonance phenomenon (same frequency at the generator and at
the fundamental receiver). Using this cue, Bell was reminded of ';the piano
experience":

... I was familiar with the fact that the strings of a piano could
be set into vibration by the action of the voice. For example.
depress the pedal of a piano so as to rise the dampers fr07n the
18

strings, and then sing into the instrument. That string which
corresponds in pitch to the note will respond. (Bell 1908, page
36)

The immediate goal was to use this experience to understand the role of
the generator. However, since this experience was remembered in the service
of the goal understand HA, Bell tried to map the past experience with HA as
much as possible (opportunistic reasoning). The analogy between "the piano
experience" and Helmholtz's Apparatus is presented in Figure 7.

ARTIFACT: Helmholtz's Apparatus (HA)

ARTIFACT: the Piano Resonance Case (PRC)

FUNCTION: synthetical vowel production
STRUCTURE:
generator
FUNCTION: intermittent current generator
PARAMETERS:
pitch= f
fundamental receiver (tunning fork)
FUNCTION : sound resonator
PARAMETERS:
pitch= f
amplitude= high
receiver (tunning fork)
FUNCTION: sound resonator
PARAMETERS:
pitch= n1 * f ;n1 > 1
amplitude = low
receiver (tunning fork)
FUNCTION : sound resonator
PARAMETERS:
pitch= n2 * f ;n2 > 1
amplitude = low
BEHAVIOR:
send intermittent current from the generator
to the receivers through electrical wire
generate synthetical vowels

FUNCTION: selective resonance
STRUCTURE:
vocal generator
FUNCTION: sound generator
PARAMETERS:
pitch= f
selected piano string
FUNCTION: sound resonator
PARAMETER:
pitch= f
amplitude = high
other piano strings
FUNCTION: sound resonator
PARAMETER :
pitch<> f
amplitude = low

BEHAVIOR:
send acoustical waves (pitch = f) from the
vowel chords to all the piano strings
through air
generate high amplitude sound only in the
selected p1ano string (pitch = f)
BASE

TARGET

Figure 7: Mapping PRC and HA

This time the generator from HA mapped with the vocal generator and the
fundamental receiver from HA mapped with the selected piano string. l\1oreover, the nonresonating harmonic receivers from HA mapped with some nonresonating piano strings. The medium of transmission was electrical wire for
HA and air for PEl\1, but this was not a surprise anymore. Since the tnap19

ping was successful, all the explanations about the role of the vocal generator
from PEM could be carried over to the role of the generator in HA.
In conclusion, Bell noticed that HA performs also the function of selective
resonance (or demultiplexer), depending on the frequency of its intermittent
current generator. Bell learned a new index for HA, namely selective resonance.

7.3

Aha! Multiple telegraph

In 1870's, a challenging problem in the telegraphic industry was the invention
of a "multiple telegraph", whereby several messages could be transmitted
simultaneously over the same wire. In 1872 the telegraphic industry adopted
the Stearns' duplex (two-message) system, and it was looking forward the
invention of a four- or eight-message system. Fame and fortune awaited the
inventor of a multiple telegraph.
After reading a newspaper article 3 about the quest for a multiple telegraph, Bell realized that he could design a multiple telegraph based on his
knowledge of Helmholtz's Apparatus. We present a possible analysis of this
episode.
While reading the newspaper article about the multiple telegraph , Bell
tried to understand how the system worked. Bell assessed the problem as
follows: (1) it involves electricity and telegraphic equipment and (2) a message is coded and transmitted over electrical wire to be received selectively
only by one receiver.
The first requirement (1) brought into \V.i\1 Helmholtz's Apparatus (sine~
this was the only electrical device in which he was interested in the past).
Consequently this created a context to understand (2). \Vhile addressing
the problem of transmitting messages through electrical wires, Bell recalled
. the similarity of sounds and electrical currents (in the context of HA) . Since
nothing else was recalled, the only chance to understand further the problen1
was to reformulate it in terms of acoustics, where Bell was expert.
Bell reformulated the problem as involving selective resonance: a sound
is coded and transmitted through air to be received selectively by only one
recipient. The "piano experience" was remembered and it offered a solution to the problem. Namely, if a person sings intermittently close to the
3 In

the newspaper where Bell advertised his speech lessons for deaf students.
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piano strings at a particular pitch, only the piano string with corresponding
pitch will respond intermittently. What about several people? Bell mentally simulated that no interference will appear. Consequently, Bell assessed
that the problem had a solution in the acoustical domain. By putting the
electrical constraint in the context of the "piano experience", Bell retrieved
Helmholtz's Apparatus. Since HA provided only a partial solution to the
multiple telegraph problem, Bell had to guide the design of the multiple telegraph by using the acoustical model developed in the context of the "piano
experience". In order to send one message to a specific recipient, Bell had to
introduce a telegraphic key in the HA generator's circuit. For sending several
messages, several generators of different pitches had to be introduced in the
circuit. Bell simulated mentally his design and concluded its validity.
Bell developed the acoustic solution to MT in the context of understanding the newspaper article about the multiple telegraph. However, this solution enabled a state that activated other goals. The result was "interesting"
for Bell's thematic goal learning ~~everything" about acoustics and also for the
more human goal goal to become rich and famous, mentioned in the newspaper
article. Since there was no goal conflict, Bell decided to pursue further the
goal design a multiple telegraph. After designing the theoretical model of the
multiple telegraph, Bell generated the goal implement the multiple telegraph,
but he needed to learn more electricity first.
One plan to satisfy the goal learn more electricity is read electricity manuals.
Bell found an electricity book by Baile and started to learn electricity to fulfill
his goal to implement the multiple telegraph. In this book, he could read about:
a series of vibrating plates, answering to the strings of a harp,
each of which vibrates when struck by a particular sound,
and sends off electricity to create at the end of the line the same
vibrations in a corresponding plate. (Bruce, 1973, page 122)

Bell could recognize that the structure and the behavior of the above
design was relevant for his active goal implement the multiple telegraph. Consequently, he added the Baile's design as a design alternative to the goal
implement the multiple telegraph. Bell noticed also that the new design transforms sounds into vibrations via intermittent currents. This function was
relevant to Bell's goal sf teach articulation by providing visual feedback (since
the mechanical vibrations could be perceived visually). Consequently, Baile's
21

design became also a design alternative for the goal to build technology to
provide visual feedback . But Bell simulated mentally that: (1) the vibrations
of the transmitter's plates produced by human voice are too small to be perceived, and (2) the intermittent current's used cannot_transmit the amplitude
of the voice to the receiver's plates. Th~se observations were attached to the
Baile's design and to the goal visualize speech. .
ARTIFACT: electrical speech

ARTIFACT: telegraph

FUNCTION: transmit voice over electrical
wires
STRUCTURE:
?transmitter
electrical wire (medium)
?receiver
BEHAVIOR:
transmit the pitch of the signal over
electrical wires

FUNCTION: transmit telegraphic pulses over
electrical wires
STRUCTURE:
telegraphic key
electrical wire (medium)
telegraphic recorder
BEHAVIOR:
transmit the pitch of the signal over
electrical wire
do not transmit the amplitude of the signal
over electrical wire
ARTIFACT: speech communication
I
I

I

i

FUNCTION: transmit voice over air
I STRUCTURE:
I mouth

~~r(medium)

I

BEHAVIOR:
transmit the pitch of the signal over

I

!

il

I transmit
air
the amplitude of the signal over

transmit the amplitude of the signal
over electrical wires

air
OLD BASES

NEW BASE

Figure 8: Base constructive analogy
In the summer of 1874 Bell started experiments with the phonautograph,
a device built from a dead man's ear for visualizing speech 4 . Of course, this
goal was generated in the service of the plan provide visual feedback for deaf
people. During these experiments, Bell was struck by the way sound waves
acting on a tiny membrane could move relatively heavy bones. This information contradicted his previous mental observation made for Baile's design.
4

This involved fastening a delicate stick to a moving ear bone and recording traces of
complex waves on smoked glass, while someone spoke into the ear membrane.
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Since Baile's design was an alternative of the current active goal, Bell had an
opportunity to revisit the design. Only one unsatisfied constraint remained,namely that the intermittent currents used in Baile's design could not transmit the amplitude of the voice. Based on the ana)ogy between electrical
currents and sound transmission, Bell supposed the existence of an "undulatory current", by mixing relevant properties of electrical currents and sound
transmission (see Figure 8), and simulated Baile.'s design again. This time,
a new function of the device emerged 5 : transmission of voice at a distance
(Bruce, 1973 p.122). The new function was considered acoustically "interesting" and Baile's design was mentally adapted into the "harp apparatus".
The harp apparatus was indexed under the "undulatory current" hypothesis.
The hypothetical design of the telephone was predictively encoded in LTiv1
and Bell switched his focus of attention to the Multiple Telegraph design.

7.4

Aha! Telephone

In June 2, 1875, Bell was performing experiments with the Multiple Telegraph. Due to an implementation mistake, Bell noticed that one of the reeds
produced a sound which reproduced both the pitch and the amplitude of the
generator, that is the device transmitted an "undulatory current" (produced
by induction). The telephone design (harp apparatus) was retrieved immediately. 11oreover, the incident proved that only one reed could transmit
all the harmonics of a signal and that the induction currents generated are
significant:

These experiments at once removed the doubt that had been
in my mind since the summer of 1874, that magneto-electric currents generated by the vibration of an armature in front of an
electro-magnet would be too feeble to produce audible effects that
could be practically utilized for the purposes of multiple telegraphy
and of speech-transmission. (Bell, 1908 p.59)
The above experiment switched Bell's focus of attention to the telephone
design. Bell had already the main structural components to implement the
telephone behavior. The next step was the design of the microphone:
5

Baile's design was also an alternative for the Multiple telegraph. where the main
function was transmission of information at distance.
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The problem that then arose in my mind was, how to move
a piece of steel in the way that the air was moved by the action
of the voice. While this problem was in my mind, I was carrying on experiments with the phonautograph constructed from the
human ear ... and it occurred to ·me that if su~h a thin and delicate membrane could move bones that were, relative to it, very
massive indeed, why should not a larger and stouter membrane be
able to move a piece of steel in the manner I desired? At once the
conception of a membrane speaking telephone became complete in
my mind; for I saw that a similar instrument to that used as a
transmitter could also be employed as a receiver. (Bell, 1908 p.
39).

We notice here that the phonautograph design was recalled by a behavioral component which was not reflected in its function (i.e. record on paper
the shape generated by different sounds). This was possible since the phonautograph design was present in the activated part of the long-term memory.
Standard analogy was good enough to generate the design of the microphone.
based on the the human ear.
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